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Oral evidence

Taken before the Transport Committee

on Wednesday 23 November 2005

Members present:

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Mr David Clelland Mr John Leech
Clive EVord Mr Eric Martlew
Mrs Louise Ellman Mr Lee Scott
Mr Robert Goodwill

Memorandum submitted by the National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers

The National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers (RMT) welcomes the opportunity to
contribute to the House of Commons Transport Committee inquiry: How Fair are Fares? Train Fares and
Ticketing.

RMT organises 72,000 workers in all sectors of the transport industry and negotiates, on behalf of our
members, with some 150 employers. With over 44,000 members employed on the railway we are the largest
of the rail unions.

Introduction

RMT opposition to privatisation and liberalisation on the UK rail network is well documented. Our view
remains that the sell-oV of British Rail has been a disaster for the railways. Public subsides have spiralled
whilst train operator performance in terms of punctuality lags behind that achieved when rail was in public
hands. Infrastructure unit costs have more than doubled in real terms as private contractors have pocketed
millions of pounds of public money. The upgrade of the West Coast mainline is perhaps the best example
of poor private sector planning and execution post-privatisation.

RMT remains concerned that elements of the three EU Rail Packages not yet implemented into UK law
will further increase liberalisation and marketisation leading to waste and spiralling costs caused by on the
one hand fragmentation and on the other unnecessary duplication.

It is in this context that the travelling public is currently faced with an overly complex ticketing regime in
which rising fares and the lack of clear and consistent information predominates. An example of the
problems passengers encounter was highlighted by the Observer on 8 May 2005.

In an attempt to access cheaper advance purchase tickets the newspaper selected three routes; London to
Newquay on First Great Western, Manchester to Bristol on Virgin and London to Leeds on GNER. They
found that a month in advance weekend-trip cheaper APEX tickets were unavailable on all three routes. In
addition on the London-Leeds and London-Newquay routes super advance and advance fares were also
unavailable.

TheObserver also found significant discrepancies between ticket prices quoted by the train operators’ own
web-sites, their call-centres and by the Virgin owned thetrainonline.com website. Prices quoted by the
GNER call centre were £13.50 cheaper than those advertised on the GNER web-site. Using thetrainonline
website reporters were quoted prices for the same journeywhich were diVerent to the tune of £46.50. Finally,
the Observer found that the Virgin Trains value fare search facility threw up a figure which was £40 more
expensive than that quoted by Virgin phone operators or by thetrainonline.com.

Put simply this situation should not be allowed to continue. Ticketing information and fare structures
should be made easier to access and to understand. Now that the Department for Transport has taken over
responsibility for directing rail policy RMT believes that it should conduct a feasibility study to look at
compensating passengers who buy tickets at prices in excess of cheaper tickets that were still available at the
time they made their purchase.
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Rail Fares and the Cost of otherModes

The SRA’s National Rail Trends 2004–05 indicates that the average real terms increase in ticket prices
since 1995 is 6.3% with standard unregulated fares showing an average increase of 10.9%.

RMT, and our predecessor union the NUR, have long maintained that rail travel in Britain is too
expensive. In 2002 the RMT response to the SRA consultation on Future Fares Policy said “It is our view
that fares are already too high and railway services are in danger of becoming the preserve of the middle
classes”.

Additionally our submission to your committee’s inquiry into the Future of Railway argued that “the
19 June announcement by the Secretary of State to introduce a pricing policy that will lead from January
2004 to above inflation fare increases on currently protected ticket prices and the phasing out of saver tickets
by 2006 could discourage network use. This in turn would threaten the wide-ranging social and
environmental objectives set out by the Government in the 10-Year Plan”.

The rise in rail fares (and indeed other forms of public transport) is in marked contrast to the declining
cost of motoring. A February 2005 parliamentary answer from the then Parliamentary Under Secretary of
State at the Department for Transport Charlotte Atkins confirmed that using 100 as the base rate motoring
rail and bus costs had changed since 1975 as follows:

Year All motoring* Rail fares Bus fares

1975 100.0 100.0 100.0
1980 99.5 124.2 121.1
1985 95.3 130.4 122.9
1990 87.1 139.3 128.8
1995 93.0 163.1 147.8
2000 96.8 166.3 154.8
2004 89.1 170.2 166.0

* All motoring includes the cost of purchase, maintenance, fuel tax and insurance.

The figures provided by the Minister indicate that since 1975 the overall cost of motoring has fallen by
11% whilst during the same period rail fares have risen by 70%.

Kyoto andModal Shift

The UK Government has set itself challenging targets to reduce carbon emissions which go beyond the
Kyoto Protocol commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 12.5%, below the base 1990 levels, by
2010. In order to achieve these targets and then go on to achieve the 60% cut in emissions by 2050 an
expanded role for all forms of public transport, and rail in particular, will be key. If the Government brings
forward road-user charging as the primary way of encouraging modal it is self-evident that a reasonably
priced, accessible and easily understood ticketing policy, along with capacity enhancements and improved
rail performance will be required. RMT is completely opposed to the suggestion made by the Association
of Train Operating Companies to introduce “rail peak pricing”.

We are also extremely concerned by the comments in the SRAs January 2005 Integrated Kent Franchise
Stakeholder Briefing Document that bidders for the IKF have been asked to assume that the cost of tickets
between Ebbsfleet and St Pancras on the Channel Tunnel Rail Link Domestic Services will be 35% higher
than a ticket from Gravesend to London. The bidders have also been invited to assume that premium rate
fares will also operate on the St Pancras via Ashford and Birchington on Sea and stations to the west to St
Pancras routes.

Rail Against Privatisation Research

In the run up to the May 2005 General Election RMT launched the Rail Against Privatisation (RAP)
campaign. During the course of RAP we produced extensive research which indicates that UK fares are up
to three times higher than those in the publicly owned rail networks in mainland Europe. The full research
findings are attached at the end of our submission at Appendix A to F.

However some brief examples help to illustrate our position.

— A standard single ticket between LondonKings Cross andNewcastle-upon-Tyne costs 131 Euros.
Comparable journeys in terms of distance in Belgium and France cost less than 50 Euros.

— Similar diVerentials are found in relation to season tickets and city regional fares. In Netherlands
and Germany, commuters can buy an annual go-anywhere ticket for £1,382.68 and £2,046.90
respectively. RMT is appalled that the cost of season tickets into London from Milton Keynes
(£3,284), Huntingdon (£3,432), or Brighton (£2,952) are more expensive than tickets in Germany
and the Netherlands which can be used across the whole of the national network.
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— In relation to travel cards an annual Zone 1–6 in London ticket costs £1,580. This enables the
passenger to travel a radius of approximately 15miles. However in Paris a “Carte Integrale”which
enables a passenger to travel approximately 20miles costs £946. In addition approximately 40mile
radius ticket cost £818 and £507 in Berlin and Madrid respectively.

— The research revealed that per mile an annual season ticket costs the passenger £56 fromHatfield,
£61 from Potters Bar, £29.50 from Brighton and £35 from Gravesend.

Catalyst

In 2004 RMT, with our sister rail unions ASLEF and TSSA, commissioned the labour movement think-
tank Catalyst to produce original research material in order to investigate the financial structure and
performance of the railway industry post-privatisation. Thus far Catalyst has produced three high-quality,
well received reports. The third of their documents published in September 2005: The performance of the
privatised train operators includes a chapter on train operators’ revenues.

The report concludes that receipts from the fare box have increased from 2.94 billion to £4.39 billion in
2003; an increase of around 50%. In 2003 the train operators received £1.2 in public subsidy and used fares
income and public subsidies to pay shareholder dividends of £160 million. It is therefore self-evident that
the ToCs remain dependent on massive state hand-outs and expensive fares in order to make a profit.

Conclusion

RMT’s support for a publicly owned and publicly accountable rail network has as one of its pillars an
integrated, accessible and readily understood ticketing and fare structure. The current complex and
expensive fares regime is failing the travelling public.

The September 2005 Catalyst report makes clear that without public support the train operators would
have made a loss of £1.1 billion in 2003. RMT is appalled that the ToCs are using public money from both
the taxpayer and the fare payer, to increase their margins. Post-privatisation billions of pounds have
haemorrhaged out of the industry. In return the travelling public is faced with a service which does not
match that of BR in terms of train punctuality and fares which, as the research produced by the RMT in
April 2005 demonstrates, which are inordinately expensive.

Notwithstanding the fact that fares generally are far too high, purchasing the correct ticket at the best
price has become a lottery. Such practices would not be tolerated in any other industry, and it should be
stopped.

COMPARATIVE FARES IN UK, BELGIUM AND FRANCE. FIGURES IN TABLE 1
EXPRESSED IN EUROS

GNER

KM UK UK Belgium Belgium France France
One way Std First Std First Std First

Peterborough 123.9 38.6 60.0 13.63 22.31 16.22 24.33
Grantham 169.0 50.7 87.1 18.59 30.42 20.63 30.93
Newark North Gate 193.1 62.9 103.6 21.24 34.76 22.73 34.09
Retford 222.1 70.0 115.7 24.43 39.98 25.28 37.93
Doncaster 249.4 83.6 136.4 27.44 44.90 27.69 41.55
York 302.6 102.9 170.0 33.28 54.46 32.71 49.06
Northallerton 350.8 110.7 182.1 38.59 63.15 36.34 54.51
Darlington 373.4 120.0 194.3 41.07 67.21 38.03 57.05
Durham 408.8 131.4 198.6 44.97 73.58 40.70 61.05
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 432.9 131.4 198.6 47.62 77.92 42.51 63.77
Alnmouth 487.6 132.9 199.3 53.64 87.77 46.63 69.94
Berwick-on-Tweed 539.1 134.3 200.0 59.30 97.04 50.07 75.13
Dunbar 581.0 138.6 200.7 63.91 104.58 52.85 79.30
Edinburgh 627.6 138.6 200.7 69.04 112.98 55.94 83.94
Dundee 719.4 147.1 212.9 79.13 129.49 62.02 93.07
Aberdeen 835.2 150.7 220.7 91.88 150.34 70.09 105.17
Inverness 1,010.7 152.1 222.1 111.17 181.92 79.82 119.78
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Midland Mainline
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Walk-on fare
To London

For departures around 0600 on 26 April 2005

Earliest
Per Mile Per Mile non-peak

Miles First Standard First Std departure

Midland Mainline
Leicester 82 £105.00 £76.00 £0.64 £0.46 9:30
Loughborough 111 £112.00 £82.00 £0.50 £0.37 8:45
Nottingham 126 £130.00 £94.00 £0.52 £0.37 8:52
Derby 133 £130.00 £94.00 £0.49 £0.35 9:05
Chesterfield 152 £166.00 £108.00 £0.55 £0.36 8:39
SheYeld 164 £166.00 £108.00 £0.51 £0.33 8:27

7:14
slower train

Leeds 200 £235.00 £49.50 £0.59 £0.12
Full Std 142

Fares from the Train Websites. All selected for walk-on Euro%£06823
full fares for departures around 0600 on 26 April

Italy

From To KM First Second £First £Second

Milan Venice 180 ƒ28.92 ƒ20.66 19.73 14.10
Rome Naples 214 ƒ32.54 ƒ22.21 22.20 15.15
Florence Venice 248 ƒ39.25 ƒ26.60 26.78 18.15
Venice Milan 267 ƒ28.92 ƒ20.66 19.73 14.10
Rome Florence/Firenze 316 ƒ42.35 ƒ29.44 28.90 20.09
Florence Milan 316 ƒ41.83 ƒ28.92 28.54 19.73
Rome Turin 440 ƒ68.00 ƒ46.50 46.40 31.73
Milan Naples 540 ƒ81.08 ƒ56.81 55.32 38.76
Venice Naples 560 ƒ81.00 ƒ55.00 55.27 37.53
Rome Venice 573 ƒ67.14 ƒ44.93 45.81 30.66
Rome Milan 632 ƒ67.14 ƒ46.48 45.81 31.71
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Germany
From To Km First Second £First £Second

Hamburg Berlin 190 ƒ85.00 ƒ55.00 58.00 37.53
Frankfurt Cologne 190 ƒ82.00 ƒ53.00 55.95 36.16
Frankfurt Stuttgart 210 ƒ73.00 ƒ47.00 49.81 32.07
Frankfurt Munich 390 ƒ128.00 ƒ83.00 87.33 56.63
Hamburg Cologne 450 ƒ118.00 ƒ76.00 80.51 51.85
Hamburg Frankfurt 500 ƒ155.00 ƒ100.00 105.76 68.23
Frankfurt Berlin 570 ƒ162.00 ƒ105.00 110.53 71.64
Munich Cologne 600 ƒ182.00 ƒ118.00 124.18 80.51
Munich Berlin 610 ƒ143.00 ƒ92.00 97.57 62.77
Hamburg Stuttgart 740 ƒ182.00 ƒ118.00 124.18 80.51
Hamburg Munich 760 ƒ167.00 ƒ111.00 113.94 75.75

Base fares (Normalpreis)
In contrast to the former kilometer-based fares, the new fares were designed as relation-specific prices,
similar to airfares.

This means that they do not necessarily depend on the distance travelled but rather on the importance of
the relation and the traveller’s demand for it.

Spain
From To Km First Second £First £Second

Ciudad Real Madrid 200 ƒ48.00 ƒ26.00 32.75 17.74
Zaragosa Madrid 330 ƒ67.00 ƒ44.00 45.71 30.02
Valencia Barcelona 350 ƒ58.00 ƒ35.50 39.57 24.22
Valencia Madrid 360 ƒ64.00 ƒ39.00 43.67 26.61
Madrid Lleida 470 ƒ102.00 ƒ56.00 69.59 38.21
Seville Madrid 540 ƒ122.00 ƒ67.00 83.24 45.71
Madrid Malaga 550 ƒ84.00 ƒ56.00 57.31 38.21
Barcelona Madrid 630 ƒ93.50 ƒ60.50 63.80 41.28
Seville Barcelona 1,050 ƒ123.00 ƒ79.50 83.92 54.24

Some First Class fares are Club Class (premium first) on the major high-speed lines

Netherlands
From To TariVKM First Second £First £Second

Rotterdam Amsterdam 86 ƒ19.80 ƒ12.40 13.51 8.46
Enschede Schiphol 169 ƒ35.40 ƒ22.10 24.15 15.08
Rotterdam Enschede 191 ƒ38.60 ƒ24.10 26.34 16.44
Maastricht Amsterdam 217 ƒ42.40 ƒ26.50 28.95 18.08
Amsterdam Groningen 217 ƒ42.40 ƒ26.50 28.93 18.08
Rotterdam Groningen 249 ƒ47.00 ƒ29.40 32.07 20.06
Eindhoven Groningen 273 ƒ50.60 ƒ31.60 34.52 21.56
Maastricht Groningen 331 ƒ56.00 ƒ35.00 38.21 23.88

Belgium km 2nd 1st 2rate 1rate
Liege 104 11.90 18.30 0.11 0.18
De Panne 142 16.20 25.00 0.11 0.18

France

Distance (D) Constant Fare/km (b)

First Class Second Class First Class Second Class
FRF FRF FRF FRF

1-16 km 0.8871 0.5914 0.2217 0.1478

17-32 km 0.2853 0.1902 0.2468 0.1645

33-64 km 2.3535 1.569 0.1817 0.1211

65-109 3.2676 2.1784 0.1683 0.1122

110-149 4.5686 3.0457 0.1595 0.1063

150-199 8.8637 5.9091 0.1306 0.0871

200-300 8.4984 5.6656 0.1325 0.0883

301-499 14.9366 9.9577 0.1128 0.0752

500-799 21.4905 14.327 0.0995 0.0663

800-1999 35.594 23.7293 0.0833 0.0555
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Midland Mainline First Class Single Comparisons
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Midland Mainline Standard Fare Comparisons
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Comparison Fares

Single Fares Miles to Km 1.609344 tEuro%£0.6 06823

UK UK France France Spain Spain Italy Italy Germany Germany NL NL Belgium Belgium
Midland KM £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std
Mainline

Leicester 132 £52.50 £38.00 £18.50 £12.50 £12.00 £9.00 £11.00 £8.00 £33.00 £22.00 £21.00 £13.00 £15.85 £10.27

Loughborough 179 £56.00 £41.00 £22.50 £15.00 £14.50 £11.00 £20.00 £14.50 £45.00 £29.00 £26.00 £16.00 £21.45 £13.90

Nottingham 203 £65.00 £47.00 £24.00 £16.00 £33.00 £18.00 £20.00 £14.50 £56.00 £37.00 £28.50 £17.50 £24.35 £15.78

Derby 214 £65.00 £47.00 £26.00 £17.50 £33.00 £18.00 £20.00 £14.50 £54.00 £35.00 £29.00 £18.00 £25.71 £16.65

Chesterfield 245 £83.00 £54.00 £28.50 £19.00 £33.00 £18.00 £27.00 £18.50 £66.00 £43.00 £32.00 £20.00 £29.38 £19.03

SheYeld 264 £83.00 £54.00 £30.50 £20.50 £33.00 £20.00 £27.00 £18.50 £66.00 £43.00 £34.50 £22.00 £31.70 £20.53

Leeds 322 £117.50 £24.75 £35.00 £23.50 £46.00 £30.00 £32.00 £23.00 £66.00 £43.00 £38.50 £24.00 £38.66 £25.04
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Virgin West Coast
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Per Mile First Per Mile Std

Walk-on Fares to London

For departures around 0600 on 26 April 2005

Miles First Standard Per Mile First Per Mile Std Earliest non-peak
departure

Virgin West Coast

Milton Keynes 49 £53.80 £29.30 £0.55 £0.30 9:16

Rugby 82 £132.00 £79.00 £0.80 £0.48 9:26

Tamworth 110 £172.00 £103.00 £0.78 £0.47 7:40

Birmingham 118 £172.00 £65.00 £0.73 £0.28 most Std100

StaVord 133 £201.00 £125.00 £0.76 £0.47 10:13

Crewe 158 £235.00 £145.00 £0.74 £0.46 9:34

Chester 179 £183.00 £109.00 £0.51 £0.30 most 250/152

Manchester 188 £288.00 £187.00 £0.77 £0.50 8:45

Liverpool 196 £275.00 £175.00 £0.70 £0.45 9:15

Preston 209 £291.00 £195.00 £0.70 £0.47 8:46

Lancaster 229 £297.00 £195.00 £0.65 £0.43 8:24

Carlisle 299 £279.00 £206.00 £0.47 £0.34 7:09

Glasgow 401 £304.00 £90.60 £0.38 £0.11 most £206 full std

(Ryanair return for 26th £70.18) BA £349

First Class Fare Comparison
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Europe Standard Fare Comparison
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Comparison Fares

Single Fares

Miles to Km 1.609344 Euro%£0.6 06823

UK UK France France Spain Spain Italy Italy Germany Germany NL NL Belgium Belgium
VirginWest Coast KM £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std

Milton Keynes 79 £26.90 £14.65 £11.50 £7.60 £8.00 £5.00 £5.00 £3.00 £18.00 £12.00 £13.50 £8.50 £9.47 £6.14

Rugby 132 £66.00 £39.50 £17.30 £11.50 £12.00 £9.00 £11.00 £8.00 £45.00 £29.00 £21.00 £13.00 £15.85 £10.27

Tamworth 177 £86.00 £51.50 £22.10 £14.80 £14.50 £11.00 £20.00 £14.50 £45.00 £29.00 £26.00 £16.00 £21.26 £13.77

Birmingham 190 £86.00 £32.50 £23.00 £15.40 £33.00 £19.50 £20.00 £1450 £56.00 £37.00 £26.50 £1650 £22.81 £14.77

StaVord 214 £100.50 £62.50 £25.60 £17.00 £33.00 £19.50 £20.00 £14.50 £66.00 £42.00 £29.00 £18.00 £25.71 £16.65

Crewe 254 £117.50 £72.50 £29.30 £19.60 £33.00 £19.50 £27.00 £18.50 £66.00 £42.00 £32.50 £20.50 £30.54 £19.78

Chester 288 £91.50 £54.50 £32.10 £21.40 £46.00 £30.00 £27.00 £18.50 £66.00 £42.00 £36.00 £22.50 £34.60 £22.41

Manchester 303 £144.00 £93.50 £34.00 £22.70 £46.00 £30.00 £27.00 £1850 £66.00 £42.00 £37.00 £2320 £36.34 £23.54

Liverpool 315 £137.50 £87.50 £34.90 £23.20 £46.00 £30.00 £29.00 £20.00 £66.00 £42.00 £38.00 £23.50 £37.88 £24.54

Preston 336 £145.50 £97.50 £36.40 £24.30 £46.00 £30.00 £32.00 £23.00 £66.00 £42.00 £39.00 £24.00 £40.40 £26.17

Lancaster 369 £148.50 £97.50 £38.70 £25.80 £84.00 £46.00 £39.00 £28.00 £84.00 £54.00 £46.00 £29.00 £4426 £28.67

Carlisle 481 £139.50 £103.00 £47.30 £31.50 £84.00 £46.00 £55.50 £39.00 £106.00 £69.00 £58.00 £36.00 £57.79 £37.44

Glasgow 645 £152.00 £103.00 £58.80 £39.20 £84.00 £46.00 £55.50 £39.00 £125.00 £80.00 £75.00 £45.00 £77.51 £50.21

Fares from the Train Websites. All selected for walk-on Euro%ƒ0.6823
full fares for departures around 0600 on 26 April

Italy
From To KM First Second £First £Second
Rome Viterbo 80 ƒ4.10 ƒ4.10 2.80 2.80
Milan Parma 130 ƒ15.55 ƒ11.47 10.61 7.83
Milan Venice 180 ƒ28.92 ƒ20.66 19.73 14.10
Florence Parma 196 ƒ28.82 ƒ20.35 19.66 13.88
Rome Caserta 211 ƒ27.00 ƒ20.81 18.42 14.20
Rome Naples 232 ƒ32.54 ƒ22.21 22.20 15.15
Florence Venice 248 ƒ39.25 ƒ26.60 26.78 18.15
Venice Milan 267 ƒ28.92 ƒ20.66 19.73 14.10
Rome Salerno 285 ƒ36.46 ƒ25.31 24.88 17.27
Bologna Trieste 310 ƒ34.69 ƒ23.45 23.67 16.00
Rome Florence/Firenze 316 ƒ42.35 ƒ29.44 28.90 20.09
Florence Milan 316 ƒ41.83 ƒ28.92 28.54 19.73
Rome Pisa 334 ƒ46.10 ƒ33.19 31.45 22.65
Rome Ravenna 365 ƒ56.73 ƒ40.71 38.71 27.78
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Rome Turin 440 ƒ68.00 ƒ46.50 46.40 31.73

Rome Parma 500 ƒ59.08 ƒ40.94 40.31 27.93

Milan Naples 540 ƒ81.08 ƒ56.81 55.32 38.76

Venice Naples 560 ƒ81.00 ƒ55.00 55.27 37.53
Rome Venice 573 ƒ67.14 ƒ44.93 45.81 30.66

Rome Milan 632 ƒ67.14 ƒ46.48 45.81 31.71

Germany

From To KM First Second £First £Second

Dusseldorf Bonn 80 ƒ26.00 ƒ16.60 17.74 11.33
Cologne Dortmund 104 ƒ37.00 ƒ24.00 25.25 16.38

Frankfurt Bonn 170 ƒ48.00 ƒ31.00 32.75 21.15

Frankfurt Kassel 190 ƒ65.00 ƒ42.00 44.35 28.66

Frankfurt Cologne 190 ƒ82.00 ƒ53.00 55.95 36.16
Frankfurt Stuttgart 210 ƒ73.00 ƒ47.00 49.81 32.07

Frankfurt Dortmund 215 ƒ78.00 ƒ50.00 53.22 34.12

Frankfurt Dusseldorf 220 ƒ96.00 ƒ62.00 65.50 42.30

Bonn Mannheim 228 ƒ54.00 ƒ35.00 36.84 23.88
Frankfurt Nuremburg 230 ƒ64.00 ƒ41.00 43.67 27.97

Frankfurt Freiburg 270 ƒ82.00 ƒ53.00 55.95 36.16

Hamburg Berlin 290 ƒ85.00 ƒ55.00 58.00 37.53

Frankfurt Regensburg 320 ƒ84.00 ƒ54.00 57.31 36.84
Hamburg Dortmund 360 ƒ122.00 ƒ79.00 83.24 53.90

Frankfurt Munich 390 ƒ128.00 ƒ83.00 87.33 56.63

Hamburg Cologne 450 ƒ118.00 ƒ76.00 80.51 51.85

Hamburg Frankfurt 500 ƒ155.00 ƒ100.00 105.76 68.23
Frankfurt Berlin 570 ƒ162.00 ƒ105.00 110.53 71.64

Munich Cologne 580 ƒ182.00 ƒ118.00 124.18 80.51

Munich Berlin 600 ƒ143.00 ƒ92.00 97.57 62.77

Hamburg Stuttgart 720 ƒ182.00 ƒ118.00 124.18 80.51

Hamburg Munich 790 ƒ167.00 ƒ111.00 113.94 75.74

Base fares (Normalpreis)

In contrast to the former kilometre-based fares, the new fares were designed as relation-specific prices,
similar to airfares.

This means that they do not necessarily depend on the distance travelled but rather on the importance of
the relation and the traveller’s demand for it.

Spain

From To KM First Second £First £Second

Madrid Segovia 90 ƒ5.20

Madrid Avila 120 ƒ17.00 ƒ13.00 11.60 8.87

Zaragosa Pamplona 180 ƒ21.00 ƒ16.00 14.33 10.92

Ciudad Real Madrid 200 ƒ48.00 ƒ26.00 32.75 17.74

Madrid Albacete 250 ƒ46.00 ƒ28.00 31.39 19.10

Madrid Caceres 300 ƒ35.50 ƒ26.50 24.22 18.08

Zaragosa Madrid 330 ƒ67.00 ƒ44.00 45.71 30.02

Valencia Barcelona 350 ƒ58.00 ƒ35.50 39.57 24.22

Valencia Madrid 360 ƒ64.00 ƒ39.00 43.67 26.61

Madrid Lleida 470 ƒ102.00 ƒ56.00 69.59 38.21

Seville Madrid 540 ƒ122.00 ƒ67.00 83.24 45.71

Madrid Malaga 550 ƒ84.00 ƒ56.00 57.31 38.21

Barcelona Madrid 630 ƒ93.50 ƒ60.50 63.80 41.28

Seville Barcelona 1050 ƒ123.00 ƒ79.50 83.92 54.24

Some First Class fares are Club Class (premium first) on the major high-speed lines
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Netherlands
From To TariVKM First Second £First £Second
Rotterdam Amsterdam 86 ƒ19.80 ƒ12.40 13.51 8.46
Amsterdam Nijmegen 115 ƒ25.60 ƒ16.00 17.47 10.92
Delft Eindhoven 122 ƒ27.00 ƒ16.90 18.42 11.53
Rotterdam Den Helder 144 ƒ31.40 ƒ19.60 21.42 13.37
Enschede Schiphol 169 ƒ35.40 ƒ22.10 24.15 15.08
Rotterdam Enschede 191 ƒ38.60 ƒ24.10 26.34 16.44
Maastricht Amsterdam 217 ƒ42.40 ƒ26.50 28.93 18.08
Amsterdam Groningen 217 ƒ42.40 ƒ26.50 28.93 18.08
Delft Maastricht 220 ƒ42.90 ƒ26.80 29.27 18.29
Rotterdam Groningen 249 ƒ47.00 ƒ29.40 32.07 20.06
Eindhoven Groningen 273 ƒ50.60 ƒ31.60 34.52 21.56
Maastricht Den Helder 298 ƒ54.20 ƒ33.90 36.98 23.13
Maastricht Groningen 331 ƒ56.00 ƒ35.00 38.21 23.88
Estimate 400 ƒ67.67 ƒ42.30 46.17 28.86
Estimate 500 ƒ84.59 ƒ52.87 57.72 36.07
Estimate 600 ƒ101.51 ƒ63.44 69.26 43.29

Belgium km 2nd 1st 2rate 1rate
Liege 104 11.90 18.30 ƒ0.11 ƒ0.18
De Panne 142 16.20 25.00 ƒ0.11 ƒ0.18

Sterling £0.0778 £0.1201

France
Distance (D) Constant Fare/km (b)

First Class Second Class First Class Second Class
FRF FRF FRF FRF

1-16 km 0.8871 0.5914 0.2217 0.1478
17-32 km 0.2853 0.1902 0.2468 0.1645
33-64 km 2.3535 1.569 0.1817 0.1211
65-109 3.2676 2.1784 0.1683 0.1122
110-149 4.5686 3.0457 0.1595 0.1063
150-199 8.8637 5.9091 0.1306 0.0871
200-300 8.4984 5.6656 0.1325 0.0883
301-499 14.9366 9.9577 0.1128 0.0752
500-799 21.4905 14.327 0.0995 0.0663
800-1999 35.594 23.7293 0.0833 0.0555

KM First Second £First £Second
10 ƒ3.10 ƒ2.07 £2.12 £1.41
20 ƒ5.22 ƒ3.48 £3.56 £2.37
30 ƒ7.69 ƒ5.13 £5.25 £3.50
40 ƒ9.62 ƒ6.41 £6.56 £4.38
50 ƒ11.44 ƒ7.62 £7.80 £5.20
60 ƒ13.26 ƒ8.84 £9.04 £6.03
70 ƒ15.05 ƒ10.03 £10.27 £6.85
80 ƒ16.73 ƒ11.15 £11.42 £7.61
90 ƒ18.41 ƒ12.28 £12.56 £8.38
100 ƒ20.10 ƒ13.40 £13.71 £9.14
110 ƒ22.11 ƒ14.74 £15.09 £10.06
120 ƒ23.71 ƒ15.80 £16.18 £10.78
130 ƒ25.30 ƒ16.86 £17.26 £11.51
140 ƒ26.90 ƒ17.93 £18.35 £12.23
150 ƒ28.45 ƒ18.97 £19.41 £12.95
160 ƒ29.76 ƒ19.85 £20.31 £13.54
170 ƒ31.07 ƒ20.72 £21.20 £14.13
180 ƒ32.37 ƒ21.59 £22.09 £14.73
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190 ƒ33.68 ƒ22.46 £22.98 £15.32
200 ƒ35.00 ƒ23.33 £23.88 £15.92
210 ƒ36.32 ƒ24.21 £24.78 £16.52
220 ƒ37.65 ƒ25.09 £25.69 £17.12
230 ƒ38.97 ƒ25.97 £26.59 £17.72
240 ƒ40.30 ƒ26.86 £27.50 £18.32
250 ƒ41.62 ƒ27.74 £28.40 £18.93
260 ƒ42.95 ƒ28.62 £29.30 £19.53
270 ƒ44.27 ƒ29.51 £30.21 £20.13
280 ƒ45.60 ƒ30.39 £31.11 £20.73
290 ƒ46.92 ƒ31.27 £32.02 £21.34
300 ƒ48.78 ƒ32.52 £33.28 £22.19
310 ƒ49.90 ƒ33.27 £34.05 £22.70
320 ƒ51.03 ƒ34.02 £34.82 £23.21
330 ƒ52.16 ƒ34.77 £35.59 £23.73
340 ƒ53.29 ƒ35.53 £36.36 £24.24
350 ƒ54.42 ƒ36.28 £37.13 £24.75
360 ƒ55.54 ƒ37.03 £37.90 £25.27
370 ƒ56.67 ƒ37.78 £38.67 £25.78
380 ƒ57.80 ƒ38.53 £39.44 £26.29
390 ƒ58.93 ƒ39.29 £40.21 £26.80
400 ƒ61.29 ƒ40.85 £41.82 £27.87
410 ƒ62.29 ƒ41.51 £42.50 £28.32
420 ƒ63.28 ƒ42.17 £43.18 £28.77
430 ƒ64.28 ƒ42.84 £43.86 £29.23
440 ƒ65.27 ƒ43.50 £44.53 £29.68
450 ƒ66.27 ƒ44.16 £45.21 £30.13
460 ƒ67.26 ƒ44.83 £45.89 £30.58
470 ƒ68.26 ƒ45.49 £46.57 £31.04
480 ƒ69.25 ƒ46.15 £47.25 £31.49
490 ƒ70.25 ƒ46.81 £47.93 £31.94
500 ƒ71.24 ƒ47.48 £48.61 £32.39
510 ƒ72.24 ƒ48.14 £49.29 £32.85
520 ƒ73.23 ƒ48.80 £49.97 £33.30
530 ƒ74.23 ƒ49.47 £50.64 £33.75
540 ƒ75.22 ƒ50.13 £51.32 £34.20
550 ƒ76.22 ƒ50.79 £52.00 £34.66
560 ƒ77.21 ƒ51.46 £52.68 £35.11
570 ƒ78.21 ƒ52.12 £53.36 £35.56
580 ƒ79.20 ƒ52.78 £54.04 £36.01
590 ƒ80.20 ƒ53.44 £54.72 £36.46
600 ƒ81.19 ƒ54.11 £55.40 £36.92
610 ƒ82.19 ƒ54.77 £56.08 £37.37
620 ƒ83.18 ƒ55.43 £56.75 £37.82
630 ƒ84.18 ƒ56.10 £57.43 £38.27
640 ƒ85.17 ƒ56.76 £58.11 £38.73
650 ƒ86.17 ƒ57.42 £58.79 £39.18
660 ƒ87.16 ƒ58.09 £59.47 £39.63
670 ƒ88.16 ƒ58.75 £60.15 £40.08
680 ƒ89.15 ƒ59.41 £60.83 £40.54
690 ƒ90.15 ƒ60.07 £61.51 £40.99
700 ƒ91.14 ƒ60.74 £62.19 £41.44
710 ƒ92.14 ƒ61.40 £62.86 £41.89
720 ƒ93.13 ƒ62.06 £63.54 £42.35
730 ƒ94.13 ƒ62.73 £64.22 £42.80
740 ƒ95.12 ƒ63.39 £64.90 £43.25
750 ƒ96.12 ƒ64.05 £65.58 £43.70
760 ƒ97.11 ƒ64.72 £66.26 £44.16
770 ƒ98.11 ƒ65.38 £66.94 £44.61
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780 ƒ99.10 ƒ66.04 £67.62 £45.06
790 ƒ100.10 ƒ66.70 £68.30 £45.51
800 ƒ102.23 ƒ68.13 £69.75 £46.48
810 ƒ103.07 ƒ68.68 £70.32 £46.86
820 ƒ103.90 ƒ69.24 £70.89 £47.24
830 ƒ104.73 ƒ69.79 £71.46 £47.62
840 ƒ105.57 ƒ70.35 £72.03 £48.00
850 ƒ106.40 ƒ70.90 £72.60 £48.38
860 ƒ107.23 ƒ71.46 £73.16 £48.76
870 ƒ108.07 ƒ72.01 £73.73 £49.14
880 ƒ108.90 ƒ72.57 £74.30 £49.51
890 ƒ109.73 ƒ73.12 £74.87 £49.89
900 ƒ110.56 ƒ73.68 £75.44 £50.27
910 ƒ111.40 ƒ74.23 £76.01 £50.65
920 ƒ112.23 ƒ74.79 £76.57 £51.03
930 ƒ113.06 ƒ75.34 £77.14 £51.41
940 ƒ113.90 ƒ75.90 £77.71 £51.79

First Great Western

£0.00

£0.10

£0.20

£0.30

£0.40

£0.50

£0.60

£0.70

£0.80

Swindon Bristol Newport Taunton Cardiff Exeter Swansea Plymouth

Per Mile First Per Mile Std

Walk-on Fares to London

For departures around 0600 on 26 April 2005

Earliest
Per Mile Per Mile non-peak

Miles First Standard First Std departure

First Great Western
Swindon 77 £112.00 £68.00 £0.73 £0.44 10:11
Bristol 112 £161.00 £97.00 £0.72 £0.43 9:30
Newport 133 £165.00 £109.00 £0.62 £0.41 9:09
Taunton 141 £174.00 £115.00 £0.62 £0.41 9:07
CardiV 145 £171.00 £110.00 £0.59 £0.38 9:55
Exeter 172 £198.00 £126.00 £0.58 £0.37 8:25
Swansea 190 £211.00 £141.00 £0.56 £0.37 8:00
Plymouth 224 £221.00 £164.00 £0.49 £0.37 7:35
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Fares from the train Websites. All selected for walk-on Euro%0.6823
full fares for departures around 0600 on 26 April 26th

Italy
From To KM First Second £First £Second
Rome Viterbo 80 ƒ4.10 ƒ4.10 2.80 2.80
Milan Parma 130 ƒ15.55 ƒ11.47 10.61 7.83
Milan Venice 180 ƒ28.92 ƒ20.66 19.73 14.10
Florence Parma 196 ƒ28.82 ƒ20.35 19.66 13.88
Rome Caserta 211 ƒ27.00 ƒ20.81 18.42 14.20
Rome Naples 232 ƒ32.54 ƒ22.21 22.20 15.15
Florence Venice 248 ƒ39.25 ƒ26.60 26.78 18.15
Venice Milan 267 ƒ28.92 ƒ20.66 19.73 14.10
Rome Salerno 285 ƒ36.46 ƒ25.31 24.88 17.27
Bologna Trieste 310 ƒ34.69 ƒ23.45 23.67 16.00
Rome Florence/Firenze 316 ƒ42.35 ƒ29.44 28.90 20.09
Florence Milan 316 ƒ41.83 ƒ28.92 28.54 19.73
Rome Pisa 334 ƒ46.10 ƒ33.19 31.45 22.65
Rome Ravenna 365 ƒ56.73 ƒ40.71 38.71 27.78
Rome Turin 440 ƒ68.00 ƒ46.50 46.40 31.73
Rome Parma 500 ƒ59.08 ƒ40.94 40.31 27.93
Milan Naples 540 ƒ81.08 ƒ56.81 55.32 38.76
Venice Naples 560 ƒ81.00 ƒ55.00 55.27 37.53
Rome Venice 573 ƒ67.14 ƒ44.93 45.81 30.66
Rome Milan 632 ƒ67.14 ƒ46.48 45.81 31.71

Germany
From To KM First Second £First £Second
Dusseldorf Bonn 80 ƒ26.00 ƒ16.60 17.74 11.33
Cologne Dortmund 104 ƒ37.00 ƒ24.00 25.25 16.38
Frankfurt Bonn 170 ƒ48.00 ƒ31.00 32.75 21.15
Frankfurt Kassel 190 ƒ65.00 ƒ42.00 44.35 28.66
Frankfurt Cologne 190 ƒ82.00 ƒ53.00 55.95 36.16
Frankfurt Stuttgart 210 ƒ73.00 ƒ47.00 49.81 32.07
Frankfurt Dortmund 215 ƒ78.00 ƒ50.00 53.22 34.12
Frankfurt Dusseldorf 220 ƒ96.00 ƒ62.00 65.50 42.30
Bonn Mannheim 228 ƒ54.00 ƒ35.00 36.84 23.88
Frankfurt Nuremburg 230 ƒ64.00 ƒ41.00 43.67 27.97
Frankfurt Freiburg 270 ƒ82.00 ƒ53.00 55.95 36.16
Hamburg Berlin 290 ƒ85.00 ƒ55.00 58.00 37.53
Frankfurt Regensburg 320 ƒ84.00 ƒ54.00 57.31 36.84
Hamburg Dortmund 360 ƒ122.00 ƒ79.00 83.24 53.90
Frankfurt Munich 390 ƒ128.00 ƒ83.00 87.33 56.63
Hamburg Cologne 450 ƒ118.00 ƒ76.00 80.51 51.85
Hamburg Frankfurt 500 ƒ155.00 ƒ100.00 105.76 68.23
Frankfurt Berlin 570 ƒ162.00 ƒ105.00 110.53 71.64
Munich Cologne 580 ƒ182.00 ƒ118.00 124.18 80.51
Munich Berlin 600 ƒ143.00 ƒ92.00 97.57 62.77
Hamburg Stuttgart 720 ƒ182.00 ƒ118.00 124.18 80.51
Hamburg Munich 790 ƒ167.00 ƒ111.00 113.94 75.74
Base fares (Normalpreis)
In contrast to the former kilometre-based fares, the new fares were designed as relation-specific prices,
similar to airfares.
This means that they do not necessarily depend on the distance travelled but rather on the importance of
the relation and the traveller’s demand for it.
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Spain

From To KM First Second £First £Second

Madrid Segovia 90 ƒ5.20

Madrid Avila 120 ƒ17.00 ƒ13.00 11.60 8.87

Zaragosa Pamplona 180 ƒ21.00 ƒ16.00 14.33 10.92

Ciudad Real Madrid 200 ƒ48.00 ƒ26.00 32.75 17.74

Madrid Albacete 250 ƒ46.00 ƒ28.00 31.39 19.10

Madrid Caceres 300 ƒ35.50 ƒ26.50 24.22 18.08

Zaragosa Madrid 330 ƒ67.00 ƒ44.00 45.71 30.02

Valencia Barcelona 350 ƒ58.00 ƒ35.50 39.57 24.22

Valencia Madrid 360 ƒ64.00 ƒ39.00 43.67 26.61

Madrid Lleida 470 ƒ102.00 ƒ56.00 69.59 38.21

Seville Madrid 540 ƒ122.00 ƒ67.00 83.24 45.71

Madrid Malaga 550 ƒ84.00 ƒ56.00 57.31 38.21

Barcelona Madrid 630 ƒ93.50 ƒ60.50 63.80 41.28

Seville Barcelona 1050 ƒ123.00 ƒ79.50 83.92 54.24

Some First Class fares are Club Class (premium first) on the major high-speed lines

Netherlands

From To TariVKM First Second £First £Second

Rotterdam Amsterdam 86 ƒ19.80 ƒ12.40 13.51 8.46

Amsterdam Nijmegen 115 ƒ25.60 ƒ16.00 17.47 10.92

Delft Eindhoven 122 ƒ27.00 ƒ16.90 18.42 11.53

Rotterdam Den Helder 144 ƒ31.40 ƒ19.60 21.42 13.37

Enschede Schiphol 169 ƒ35.40 ƒ22.10 24.15 15.08

Rotterdam Enschede 191 ƒ38.60 ƒ24.10 26.34 16.44

Maastricht Amsterdam 217 ƒ42.40 ƒ26.50 28.93 18.08

Amsterdam Groningen 217 ƒ42.40 ƒ26.50 28.93 18.08

Delft Maastricht 220 ƒ42.90 ƒ26.80 29.27 18.29

Rotterdam Groningen 249 ƒ47.00 ƒ29.40 32.07 20.06

Eindhoven Groningen 273 ƒ50.60 ƒ1.60 34.52 21.56

Maastricht Den Helder 298 ƒ54.20 ƒ33.90 36.98 23.13

Maastricht Groningen 331 ƒ56.00 ƒ35.00 38.21 23.88

Estimate 400 ƒ67.67 ƒ42.30 46.17 28.86

Estimate 500 ƒ84.59 ƒ52.87 57.72 36.07

Estimate 600 ƒ101.51 ƒ63.44 69.26 43.29

Belgium km 2nd 1st 2rate 1rate

Liege 104 11.90 18.30 ƒ0.11 ƒ0.18

De Panne 142 16.20 25.00 ƒ0.11 ƒ0.18

Sterling £0.0778 £0.1201

France

Distance (D) Constant Fare/km (b)

First Class Second Class First Class Second Class
FRF FRF FRF FRF

1–16 km 0.8871 0.5914 0.2217 0.1478

17–32 km 0.2853 0.1902 0.2468 0.1645

33–64 km 2.3535 1.569 0.1817 0.1211

65–109 3.2676 2.1784 0.1683 0.1122
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110–149 4.5686 3.0457 0.1595 0.1063
150–199 8.8637 5.9091 0.1306 0.0871
200–300 8.4984 5.6656 0.1325 0.0883
301–499 14.9366 9.9577 0.1128 0.0752
500–799 21.4905 14.327 0.0995 0.0663
800–1,999 35.594 23.7293 0.0833 0.0555

KM First Second £First £Second
10 ƒ3.10 ƒ2.07 £2.12 £1.41
20 ƒ5.22 ƒ3.48 £3.56 £2.37
30 ƒ7.69 ƒ5.13 £5.25 £3.50
40 ƒ9.62 ƒ6.41 £6.56 £4.38
50 ƒ11.44 ƒ7.62 £7.80 £5.20
60 ƒ13.26 ƒ8.84 £9.04 £6.03
70 ƒ15.05 ƒ10.03 £10.27 £6.85
80 ƒ16.73 ƒ11.15 £11.42 £7.61
90 ƒ18.41 ƒ12.28 £12.56 £8.38
100 ƒ20.10 ƒ13.40 £13.71 £9.14
110 ƒ22.11 ƒ14.74 £15.09 £10.06
120 ƒ23.71 ƒ15.80 £16.18 £10.78
130 ƒ25.30 ƒ16.86 £17.26 £11.51
140 ƒ26.90 ƒ17.93 £18.35 £12.23
150 ƒ28.45 ƒ18.97 £19.41 £12.95
160 ƒ29.76 ƒ19.85 £20.31 £13.54
170 ƒ31.07 ƒ20.72 £21.20 £14.13
180 ƒ32.37 ƒ21.59 £22.09 £14.73
190 ƒ33.68 ƒ22.46 £22.98 £15.32
200 ƒ35.00 ƒ23.33 £23.88 £15.92
210 ƒ36.32 ƒ24.21 £24.78 £16.52
220 ƒ37.65 ƒ25.09 £25.69 £17.12
230 ƒ38.97 ƒ25.97 £26.59 £17.72
240 ƒ40.30 ƒ26.86 £27.50 £18.32
250 ƒ41.62 ƒ27.74 £28.40 £18.93
260 ƒ42.95 ƒ28.62 £29.30 £19.53
270 ƒ44.27 ƒ29.51 £30.21 £20.13
280 ƒ45.60 ƒ30.39 £31.11 £20.73
290 ƒ46.92 ƒ31.27 £32.02 £21.34
300 ƒ48.78 ƒ32.52 £33.28 £22.19
310 ƒ49.90 ƒ33.27 £34.05 £22.70
320 ƒ51.03 ƒ34.02 £34.82 £23.21
330 ƒ52.16 ƒ34.77 £35.59 £23.73
340 ƒ53.29 ƒ35.53 £36.36 £24.24
350 ƒ54.42 ƒ36.28 £37.13 £24.75
360 ƒ55.54 ƒ37.03 £37.90 £25.27
370 ƒ56.67 ƒ37.78 £38.67 £25.78
380 ƒ57.80 ƒ38.53 £39.44 £26.29
390 ƒ58.93 ƒ39.29 £40.21 £26.80
400 ƒ61.29 ƒ40.85 £41.82 £27.87
410 ƒ62.29 ƒ41.51 £42.50 £28.32
420 ƒ63.28 ƒ42.17 £43.18 £28.77
430 ƒ64.28 ƒ42.84 £43.86 £29.23
440 ƒ65.27 ƒ43.50 £44.53 £29.68
450 ƒ66.27 ƒ44.16 £45.21 £30.13
460 ƒ67.26 ƒ44.83 £45.89 £30.58
470 ƒ68.26 ƒ45.49 £46.57 £31.04
480 ƒ69.25 ƒ46.15 £47.25 £31.49
490 ƒ70.25 ƒ46.81 £47.93 £31.94
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500 ƒ71.24 ƒ47.48 £48.61 £32.39

510 ƒ72.24 ƒ48.14 £49.29 £32.85

520 ƒ73.23 ƒ48.80 £49.97 £33.30

530 ƒ74.23 ƒ49.47 £50.64 £33.75

540 ƒ75.22 ƒ50.13 £51.32 £34.20

550 ƒ76.22 ƒ50.79 £52.00 £34.66

560 ƒ77.21 ƒ51.46 £52.68 £35.11

570 ƒ68.21 ƒ52.12 £53.36 £35.56

580 ƒ79.20 ƒ52.78 £54.04 £36.01

590 ƒ80.20 ƒ53.44 £54.72 £36.46

600 ƒ81.19 ƒ54.11 £55.40 £36.92

610 ƒ82.19 ƒ54.77 £56.08 £37.37

620 ƒ83.18 ƒ55.43 £56.75 £37.82

630 ƒ84.18 ƒ56.10 £57.43 £38.27

640 ƒ85.17 ƒ56.76 £58.11 £38.73

650 ƒ86.17 ƒ57.42 £58.79 £39.18

660 ƒ87.16 ƒ58.09 £59.47 £39.63

670 ƒ88.16 ƒ58.75 £60.15 £40.08

680 ƒ89.15 ƒ59.41 £60.83 £40.54

690 ƒ90.15 ƒ60.07 £61.51 £40.99

700 ƒ91.14 ƒ60.74 £62.19 £41.44

710 ƒ92.14 ƒ61.40 £62.86 £41.89

720 ƒ93.13 ƒ62.06 £63.54 £42.35

730 ƒ94.13 ƒ62.73 £64.22 £42.80

740 ƒ95.12 ƒ63.39 £64.90 £43.25

750 ƒ96.12 ƒ64.05 £65.58 £43.70

760 ƒ97.11 ƒ64.72 £66.26 £44.16

770 ƒ98.11 ƒ65.38 £66.94 £44.61

780 ƒ99.10 ƒ66.04 £67.62 £45.06

790 ƒ100.10 ƒ66.70 £68.30 £45.51

800 ƒ102.23 ƒ68.13 £69.75 £46.48

810 ƒ103.07 ƒ68.68 £70.32 £46.86

820 ƒ103.90 ƒ69.24 £70.89 £47.24

830 ƒ104.73 ƒ69.79 £71.46 £47.62

840 ƒ105.57 ƒ70.35 £72.03 £48.00

850 ƒ106.40 ƒ70.90 £72.60 £48.38

860 ƒ107.23 ƒ71.46 £73.16 £48.76

870 ƒ108.07 ƒ72.01 £73.73 £49.14

880 ƒ108.90 ƒ72.57 £74.30 £49.51

890 ƒ109.73 ƒ73.12 £74.87 £49.89

900 ƒ110.56 ƒ73.68 £75.44 £50.27

910 ƒ111.40 ƒ74.23 £76.01 £50.65

920 ƒ112.23 ƒ74.79 £76.57 £51.03

930 ƒ113.06 ƒ75.34 £77.14 £51.41

940 ƒ113.90 ƒ75.90 £77.71 £51.79
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First Great Western First Class Comparisons
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First Great Western Standard Class Comparisons
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Comparison Fares

Single Fares Miles to Km 1.609344 tEuro%£0.6823
UK UK France France Spain Spain Italy Italy Germany Germany NL NL Belgium Belgium

First Great KM £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std £First £Std
Western

Swindon 124 £56.00 £34.00 £17.50 £12.00 £12.00 £9.00 £11.00 £8.00 £26.00 £17.00 £18.50 £11.50 £14.88 £9.64

Bristol 180 £80.50 £48.50 £22.50 £15.00 £14.50 £11.00 £20.00 £14.50 £45.00 £29.00 £26.00 £16.00 £21.65 £14.02

Newport 214 £82.50 £54.50 £26.00 £17.50 £33.00 £18.00 £20.00 £14.40 £56.00 £37.00 £29.00 £18.00 £25.71 £16.65

Taunton 227 £87.00 £57.50 £27.00 £18.00 £33.00 £18.00 £22.50 £15.50 £66.00 £43.00 £31.50 £19.50 £27.25 £17.65

CardiV 233 £85.50 £55.00 £27.00 £18.00 £33.00 £18.00 £23.00 £15.50 £66.00 £43.00 £31.50 £19.50 £28.03 £18.16

Exeter 277 £99.00 £63.00 £31.00 £21.00 £33.00 £19.00 £27.00 £18.50 £66.00 £43.00 £35.00 £22.00 £33.24 £21.54

Swansea 306 £105.50 £70.50 £34.00 £23.00 £33.00 £19.00 £27.00 £18.50 £66.00 £43.00 £37.00 £23.50 £36.72 £23.79

Plymouth 360 £110.50 £82.00 £38.00 £25.50 £46.00 £30.00 £39.00 £28.00 £84.00 £54.00 £45.00 £27.00 £43.30 £28.05
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LONDON AND SOUTH EAST ANNUAL SEASON TICKETS COSTS 2005

Station Miles Cost Yearly £ per % Germany % Nlands
return miles

Apsley 23 £2,400.00 £52.2 117% 174%
Arlesey 36 £2,904.00 £40.3 142% 210%
Ashwell and Morden 40 £3,012.00 £37.7 147% 218%
Baldock 35 £2,924.00 £41.8 143% 211%
Basildon 24 £1,860.00 £38.8 91% 135%
Bayford 15 £1,784.00 £59.5 87% 129%
Berkhamsted 27 £2,628.00 £48.7 128% 190%
Biggleswade 41 £2,968.00 £36.2 145% 215%
Bletchley 46 £2,840.00 £30.9 139% 205%
Bracknell 32 £2,412.00 £37.7 118% 174%
Brighton 50 £2,952.00 £29.5 144% 213%
Brookmans Park 14 £1,560.00 £55.7 76% 113%
Bushey 15 £1,692.00 £56.4 83% 122%
Cambridge 55 £3,264.00 £29.7 159% 236%
Crawley 30 £2,952.00 £49.2 144% 213%
CuZey 12 £1,308.00 £54.5 64% 95%
Downham Market 86 £3,724.00 £21.7 182% 269%
East Grinstead 28 £1,692.00 £30.2 83% 122%
Ely 70 £3,324.00 £23.7 162% 240%
Foxton 50 £3,136.00 £31.4 153% 227%
Garston 18 £2,100.00 £58.3 103% 152%
Grantham 105 £5,560.00 £26.5 272% 402%
Gravesend 24 £1,692.00 £35.3 83% 122%
Grays 19 £1,512.00 £39.8 74% 109%
Hatfield 17 £1,920.00 £56.5 94% 139%
Haywards Heath 37 £1,740.00 £23.5 85% 126%
Hemel Hempstead 23 £2,504.00 £54.4 122% 181%
Hertford North 18 £2,024.00 £56.2 99% 146%
Hitchin 31 £2,748.00 £44.3 134% 199%
Huntingdon 58 £3,432.00 £29.6 168% 248%
Kempston Hardwick 58 £3,264.00 £28.1 159% 236%
Kings Lynn 96 £3,956.00 £20.6 193% 286%
Knebworth 25 £2,340.00 £46.8 114% 169%
Leigh-on-Sea 32 £2,224.00 £34.8 109% 161%
Leighton Buzzard 40 £2,816.00 £35.2 138% 204%
Letchworth 33 £2,924.00 £44.3 143% 211%
Littleport 76 £3,452.00 £22.7 169% 250%
Maidenhead 24 £2,140.00 £44.6 105% 155%
Maidstone 39 £2,492.00 £31.9 122% 180%
Meldreth 47 £3,136.00 £33.4 153% 227%
Milton Keynes 49 £3,284.00 £33.5 160% 238%
Newark 120 £6,068.00 £25.3 296% 439%
Northampton 65 £3,536.00 £27.2 173% 256%
Peterborough (incl GNER) 76 £4,988.00 £32.8 244% 361%
Peterborough (WAGN only) 76 £3,740.00 £24.6 183% 270%
Potters Bar 12 £1,480.00 £61.7 72% 107%
Purfleet 15 £1,512.00 £50.4 74% 109%
Reading (Any Co) 35 £2,916.00 £41.7 142% 211%
Royston 43 £3,136.00 £36.5 153% 227%
Sandy 44 £2,996.00 £34.0 146% 217%
Shepreth 48 £3,136.00 £32.7 153% 227%
Shoeburyness 39 £2,392.00 £30.7 117% 173%
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Station Miles Cost Yearly £ per % Germany % Nlands
return miles

Southend 35 £2,300.00 £32.9 112% 166%
St Albans Abbey 23 £2,224.00 £48.3 109% 161%
St Neots 51 £3,220.00 £31.6 157% 233%
Stevenage 27 £2,560.00 £47.4 125% 185%
Thorpe Bay 37 £2,392.00 £32.3 117% 173%
Tilbury Town 21 £1,512.00 £36.0 74% 109%
Tring 31 £2,816.00 £45.4 138% 204%
Waterbeach 61 £3,264.00 £26.8 159% 236%
Watford Junction 17 £2,064.00 £60.7 101% 149%
Watlington 90 £3,788.00 £21.0 185% 274%
Watton-at-Stone 22 £2,208.00 £50.2 108% 160%
Welham Green 15 £1,728.00 £57.6 84% 125%
Welwyn Garden City 20 £2,060.00 £51.5 101% 149%
Welwyn North 22 £2,172.00 £49.4 106% 157%
WestcliV 34 £2,300.00 £33.8 112% 166%
Woburn Sands 50 £3,264.00 £32.6 159% 236%
Wokingham 36 £2,932.00 £40.7 143% 212%
Wolverton 52 £3,284.00 £31.6 160% 238%

Prices converted at Euro%£ 0.6823. Column 4 indicates the cost per mile traveled. Columns 5 and 6
compare the cost of a season ticket with the annual go-anywhere tickets available in Germany and the
Netherlands. The German and Dutch fares% 100.

Most Expensive Inter-City Return Fares by Cost perMile

Walk-on Full Fares

MidMlne First GW
GNER Virgin

First Class Per Mile Standard Per mile

Peterborough £84.00 £0.55 GNER Peterborough £54.00 £0.35 GNER
Grantham £122.00 £0.58 GNER Grantham £71.00 £0.34 GNER
Newark North Gate £145.00 £0.60 GNER Newark North Gate £88.00 £0.37 GNER
Retford £162.00 £0.59 GNER Retford £98.00 £0.36 GNER
Doncaster £191.00 £0.62 GNER Doncaster £117.00 £0.38 GNER
Leeds £235.00 £0.64 GNER Leeds £142.00 £0.39 GNER
York £238.00 £0.63 GNER York £144.00 £0.38 GNER
Northallerton £255.00 £0.58 GNER Northallerton £155.00 £0.36 GNER
Darlington £272.00 £0.59 GNER Darlington £168.00 £0.36 GNER
Durham £278.00 £0.55 GNER Durham £184.00 £0.36 GNER
Newcastle-upon-Tyne £278.00 £0.52 GNER Newcastle-upon-Tyne £184.00 £0.34 GNER
Alnmouth £279.00 £0.46 GNER Alnmouth £186.00 £0.31 GNER
Berwick-upon-Tweed £280.00 £0.42 GNER Berwick-upon-Tweed £188.00 £0.28 GNER
Dunbar £281.00 £0.39 GNER Dunbar £194.00 £0.27 GNER
Edinburgh £281.00 £0.36 GNER Edinburgh £194.00 £0.25 GNER
Dundee £298.00 £0.33 GNER Dundee £206.00 £0.23 GNER
Aberdeen £309.00 £0.30 GNER Aberdeen £211.00 £0.20 GNER
Inverness £311.00 £0.25 GNER Glasgow £90.60 £0.11 Virgin
Aberdeen £309.00 £0.30 GNER Leeds £49.50 £0.12 MidMlne
Dundee £298.00 £0.33 GNER Inverness £213.00 £0.17 GNER
Edinburgh £281.00 £0.36 GNER Aberdeen £211.00 £0.20 GNER
Glasgow £304.00 £0.38 Virgin Dundee £206.00 £0.23 GNER
Dunbar £281.00 £0.39 GNER Edinburgh £194.00 £0.25 GNER
Berwick-upon-Tweed £280.00 £0.42 GNER Dunbar £194.00 £0.27 GNER
Alnmouth £279.00 £0.46 GNER Birmingham £65.00 £0.28 Virgin
Carlisle £279.00 £0.47 Virgin Berwick-upon-Tweed £188.00 £028 GNER
Derby £130.00 £0.49 MidMlne Milton Keynes £29.30 £0.30 Virgin
Plymouth £221.00 £0.49 First GW Chester £109.00 £0.30 Virgin
Loughborough £112.00 £0.50 MidMlne Alnmouth £186.00 £0.31 GNER
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MidMlne First GW
GNER Virgin

First Class Per Mile Standard Per mile

SheYeld £166.00 £0.51 MidMlne SheYeld £108.00 £0.33 MidMlne
Chester £183.00 £0.51 Virgin Grantham £71.00 £0.34 GNER
Nottingham £130.00 £0.52 MidMlne Newcastle-upon-Tyne £184.00 £0.34 GNER
Newcastle-upon-Tyne £278.00 £0.52 GNER Carlisle £206.00 £0.34 Virgin
Peterborough £84.00 £0.55 GNER Peterborough £54.00 £0.35 GNER
Inverness £311.00 £0.25 GNER Inverness £213.00 £0.17 GNER
Milton Keynes £53.80 £0.55 Virgin Milton Keynes £29.30 £0.30 Virgin
Rugby £132.00 £0.80 Virgin Rugby £79.00 £0.48 Virgin
Tamworth £172.00 £0.78 Virgin Tamworth £103.00 £0.47 Virgin
Birmingham £172.00 £0.73 Virgin Birmingham £65.00 £0.28 Virgin
StaVord £201.00 £0.76 Virgin StaVord £125.00 £0.47 Virgin
Crewe £235.00 £0.74 Virgin Crewe £145.00 £0.46 Virgin
Chester £183.00 £0.51 Virgin Chester £109.00 £0.30 Virgin
Manchester £288.00 £0.77 Virgin Manchester £187.00 £0.50 Virgin
Liverpool £275.00 £0.70 Virgin Liverpool £175.00 £0.45 Virgin
Preston £291.00 £0.70 Virgin Preston £195.00 £0.47 Virgin
Lancaster £297.00 £0.65 Virgin Lancaster £195.00 £0.43 Virgin
Carlisle £279.00 £0.47 Virgin Carlisle £206.00 £0.34 Virgin
Glasgow £304.00 £0.38 Virgin Glasgow £90.60 £0.11 Virgin
Leicester £105.00 £0.64 MidMlne Leicester £76.00 £0.46 MidMlne
Loughborough £112.00 £0.50 MidMlne Loughborough £82.00 £0.37 MidMlne
Nottingham £130.00 £0.52 MidMlne Nottingham £94.00 £0.37 MidMlne
Derby £130.00 £0.49 MidMlne Derby £94.00 £0.35 MidMlne
Chesterfield £166.00 £0.55 MidMlne Chesterfield £108.00 £0.36 MidMlne
SheYeld £166.00 £0.51 MidMlne SheYeld £108.00 £0.33 MidMlne
Leeds £235.00 £0.59 MidMlne Leeds £49.50 £0.12 MidMlne
Swindon £112.00 £0.73 First GW Swindon £68.00 £0.44 First GW
Bristol £161.00 £0.72 First GW Bristol £97.00 £0.43 First GW
Newport £165.00 £0.62 First GW Newport £109.00 £0.41 First GW
Taunton £174.00 £0.62 First GW Taunton £115.00 £0.41 First GW
CardiV £171.00 £0.59 First GW CardiV £110.00 £0.38 First GW
Exeter £198.00 £0.58 First GW Exeter £126.00 £0.37 First GW
Swansea £211.00 £0.56 First GW Swansea £141.00 £0.37 First GW
Plymouth £221.00 £0.49 First GW Plymouth £164.00 £0.37 First GW
Chesterfield £166.00 £0.55 MidMlne Derby £94.00 £0.35 MidMlne
Durham £278.00 £0.55 GNER Retford £98.00 £0.36 GNER
Milton Keynes £53.80 £0.55 Virgin Chesterfield £108.00 £0.36 MidMlne
Swansea £211.00 £0.56 First GW Northallerton £155.00 £0.36 GNER
Exeter £198.00 £0.58 First GW Darlington £168.00 £0.36 GNER
Grantham £122.00 £0.58 GNER Durham £184.00 £0.36 GNER
Northallerton £255.00 £0.58 GNER Plymouth £164.00 £0.37 First GW
Darlington £272.00 £0.59 GNER Exeter £126.00 £0.37 First GW
Retford £162.00 £0.59 GNER Newark North Gate £88.00 £0.37 GNER
Leeds £235.00 £0.59 MidMlne Loughborough £82.00 £0.37 MidMlne
CardiV £171.00 £0.59 First GW Swansea £141.00 £0.37 First GW
Newark North Gate £145.00 £0.60 GNER Nottingham £94.00 £0.37 MidMlne
Doncaster £191.00 £0.62 GNER Doncaster £117.00 £0.38 GNER
Taunton £174.00 £0.62 First GW CardiV £110.00 £0.38 First GW
Newport £165.00 £0.62 First GW York £144.00 £0.38 GNER
York £238.00 £0.63 GNER Leeds £142.00 £0.39 GNER
Leeds £235.00 £0.64 GNER Taunton £115.00 £0.41 First GW
Leicester £105.00 £0.64 MidMlne Newport £109.00 £0.41 First GW
Lancaster £297.00 £0.65 Virgin Lancaster £195.00 £0.43 Virgin
Preston £291.00 £0.70 Virgin Bristol £97.00 £0.43 First GW
Liverpool £275.00 £0.70 Virgin Swindon £68.00 £0.44 First GW
Bristol £161.00 £0.72 First GW Liverpool £175.00 £0.45 Virgin
Swindon £112.00 £0.73 First GW Crewe £145.00 £0.46 Virgin
Birmingham £172.00 £0.73 Virgin Leicester £76.00 £0.46 MidMlne
Crewe £235.00 £0.74 Virgin Preston £195.00 £0.47 Virgin
StaVord £201.00 £0.76 Virgin Tamworth £103.00 £0.47 Virgin
Manchester £288.00 £0.77 Virgin StaVord £125.00 £0.47 Virgin
Tamworth £172.00 £0.78 Virgin Rugby £79.00 £0.48 Virgin
Rugby £132.00 £0.80 Virgin Manchester £187.00 £0.50 Virgin
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by RMT

Who carried out the “independent” research for you?

The research was undertaken by Professor Michael Blakemore, who is Emeritus Professor of Geography
at the University of Durham, and is Director of IDRA, a company that specialises in information resources
and strategy.

Professor Blakemore was given a simple brief, to compareUKandEuropean rail fares, and to understand
how the UK pricing policies operate.

His background in information resources includes over 15 year when he Directed the development of the
labour market information service NOMIS, which is one of the key oYcial statistical resources used in the
House of Commons Library

Why did you choose the set of countries as a comparison?

We selected a range of other European countries that reflect, as far as possible, a wide range of rail
pricing policies.

At the most social level the systems in the Netherlands and Belgium represent services that are fully
integrated, not just in the rail network, but also with other forms of transportation such as local bus and
tram—the Netherlands is the best example.

In these countries the purchase of a rail ticket provides flexibility at a standard price. They have a journey
cost based on kilometres travelled, and there is no basic discrimination between the time of day.

The price policy focuses onmaximising the utility value to the public. Itmeans that people can travel when
they want, without having to resort to advance booking, or travelling at times that are not directly suitable
to them. The downside to the train operator is running long trains with low utilisation levels at less busy
times of the day.

France is the only country that actually publishes its fare policy, and it is essentially a cost per kilometre,
but the cost becomes less the further you are travelling.

Germany used to have a flat cost per kilometre, but it moved to a more demand-based approach recently,
and has higher tariVs on the more popular routes. There are reductions on the basic fares if you subscribe
to a yearly Bahn Card. Italy and Spain have a predominantly cost-per-kilometre fare policy, with some
diVerences on premium routes and for premium trains.

By contrast, in UK you travel when you can aVord it, or you pay a high price because you have to travel
at certain times.

UK fares can be described as providing flexibility only at a high cost, or a premium cost.

In summary, the fare policies in Belgium and the Netherlands remain strongly public service and public
utility. Those is the other countries still focus strongly on public utility, with some variations in fares on
premium routes, but the overall finding was that on a walk-on fare basis for travel at peak morning times,
the fares in the UK were always the highest.

Why should the pricing system for rail not be the same as for air travel?

Rail is environmentally friendly.

Rail is embedded into the social and economic fabric of the nation.

Rail does not have the transparency of competition that we see in the airline industry.

What is wrong about focusing on premium customers who provide the most money?

The British private rail companies focus first on the premium customers, and then see the other customers
as being used to fill non-premium capacity

It is probably most useful to use the quotations from GNER in October 2004 when they contracted to
use the Manugistics software for calculating fares:

With increasing competition for passengers, forecasting the accurate number of passengers and
planning the correct fare for each seat on each train run are business imperatives for GNER, both
to help ensure high levels of customer satisfaction and achieve revenue targets

“We recognised that we would benefit from a solution that could help us capture the greatest
revenue yield from every train,” said GNER Commercial Manager Andrew Markham.

With Manugistics’ solutions, we can now minimize the number of unsold seats that should have
produced revenue, as well as control and prevent the overbooking of trains by passengers with
discounted tickets to help ensure that full fare demand is never refused.
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The fare policy used by the UK train Inter-City operators aims to use capacity at low-demand times by
oVering advance-booking low fares.

This aims to change the travelling behaviour of the public, away from the historical British Rail days of
mainly walk-on fare purchases. The problem to a rail operator with walk-on fares is that there is a high
possibility of overcrowding, and indeed British Rail used to charge for reservations.

By making the walk-on fares as being the highest tariVs, the aim is to persuade large numbers of travellers
to plan ahead and seek low fares, and the fare comes with an allocated seat. Reservations, therefore, are
free, but they are a critical way for the rail companies to plan load management.

The software that they use, described in the section above for GNER, uses sophisticated historical
information on train utilisation to calculate how many seats should be left for full-fare passengers

The “holy grail” passenger is therefore the full-fare passenger. This person pays very high fares, and must
therefore at all times be able to find a seat. The seat is made available via two mechanisms.

— The first is to zone-out trains at a certain time of day and make them all, or mostly, full-fare
trains—these are the business services in the morning to and from London.

— Second, the approach is to use some form of probability forecasting for all the other train services,
oVering (like low-fare airlines) a small number of very low fares (excellent for publicity, and very
nice if you can book them), then increasing fares as trains become booked up, until the only fare
available becomes one of the walk-on fares.

The British train companies aim tomaximise the occupancy of all trains by using price as the determinant.
Leisure travellers are regarded by the train companies as being “oV-peak” travellers, whereas in the
Netherlands leisure, business, urgent and non-urgent all are given the same priority of access to trains.

The UK uses price to sort these groups into time-slots.

Is it wrong that the rail companies encourage the maximum use of oV-peak travel by oVering lower prices?

The use of the term “oV-peak” is too general. There is a range of non-premium fare time-periods, and the
“bargain” fares mostly are concentrated in mid-week time-slots.

There is a problematical issue of when the very low fares are available. Since fares are priced according
to demand, it becomes evident that times of high demand will result in many fewer low fares.

High demand for leisure travel occurs at weekends and in school holidays.

There are fewer bargain fares available to these customers, and also the passengers at these times are the
most liable to disruption from track works and track closures.

Families are not provided with coherent and eVective incentives to use rail travel

Long gone are the days when the family railcard allowed children to travel for £2 return. Those were the
days when the national pricing policy focused on incentives to move from road to rail.

Now the family railcard provides some discounting, but only at a level where children are seem as
economic occupiers of seating space, rather then future rail travellers.

Here are some of the family railcard costs for a family of two adults and two children wanting to avoid
road congestion this Christmas. Travelling out on 21 December and back on 28 December, leaving and
returning at about 1000. All the costs were obtained on 13November using the nationalrail.co.uk site. Three
fare quotes were obtained: for the “fastest” journey, for the “cheapest” journey, and then a check was made
for combinations of single fares:

Newcastle to Bristol: fastest £172.70, cheapest showed no services, and single ticket combinations were
nearly £280!

London to Exeter: Some Superadvance availability at £64.60, but in general the Saver is oVered at £98.90.
Single combinations were at least £95.

London to Manchester: Saver return £93.50. Single fare combinations are £106.

Edinburgh to Manchester: Prices ranged from £64.60, through £86.70, to £134 depending on the
combination of trains chosen. Even the Standard Open Return fare showed variations, depending on the
services chosen for booking, of £137.70 to £171.70. The diVerence in fares, from the cheapest advance
booking, to the most flexible standard class ticket, was over £100.
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Wehavemore integrated information about rail travel, but this information is of partial utility when the network
is so clearly dis-integrated

There has been a major shift away from return fares to advance purchase, inflexible single fares. The
characteristic expectation of the public in recent decades has been the return fare, and returns have often
been cheaper than two single tickets. Now two single tickets are often cheaper that the return, and the
complexity of booking options on the Internet means that “choice” can only be obtained through
considerable experimentation, backed up by knowledge of routes and train companies.

The outcome of this process is that by using point-to-point cheap fares you forgo connectivity. UK trains
therefore are a combination of full-fare service with a low-fare airline component that sells residual
capacity only.

We have an integrated information system for rail fares (via the trainline, qjump etc—which hardly oVer
CHOICE since they all use Virgin’s Trainline software, and Qjump is a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Trainline! And the Trainline “powers” individual train company booking sites!) that oVer a partially
integrated fare solution for a non-integrated network of train companies. Connectivity is purchased at a
premium and higher price (full fare, saver fares etc). Any attempt to purchase low fares results in a loss of
any expectation of connectivity.

It is diYcult for the government to articulate an “Integrated” transport policy when one of the key
underpinnings of a policy—that is a pricing strategy—is mostly out of government control.

How did you work out the comparative fares for other European rail systems?

ForGermany, Italy, Spain and theNetherlands a range of fare enquiries weremade on the respective train
Web sites. The request was for trains leaving around 0600 on 26 April, and in all cases the full fare was the
one noted. Therefore, all fare comparisons are on a like-for-like basis.

France (SNCF) publishes its fare structure on the Web site.

Belgium has a flat rate per kilometre. The Netherlands uses a flat-rate based on journey kilometres.

All the other countries (Italy, Spain, Germany) do not publish a fare structure, and in Germany in
particular the fare structure is no longer based on a cost per kilometre. The Web site for each national rail
service was accessed for a large number of journeys, so that a cost basis could be estimated

The other country fares that were used in comparison with the UK routes were the most expensive fares
obtained. For example, some journeys in Spain and in Germany attract premium charges because of the
business importance of the route.

The fares that are used in the spreadsheets therefore are always the most expensive fares that are listed
for the distance in the other country, or for less than the distance. For example, in Germany, Frankfurt to
Cologne attracts a premium charge of 82/53 euros first/second, and this premium cost was used in place of
cheaper full fares for longer distances on other routes.

You mentioned that the Trainline does not provide the full range of choices–can you elaborate?

Choice only comes to those with knowledge and flexibility.

Three simple examples, all of which were researched on Saturday 12 November:

I want to travel from Crewe to Norwich, departing on 29 November about 0900, and returning on
1 December about 1100.

The Trainline and NationalRail.co.uk online systems returned a Central Trains route via
Nuneaton, Peterborough and Ely, at the cheapest cost of £62.20 for a Saver Return.

Experimentation with alternative routes using Virgin to London, and Anglia to Norwich resulted
in tickets at a cost of £54, on trains which are a lot more comfortable that the short train sets
operated by Central. This option was not provided by default.
A journey from Durham to StaVord for 29 November, departing about 0700 and returning about
1800, returned an quotation via Birmingham with Virgin, oVering only saver returns at £100 and
£69 depending on which train was taken.

Experimentation with a routing via Manchester resulted in a saver return of £67.50. Further
experimentation, involving booking a Durham to Manchester with Transpennine, and
Manchester to StaVord with Virgin, resulted in the two tickets amounting to £47.50

Going fromCleethorpes to Plymouth, departing about 0600 on 12 December, and returning about
0600 on 14 December, resulted in the Trainline oVering only a routing via SheYeld (linking to a
Virgin service) and the cheapest fare being oVered was a Saver Return of £109. No advance
purchase returns or singles were oVered.

Experimentation with the routing via London, using advance purchase singles resulted in the
Cleethorpes to London legs costing £27, and the London to Plymouth legs costing £45. Therefore
this option at £72 gives a significant cost saving.
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In all these experimental alternatives the elapsed travel time was not diVerent.

THE KEY POINT HERE IS THAT THE SOFTWARE THAT DRIVES THE FARES SYSTEM IS
NOT OBJECTIVE, IMPARTIAL, OR EVEN KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT ROUTING OPTIONS
THAT MAY DELIVER SAVINGS.

Can you tell us how the software systems operate as a monopoly?

There is an inbuilt business need for the rail companies and the ticketing systems to maximise profits.

Therefore, it is illogical for them to prioritise call centre time in dealing with potentially complex, but low
revenue tickets.

The Cable and Wireless description of their software for the Trainline1 noted that their Computer
Telephony Integration software allows diVerent menus to be provided for first-time and repeat customers.

Repeat customers have a shorter menu to navigate when contacting the call centre, and first-time
customers “were routed to a longer interactive voice response (IVR) menu, which helped them through the
system and ensured that all of their details were received correctly”.

This means that the systems can “recognise” a customer, and this will be from their phone numbers,
landline or mobile. The Caller-ID facility can trigger the customer address details, and it is now possible to
link the address to credit referencing and geodemographic classification.

In this way an inbound call can be “sorted” into a priority queue that gives priority to those callers who
are most likely to spend higher amounts of money.

This is business logic. You want to give priority to your most profitable customers. It is used widely in
the call centre and marketing industry.

However, this is a real problem for those trying to make send of the bewildering oV-peak fare oVerings
from the rail companies. The complexity of fares, the knowledge that is required to make sense of them, and
business driver to focus on high-margin customers, means that there is not an even playing field for all of
those wishing to travel by rail.

Furthermore, those who are most socially excluded are those most reliant on public transport, and these
will be the people most likely to be victims of the software used to try and make sense of the over-complex
fare structures in this country.

Why the focus on first class and standard class full fares?

First, they eVectively represent the cost of doing business in London, and indicate the extent to which
businesses have to factor in travel costs that are well in excess of those that businesses have to budget for in
Europe. This is something that should seriously concern the regional development agencies.

Second, these are the fares that represent the hidden subsidy that is paid to the rail companies through
the travel costs for government employees. Travelling on government business, particularly for meetings in
London, means that much travel will be full fare, or using flexible tickets.

A PQ asked by Dr Pugh (Hansard 20 October) about first class rail fares was answered by Derek Twigg.
It was found that 75.4%. of first class travel was full open fare type, compared to 24.6%. of advance purchase,
Apex and other promotional fare oVers.

In a series of PQs between July 2004 and February 2005,MPs (in particular George Osborne and Vincent
Cable) tried to find out how much was being spent by government departments on rail travel.

The Departments for Environment, Defense, International Development, Education and Skills, and the
Foreign OYce, were all unable to provide costs for first class travel.

The Department of Health admitted to spending over 5.5 million pounds a year on first class travel, most
of which was stated as being London to Leeds.

However, from what Government Departments could put together in response to the PQs it is clear that
hundreds of millions of pounds on rail travel, and in our view this represents a hidden subsidy to the rail
operators.

1 http://www.cw.com/docs/why–cw/trainline.pdf
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Memorandum submitted by Transport 2000

Introduction

Transport 2000 is the independent national body concerned with sustainable transport. We look for real
solutions to transport problems and aim to reduce the environmental and social impact of transport by
encouraging less use of cars and more use of public transport, walking and cycling.

Transport 2000 believes it is imperative that rail fares are structured and priced so as to:

— encourage a modal shift and attract people out of their cars and on to trains;

— oVer rail passengers oV-peak discount travel so as to maximise capacity on oV-peak services, but
not penalise passengers for travelling at peak times; and

— thereby, oVering a socially inclusive means of travel in the UK and still generating revenue for the
rail industry.

We have identified as the main and inherent problems with existing rail fares that they are expensive,
complicated and inflexible.

High-cost Fares and the Effect of Fare Changes on the Demand for Rail

Whilst the costs of motoring have fallen, rail fares have increased substantially and above inflation. Since
1975 the cost of owning and running a car (taking into account purchase, maintenance, petrol, tax and
insurance) has fallen by 11% in real terms while rail fares have climbed 70% (Department for Transport
2005).

Table 1 shows the changes in rail ticket prices since 1999 as reported by the SRA and clearly shows that
because London and South East operators have a higher proportion of regulated fares than other operators
that their overall change was (unlike other sectors) below the rate of inflation.

Table 1

CHANGES IN TICKET PRICES ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION

Long Distance London and SE Regional All Operators

January 1999 100 100 100 100
January 2000 105 99 100 101
January 2001 105 97 100 101
January 2002 109 97 101 102
January 2003 110 97 100 102
January 2004 112 98 108 103

Source: calculations from data published on SRA website.

However, what is of real concern is the actual price paid for travelling by train (earnings per passenger
km—some times referred to as yield).

Table 2

EARNINGS ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION PER PASSENGER KM
IN REAL TERMS BY SECTOR

Long Distance London and SE Regional All

1998–99 100 100 100 100
1999–2000 103 100 99 101
2000–01 105 94 109 100
2001–02 107 96 97 100
2002–03 109 93 98 100
2003–04 111 94 96 100

Source: calculations from data published on SRA website.

Table 2 shows that the actual price paid per km travelled in real terms varies more widely between sectors
than the change in ticket prices. It is also clear particularly in the case of Regional operators that passengers
react to fare increases by changing their travel patterns. It would be tempting but premature to conclude at
this stage that, since there are more realistic alternatives to the typically shorter train journeys in regional
and south east sectors, the longer distance operators have exploited their position. However it should be
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noted that short distance earnings per passenger kilometre fell for both long distance and shorter operators,
whilst ticket prices only fell in real term for London and SouthEast operators. Clearlymore detailed analysis
is required.

Using data published by the SRA and from a series of reports published in the journal Transit over the
years, which provide summary of the annual published accounts of selected train operators, the results
shown in table 3 were calculated.

Table 3

CHANGES BETWEEN THE FINANCIAL YEARS 1998–99 and 2003–04

Operator Sector real terms % change in % change
earnings per passenger km passenger km

Thameslink London and SE "0.87 20.50
Scotrail Regional "4.92 15.34
C2C London and SE "5.80 14.71
GNER Long distance "5.20 13.49
First Great Western Long distance 4.74 12.84
Central Trains Regional 0.10 12.04
RRNE/Northern Spirit/ATN Regional 11.22 3.47
North West Trains Regional 34.09 "0.66
Virgin Trains Long distance 10.98 "1.52

Source: Calculations from Annual Accounts as published in Transit/SRA web site.

It can be seen from table 3 that in general, the higher the real cost of travel per kilometre the lower the
growth in passenger kilometres. Such data can be used to determine the relationship between the amount
paid for travel and the demand for travel as well as the long run elasticity for rail fares. This is shown in
figure 1.

Figure 1
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The line of best fit was obtained using the Microsoft Excel package. An “R2”, also known as the
coeYcient of determination of 0.65, implies a coeYcient of correlation of 0.8, which suggests that there is a
link between the two variables, and in this case the gradient of the graph, -0.4863 is the long run average
price elasticity.

This figure suggests that the demand for rail travel is muchmore elastic than often assumed—the elasticity
derived here is closer to"1 than the often quoted one of"0.3. This implies that there is considerable scope
for reducing fares to fill otherwise empty seats. Indeed this approach is at the heart of both the new GNER
franchise and Midland Mainline’s forthcoming initiative to attract new custom through a sophisticated
computer system designed to maximise the passenger numbers on each train, rather than the approach of
Virgin which has been to increase the yield per passenger kilometre. Conventional wisdom suggests that
faced with an elasticity of around"0.5 the response of any business is to increase the price to achieve more
revenue from a declining number of customers in order to improve profitability of the company. However,
the two rail operators in the sample (Virgin and North West Trains) that pursued these policies have
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required massive extra amounts of government money to keep them solvent, whilst some of the operators
who have pursued a policy of increasing train loads, such as GNER and Thameslink, are paying ever
increasing premiums into the Treasury. In summary, then, headline fares increases hide significant
variations. DiVerent rail operators have pursued diVerent pricing strategies, and the evidence suggests that
strategies that aim to maximise passenger numbers (yield per train) do better for the company, the taxpayer
and the wider community than the strategies that aim to get more revenue from declining numbers of
passengers (yield per seat).

Variations in Local Fares

Much rail comment in the media and from the government has focused on long distance journeys, with
the implication is that rail is best at that and should focus on that at the expense of local journeys. Indeed,
many of the recent Route Utilisation Strategies and franchise specifications explicitly propose reductions or
closures of local services/stations to make way for longer distance trains. But this ignores the fact that rail
is used overwhelmingly for shorter distance journeys. Table 4 shows the proportion of journeys undertaken
in each rail sector and the average length of those journeys

Table 4

Long Distance London and South East Regional All operators

Percentage of all journeys
undertaken by sector 8% 69% 24% 100%

Average journey length
(miles) for sector 100 18 19 24

Source: Calculations from SRA website.

It is clear that around 92% of all rail journeys have an average length of less than 20 miles. It is tempting
to say that these are all journeys made by London commuters. However in 2001, before the massive
expansion of their London—Birmingham services, Chiltern Railways web site revealed that 1/3 of their
passengers arrived in London before 10:00, 1/3 arrived in London after 10:00 and 1/3 did not travel to
London at all. One only has to visit stations at regional centres such as Southampton and Leeds in the
morning peak to see the importance of rail commuting outside London.

Table 5 shows the average journey length for a range of operators—it is clear that there is a lot of very
short rail journeys being made which are typically less than 30 minutes duration.

Table 5

Sector average journey length (miles)

Southern London and SE 14.6
North West Trains Regional 16.9
Silverlink London and SE 17.4
C2C London and SE 17.5
South West Trains London and SE 18.7
Great Eastern London and SE 19.2
Arriva Northern Trains (RRNE) Regional 19.7
Thameslink London and SE 20.1
Scotrail Regional 20.9
Central Trains Regional 22.1
Great Western Long Distance 77.3
Midland Mainline Long Distance 79.2
Virgin Trains Long Distance 99.7
GNER Long Distance 155.8

Inconsistent and Complicated Fares

For this vast majority of local rail journeys, there is a huge array of diVerent fares available with very
little consistency. Though the cost of rail travel per mile is roughly the same throughout the formerNetwork
SouthEast area there are wide discrepancies between comparable journeys elsewhere in the country. For
example a RadcliVe (5 miles east of Nottingham)to Nottingham day return costs £3.10 (£3.20 in peak),
whereas Attenborough (4 miles west of Nottingham)to Nottingham day return costs £1.70 (any train). This
means that it costs over 50% more per mile to travel on the same train. The cheapest day return fare from
RadcliVe to SheYeld (46miles) is £16.20 yet Nottingham to SheYeld (41miles) cheapest day return is £9.90,
a diVerence of £6.30 for five extra miles. DiVerences such as this cannot be justified and perhaps explains
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why over twicemany passengers” useAttenborough station comparedwithRadcliVe. For less than the extra
charged for the 5 miles to RadcliVe, the fare for the 16 miles from Nottingham to Derby is £3.90 oV peak
return. These inconsistencies cannot be justified and the higher fares can act as a disincentive to rail travel.

In East Anglia cheap day return fares are quoted only to and from larger stations, such as Lowestoft,
Great Yarmouth, Norwich and Ipswich. This means that on the East SuVolk line, for example, it is cheaper
to buy a cheap day return from Beccles to Lowestoft (£2.40, 8° miles) than a day return from Beccles to
Oulton Broad South (£3.60, 6®miles). There are countless other anomalies around the country of
unexplainably high fares for short journeys which often result in increased car use and congestion, or
isolation for those who cannot aVord to travel.

Inflexible Fares

If a group of people want to travel together by train, the cost can become a real barrier. Some companies
oVer a “carload” fare where four or five people can travel together at a discounted group price. This should
be standardised and available on all operators’ trains. To make a round trip to one town, or to another and
back again, three single tickets would currently be required, againmaking the trip overly expensive. A simple
ticket should be available to allow passengers to make round trips to return from a diVerent station to their
original destination.

The Effect of Allocation Formulas on Branch Line Earnings

Revenue for through journeys from branch lines onto the rest of national network are calculated on the
basis of mileage. Though this appears to be fair, in reality the branch line operator actually receives much
less than the passenger thinks they have paid for the extra journey on the branch. Table 6 illustrates this
point with an example of fare and allocation to branch operator.

Table 6

ALLOCATION OF FARE TO BRANCH OPERATOR
(ALL RETURNING SAME DAY USING SAME BRANCH LINE TRAIN)

Exeter Bristol London

Distance (miles) 11 87 184
Fare for day return travel £3.50 £22.20 £49.00
Allocation to operator of branch line £3.50 £2.81 £2.93

Source: NRES website.

Where the journey on the branch is typically very short—for example Island Line or St Ives—then the
branch allocation for long journeys can be as low as one fifth of what the passenger thinks they have paid
extra for that part of the journey. Clearly if the branch operator increases their fare to make up for the losses
it will only discourage further use of the branch line. And of course there is every incentive for the branch
operator to issue two tickets rather than one in order to get the full allocation.

Mitigating the Impact of EngineeringWorks on Ticket Revenues

Engineering works not only cause considerable disruption to passengers but also aVect the revenue of
operators not only at the time of the works but some time afterwards. The aftermath of the engineering
works following Hatfield on the passenger numbers clearly demonstrates this. Network Rail has followed
the practice of “big bang” engineering possessions in order to minimise its own costs, rather than a series
of short overnight possessions. However, it may well be that the total industry cost is higher when lost
revenues are taken into account. Island Line with its unique track access arrangement insist that nearly all
works are carried out at night in a series of short possessions in order to minimise disruption to passengers,
the revenue flow and the cost of alternate travel. Chiltern Railways are looking to adopt a similar approach.
Chiltern’s chairman Adrian Shooter was quoted in Transit (20/5/05) posing the question “Motorways are
busy on Sundays—so why do we close the railway?”
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Track Access and Leasing Charges

Two of the major costs faced by train operators are track access charges and train leasing charges, which
are typically much more than operator’s labour costs. Table 7 shows a wide variation in track access costs.

Table 7

TRACK ACCESS AS A % OF ALL COSTS SELECTED OPERATORS

SilverLink 48.70%
Virgin Trains 39.00%
Scotrail 38.50%
Central Trains 36.40%
GNER 26.10%
C2C 26.00%
South West Trains 24.00%

Source: company accounts published in Transit.

Further detail analysis of selected company accounts presented in table 8 show again a wide variation in
the amounts paid by operators. Given that both Scotrail and Central operate trains that are a lot shorter
and a lot slower than GNER one must ask why they are paying more per mile to run their services, with all
the pressures this puts on operators to increase fares. Much concern has been made in recent years of
escalating costs and the implications for the level of fares charged and amount of public subsidy required
in certain cases. Little or no attempt has been made to understand why rail based projects and many times
the cost of similar non-rail projects. An independent railway constructed a passing loop for around £150,000
using a Network Rail contractor yet Network Rail have quoted a franchised train operator £500,000 for a
similar loop operating at similar line speeds. It is often the case on many rural lines that additional passing
loops could allow a more attractive timetable which in turn would increase passenger numbers and reduce
pressure on the operator to increase fares, but if even the simplest of works are prohibitively expensive then
it will not be possible to attract new passenger journeys.

Table 8

Operator Access charges per train mile

Scotrail £6.76
Central Trains £5.36
GNER £5.32
Island Line £5.20

Source: company accounts published in Transit.

Rolling Stock Leases are generally the second biggest item of expenditure for train operators. Table 9
shows the proportion of each £1 collected in fares that is spent on rolling stock leases. Once again there is
a wide variation in the figures.

Table 9

PERCENTAGE OF FARE INCOME SPENT ON ROLLING STOCK LEASES

North Western Trains 46.48%
Central Trains 39.89%
Arriva Trains Northern 37.24%
(RRNE)
Scotrail 29.76%
C2C 28.60%
South West Trains 25.54%
Midland Mainline 21.32%
SilverLink 18.43%
GNER 16.25%

Source: company accounts published in Transit.
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With such high ratios for regional operators like North West Trains, there can be little incentive to
grow the market by providing more trains, as any new revenue will be almost swallowed by additional
leasing costs.

Conclusions

The Government says it wants more people to leave the car at home and take the train, but this
requires train travel to be a simple and aVordable alternative. High and inconsistent unit fares for short
journeys in parts of the country do little to encourage train travel and the evidence here suggests that
fares strategies that get more people on to trains are better for both operators and taxpayers than
strategies that try to wring more money out of fewer people. There seems to be no consistent basis for the
levels of many fares that passengers pay or for the two biggest items of expenditure paid by train
operators, namely track access charges and rolling stock leases, and this needs to be addressed.

Transport 2000 would like to see a fares system that is aVordable, simple and flexible

— Simpler fares: one set of uniform restrictions should apply as a base right across the network.
Advance fares and other oVers should have the same names and comparable conditions anywhere
in the UK so passengers know what they can expect and what they are buying.

— Flexible fares: tickets for groups of people travelling together and people wanting tomake a round
trip of more than one destination.

— Anational rail card: there is scope to grow themarket for rail travel by easily understood discount
schemes and serious consideration should be given to a National Railcard along the lines of the
Network Card before restrictions were imposed. Such a card should be available to everyone, and
should incentivise people to use the train and reward them for travelling regularly.

Witnesses:Mr Bob Crow,General Secretary, andMrRay Knight,member, Council of Executives, National
Union ofRail,Maritime and TransportWorkers (RMT); andMrStephen JosephOBE,Executive Director,
andMr Dave Woracker, Operational Research Analyst, Transport 2000, examined.

Q1 Chairman:Good afternoon to you, gentlemen. I adults £172. So long as the private sector route
wonder if you would be kind enough to identify monopolies remain unchecked, the Government will
yourselves. struggle to meet manifesto commitments to deliver
Mr Crow: Bob Crow, General Secretary of the an integrated transport system. We, therefore,
RMT. believe that it is in the public interest for the
Mr Knight: Ray Knight, Council of Executives, Government to take the control of fare and ticketing
National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport structures and policies operating on the UK rail
Workers. network. This should include an immediate review
Mr Joseph: Stephen Joseph, Director of Transport to ensure that: (1) the fares policy is geared to
2000. encourage a modal shift from road to rail; (2) train
MrWoracker:DaveWoracker, independent adviser operating companies compensate customers who
to Transport 2000. have purchased tickets which are more expensive

than they should be in the case; and (3) honour its
manifesto commitment and set a timetable for theQ2Chairman:Thank you verymuch.Did any of you
introduction of a national railcard.have anything you wanted to say before we begin?
Mr Joseph: We have four points I think we wouldMr Crow: Our submission used extensive
like just to draw the Committee’s attention to.independent research produced by Professor
Firstly, we see the fares policy as related to the widerMichael Blakemore of Durham University. He
transport policy; notably, in the past 20 years, thefound that privatisation has created a situation
cost of motoring has remained stable or fallen,where the standard fares and city travelcards are
whereas the rail fares have increased significantly,much more expensive compared to those in
and this matters for wider policy purposes.mainland Europe. The train operating companies
Secondly, the reaction to fares rises, whichuse their route monopolies to run a pricing policy
technically we have called “elasticities”, varywhich seeks to maximise revenues and profits,
enormously and, in particular, we think that theparticularly from periods of high passenger demand.
work that Mr Woracker has produced for usDisturbingly, the current pricing policy even treats
suggests that in general rail should aim for a “pile-it-children as economic occupiers rather than future
high-sell-it-cheap” policy, maximising revenuesrail travellers. Long gone are the British Rail days
from trains rather than pricing up by seat and tryingwhen, on the family railcard, our children travelled
to get the most out of each seat that they run.for £2 return. As we approach the festive season,
Thirdly, fares are unnecessarily inconsistent,when families are struggling to find money for
inflexible and complex, especially outside the south-presents, it is unacceptable that travelling between
east and they need to be simpler, more flexible andNewcastle and Bristol on December 21 and

returning a week later can cost two children and two specifically, as the RMT has said, we are looking
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towards a national railcardwhichwe do thinkwould Q7 Chairman:Well, it could make a diVerence. You
see, if you are using market exchange rates, yoube worth having for the rail industry and the wider
would come up with a diVerent index than if youpublic. Finally, fares increases are used as a proxy
were to use, for example, the OECD comparativefor pricing and revenue problems elsewhere in the
price index.rail network, particularly on the treatment of
Mr Crow: Please expand on how that would applyengineering works, the leasing costs of extra trains
then.and the cost of adding capacity.

Q8 Chairman: Well, because then the figures that
you have used would be diVerent.Q3 Chairman: Yes, I think we will need to have you
Mr Crow: In which circumstances?expand on some of those points as you go along.

Both of you really are making the case that rail fares
should be put in a much wider economic and Q9 Chairman: Inasmuch as the index, if we were to

use that, would come upwith a smaller diVerence, sopolitical context.
the diVerences would be 5 and 6%.Mr Crow: Yes, Chair, the position that there is with
Mr Crow: Well, we believe that we have beenrail fares at the moment is that commuter fares are
comparative in how Michael Blakemore came toregulated by government processes, but there is no
these figures and we believe that, if that were appliedregulation regarding what we call inner-city fares, so
in any country, Britain has still the most expensivebasically they can push the price up per ticket to how
use of train travel.much people are going to pay and that is why you see

such expensive inner-city travel compared to the
Q10 Mrs Ellman: The statistics we have show thatregulation with commuter routes.
rail travel actually increased, so if more people are
using the trains, why are the prices a problem?
Mr Crow: Sorry?Q4 Chairman:Well, why should the rail industry be

treated diVerently from any other transport
Q11MrsEllman:There has been an expansion in railindustry? It is an industry.
travel, so if more and more people are using theMr Crow: Well, what we are arguing is that the
trains, why is the level of prices rising?diVerence is that it receives public money and if
Mr Crow: Well, for example, you do not get toldpublicmoney goes into an industry, surely the public
when you book up over the website or the Internetshould have a say in how it is spent.
what the cheapest ticket is. What happens is thatMr Joseph: The Department for Transport’s taking
when you go on to the website, they have gotover direct control of rail strategy gives an
software now which says the best credit ratings youopportunity to relate rail fares and rail pricing to
have got, so, for instance, someone phoning up fromwider transport policy andwe think theGovernment
Hackney and someone phoning up from somewhereshould take that opportunity and use it tomake sure
in a suburb, they would take the suburb quicker overthat fares policy serves wider public benefit rather
the network than they would someone fromthan just relate it to what individual operators can
Hackney because they believe they have a betterjustify.
credit rating. There are circumstances where you can
get a first-class ticket cheaper than you can get for a
standard fare if you know exactly what ticket to get.Q5 Chairman: The Department for Transport Also when you are travelling, you have

argues that, because fare structures in continental circumstances where people have bought a ticket
Europe are very diVerent from the ones we have, any and have got to stand up and there are still seats in
comparison that you have undertaken, Mr Crow, is first class. Our view is that people should be given the
fairly problematic. Do you agree with that? opportunity, once the compartments are full, to take
MrCrow:No, I do not agree with it. We believe that seats in first class rather than stand for long and
Professor Michael Blakemore’s extensive research arduous journeys.
that he has done makes it quite clear that, kilometre
for kilometre, the British network is far more Q12 Mrs Ellman: I think you are making some very
expensive. If you use the German network, you can important points on information andwhat customer
use one ticket and that will allow you to use all the choice is. I just want to go back to the major point
German railway, whereas you have the diYculty in that is made by some who ask: because more and
Great Britain of the magnitude of the companies. more people are actually using trains, why is there a

problem with the pricing? It would suggest that
people have been priced oV the trains.

Q6 Chairman:Well, there is mild disagreement with Mr Joseph: If I can make a comment on this, our
you about the basis on which you did it. You evidence suggests that within that broad picture of
appeared to have used ordinary market exchange expanding rail travel, there are some very large
rates rather than purchasing power parity rates. Is variations which can be put down to treatment of
that the case? fares. For example, our evidence includes some
Mr Crow: I do not think that is the case at all, no. I tables contrasting, for example, North West Trains
thinkwe can providemore information as to howwe where fares went up by 34%, or something like that,

over the period 1999 to 2004 and where,got it.
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consequently, passenger numbers fell compared passengers from using the trains? Is it inter-city? Is it
regional journeys? What type of journey is it wherewith ScotRail where fares went down by 5% and

passenger kilometres went up by 14%. Similarly, you people are actually put oV from using the train?
can see similar contrasts betweenGNERandVirgin, Mr Woracker: It seems to me the journeys of any
between the east-coast and west-coast main lines. length because, if you like, there is Virgin Trains on
Therefore, our argument is that, looking at the one side in the inter-city camp, GNER on the other
statistics that Mr Woracker has dug up for us, side and if you look at, for example, the regional rail
actually within that broad picture of expanding rail side of things, there is ScotRail who have got
travel fares policies have to an extent changed what increasing passenger numbers out of fares bought
has happened in individual bits of the network. and paid for falling in real terms counterposed by

North West Trains, so it spreads right across the
sector, right across all of the sectors in the industryQ13 Mrs Ellman: And those diVerences you find
and it is what led me to look further at the data and,significant?
from that, pull out the fact that there was anMr Joseph: Yes.
elasticity of about -0.5.MrWoracker: For example, if you look at our table
Mr Joseph:Which is high in industry terms. I think3, Virgin Trains, what I looked at was not just the
you could say that certainly oV-peak and leisurefares, but, because of what people are buying and
journeys were particularly aVected by this. Businessthey are travelling some distance, what I looked at
travel, apart from the airlines, might be rather lesswas the earnings per passenger kilometre which
aVected, but it is oV-peak and leisure journeys, thesome technical people refer to as “yield”, but I will
kind of journeys that Mr Crow was talking aboutkeep calling it “earnings per passenger kilometre”, if
and Christmas, these are the things that arethat is okaywith you. That is what people are paying
particularly aVected. It is also sometimes very short-for their fares, but that is also because of the
distance journeys actually where you have got acomputer system that distributes fares out to a
choice of bus and in some cases even walking whichnumber of operators. For example, a Crewe to
will be aVected by some of these.Sandown journey, the system is called ORCATS

(the allocation part of the Rail Settlement Plan), it
will give each of the operators the same amount per Q15 Mrs Ellman: Mr Joseph, you spoke earlier
mile, if you see what Imean, so Virgin Trains will get about the need for pricing policies to be related to
200 miles worth out of that ticket, whereas Island wider transport policies. Could you say what you
Line, for example, will get six. That is the basis we mean?
did it on. I looked at that and then put it in real terms Mr Joseph: Well, the Government has various
using the Retail Price Index and I found that what transport policy objectives, including reducing road
passengers were paying for each kilometre or each congestion and reducing the pollution from road
mile on Virgin Trains increased just short of 11% transport. We think that rail fares policy will play a
over the study period. The change in passenger part in this. There is not much point having a policy,kilometres fell a little bit, by 1.5%, but the other for example, on road-user charging if, at the samefactor for Virgin Train passengers was that the time, you have got train companies pursuing some ofaverage journey length also fell by nearly 15%.Now, these strategies that we are talking about here inthe argument was put to me by some people in the

relation to, say, North West Trains. There may beindustry, “Oh, it’s the airlines that are doing that”,
regulatory reasons, and we are not saying that theso, if you look at GNER who also operate London
train companies are evil and bad people, but it is theto Scotland routes, using a similar basis, in real
way in which sometimes the system pushes themterms the amount they were charging and receiving
certainly. For example, the rail regulator’s decisionsper passenger mile fell by 5%, but they had a 15%
on the pricing of theWestCoastmain line has clearlygrowth in passenger kilometres, and the airlines did
had an impact on what Virgin have done, fornot seem to aVect them because their average
instance, but, nonetheless, the outcome of this is tojourney length stayed practically the same. I did
price up rail travel and more people are likely to usesimilar comparisons for various operators in each of
cars and in some cases that could be very significant.the sectors, ie, Network Southeast, regional railways

and the long-distance operators, and from this drew
the conclusion that the fares that have been really Q16MrsEllman:TheDepartment for Transport say
charged for passengers, because the debate tends to that the fare structures here are more innovative
go along the lineswhere a train companywill say, for than those on the Continent and allow more choice
example, to someone in Portsmouth or the Isle of and more innovation. Does anyone agree with that?
Wight, “Look, you can go to London for a quid”, Mr Crow: On what basis though? In Germany, as I
and my argument or the passenger’s argument is, said previously, you can buy a card which gives you
“Yes, fine, but I do not want to get up at half past the opportunity to use all the networks. If you look
four in themorning”, so what I looked at was, rather at the prices as well, London travelcards are almost
than quoted fares, what people were paying overall twice as expensive as Berlin, five times more
and that is what my charts revealed. expensive than Madrid, and the south-east tickets

than anywhere else in Holland and Germany, so
how they can say it is restrictive beggars beliefQ14 Mrs Ellman: What major conclusion can you
because at the end of the day it is far more restrictivecome to on saying which types of journeys are

actually aVected by higher prices in deterring the in London because you have got diVerent train
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operating companies that operate within that area Q20 Mr Scott: Maybe I am a little bit innocent on
new technology, but they can tell where you are fromand you have not got the opportunity of going
where you phone without you telling them whereacross two diVerent train operating companies.
you are?
Mr Crow:No, when you ring in, they can determine

Q17 Mrs Ellman: Are there any benefits on the what credit rating you have got from the area you
current fare structures? After all, some do oVer very rung from.
cheap fares, do they not?
Mr Joseph: They are sometimes quite diYcult to get

Q21 Chairman: But what happens if you are poorhold of. The point we make in our evidence is about
and you live in the City of London? That means theythe complexity, particularly, as I said in my
are going to answer my call irrespective of myintroductory remarks, outside the south-east and on
income?some inter-city routes. My colleague was talking to
Mr Crow: No, they are obviously not going to sayme earlier about York to Darlington, and we
that, but there is more chance that someonemention this briefly in our evidence, where there is a
constantly ringing up from that area is not going tohuge and very complex range of fares, very diYcult
be a pauper living in the City of London.for anybody, and even the ticket clerks find it
Chairman: I think we are going to need a little bitdiYcult, to deal with, and this puts people oV. We
more evidence on that, Mr Crow.would argue that what other European railways

have done is to put some basics in, some basic limits,
and tomake the railways operate, and to think of the Q22 Mr Scott: As to the criticism of the complexity
railways, as a network. We think that any flexibility of the fare structure, obviously bearing inmind what
within the system needs to be tempered by, for has been said about a national railcard, how would
example, common restriction times on walk-on you like to see the fare structure changed?
discount tickets and, as theRMThave been arguing, Mr Crow:What we would like to see is more public
a national railcard which other countries have found control of how the fares apply because if there is a
can bring extra revenue to the railway, but only if magnitude of public subsidy going into the railway
you think of it as a network. Since privatisation, the network, to the train operating companies, that
tendency has been to franchise by company and not must aVect the profit margins that the train
to look at fares policy on the railways as a network operating companies are running. We believe that if
so that you have got some very good deals, for the public are putting money into the railway
example, from some operators on car-load fares network, they should be able to have an opportunity

of persuading the regulatory bodies what the fareswhere four people can travel cheaply, but that only
should be, so certainly there has to be some form ofapplies within those operators on a point-to-point
regulation in the form of a passenger group or somebasis, but they do not operate across the network,
kind of body that allows us to sit down and talk toand we think there is a case for the Government
train operating companies over what the faresenforcing network-wide deals.
should be and what the passengers see as the
problems.

Q18 Mr Scott: Mr Crow, earlier when you were
answering Mrs Ellman’s question about booking on

Q23Mr Scott: I do not want to put words into yourthe Internet, did you actually say they can tell where
mouth obviously, but are you suggesting that theyou are and you would pay a diVerent fare if you
same terminology be used wherever it is?were, say, in Hackney as against somewhere else?
Mr Joseph: Yes, we would say that. We haveMr Crow: No, not a diVerent fare. We understand
suggested, and the summary at the end of ourthat when people ring up now, with the software
evidence says, that we want a set of uniformequipment they have got, they can tell in what areas restrictions applying as a base across the network

people have credit ratings, so the postal code people and that we want the same names and comparable
ring up from gives them what kind of area they live conditions on some of the ticket prices. I think this
in, whether it is more aZuent and, therefore, they is also important in relation to the bids for franchises
can determine, for instance, and decide whether to that the Government receive. It has been put to us
speak to someone from Hackney or to speak to that one of the reasons why NorthWest Trains have
someone from a more lucrative place like Loughton behaved in the way they did was simply that was a
and, as a result of that, they have more opportunity bad bid.Well, somebody needs to scrutinise that and
to speak to someone in an aZuent area because they make sure that that does not happen as a result and
know they will buy a dearer ticket. that it is possible for the Department for Transport

now to be able to be a little bit more demanding, and
the RMT has already made this case, on what theyQ19 Chairman: You are really saying that they are
actually get train operators and franchisees to signactually responding on the basis of wherever the up to.economic area is?

MrCrow:Well, as far aswewere told yesterday, they
have got the software that tells them that, so, Q24 Clive EVord: Do you think it is reasonable to
whether they use that software or not, that software ask taxpayers to provide further subsidies to

railways in order to reduce fares?is available.
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Mr Crow:Well, at the end of the day that is the case amount paid per passenger kilometre has gone down
in real terms and passenger numbers have tended toregarding road; you are paying tax for people to use
go up, but clearly it is not the case at every point.the roads. The reality is that if people are paying

taxes, the only way that we have of solving the
problem long-term for the environment is by getting Q28 Clive EVord: Just coming back on that, do you
people oV the road and on to rail. That can only be have any statistical analysis of the impact of
done, in our view, if the train operating companies reliability, cleaner trains and safer stations on
run an eYcient service and the fares are non- increasing passenger numbers?
expensive for people to use. Mr Woracker: Not oV the top of my head here, but

I have at home, if you want to write to me and then
I could write back.

Q25 Clive EVord: In your evidence, you talk about
train operating companies not being eYcient. In

Q29 Chairman: That is not playing the gamewhat ways do you think that they could be more
actually! You write to us!eYcient?
Mr Woracker:We will write to you.Mr Crow: Well, there are a number of ways they

could bemore eYcient. For instance, at this moment
Q30 Mr Clelland: Just on this question of morein time there is no encouragement for people to use
public control over the railways for the purpose ofthe fares early in the morning. There is less capacity,
producing cheaper fares, obviously that does suggestfor instance, less seats available from the time that
a greater public subsidy. Have you got any idea as tothe service is open from, say, five am to seven am.
what the figures are on that?After seven until half past nine, it is completely
Mr Crow: No, but we would be able obviously topacked. If there was some encouragement to get
provide the research for that, but quite certainlypeople to use the trains between five and seven at a
there is no sort of pro forma out there about how thereduced fare, then people would be able to pick up
fares have been arrived at. It is quite clear that oncethe capacity. That would mean a two-way bid with
you leave the commuter belt where there is sometheir employers, that they are flexible allowing
form of regulation about what the fares are, it ispeople to start work earlier and to finish earlier as
literally how much a person is prepared to pay, so itwell.
becomes a bit of an auction really.Mr Joseph: I think there is a broad and specific

answer to your question. The first is that there are in
Q31Mr Clelland: I do not think your arguments aresome cases wider benefits from having reduced fares,
going to go down particularly well with thenot just in transport terms, but, for example,
Government really if you say, “This is the directionenabling people to get access to jobs and so on, and
we should bemoving in”, but you have absolutely nothese need to be taken into account in some cases. In
idea whatsoever what it is going to cost.the more specific case, we have some analysis which
Mr Crow: Yes, but the reality is, going back tocomes out of the elasticity, and my colleague will
previous arguments, that the train operatingenlarge on this in aminute, which suggests that there
companies are getting three and a half times moreis a good value-for-money case in actually reducing
subsidy than British Rail got.fares for the public purse and that underlines the
Mr Joseph:We have done a specific calculation on apoint that we made, that in some cases the evidence
specific franchise for this. We calculate that withwe have got suggests thatmaximising the revenue for
Northern Trains, if fares were reduced by 25%, thistrains by reducing fares is a better strategy than would increase the subsidy by just 2.5%, achieve apricing up. 20% increase in passenger numbers and the value for
money for the public purse from doing that would be
17%, and that is on some fairly conservativeQ26Chairman: In your table 3, First GreatWestern,
assumptions about what would happen to passengerwhy have passenger numbers gone up 30% and the
numbers. We have not done this across the network,fares have gone up by 5%? I am listening carefully to
but that suggests, using the elasticities that Mryour arguments.
Woracker has been using, that there are some casesMr Woracker: I think in general that where the
where there is a good public benefit, a value-for-amount paid per passenger—
money benefit in bringing fares down and it is not a
big additional cost to the public purse.

Q27 Chairman: Would that indicate to you that
there was some other factor in that? Q32MrClelland:On this question of the actual fares
Mr Woracker: I fully agree, there are lots of factors charged, we talked earlier about the comparisons
that make someone decide whether they are going to between here and Europe. These comparisons seem
travel by train, but if you look, for example, at to be based on standard fares. You have
Thameslink and my own local line on the Isle of complained, Transport 2000, that there is a huge
Wight, they have not pursued management array of diVerent fares but is it not the fact that it is
strategies to get computer programs to cherry-pick because we have a huge array of diVerent fares that
the fares around that, but basically kept the stations people can find quite cheap fares? I understand now
clean, kept the trains clean and kept them running you can get a first-class single from King’s Cross to
on time, and that does get passengers on the railway Newcastle for £29. I do not know if there is anywhere

in Europe you can travel first-class for £29, tell me ifas well. As to the table in general, it looks like the
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there is? That seems a pretty good deal. People may about having the opportunity of going to your
have to search around to find that but it can be destination when you want, they will allow seats
found. Is it not the case that if you simplify the because they know they will be empty anyway so
system, as you want, and we have a much more they can aVord to give them at a cheaper rate, but
simple and transparent system, that actually what you just cannot walk on and decide. For instance, at
will happen is the cheaper fares are going to rise? three o’clock next week you can get an appropriate
Mr Crow: First, a lot of people have not got access ticket to Newcastle and at two o’clock in the same
to the Internet to find the fares. Secondly, I do not week, they can be a totally diVerent fare from the
believe that those £29 fares that you talk about, first- train that leaves at three o’clock.
class, are every day of the week but far between. The Mr Joseph: The system you have described is really
reality is that the company will sell the tickets to the a product of the philosophy that we have mentioned
highest bidder. If people are prepared to pay £200 which is trying to get themost out of each seat on the
for a ticket then they will let them go at that price, train. Our argument is that it is better for both the
that is what happens, and other people have to stand people travelling but also the taxpayer to try and do
up in second-class which we find is unacceptable. a diVerent strategy which is to try and get the most

people on the train that you can, which we would
argue means in a lot of cases the prices need to comeQ33 Mr Clelland: Yes, but the point is people can
down, and the point we made earlier aboutfind these cheap fares at themoment, can they not? It
simplifying them as well.may be diYcult for some people because of Internet

access and that sort of things but that is improving Mr Woracker: On a technical point, the machine
every day. People can find cheap fares. Under the that person consulted to get those fares, you are
system you are suggesting, where it is less complex, really asking quite a lot because it has to deal with,
is there a danger we will not be able to have the if you like, the Virgin Trains strategy, which our
cheap fares? analysis suggests is trying to maximise the yield per
MrCrow:You can find cheap tickets if you have got passenger, and it has all those sorts of fares in it, it
an opportunity where you are going to London or has also got all the GNER fares in it, which has an
York or Manchester in two or three months’ time entirely diVerent strategy and, at the end of the day,
but if an instant crops up, for example you get a for example, you should be able to ask for a Bognor
telephone call and you have to be in London in three to Portsmouth weekly season ticket and have the
or four days’ time, you get really walloped by a ticket issued.
high fare.
MrJoseph:Wehave not gone as farwith the analysis

Q35 Mr Martlew: Before you were making aas the RMT have. Our point is that, first, there
comparison that Virgin had put the fares up 11%, Ishould be some base rules that certain walk-on
think, was the comment you made?discount fares are nationally applicable across the
Mr Woracker: Yes.rail network.We do not want to remove the freedom

of operators to oVer others but there should be some
national basic fares. Secondly, in some cases the fare

Q36MrMartlew:You talked about the fact that thestructure has got so complex that it is completely
usage had not gone up. I have chaired the Westconfusing and impossible for passengers to work out
Coast Main Line All Party Group for about awhat on earth is going on and what on earth the
decade now and nobody has been travelling on thefare is.
West Coast Main Line unless they have to. The
reality is that the problems on the West Coast Main

Q34 Mr Martlew: On that point, before I came up Line, not necessarily the pricing, have been chasing
today I went up to the Travel OYce here, which is people oV. Did you factor that in?
very good, and asked for a list of prices for Carlisle Mr Woracker: I did, in fact, factor that in. Across
to Euston and back. Some of them are return and the study group there have been some other
some are not but I got a list of 29 diVerent prices. problems.What Iwas trying to get towas some senseSome of them are not available at all, I suspect the of argument because where the debate seemed to beGNER one that goes Newcastle-Carlisle which

going was one camp saying “Look at all these cheapnobody has ever used is not available either. Would
fares” and the other camp saying “Yes, but I do notyou say that the system is deliberately complex to
want to travel at that time”. The real argument hereallow the companies to advertise the cheapest fare
is howmuch people are paying to travel the journeysbut not give the cheapest fare?
they are making. That is what my analysis did.Mr Crow: There are only a few seats on the trains,
Mr Crow:Also the strategy is quite clear of the trainthere are not hundreds and hundreds of seats or a
operating companies which operate intercity routes.carriage where people can go at the price that we are
There is no strategy about getting people to use thetalking about. There will be a few seats. What
trains when they are less used or on-peak or oV-happens, also, is that with the software these
peak, the strategy is quite clear: how much moneycompanies know, they know what train leaves at
they can make.what time, roughly how many people are going to
Mr Joseph:The periodwe have looked at—you haveuse that train, and they will know then that the train
talked about Virgin, we also talked about GNERis going to be empty so they can have cheaper fares
and the comparison there—the point about GNERon there but a previous train is going to be full so

they know they can jack the prices up. It is not just is in that period they had the Hatfield crash and two
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other major interruptions/problems which have also money to do so. I accept entirely that there is a
diVerence between what you do on Northern Railhit their revenue paths. There have been other things

in there. and what you do on GNER. I think our argument is
that GNER are doing a lot of the right things. The
complexity argument comes when they hit the otherQ37 Mr Martlew:Nowhere near as bad as the West
operators. The York-Darlington problem is becauseCoast Main Line. A final point: what are we going
there are three, at least, operators on that route whoto do about capacity? One of the problems we have
are all pricing diVerently, all oVering diVerentgot on pricing at the moment is that if you charge
things.less, and this is the argument of the rail companies,

you will not be able to get a seat. Is there not some
Q39 Mr Leech: The RMT have suggestedtruth in that, there is a capacity problem on the
considering compensating passengers who paymorerailway?
for their ticket than they need to at the point ofMr Joseph: We directly addressed that in our
purchase. Why do you think that should be the caseevidence and pointed out that fares policy is often
when this does not happen in air travel or coachdriven by the lack of capacity. It is not just about
travel?lines or passing loops or any of those kinds of things,
MrCrow:The reality is that there is such complexityit is about trains and train lengths as well. Moving
now in the tickets that you get. How do youoV the West Coast Main Line for a moment but
demonstrate to someone that on the same servicelooking at some of the other routes, it is in some
going from A to B they pay a diVerent fare, surelycases even the lack of a passing loop being installed
that cannot be correct.which stops you having a regular interval timetable

and, therefore, does not attract the revenue that you
might otherwise get and, therefore, involves pricing Q40 Mr Leech: Do you have any evidence to give
up to make up for the lost revenue. We have argued figures of the numbers of people who are not paying
recently, with the support of 21 other organisations, the lowest fare?
that the Government’s forthcoming high level Mr Crow: No, we would not have the evidence of
output statement for the railways needs to have the that because we have not got the information about
embraced strategy of increasing capacity on the rail what tickets people bought. What we can tell you is
network for a wide range of reasons including the people we represent, who are responsible for
economic, social and environmental purposes. This issuing tickets, inspecting the tickets and collecting
strategy needs to embrace reducing unit costs so that the tickets, go through it on a daily basis. You only
the taxpayer gets better value for money out of the have to sit on the train in the morning in some
money it is putting into the railway but involves companies and the first thing they say is “Have you
dealing with pinch points on the network, the likes got this ticket? Have you got that saver? Have you
of Birmingham New Street and a number of other got the other saver? This will not apply.” There is a
places where there are real problems in expanding whole range of diVerent tickets out there. What we
capacity and there are wider economic, social and are saying is there is no strategy to it at all. It is about
environmental benefits from doing so. Fares policy can they sell a ticket at that particular price.Whatwe
is clearly part of that equation. are saying is with the previous issue regarding

Northern Rail, there is a direct link because the
people who use GNER and Virgin, a lot of thoseQ38 Mr Goodman:Would you not say, Mr Joseph,
people use it as a result of using Northern Rail firstthat it is slightly unrealistic to try and apply the same
of all to pick up the service from GNER and Virginbroad brush policy across lines as diVerent as, say,
and without Northern Rail the same amount ofGNER East Coast Main Line and the Northern
people would not use the trains. We believe,Railway network? Certainly in the case of GNER
therefore, that if there is a high amount of profittheir problem is not filling trains up, because the
being made by one company or a subsidy beingtrains are very full in the morning, and the reason
given, that a certain part of that subsidy should gothey gave for having such a complex fares strategy
to the smaller groups to provide a proper service forwas to fill up the empty seats during the times of day
those people to use, such as Northern Rail.when the trains are not full. At least on GNER you

do get a seat when you buy a ticket because you are
allocated a seat, so peoplemaybe are paying for that. Q41 Chairman: I want to bring you very rapidly to

what happened last Christmas. There was chaos lastOn the other hand, you have Northern Rail where I
am told by their MD that for every £2 they collect in Christmas when people could not get advance

bookings because the timetable arrangements werefares they get £6 in subsidies. Are you realistically
telling the taxpayer that he should further subsidise not available. Is the process of NetworkRail owning

timetable and engineering works to the nationala network like Northern Rail, and that is across the
whole network, so there will be lines where the database now functioning satisfactorily?

Mr Crow: This year we believe it is far better thansubsidy is even greater?
Mr Joseph: The Northern Rail argument I gave last year. For instance, there is a massive bridge

going in at Paddington Station which will meanearlier precisely reflected the balance between
subsidy and fares income and suggested that it was there will be a closure on the Western region for a

number of days over Christmas and the New Yeargood from a taxpayers’ point of view to get more
people on those trains because then that will balance but we do understand that Network Rail have

provided the information and the passengers doout the fares subsidy and it will be good value for
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23 November 2005 Mr Bob Crow, Mr Ray Knight, Mr Stephen Joseph OBE and Mr Dave Woracker

know when people are asking for tickets over say that, yes, the railways are okay for the pinstriped
businessman going fromNewcastle to London fromChristmas and the New Year that there are

engineering works. I am not saying it is perfect but seven in themorning until eight at night but also they
have a responsibility for the loved one who has toto give credit where it is due—
visit someone in hospital on a Friday night who has
not got public transport.Q42 Chairman: They are able to get their tickets, is

that what you are saying, with proper information?
Q47 Chairman:Mr Joseph?Mr Crow: They are able to get their tickets and also
Mr Joseph: We think that the flexibility that thebe told that there is a problem regarding engineering
companies want needs to be balanced by the widerwork. To give credit where it is due, there is more
public benefits of, for example, the benefit youinformation being given to the travelling public this
would get from the Northern Trains’ fares cut weyear than in previous years.
were talking about earlier perhaps reducing the need
to build roads.Q43 Chairman: Should there be sanctions against

Network Rail for not doing it properly?
Q48 Chairman: It is very clear that ATOC just thinkMr Crow: I am not saying they are not doing it
that as long as people are foolish enough to buy theirproperly, Chairman.
tickets they should have total freedom to set the fares
they want and the market will bear.Q44 Chairman: They have an obligation to provide Mr Joseph: We think there is a case for thethe information. If they do not provide the Government intervening to ensure that all traininformation should there not be a sanction? companies have some minimums, as they alreadyMrCrow:Yes, there should be a sanction. They have do, and agreed at the time of rail privatisation inan obligation, for instance, to do the engineering relation to some of the rail cards: young persons andwork but if they know in advance they are doing senior citizens and so on.We think there is a case forengineering work then the travelling public should the Government extending that principle ofknow in advance there is going to be diYculty with common factors across the rail network. Car-loadtheir journey. fares would be one example and we mentioned
national railcard as an example where we think there

Q45 Chairman:You do not suggest that giving them would be wider public benefit. We do not believe
the suggestion they would have to pay a penalty that it is sensible to leave this to the train operating
would in any way focus their minds? companies because, while it would be in the interests
Mr Crow:Not really because it is going to come out of some, it will not necessarily be in the interests of
of the same revenue that the Government give all and the Government will have to step in.
them anyway.

Q49 Chairman: You do not accept the argument
Q46 Chairman: Gentlemen, both of you have companies put forward that we are taking more and
suggested that the rail companies should regard more passengers and, therefore, there is no diYculty
themselves as having an obligation well above the either in our fare structure or in the services that
responsibility for running rail services. As you we provide?
know, companies would like more flexibility, they Mr Joseph: We think that although it is very
would like more control over the way they operate welcome there are record numbers of people
their fares policy. What would your attitude be if travelling by train, there are big variations in the
that were, in fact, the case? system and the way it is presented, and we could get
Mr Crow:Number one, we believe they should have even more public benefit from a national fare
a social look at the people who are travelling as well. strategy.
Do you believe the railways are purely a commercial Chairman: Gentlemen, you have been very helpful.

Thank you very much indeed.enterprise or have they got a social sense? We would

Supplementary memorandum submitted by RMT

During the course of his oral evidence session of 23 November RMT General Secretary, Bob Crow, oVered
to provide a note to the Committee in response to questions from David Clelland MP on the cost of reducing
fares and increasing Government control of the rail network.

In September 2005 the Catalyst forum published, on behalf of the three rail unions, The performance of
the privatised train operators by Professor Jean Shaoul of Manchester University. The research based upon
an in-depth analysis of company accounts alongside public expenditure data, established that train
operators have secured healthy dividends for shareholders by raising fares, spending less on staV, and
claiming large sums in annual public subsidy:

— The combined total income of train operating companies, including both fare revenues and public
subsidies, rose by 26% from 1997 to 2003, from £4.8 billion to £5.8 billion.
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— Passenger fares rose by 24% over this period, faster than the rate of inflation. Although a “cap”
was intended to keep fare rises below inflation, this only applies to some ticket types. Companies
have compensated by pushing up the price of other journeys.

— Labour costs have been cut by reducing staYng levels and allowing wages to fall behind average
earnings. This is likely to have been a key factor explaining the poor performance record of the
railway in recent years, since British Rail’s workforce was already the most productive of any rail
service in Europe.

— Government subsidies to train operators have never been less than £1 billion a year and in 2003–04
reached £1.8 billion. Subsidies have formed a significant portion of train operators’ total combined
income, remaining at around 20% in recent years.

— Subsidies allowed companies to pay dividends of £160 million to their parent companies in 2003,
an exceptional post-tax return on equity of 174%. Since privatisation at least £890million has been
taken out of the industry in dividends paid to parent companies.Without public subsidies, the train
operators would have made a loss every single year.

— Previous Catalyst research said that the most conservative of estimates indicate that bringing the
railway into public ownership could produce immediate cash savings of £500 million a year.

During oral evidence on 23 November RMT General Secretary also oVered to provide a note to the
Committee in relation to software technology. Before 23November RMTprovided the Committee with detailed
information from Michael Blakemore, Emeritus Professor of Geography at University Of Durham in relation
to the current fares inquiry. The following extract from his brief refers to ticketing software technology.

Can you tell us how the software systems operate as a monopoly?

There is an inbuilt business need for the rail companies and the ticketing systems to maximise profits.

Therefore, it is illogical for them to prioritise call centre time in dealing with potentially complex, but low
revenue tickets.

The Cable and Wireless description of their software for the Trainline2 noted that their Computer
Telephony Integration software allows diVerent menus to be provided for first-time and repeat customers.

Repeat customers have a shorter menu to navigate when contacting the call centre, and first-time
customers “were routed to a longer interactive voice response (IVR) menu, which helped them through the
system and ensured that all of their details were received correctly”.

This means that the systems can “recognise” a customer, and this will be from their phone numbers,
landline or mobile. The Caller-ID facility can trigger the customer address details, and it is now possible to
link the address to credit referencing and geodemographic classification.

In this way an inbound call can be “sorted” into a priority queue that gives priority to those callers who
are most likely to spend higher amounts of money.

This is business logic. You want to give priority to your most profitable customers. It is used widely in
the call centre and marketing industry.

However, this is a real problem for those trying to make sense of the bewildering oV-peak fare oVerings
from the rail companies. The complexity of fares, the knowledge that is required to make sense of them, and
business driver to focus on high-margin customers, means that there is not an even playing field for all of
those wishing to travel by rail.

Furthermore, those who are most socially excluded are those most reliant on public transport, and these
will be the people most likely to be victims of the software used to try and make sense of the over-complex
fare structures in this country.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Transport 2000

At the Select Committee session on 23 November 2005 where we gave oral evidence, a number of points
arose and questions asked on which we considered it useful to do some further work.What follows are some
supplementary evidence and figures that amplify points made in our original evidence and at the
Committee hearing.

2 http://www.cw.com/docs/why–cw/trainline.pdf
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1. Index of Passenger km and Earnings per Passenger km 1989–2004
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Source calculations from British Railways Board Accounts/SRA, DfT and ONS websites.

Further calculations from the data reveal that the average elasticity from 1989 to 1996 was around –1 and
that from 1999 onwards was –0.7. (Compared with –0.5 for the selection of operators cited in our original
submission). This implies that there will a greater proportion of journey flows where the elasticity is –1 or
better. This means opportunities for operators to lower the average earnings per passenger km and increase
both passenger numbers and their total revenue which also would result in modal shift from in certain areas
of the country very congested local road networks. There are a number of factors which could have led to
the changes in fares elasticity before and after 1997 these are for example;

(a) Introduction of fares regulation as the consequence of the 1993 Railways act;

(b) The economic upturn;

(c) The consequence of abandoning the “fuel duty escalator”;

(d) The improvement in punctuality cited in our previous additional submission to the Select
Committee.

This additional research strengthens our original case that there is a range of benefits (lower subsidies,
reduced congestion and pollution etc) from reducing overall earnings per passenger kilometre. We would
suggest to the Committee that they ask operators to what extent they have examined fare elasticity with the
flows for which they have pricing control and how they are utilising such information.

2. Elasticities made Easy

This section is a worked example of elasticities in practice; we referred to this in our oral evidence.

PriceElasticity % %changeindemand/%changeinprice

This gives point elasticity which changes with where you are on demand curve I tend to use average
elasticity which after some cute algebra reduces to:

EA % (Q2 " 1)/(Q2! Q1)# (P2 " P1)

where

Q1 % initial demand

Q2 % finaldemand

P1 % initialprice

P2 % finalprice
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So based on Railway that is selling 100 £1 tickets a day:

initial price final price initial final average change in fare change in
passengers passengers elasticity box pass numbers

£1.00 £0.75 100 150 "1.40 13% 50%
£1.00 £0.50 100 220 "1.13 10% 120%
£1.00 £0.50 100 200 "1.00 0% 100%
£1.00 £0.75 100 120 "0.64 "10% 20%
£1.00 £1.25 100 87 "0.63 9% "13%
£1.00 £0.80 100 111 "0.47 "11% 11%
£1.00 £1.20 100 92 "0.46 10% "8%
£1.00 £1.50 100 95 "0.13 43% "5%
£1.00 £0.50 100 100 0.00 "50% 0%
£1.00 £0.75 100 100 0.00 "25% 0%
£1.00 £1.25 100 100 0.00 25% 0%
£1.00 £1.50 100 100 0.00 50% 0%
£1.00 £1.50 100 105 0.12 58% 5%
£1.00 £1.25 100 110 0.43 38% 10%
£1.00 £0.75 100 80 0.78 "40% "20%
£1.00 £0.50 100 50 1.00 "75% "50%
£1.00 £1.50 100 150 1.00 125% 50%
£1.00 £1.25 100 150 1.80 88% 50%

Worked example

So given that Northern Trains only receives 20% of its income in fares then it’s going on the basis of an
elasticity of "0.64 that a fare reduction of 25% is going to cost the government an increase of 2.5% in
subsidy to achieve a 20% increase in passenger numbers (ie value for money increase of 17%). So if the fares
went up by 25% then government subsidy would reduce by 2.25% and value for money reduce by 11%!!!! If
the elasticity is around –0.5 then a 20% reduction in fares would increase the subsidy by just under 5% but
there would 6% increase in value for money—in contrast a 20% increase in fares would reduce the subsidy
by 5% but reduce value for money by 3%.

The chances are that given the huge number of short journeys on Northern Trains are short then the
elasticities are probably nearer or around –1 so it would not cost as much.

3. The Impact of Punctuality on the Demand for Rail Travel

Introduction

This section has been prepared in response to a question on the impact of punctuality and factors other
than fares on the demand for rail travel raised byMr Clive EVord. It is accepted that a wide range of factors
influence rail travel not just fares and reliability factors but also frequencies and timings station cleanness
and security amongst many others. For instance, the Institute of Transport Studies at Leeds University has
calculated that there is a strong correlation between economic growth and rail travel so that for each 3%
growth in GDP corresponds to a 2% growth in rail travel. This paper does not seek to produce a “all singing
all dancing” model to predict rail travel, but instead focuses on the impact of punctuality on the demand
for rail travel and how it impacts on passengers numbers and journey patterns. Comparable data was readily
available for the same sort of analysis that was undertaken in the original paper submitted for evidence.
However in order to produce a quicker response the analysis below focuses on each sector (i.e. Long
distance, London and the South East and Regional) rather than a selection of individual train operators.
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Figure 1

Trends in train punctuality 2000—05
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Source calculations from SRA

Figure 1 shows that punctuality has generally improved since 2001 and that it has strong seasonal trends
with a low point in quarter 3 (September—December), though the diVerence between the peaks and troughs
is gradually diminishing. Further analysis suggests that the moving average is improving by 12 % per quarter
and that if this continues it will be 2010 before a punctuality reaches 90%.

Methodology

Relevant data and statistics was taken from the SRA website for the railway years ending 2001–05, with
the year ending 2001 taken as the base year for each set of data. The Microsoft Excel package was used in
each case to display the information graphically and calculate correlations and the line of best fit so that the
impact of changes in punctuality performance could be calculated The graphs for each set of analysis are
shown in Annex 1. R2 (coeYcient of determination) is shown for each variable. The value of the gradient
for each graph represents 1% increase (negative% decrease) for that variable for a 1% change in punctuality
in the base year. For example if in the base year the punctuality was 80% then the gradient is the change for
that variable for a 0.8% change in punctuality. Results shown in italics are those derivedwhere the coeYcient
of determination is so small that it is considered there is no relationship between that variable and
punctuality.

Long Distance Operators

Table 1

Long Punctuality passenger km Revenue passenger average Earnings per
Distance % (billions (£ billions) journeys journey journey

(billions) length (km)

2000–01 69.1 12.1 1.109 0.07 173 £15.84

Long Punctuality passenger km Revenue passenger average Earnings per
Distance % journeys journey journey

length

2000–01 100 100 100 100 100 100
2001–02 100 107 109 106 101 96
2002–03 102 107 111 110 97 93
2003–04 106 110 117 116 95 92
2004–05 114 111 120 120 92 95
R2 0.60 0.74 0.81 0.55 0.09
Gradient 0.56 1.13 1.23 "0.83 "0.17
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Table 1a

passenger km Revenue passenger average Earnings
(millions) (£ millions) journeys journey per journey

(millions) length (km)

EVect of 1% change in 98.45 18.06 1.25 "2.07 "0.04
punctuality
as percentage of sector total 0.01% 0.01% 0.01%
2003–04

Table 1a shows the results of calculations though the changes are small compared with the sector totals
the change in revenue is equal to 15% of the total profits of the long distance sector which in 2003–04 was
just over £120 million. However in the year 2003–04 an exceptional payment was made by the SRA Virgin
Cross Country of £58million , if this taken into account the total sector profit for the year falls to £62million
and the eVect of a 1% change in punctuality is equivalent to 29% of the total sector profits.

London and the South East Operators

Table 2

London and Punctuality passenger km Revenue passenger average Earnings per
South East % (billions (£ billions) journeys journey journey

(billions) length (km)

2000–01 77.6 19.2 1.732 0.664 29 £2.61
actual

London and Punctuality passenger km Revenue passenger average Earnings per
South East % journeys journey journey

length

2000–01 100 100 100 100 100 100
2001–02 100 101 103 100 101 103
2002–03 102 103 102 102 101 100
2003–04 104 105 104 104 100 100
2004–05 109 110 108 113 98 96
R2 0.98 0.89 .9942 0.75 0.79
Gradient 1.05 0.71 1.38 "0.30 "0.61

Table 2a

passenger km Revenue passenger average Earnings
(millions) (£ millions) journeys journey per journey

(millions) length (km)

EVect of 1% change in 259.52 15.85 11.80 "0.11 "0.02
punctuality
as percentage of sector total 0.01% 0.01% 0.01%
2003–04

Table 2a shows the results of calculations though the changes are small compared with the sector totals
the change in revenue is equal to 16% of the total profits of the long distance sector which in 2003–04 was
just under £97 million.

Regional Operators

Table 3

Regional Punctuality passenger km Revenue passenger average Earnings per
% (billions (£ billions) journeys journey journey

(billions) length (km)

2001–01 81.7 6.9 0.572 0.223 31 £2.57
actual
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Punctuality passenger km Revenue passenger average Earnings per
% journeys journey journey

length

2000–01 100 100 100 100 100 100
2001–02 97 101 90 100 102 91
2002–03 99 100 90 98 102 91
2003–04 101 109 96 108 101 89
2004–05 101 114 100 115 99 87
R2 0.50 0.60 0.56 0.57 0.03
Gradient 2.38 2.04 2.82 "0.44 "0.44

Table 3a

passenger km Revenue passenger average Earnings
(millions) (£ millions) journeys journey per journey

(millions) length (km)

EVect of 1% change in 201.18 14.31 7.70 "0.17 "0.01
punctuality
as percentage of sector total 0.004% 0.004% 0.003%
2003–04

Table 3a shows the results of calculations though the changes are small compared with the sector totals
the change in revenue is equal to 49% of the total profits of the long distance sector which in 2003–04 was
just over £29 million. However in the year 2003–04 Gatwick Express as a result in the downturn in air travel
made a loss of £3.2 million, if Gatwick Express accounts are removed from the sector accounts the sector
profit rises to £32.2 million and a 1% change in punctuality is equivalent to 44.4% of total sector profits.

Conclusion

It is clear that for all sectors that punctuality performance aVects passenger numbers, though in each of
the sectors the proportion of journeys are relatively small. However the potential for changes in revenue do
represent significant proportions of overall profits in each sector particularly for regional operators. The
consequence of this is that small decreases in punctuality performance can aVect profit margins and thus
have the potential to lead to pressures for fare increases and or further restrictions on “walk on” fares such
as “Savers” or additional subsidy payments from the government, or a combination of all three of these.
Conversely small improvements in punctuality can increase profits substantially, which implies that if
current trends continue there will be less pressure to increase fares and that as suggested in our previous
evidence to the Committee operators could look to either reducing actual fares paid per mile, or lifting
restrictions on “walk on” fares or the DfT could seek to encourage modal shift from the car and plane by
using this “punctuality windfall” to improve capacity.

Part of the analysis examined the eVect of punctuality on average journey length. The results show that
in each of the sectors journey lengths would decrease as a result of improved punctuality. However parts of
the various Route Utilisation Strategies started by the SRA which in part are attempts to improve
punctuality seek to limit the availability of short journey opportunities. In other words one possible
outcome of some RUS will be contradictory, our previous evidence to the Committee highlighted the high
proportion of journeys that are very short (ie 46% of rail journeys are less than 20miles). Has the Committee
asked Network Rail if they have taken this in consideration in the implementation of any or all of the
proposed RUS?

This evidence together with the evidence submitted previously suggests that there is a relationship
passenger travel and fare level as well as punctuality. Has the Committee chair rightly pointed out on the
23 November factors that influence the numbers travel by train are numerous it is hoped that the evidence
submitted by TRANSPORT 2000 will unravel some of the complexity.

Annex 1

Long Distance Operators

Operator Operating Margin (%)

GNER 10.5
Virgin Cross country 8.1
First Great Western 7.2
Midland Mainline 7.2
Virgin West Coast 3.4
All long distance 5.7
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Figure LD1
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Figure LD2

Intercity  2001 - 2005
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Figure LD3

Intercity 2001 - 2005
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Figure LD4

Intercity  2001 -2005
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Figure LD5
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Annex 2

London and the South East Operators

Table SE1

Operator Operating Margin (%)

Thameslink 9.1
Chiltern 8.1
South West Trains 8.0
First Great Eastern 7.4
Southern 7.2
Wagn 6.8
Thames Trains 4.9
Silverlink 2.5
c2c 0.6
South Eastern Trains 0.1
Connex South Eastern "3.0
London and South East 3.18
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Figure SE1
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Figure SE2
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Figure SE3
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Figure SE4
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Figure SE5
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Annex 3

Table R1

Operator Operating Margin (%)

Arriva Trains Merseyside 12.2
Island Line 9.6
Wales and Borders 7.3
Arriva Trains Northern 6.9
Wessex Trains 6.2
Merseyrail Electrics 5.9
Anglia Railways 1.9
First North Western 1.4
Central Trains "3.1
ScotRail "3.2
Arriva Trains Wales "5.9
Gatwick Express "8.9
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Figure R1
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Figure R2
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Figure R3
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Figure R4
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Figure R5
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Memorandum submitted by the London Travelwatch3

In June 2004 the London Transport Users Committee (LTUC)3 published a research paper entitled Fare
deals for London?—the pricing of rail travel in the capital. This paper sought to address a number of the
issues to which the Select Committee’s inquiry is directed. Its full text can be found at www.ltuc.org.uk/
publications.

The LTUC study looked at National Rail (NR) and London Underground (LUL) fares across the
London area, as at January last year. It found that there was a wide variation in the cost of travel for similar
journeys within London and argued that on equity grounds there was a substantial case for reforming the
fares and ticketing systems in London into a single structure covering both National Rail and London
Underground services.

The summary of findings concluded that:

Comparing National Rail and Underground Fares

— On average, peak return fares cost more for National Rail journeys than Underground journeys,
except for journeys under fivemiles (where there is little diVerence), and particularly for the longest
journeys. However, there is a wide degree of variation in the fares for individual journeys of
similar lengths.

— OV-peak returns and seasons cost slightly more on average for Underground journeys than for
National Rail journeys, but again individual journeys vary widely.

Differences Between Train Companies (TOCs)

— Some TOCs diVer noticeably from the general pattern for National Rail fares, but variability in
fares within each TOC’s ownership is equally important. The large number of Travelcard fares
probably contributes to the variability within TOCs whilst damping down the diVerences
between TOCs.

— Some TOCs price their point-to-point fares just below the level of the equivalent Travelcard, but
others do not. Together with diVerences in the portfolios held, and with the eVects of clustering,
this may explain some of the fare diVerences between TOCs. (Each company’s “portfolio” is the
set of journeys which it is responsible for pricing. “Clustering” is the practice of setting a common
fare to/from a group of adjacent stations.)

3 London Travelwatch were formerly known as the London Transport Users Committee (LTUC).
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Jointly-set Fares

— Jointly-set (ie through Underground-TOC) peak returns are slightly more expensive than
National Rail peak fares, although individual fares vary widely.

— OV-peak, jointly-set returns have only a very weak relationship with distance, and their
relationship with LUL and NR fares is inconsistent.

— Jointly-set seasons are similar to LUL seasons on average, costing more than NR seasons, but
again individual fares vary widely.

Role of Travelcard

— The cheapest fare for many journeys, particularly seasons, is a Travelcard. Hence many journeys
of very diVerent lengths have similar fares.

— The likelihood of a Travelcard being the best fare for a journey varies between the TOCs “owning”
(ie setting) the fares in question.

Often, a point-to-point fare (ie between two named stations) is oVered which exceeds the Travelcard price
(which is based on zones) without oVering additional benefits. However, the uninitiated passenger or
someone purchasing a ticket over the internet (where Travelcards are unavailable) would not know that it
would be cheaper for them to purchase a Travelcard.

Separately from this study, we can report that certain train operators regard the mechanism for changing
the allocation of revenue from Travelcard sales as extremely cumbersome and lengthy, and claim that in
certain cases they have been deterred from introducing innovative services as a result.

Towards a Unified Fares System?—The Case for Reform

These findings suggest that overall, there is substantial scope to integrate National Rail and London
Underground fares within a unified structure. However, in order to implement such a policy while holding
the general level of fares constant, the cost of peak returns on NR would generally fall while those on LUL
would rise. For oV-peak fares and for seasons, NR fares would rise and LUL fares would fall. But these are
only averages, and the eVects on individual fares would be quite varied, given their wide range at present.
Many return journeys are, in practice, already at similar rates on both LUL and National Rail, thanks to
a Travelcard often oVering the cheapest fare for a journey on either network.

It is important also to take into account the current policy of pricing Zone 1 (central London) travel
more highly—which tends to inflate LUL and jointly-set fares. Suburban LUL fares are therefore likely to
be cheaper than the LUL benchmark (on average), while those including Zone 1 travel are likely to be more
expensive. If that policy were continued under a unified system, the NR fares would presumably have to
follow suit.

In addition, the current “free transfer” on the Underground for cross-London National Rail fares
would logically be superseded (at least on fares within the London zonal system) by payment for the zones
crossed en route.

It is clear that the eVects on individual fares would be complex, and further research is required if the
eVect of these factors is to be more fully understood.

Transport for London (TfL) has recently conducted a “longer term fare policy review”. The purposes
of this were, inter alia, “to develop a set of objectives for TfL fare policy” and “to put forward a coherent
set of policies and priorities for TfL fares and ticketing, consistent with the Mayor’s overall transport
strategy.” The key issue in this exercise was described as “how best to develop and take forward TfL’s vision
of a simple, unified fares and ticketing structure for all forms of public transport in London” (see TfL Board
agenda item 6, Longer Term Fare Policy Review, 29/7/03).

In the course of this review, TfL identified the diVerences in fare structure between its services and those
of the National Rail system (then overseen by the Strategic Rail Authority (SRA)) as being the “foremost”
issue to be tackled. It was hoped that a forthcoming SRA consultation on fare policy “would provide an
opportunity to rectify these problems and perhaps reduce the fare-setting powers of the private companies”
(ie the TOCs). But in the event, although the SRA’s review led to some simplification of its fares regulation
policies, notably the abolition of the link between individual operators” train service performance and the
level of permitted fares changes, the opportunity to introduce a more radical realignment was not taken.

In particular, each train company retains the freedom to set the level of the fares it “owns”, provided these
do not conflict with a high-level (and, some would argue, unduly minimalist) strategy determined formerly
by the SRA and now by the Department for Transport. There has been no conscious eVort to achieve
consistency across the London area, or to identify and eliminate anomalies. And by setting a cap of
RPI!1% for regulated fares over the following three years (ie from January 2004), despite the declared
intention of TfL to limit overall increases in Travelcard prices to the rate of inflation, the SRA embraced a
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policy which is likely to preserve rather than reduce the diYculties already encountered in aligning National
Rail fares coherently with the price of this highly successful integrated multi-modal ticketing product
(including the pricing of other “add-on” NR tickets of which Travelcard forms part).

The Mayor’s statutory Directions and Guidance to the Strategic Rail Authority in relation to the
provision of railway services for Greater London (January 2003) required the SRA, inter alia, to “ . . .
introduce a systemof fare setting and regulation for London that will enable fares and ticketing onLondon’s
suburban network to bemade simpler andmore transparent . . . ” and “ . . . provide a consistent fare setting
framework for Tube and National Rail services . . . ” And the London rail partnership agreement between
the SRA and TfL (December 2002) contained a specific commitment on the part of both parties jointly to
“review the impact of their respective fares and ticketing proposals on the policies of the other party in order
to develop a simpler, more integrated and consistent fare structure for Greater London.” But subsequent
progress was limited, and the abolition of the SRA in 2005 has further complicated the situation.

Ministers have agreed in principle that a unified fares and ticketing system for the London area is
desirable and have set a target date of January 2007 for achieving this. But at present the obstacles remain
formidable. TfL successfully argued (with LTUC’s support) for it to be given an enhanced role in specifying
and procuring rail services in and around London. One advantage of this would be to align responsibility
for fares and ticketing across the modes, and greatly simplify the means of achieving a more acceptable
outcome. But the relevant provisions of the Railways Act 2005 have yet to be activated, and their ultimate
eVect is unclear.

Irrespective of whatever further institutional change may occur, the arguments for consistency and
clarity in pricing are strong, and will remain so. The battle to bring what was then British Rail within the
Travelcard scheme was fought and won in the 1980s, against odds seemingly as great as (and organisational
inertia no less powerful than) those which exist today.

LTUC’s purpose in commissioning its research paper “Fare deals for London” was to explore more
fully—and to illustrate more clearly—than had previously been attempted the extent of the anomalies with
which the existing pricing arrangements are riddled. We have commended its findings to London’s elected
leaders, and to those who manage its rail systems. We believe that the evidence it contains makes a
compelling case for change, simply because of the extent of the disparities it reveals and the lack of logic
underpinning them. We are keen that the debate on this issue should continue, and we have been pleased
to be able to oVer evidence which will allow this to be done on a more informed footing.

3 October 2005

Memorandum submitted by Passenger Focus4

Introduction

1. RPC welcomes the Transport Committee’s investigation into these areas of ticketing and fares as it
shares these concerns and has been addressing them for some time. The Committee’s activity in these areas
is particularly timely fromRPC’s point of view as theCouncil is starting to scope a programmeof research to
inform its views on fares policy in advance of the comprehensive fares reviewnext year. Passenger attitudinal
research will look into passengers’ preferences on, for example, advance-purchase tickets and their
perceptions of fares in general. RPC will be pleased to consider suggestions for specific research questions
from the Transport Committee. The Council’s assumption of responsibility for the National Passenger
Survey from SRA provides a further information source to inform the RPC’s views.

2. RPC believes that many rail fares are too high; that the fare structure is too complex and confusing;
and that the rail industry needs to exploit fares incentives to attract passengers to travel at times when there
is greater capacity.

Complexity and Restructuring of Fares

3. The current fares structure is a mix of demand-curbing, market pricing and historic pence-per-mile.
Some fares are regulated (eg most Savers; season tickets; Cheap Day Returns) while others are unregulated
(eg Standard Open; Apex). Given its complexity, one temptation is to scrap the current fares structure
entirely, though the industry could probably not withstand the disruption resulting from such a move. RPC
in its response to SRA’s 2002 Future Fares Policy proposed a less disruptive move: reduce the number of
fare types and rationalise them into an immediately recognisable and understandable family hierarchy, with
common nomenclature, validity and conditions, across all train operators. Book-ahead fares currently sport
a wide range of names, eg Apex, SuperAdvance, 3-day Advance, Value Advance, 7-day Advance, Flexi
Return, Senior, 2-Some or 4-Sight. Most are exclusive to specific operators; the names and conditions are
often unintelligible to passengers. So complex is the fare structure that the current National Fares Manual

4 Passenger Focus were formerly known as the Rail Passengers’ Council (RPC)
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(No 91) valid from September 2005, lists over 70 fare types, governed by 760 validity conditions, on 102 A4-
sized pages. RPC has issued leaflets advising passengers the questions to ask to ensure that they get the best
deal when buying rail tickets.

4. A range of Railcards, oVering discounts as now, should also continue. As a result of the research which
it commissioned towards its response to SRA’s consultation, RPC recommended the introduction of a
National Railcard, available to all members of the public. (See para 24.)

5. Train operators argue that the current positioning of the regulated Saver fare denies them the
opportunity of oVering a wider range of scaled book-ahead fares. RPC understands the attractiveness of
book-ahead Apex-type fares both to the industry and to those price-conscious passengers whose journey
times are flexible. However, not all passengers are able to pre-plan journeys. It is thus vital not to lose sight
of the need to retain an aVordable turn-up-and-go fare (eg Saver—and even SuperSaver), avoiding the need
to pay the full fare outside peak times.

6. The opportunity should be taken also to end the now unnecessary policy conflict between ticket
validity in the London/South East area (where tickets are typically valid for one day only—with the limited
exception of a few return types) compared with the rest of country, where return tickets are valid for a
month. Combatting fraudwas the original for this reduction in validity butmodern automatic ticket barriers
and gates at stations have significantly reduced fraudulent travel by collecting previously unpaid income. It
is indefensible not to extend the same validity benefits to passengers in the south-east. Enhanced on-train
revenue protection would reduce fraud even further.

Book-ahead versus Turn-up-and-go Tickets

7. The Council recognises the good value which Apex-style fares represent to those passengers who can
book in advance but is deeply concerned that book-ahead tickets should not threaten aVordable turn-up-
and-go fares. However, passengers have often been thwarted in their attempts to buy these cut-price tickets
due to the late release of train timings, which operators lay at Network Rail’s door. This is all the more
unacceptable as train operators’ fares policies increasingly direct passengers towards such fares and the
validity of the more flexible turn-up-and-go Saver tickets is squeezed into narrower time bands. Late release
of book-ahead tickets eVectively denies many passengers the opportunity of travelling by train.

8. Concerned at the frequent non-observance of T-12 by train companies, RPC has consistently surveyed
the dates on which bookings for quota-controlled tickets open for the last 12 months. In recent weeks, since
this latest round of the survey, RPC has taken the matter up direct with ORR. The two organisations will
in future work in partnership, drawing on ticket release data from the Association of Train Operating
Companies, as RPC investigates availability for journeys at Christmas.

9. RPC continues to seek greater clarity in the size of the quotas available for each type of ticket and the
services upon which they are valid. Certainly this information should be shared within the industry. RPC
cannot have a properly informed view without this vital additional information. Likewise, enquiring
passengers should be able to find out whether allocations are still available on specific trains to enable them
to plan their options in a more informed way. One school of thought contends that airline-style booking
practice is incompatible with a traditional turn-up-and-go mode, such as the railway. It is indefensible for
a train operator to employ airline-style booking policies and then fail to keep its side of the bargain by failing
to provide allocations within the advertised timescales.

10. For many long-distance leisure passengers, “the fare” and the price of the (regulated) Saver are
synonymous. Recent years, however, have seen a constant constriction of the times when Savers are valid
for many journeys on weekdays. A further refinement is the imposition of restrictions on the return leg of
the journey with the result that the value of a Saver fare for a leisure journey travelling out and back the
same day is severely undermined. For example:

— Preston to London: in 1995 not only Savers (first train to London 8.20; return any time) but also
SuperSavers (first southbound train 9.20; return any time) were available. In 2000 both fare types
and the first outward train times still applied, but the SuperSaver was further barred on three late-
afternoon southbound trains; both tickets also had restrictions imposed on early-morning and
mid-afternoon to early-evening return departures from London. By 2005 the SuperSaver fare had
been withdrawn; the earliest Saver departure southbound is 8.46, with northbound restricted to
after 9.15 and not between 15.15 and 18.11; ie the earliest arrival in London is 11.25, with return
services at 9.45 and hourly to 15.45, then 18.45, 19.45 and 20.45.

As a result, a turn-up-and-go return to London, on a weekday leaving after 9.00 and returning at 15.45,
cost £36 in 1995; £52.70 in 2000; and £195 in 2005.

— Edinburgh to London: in 1995 no restrictions in either direction applied to the Saver; the full return
fare served only as a basis on which to calculate other reduced fares. The SuperSaver was valid on
the 8.00 southbound and all later trains; no restrictions on the return. By 2000 no restrictions in
either direction still applied to Savers. Southbound SuperSaver restrictions had been lifted but new
northbound restrictions were applied between 15.30 and 19.00. By 2005, the first two morning
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trains fromEdinburgh were barred to Savers, as were return journeys before 9.29 or between 14.59
and 18.59; thus the last Saver train to Edinburgh now departs at 14.00 Monday-Thursday, 19.00
on Friday. SuperSavers had been withdrawn.

As a result, a turn-up-and-go return to London leaving on a weekday before 7.00 returning around 16.00
in 1995 cost £59; in 2000, £71; in 2005, £194.

[Note: SuperSavers not valid on Fridays or “peak” Saturdays: eg Easter, summer months. Both Savers
and SuperSavers are available for break of journey without formality on the return leg.]

11. Many passengers may need to paymuchmore for the flexibility once taken for granted, or are obliged
to conform to the “strings-attached” nature of the Apex—(or perhaps they no longer travel) simply by the
repositioning of time restrictions or the withdrawal of a non-regulated fare type. The extent to which
unregulated fares have risen is perhaps most starkly illustrated when the Standard Open Return is viewed
against the cost of a weekly season ticket and the Saver fare (both regulated) for the same journey. (Page 6
lists these and other sample fares.)

The Effect of Timetable Changes and theWithdrawal of Ticket Types on Fares

12. Usage of several ticket types is governed by departure or arrival times. An apparently minor change
to timetables, without a corresponding amendment to the conditions of use of some tickets, denies
passengers the opportunity to travel by trains previously available to them. While fares have not risen,
passengers can find themselves paying more.

13. The withdrawal of a ticket category between two points can increase fares dramatically. We would
cite as a recent example Central Trains” withdrawal of longer-distance Day Return fares. RPC ran a
successful campaign to advise passengers to buy tickets for two adjoining segments of the journey
(Peterborough—Melton Mowbray ! Melton Mowbray—Birmingham) allowing passengers thereby to
undercut the through fare by 59% in the peak and by 32% oV-peak.

14. The early demise of the non-regulated SuperSaver had been predicted by the RPC’s predecessor
whose calls for the fare to be safeguarded were met with counterclaims at ministerial level that no
commercially-minded operator would withdraw such a popular fare. Most train companies have since
replaced this time-restricted, but still fairly flexible, turn-up-and-go fare with an Apex-type; thus passengers
who cannot book in advance have seen either their options reduced or their fares increased.

15. Each train company is “lead operator” and responsible for setting fares on a series of journey flows,
often into areas where it operates no trains at all. Its own fare policy can thus aVect the price paid by
passengers over a much wider area than its own sphere of operation. The decision of erstwhile operator
Anglia to withdraw SuperSavers on its flows also aVected long-distance through fares, eg Norwich—
Southampton. Flow sponsorship transfer from Virgin to Central Trains for a number of journeys in the
north-west aVected passengers’ fares as Virgin’s more relaxed attitude to Railcard use at peak times was not
reflected by the new operator. Some passengers” fares increased as a result.

Comparative Costs of Rail Travel

16. SRA’s policy change of 2004 required passengers to bear a higher proportion of the costs of the new
railway. The regulated fares regime switched fromRPI"1% to RPI!1%. According to SRA figures5 at the
time this meant that passengers who bought season tickets faced a rise of £45 per annum in real terms by
January 2006. These increases are in addition to an already high base in RPC’s view.

17. International comparisons routinely show British mainstream fares as some of the highest, if not the
highest, in Europe. RMT’s research earlier this year compared commuter fares for journeys in Britain with
those for major cities on the continent: London-area annual Travelcards at £1,580 for a 15-mile radius
compare unfavourably with Paris (£950: 20-mile radius), Berlin (£829: 40-mile radius) and Madrid (£510:
40-mile radius).

18. Union Bank of Switzerland’s survey suggested that a standard-class ticket for a 120-mile journey in
Britain cost almost three times the world average for a comparable journey. With Standard Open Return
fares from London to Manchester at £187, to York at £144 and to CardiV at £110, it is no surprise that
ratings recorded by the National Passenger Survey show poor satisfaction over value for money.

Passengers’ Perception of Value forMoney

19. Real-term average increases in ticket price have been published by SRA until recently.6 Between
January 1995 and 2005 the price of all ticket types has risen by 6.3%. Particular ticket types’ real-term price
have risen much more than this: standard-class unregulated fares have risen by 10.9% nationally and by
18.2% in the long-distance sector. First-class long-distance fares have risen by 41.5%. However, overall
figures belie the fact that certain (popular) routes have seen their prices increase by more than average,
eg London Manchester.

5 SRA Fares Review Conclusions 2003: Table 4.
6 National Rail Trends Yearbook 2004–2005, SRA, June 2005.
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20. The National Passenger Survey7 indicates that nationally only 41% of passengers are satisfied with
the value for money for the price of their ticket. This low figure is driven by the large passenger volume in
London and the South East where only 36% are satisfied. Regional passengers are themost satisfied, at 58%.
Just under half of long-distance passengers are satisfied (49%). Stated preference research carried out inMay
20058 invited rail passengers to prioritise the service aspects that most need to be improved. The “value for
money for the price of your ticket” was rated as the second most important improvement required from 30
possible service attributes; only punctuality/reliability was rated as a bigger priority for improvement. This
was the case amongst all passenger groups (business, commuter and leisure) who rated this as the second
largest priority to improve.

Getting Costs in Order

21. Government investment in the railways has increased from £1.8 billion in 1997–08 (Future of Rail
White Paper) to £3.8 billion in 2004. It is proper for the state to invest in a public service which delivers
government objectives such as promoting social inclusion, economic regeneration and reducing greenhouse-
gas emissions. That funding, however, is not limitless and the industry must find ways of keeping its costs
down.

22. By 2002–03 Network Rail’s costs for replacing a section of straight level track had risen some
25% since 1999 according to the company’s own analysis.9 Network Rail is driving down its cost base but
clearly more must be done. Neither passenger nor taxpayer must bear the cost of industry ineYciency.

23. Train leasing charges in the “second-hand” market are inexplicably high. SRA’s 2003 Rolling Stock
Strategy recognised inter-ROSCO competition having driven down the price of new stock but was less sure
about the eVect on existing rolling stock charges. RPC shares this concern. While the Council has no
evidence of ROSCOs abusing their market position we highlight the figures cited by the BBC10 and question
the logic and fairness of, for instance,

— a 20-year-old two-car Pacer unit, costing £350,000 to build, leased for £144,000 pa; and

— a two-car diesel Sprinter costing £216,000 pa to lease.

24. Maximising revenue has to be a priority:

— Collect fares already due: give passengersmore and better opportunities to buy tickets and increase
revenue protection to ensure that they do so. The introduction of ticket gates has seen revenue
increase by up to 20% in places.

— Increase passenger numbers: the industry has had great success in this regard, but further and
unrelenting eVort is necessary. In the late 1990s Crime Concern and Transport & Travel Research
showed that oV-peak journeys, where there is spare capacity, could be boosted by up to 10% by
the introduction of safety and security measures at stations.

— Partnership funding: rail needs to ensure that it taps into other sources of funding. The
Comprehensive Spending Review has outlined a link between transport and housing budgets and
established a new Community Infrastructure Fund of £150 million for local infrastructure needs.
The SRA’s erstwhile Rail Passenger Partnership fund was eVective in bringing parties together;
RPC has long argued for the creation of a similar scheme as a catalyst for partnership working.

— National Railcard: RPC undertook research11 into the potential market for a National Railcard
available to anyone. The results forecast that a product, priced £30 for 50% reduction on oV-peak
fares, could encourage additional oV-peak travel and generate some £70million incremental profit.
It could also:

— be an eVective tool for smoothing demand over diVerent times of day and reduce crowding
in the peak;

— reduce fuel consumption, noise pollution, road congestion and accidents;

— promote social inclusion as train fares would be more aVordable;

— substitute a series of competing oV-peak tickets, simplifying the current complexities of rail
travel discounts.

SRA expressed interest in developing such a product and committed to explore options. We are
disappointed not to have had sight of developments in this area.

7 Commissioned by RPC and carried out by Continental Research in Spring and Autumn. 25,000 self-completion
questionnaires returned each wave.

8 Passenger Expectations and Priorities for Improvement, commissioned by SRA and carried out by Continental Research.
It comprised short interviews at stations on expectations of the journey followed by self-completion of a questionnaire
after the journey, sent to Continental Research. In total 2,208 questionnaires were returned.

9 SRA Strategic Plan 2003 (figure 2), and repeated in the Future of Rail White Paper.
10 File on Four: Rail Scandal (27.01.2004).
11 Future Fares Policy—RPC Response to SRA Consultation, October 2002.
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RPC’s Next Steps

25. RPC has identified Fares as one of its priority work streams for its current operational plan. Starting
with a consolidation of existing research and known factors aVecting fares policy and passengers’ attitudes,
RPC will conduct a gap analysis to identify areas which would benefit from further research to ensure that
RPC policy authoritatively represents the consumer perspective. Further research will be scoped and
commissioned to be conducted in the New Year. RPC will happily take forward issues raised in the course
of the Committee’s inquiry as part of that research programme.

Fares Comparison 1995–2005

Source: National Fares manuals.

Location/ Change * Change * Cost Cost
Mileage to 1995–2005 1995–2005 per mile per mile
London Fare to London Jan 1995 Jan 2000 Jan 2005 (for 2000–05) (for 2000–05) 1995 2005

£ £ £ £ % £ £

Norwich
115 Standard open return 55.00 61.00 64.00 9.00 16.36 0.48 0.56

Saver 27.00 30.20 35.00 8.00 29.63 0.23 0.30
Super Advance 21.00 23.00 20.00 "1.00 "4.76 0.18 0.17
Weekly 110.00 110.00 130.00 20.00 18.18 0.96 1.13

Derby
128 Standard open return 59.00 68.00 94.00 35.00 59.32 0.46 0.73

Saver 36.00 41.00 44.00 8.00 22.22 0.28 0.34
SuperSaver 27.00 33.00 withdrawn n/a n/a 0.21 n/a
Apex 19.50 23.00 28.00 8.50 43.59 0.15 0.22
Weekly — 180.60 192.30 11.70 6.48 n/a 1.50

Leicester
99 Standard open return 47.00 56.00 76.00 29.00 61.70 0.47 0.77

Saver 30.00 34.50 38.50 8.50 28.33 0.30 0.39
SuperSaver 22.00 29.00 withdrawn n/a n/a 0.22 n/a
Apex 16.50 20.00 25.00 8.50 51.52 0.17 0.25
Weekly — 155.00 167.00 12.00 7.74 n/a 1.69

Peterborough
76 Standard open return 38.00 44.00 54.00 16.00 42.11 0.50 0.71

Saver 24.00 27.00 31.00 7.00 29.17 0.32 0.41
SuperSaver 20.00 withdrawn withdrawn n/a n/a 0.26 n/a
Weekly 97.40 109.40 122.50 25.12 5.77 1.28 1.61

Edinburgh
393 Standard open return 126.00 172.00 194.00 68.00 53.97 0.32 0.49

Saver 69.00 79.00 90.60 21.60 31.30 0.18 0.23
SuperSaver 59.00 71.00 withdrawn n/a n/a 0.15 n/a
Apex 44.00 49.00 57.00 13.00 29.55 0.11 0.15

CardiV
145 Standard open return 70.00 87.00 110.00 40.00 57.14 0.48 0.76

Saver 40.00 45.60 50.80 10.80 27.00 0.28 0.35
SuperSaver 31.00 37.00 43.00 12.00 38.71 0.21 0.30
Apex 24.00 23.00 24.00 — 0.00 0.17 0.17
Weekly — 182.4 205.3 22.9 12.55 n/a 1.42

Plymouth
226 Standard open return 96.00 120.00 164.00 68.00 70.83 0.42 0.73

Saver 50.00 56.90 63.60 13.60 27.20 0.22 0.28
SuperSaver 39.00 45.00 52.00 13.00 33.33 0.17 0.23
Apex 28.00 27.50 30.50 2.50 8.93 0.12 0.13
Weekly — 277.80 311.00 33.20 11.95 n/a 1.38

Birmingham
115 Standard open return 52.60 80.00 100.00 47.40 90.11 0.46 0.87

Saver 37.10 29.70 34.90 –2.20 "5.93 0.32 0.30
SuperSaver 27.80 withdrawn withdrawn n/a n/a 0.24 n/a

Preston
209 Standard open return 96.00 155.00 195.00 99.00 103.13 0.46 0.93

Saver 47.00 52.70 58.00 11.00 23.40 0.22 0.28
SuperSaver 36.00 47.00 withdrawn n/a n/a 0.17 n/a
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Location/ Change * Change * Cost Cost
Mileage to 1995–2005 1995–2005 per mile per mile
London Fare to London Jan 1995 Jan 2000 Jan 2005 (for 2000–05) (for 2000–05) 1995 2005

£ £ £ £ % £ £

Southampton
79 Standard Day return 37.10 41.40 46.50 9.40 25.34 0.47 0.59

Cheap Day return 16.90 20.40 24.60 7.70 45.56 0.21 0.31
Weekly 76.60 82.40 90.20 13.60 17.75 0.97 1.14

* If 1995 data not available, comparisons have been made using 2000 and 2005 data)

Memorandum submitted by the East Midlands Passenger Transport Users’ Forum

1. Introduction

1.1 EMPTUF is a new alliance of groups representing the consumer interest across all modes of public
transport. Associated organisations include RailFuture, Bus Users-UK, Transport 2000, the EastMidlands
Transport Activists Round Table andmany local bus and rail user groups. It has also received support from
the East Midlands Development Agency (EMDA), Regional Assembly and local authorities.

1.2 Initially set up by the former Rail Passengers Committee for the Midlands, EMPTUF is an
independent body which aims both to represent the interests and concerns of public transport passengers
across all forms of transport. AND to assist local and regional authorities’ work towards an integrated and
seamless quality public transport network for the East Midlands region.

1.3 EMPTUF’s mission is to champion public transport so that it becomes:

Accessible to everyone—including the mobility impaired.

AVordable and socially inclusive.

Available when and where needed.

Acceptable to all, whatever mode is chosen.

Attractive—with high quality of services and reliable information.

1.4 By bringing together for the first time within a single body, representative groups of bus, rail, light
rail, air and other passengers, EMPTUF oVers passengers a new opportunity for strong consumer
representation and to regional policy makers a route to engage with transport consumers on an integrated
basis throughout the region.

1.5 EMPTUF believes that there is a need to revise rail fares to improve equity and remove present
anomalies, while achieving a fair balance between the interests of passengers and taxpayers and the
following sections set out our main areas of concern.

2. Fares Structure

2.1 The fares structure is too complex and diYcult for the average person to understand. We have
identified below a number of areas which might be improved.

2.2 It is accepted that fares have to reflect market conditions and should not be precisely mileage based,
indeed, in some cases allowance needs to be made, and sometime is, for circuitous rail routes, the fare
reflecting the “as the crow flies” distance. However, the gross anomalies which exist in fare per mile, even
for the same type of ticket for similar journeys, are hard to justify on any grounds.

2.3 The fares structure is far too complex. Anomalies often arise if a particular ticket type, such as the
Cheap Day Return, is arbitrarily unavailable between certain points, or where a journey requires changes
involving more than one Train Operating.

2.4 Company (TOC). These anomalies lead to the knowledgeable passenger booking two separate tickets
for successive parts of one complete journey, and a cost disadvantage for others. It is often possible when
journeying from “A” to “C” to save money by buying tickets from “A” to “B” and “B” to “C”. To take
one East Midlands example: “A” to “B” £3.10, “B” to “C” £9.90, but A to “C” £16.20. Perversely, as break
of journey is not permitted using certain tickets (for example on an outward journey using a Saver Return)
the fares system itself imposes booking of two tickets if one wishes to visit “B” then “C’.

2.5 The range of tickets is unnecessarily complex. From the East Midlands, TOC Midland Mainline
oVers (Summer 2005) 13 Standard Class return fares to London. These tend to fall into bands around three
price levels, for example £20, £30 and £50, so why not have just three tickets at these prices? It is diYcult to
understandwhymore than, say, three national fares are needed for StandardClass travel (and for First Class
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where provided) to segment a market, especially given the added market manipulation through Railcards.
The national range of fares (singles and returns) could be limited to peak and oV peak, with a cheaper
advance purchase (Apex) fare.

2.6 First Class fares should be available for a 50% mark up on Standard Class on all tickets for journeys
where First class accommodation is provided, to make use of the many empty First Class seats at oV peak
times. For one journey in the East Midlands the oV peak Standard Class return fare is £5.50 but First Class
is £23.60, which inhibits even the better oV passenger.

2.7 One of rail’s greatest strengths is its walk up nature and the flexibility that its timetable oVers to
passengers, who are able to make, or amend, their travel plans at short notice. It is essential that walk up
fares continue to be available by all trains, to maintain rail’s attraction to the passenger for whom the car
is always “walk up”.

3. Regulated Fares

3.1 Regulated fares should be rebased, ideally on a common basis, rather than continuing to reflect their
historical antecedents. For example, GNER has dearer Saver fares than Virgin West Coast which reflects
the situation at the date regulation commenced, namely recent investment on the East CoastMain Line and
lack of investment on the West Coast Main Line.

3.2 Unregulated fares for individual journeys at peak times on inter-city routes to London are expensive,
and compare unfavourably with the regulated season ticket rate. The Open Return fare can be two to three
times the cost of an oV peak Saver Return ticket. This disadvantages the occasional passenger who has to
travel at peak times, whether on business or for a personal appointment.

4. Apex Fares

4.1 Apex fares have a place, particularly for longer distance journeys, over 100 miles, and allow TOCs
to manipulate demand between trains and achieve an optimum balance between passenger numbers and
fares yield. They also provide attractive fares for passengers who can be flexible in their travelling
arrangements. Apex fares should not replace similarly-priced walk up fares for short journeys on regional
routes—as has happened for some journeys around 50 miles such as Leicester-Peterborough.

4.2 TheApex fares structure and booking conditions should be the same for all operators, preferablywith
a single short advance booking deadline. On the other hand tickets should be available from 12 weeks ahead
of the journey date, irrespective of timetable changes due to engineering work. The same range of tickets
should be available whether booked by telephone, internet or in person. Incentive discounts for booking by
particular methods, such as the internet, should be reasonable.

4.3 The number of Apex fares for a journey should be one or two only, and availability should be more
transparent with passengers able to select a fare and determine easily by telephone, internet or personal
enquiry the trains on which it is available (rather than selecting trains and finding the fares for those trains,
whichmay require several iterations to get the best deal). Apex fares should be available between all stations
using connecting services. At present a passenger buying a long distance through ticket between smaller
originating and destination stationsmay be disadvantaged comparedwith onemaking a city to city journey.

5. Branding

5.1 Fares should have the same generic name irrespective of TOC, although operatorsmight be permitted
to use their own prefix for marketing reasons—for example “Virgin Saver” or “Midland Apex’. TOCs
should be allowed to have their own bargain or special oVer fares, in addition to the national fares, but
preferably only one such oVer at a time.

6. Usage Restrictions

6.1 Time restrictions for oV peak tickets should be standardised as far as possible and not diVer between
ticket types on the same route. On non-London journeys withMidlandMainline, for example, Saver tickets
are permitted from 09.00 and Cheap Day tickets from 09.30. Restrictions based on time of arrival in major
cities would often be more equitable than those based on time of departure. Passengers on journeys from
the Lincolnshire Coast to the Midlands leaving at around 08.30 are charged the full open fare, yet the peak
hour has long passed by the time that they reach Nottingham or Birmingham.
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7. Railcards

7.1 Railcards for groups such as young persons, senior citizens and the disabled should be maintained.
They encourage travel by these categories of passenger, help to make rail socially inclusive, and are
commercially beneficial to the TOCs.

7.2 A more general incentive should also be considered. This could take the form of a national railcard
available to all, which would encourage rail use and repeat business by an important segment of the market
which is left out of the current arrangements. Such a product has been introduced successfully elsewhere,
for example in Sweden.

7.3 An alternative would be a loyalty card which did not require payment to “join a club” but gave
benefits for regular use. A further option would be to extend the oVer of season or annual tickets (covering
a regional area, ideally including travel by other modes) to outside London and the PTE areas.

7.4 In designing incentives care must be taken to ensure that they generate traYc without necessitating
an additional increase in non-regulated fares which would disadvantage the occasional traveller.

Prepared by Stephen Abbott, Hon Secretary to EMPTUF in consultation with the Chairman and
members of the EMPTUF Steering Group.

3 October 2005

Witnesses:Mr Brian Cooke,ChairmanMr John Cartledge,Deputy Chief Executive, London TravelWatch;
Mr Colin Foxall, Chairman, Mr Anthony Smith, Chief Executive, Passenger Focus;12

Mr Alan Meredith, Chairman and Mr Stephen Abbott, Secretary, East Midlands Passenger Transport
Users Forum, examined.

Q50 Chairman: Gentlemen, can you identify All of that now is complicated by rising demand
which means the industry is looking at demandyourselves from my left, please?

Mr Cooke: Brian Cooke, I am the Chairman of management which amounts to putting the railways
first and passengers second rather than the otherLondon TravelWatch which until recently was

known as the London Transport Users’ Committee. way round.
Mr Cartledge: I am John Cartledge, the Deputy
Chief Executive of London TravelWatch.
Mr Foxall: I am Colin Foxall, Chairman of the Rail Q53 Chairman: Does anybody else want to say
Passengers’ Council. anything?
Mr Smith: Anthony Smith, the Chief Executive of Mr Meredith: I think the point we would like to
the Rail Passengers’ Council. make is trying to buy the bargain price ticket is a bit
MrMeredith:AlanMeredith, Chairman of the East like a lucky dip, you do not knowwhat you are going
Midlands Passenger Transport Users Forum. to get until you come to pay the price. We think this
Mr Abbott: I am Stephen Abbott, the Hon. is a result of the confusion of the fare types, which
Secretary of the EastMidlands Passenger Transport has already been referred to, and it does result in rail
Users Forum. passengers not necessarily buying the cheapest

tickets. To add to that confusion there is the cost of
Q51 Chairman: Thank you. Do any of you have the standard ticket which has increased relative to
anything you want to say briefly before we begin? the saver ticket which in turn is being restrictedmore
Mr Cooke: I do not. and more so that, in fact, there is a restriction of

choice there. Basically we are supporting the case for
Q52 Chairman:Mr Foxall? a review of the simplicity, standardisation of
Mr Foxall: Very briefly, Chairman. I am very glad terminology and conditions where this is
that the Committee is looking at fares because our appropriate. To remove the TOC (Train Operating
research, particularly the National Passenger Company) lottery that it is just a matter of luck.
Survey, which we are now responsible for, rates
value for money in relation to fares and fares as
number two in passenger concerns. As a result, we

Q54 Chairman: Before we get to cleaning up thehave planned a major piece of work on this for the
structure like that, tell me what ought to be thecoming year so we are going to be very interested in
objective of the fares policy?what the Committee has to say about the subject. I
Mr Meredith: It ought to be a realistic price whichhave three very short points to make. Passengers
reflects the circumstances. Clearly we accept that atneed a smarter fares policy because the existing
peak times people are going to pay higher fares thanstructure is too complicated and there are a host of
oV-peak.complex issues to reconcile. We have heard about

some already but, for example, yield curves versus
walk-up fares. Fares policy—I think a very
important point—is bound up with what kind of Q55 Chairman: Realism. Mr Foxall, do you agree

with that?railway we want and what kind we are going to get.

12 Passenger Focus were formerly known as the Rail Passengers’ Council (RPC)
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Mr Foxall: Yes, I think I do, but value for money is Q59 Mr Clelland: Do you think there is a case for
arguing fares ought to be lower in the Unitedwhat I think I am talking about because we have to
Kingdom and, if so, how could that be achievedlook at where we are in terms of demand and what
without further public subsidy?is available, how you can use the trains. I think what
Mr Foxall: Clearly you can lower fares if youpassengers have reason to expect is value for money.
increase the frequency and the use of trains. More
passengers mean more revenue. Railway companies

Q56 Mr Scott: Do you feel that we should look at actually collecting fares in some cases would be quite
how the airlines sell their tickets? I do accept what a good thing. Revenue protection is not always
was said earlier that not everyone has the Internet evident, so collecting fares that you are supposed to
but if you are on the Internet and log on, you tap in be collecting would be a good thing. We are glad to
where youwant to go and the cheapest fare available see barriers going up in various places to increase
comes up.Would you agree that is a way forward for that. Clearly getting more people on trains is very
the rail industry as well? important but if you get to a stage where the trains

are so full that people are unsure whether they canMr Foxall: I am very hesitant about this because we
get on the train you may have a negative eVect onrepresent passengers and we are about to undertake
people’s desire to travel. The basic answer to youra major piece of research, and I do not want to say
question is of course we would like to see value forthings here which passengers do not think. Our job
money. Cheaper fares is a diYcult question tois to find out what passengers think, it is not what I
answer: what is cheap, what is dear? It is what isthink that matters. If you ask me for a guess, I think
value for money to the customer.there is a lot of apprehension about that sort of

system being applied to the railways but it seems to
work quite well, very well for the airlines, but it has Q60 Chairman: Do you want to comment on that,
a problem and the problem is that walk-up fares are Mr Cartledge?
going to be dear unless you find some other solution Mr Cartledge: Just to add a point. International
to it. That is why I made the point at the beginning comparisons are fraught with many diYculties. It is
reconciling these two is very hard. I do not say that a well-known fact, and I do not think widely

challenged, that the published rate of fares for travelis the right solution but it is clearly a solution some
around London is higher than the equivalent farescompanies are going for and we have to look at it in
around most other comparable cities but Londonthe research we do.
has a much lower level of subsidy and a much higher
level of cost recovery from passengers. However, it

Q57 Mr Scott: Would you agree a more simplistic is the case also that London has for many years had
approach of the same tickets, the same names of a very much more generous system of concessionary
tickets being available wherever you are? fares for older people and now has a much more
Mr Foxall: Simplicity is the key to getting people generous system of concessionary fares for young

people than is available in most equivalent cities. Itusing public transport. If you understand and you
depends verymuch on the category of passenger youhave information you can use it, if you do not have
are talking about as to whether or not theseinformation and you do not understand you cannot.
comparisons hold good.I think the present system is a product of all kinds of

things that happened over a very, very long period of
time in diVerent parts of the country. My guess is Q61 Mrs Ellman: When the Rail Passengers’
that we have to clean it up, not necessarily have a Council was restructured and regional councils were
standard system over the country but we have to disbanded there was a lot of criticism and concern
clean it up. that the new form ofRail Passengers’ Council would

not be able to reflect regional concerns. What are
you doing to show us that you are reflecting the

Q58Mr Clelland:We have heard from our previous concerns of, in this instance, rail travellers in the
witnesses that fares on the mainland of Europe are regions?
higher than in the United Kingdom. Would you Mr Foxall: First of all, we have a series of passenger
agree with that and, if so, why do you think it is? link managers who relate to TOCs and TOC areas
Mr Foxall: I think comparisons are very diYcult to and, therefore, that produces regionality. The
make. We heard the discussion between the second thing we are doing is using those managers to
Chairman and the witnesses about how you base it work with all the local groups. We are sitting here

with one today. We are seeking to use those groupsand whether you look at purchasing power parity,
to represent passengers as our eyes and earscosts and indices, how you cost it out there is a
throughout the whole of the country. Those are twoquestion of what you get. We have a relatively
very serious and very committed positions onfrequent rail service on many of our main lines, in
dealing with the local. We are dealing with theother parts of Europe that is not the case. I think
national but we are ready to deal with the local.those comparisons are very hard to make and we

agree on the face of it they are cheaper, and some of
our fares are significantly dearer, but I think those Q62 Mrs Ellman: What can you tell us about the
comparisons are very hard. I think we have to impact on passenger journey increases in the cost of

rail travel?operate within theUKand get value formoney here.
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Mr Foxall: At the moment we are about to do the Mr Meredith: But the point I am saying in terms of
the user is that, in fact, very often your journey takesresearch. That was what I was saying earlier on, I am

not committing myself here saying “This impact” into account more than one operator and it is when
you get into the areas of more than one operator inand “That impact”. I am very interested in things

which have been said today and the conundrum that network that, in fact, total freedom for
individual operators becomes a problem. We havewhich has been pointed out between the fact that

passenger volumes are rising while fares are rising given you instances in our submission but if you
would like us to expand on that.also. We need to explore and understand why that is

happening.

Q71 Chairman: Briefly, Mr Abbott?Q63 Mrs Ellman:What is the nature of the research Mr Abbott: As was said, I think on intercity routesyou are doing? to London there is scope for the airline typeMr Foxall:We are commissioning the research now. approach to fill oV-peak seats. In London and theWe are just beginning this piece of policy research. south east, as a hangover from the old Network
South East, there is a coherent fare structure. You

Q64 Mrs Ellman: Into what? can buy, for example, a day return ticket between
Mr Foxall: The whole fares policy. any two stations. When you get into the regions, I

think the train operators have made use of their
Q65 Mrs Ellman: Have you any information at the freedom to abolish certain types of tickets and not
moment on the impact of rising fares on diVerent extend others to all stations to the disbenefit of
types of journeys? Transport 2000 gave us some passengers. For example, there has been widespread
evidence about the diVerential impact on diVerent elimination of day return tickets for medium
types of journeys. Have you got any information as distances, as a consequence it is often beneficial to
the Rail Passengers’ Council? the passenger, if they are in the know, to buy two
Mr Smith: I think it is fair to say that the anecdotal tickets for one journey, from A to B and then B to
evidence that we receive through complaints or C. If they ask the booking oYce for two tickets, the
comments from passengers indicates that obviously booking oYce is obliged to give them but they are
fare rises do have an impact on the ability of some not obliged to tell the passenger that option is
passengers to travel, that is a self-evident truth. The available. Similarly with Apex, the advance
reason for people travelling is often driven by lots of purchase tickets, they are available for city-to-city
factors: the economy is strong, the marketing journeys, if you are travelling from an adjoining
techniques of some of the companies are producing station to a main city you can find you are paying
very cheap fares. It is quite a complicated picture. I very heavily to buy a through ticket. For example,
think, as previous witnesses said, to try and get a Leicester to Carlisle, the cheapest option is £23
countrywide picture is quite diYcult. You have to return; Melton Mowbray to Carlisle, the cheapest
look at it region-by-region, route-by-route. option is £63.40, if you are in the know you would

pay £5 to Leicester and start again.
Q66 Mrs Ellman: Do you have any information
about it?

Q72Chairman: I think they are followingMrCrow’sMr Smith:No, we do not have hard evidence in that
prejudices about where people live.respect, no.
Mr Smith: I think it is quite absurd to suggest that
you can have a free-for-all. There is very littleQ67 Chairman:Your terms of reference will be quite
competition between rail companies. By and largewide and take that in?
rail companies have amonopoly on the type of travelMr Smith: Yes.
they are oVering, particularly on some Intercity and
commuter routes. Monopoly industries areQ68 Chairman:We can call you back in due course
regulated, it is one of the standardmarket forces thatfor a supplementary report.
is applied. The attempts to regulate fares over theMr Smith: Yes.
years have produced the mishmash situation we are
in. That is why on behalf of passengers we think theQ69 Mrs Ellman: The train operators say they want right approach is to try and think much furthermore freedom to set and retail fares. Can anyone forward in terms of ten years forward to think aboutgive me an example of something good which can how passengers might want to pay for travel thencome out of such a power and what are your and try and work out a system which meets theconcerns of negative things? competing needs of the public in terms of the publicMr Meredith: Could I answer the second question service and the revenue needs of the industry but youfirst. I think that an issue is that, in fact, we are cannot have a free-for-all.talking about a network. There may well be

operators who are responsible for particular lines of
route but, in fact— Q73 Clive EVord: That is easily said; we could all

come up with a similar set of words to say that is
whatwe have to do for our rail service.Where are theQ70 Chairman: Now, Mr Meredith, I am going to

stop you there. They all want to be freed of the eYciencies we can make within the existing
budgetary framework which will reduce pressure onexisting restrictions. It is their trade association.
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ticket prices, perhaps increase the capacity to reduce MrCooke:Yes, we do, and indeed the powers which
are given to the Secretary of State in the Railwayscosts? That is an open question to whoever wants to

pick it up. Act, to give theMayor certain controls over that, we
welcome.Mr Foxall: I think, realistically, the issue is this. We

have a constraint on capacity. I do not want to
hypothesise in front of the Committee, it will waste Q78 Clive EVord:What are the obstacles in the way
the Committee’s time. If you were to reduce fares of that?
very significantly you would overwhelm trains quite Mr Cooke: The obstacles are that there would be
quickly and that is in no-one’s interest, not even the some losers as well as winners in that in terms of the
passengers’ interest. All we can operate on is the changes to the fares. Some point-to-point fares,
basis of the argument I have been putting forward particularly on the south east network have been
for value for money. What I think you want to look artificially held low in our view purely because of the
at, in the piece of work that Mr Smith has been way the revenue is divided up between the train
describing, is to see if there is a way forward. I agree operating companies, and TfL means that they get a
with you, it is very easy to say those words and very greater share than on point-to-point tickets.
hard to come up with it. I do not promise we will
come up with it but if someone does not try then we Q79 Clive EVord:Why do you think the Oyster card
are never going to deliver that sort of system. What is not yet integrated with the national rail services in
wewant to do is to try, it is our job, it is the job of this the London area?
new Council to lead this sort of debate and I want to Mr Cooke: Some of the Oyster card, of course, is
try to lead it, if I can. because if you have a travel card on an Oyster it is

fully integrated and you can use that on national rail
Q74 Clive EVord: Your approach to ticket prices services. The pre-pay Oyster is not yet accepted by
then is that not only do we want to make it as the vast majority of national rail companies. There
economical as possible but it has to be a mechanism are two issues there. One is we think they could have
also to prevent over-capacity? done far more to make it integrated but there is also
Mr Foxall: No, I want there to be value for money the question of equivalent stations with gates and
and I want passengers to get what they expect out of readers which not all stations are yet equipped with.
their journeys. I want there to be trains they can get
on. Within the capacity that is there, we want to Q80 Clive EVord: Are you surprised at that state of
exploit that as fully as we can for passengers’ benefit. aVairs on Network South East, that not all stations
That is the sort of premise we will be using in are gated? It is unthinkable on the Underground.
approaching this piece of policy. Mr Cooke: It is unthinkable on the Underground.

They do not have to be gated, they only have to have
Q75 Clive EVord:Within a price range that does not readers that somebody can put their card on as they
put too much demand on the system? enter or leave the station. Some stations do just have
Mr Foxall:Maybe when we do the research we will readers without gates. In fact, TfL oVered to finance
discover that passengers would not mind being some of this for the national railways a year or two
crowded and standing up all the way from here to ago, the national railways rejected that and we find
Newcastle but I suspect we will find they will not that very sad.
want to.

Q81 Clive EVord:What were the reasons they gave
Q76 Clive EVord: Can I ask London TravelWatch: for rejecting that?
you have conducted a great deal of research into Mr Cooke: They believe they will not get as much
particular fare issues in the capital. What are the revenue at the end of the day, and that is clearly what
main problems specific to London? they believe. The evidence that we have is that the
Mr Cooke: The main problem is the huge variation spread of revenue could be very similar. There will
that there is in price-per-mile for very similar be changes to it but it could be very similar in
journeys on very similar rolling stock with very totality.
similar diYculties. We fully support the Department
for Transport’s view that a zonal fare system should Q82 Clive EVord:Why do tickets in London and the
come in fully to London and should be integrated south east remain valid for just one day unlike
with both the Tube and rail within Greater London. elsewhere?
In fact, the Department have directed TfL and the Mr Cooke: The principal reason for that is that they
train operators to try and work such a system from believe that limits fraud. We are not convinced that
January 2007. We are not convinced it can be is the case.
achieved by January 2007 because of the Mr Cartledge: The principle being that many tickets
complexities and the diYculties but within London in London were never checked and, therefore, if you
we believe that a zonal system similar to TfL’s zonal walked oV with them at the end of your journey you
system on the Tube could come in at some point and could reuse them as many times as the ticket was
would make life a lot easier. valid, if it had a longer period of expiry than one day.

In a fully gated system where the ticket is collected
when it ceases to be valid, that should cease to be anQ77 Clive EVord: You envisage that being fully

integrated with TfL? issue. There is another problem with the Oyster card
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which is that extending it to national rail, apart from relatively short journeys.We have had an example in
the EastMidlandswhere cheap day return tickets forthe cost of gating many national rail stations that

have low numbers of passengers, and therefore the journeys of 40 to 50 miles have been withdrawn and
replaced by advanced purchase tickets at a similarcost recovery will be less than is the case with

Underground stations which are busier, is the fact price. I believe the intention of the train operator is
to force people to buy full fare tickets. Perhaps Ithat Transport for London has a contract with a

particular supplier of software and the specifications could say a couple of words about regulation,
Madam Chairman.are not compatible with a new national standard

that the Government is anxious to introduce for all
railway tickets. TfL went first before this Q86 Chairman: Very briefly, Mr Abbott.
specification existed and there is a real issue, Mr Abbott: When regulation of fares commenced,
therefore, about how you move from a previous my understanding is that it was the intention that the
generation of software to a new one, otherwise the full open return would be regulated, but because for
suppler of the existing software get a free gift because much of the country the most expensive ticket was
nobody else has the intellectual property rights to the saver return that was regulated instead, so that
extend their equipment more widely on the national together with season tickets and short distance day
rail network. returns, the journeys used by people who had to

travel for work and other similar reasons, were
regulated. Since privatisation, however, theQ83 Clive EVord: Is that going to lead to an
companies have dodged round the issue by bringingenormous delay in integrating the Oyster card? Is
in more and more restrictions to the point where athat an insurmountable problem in the short-term?
saver ticket now in many cases is more restrictiveMr Cooke: It has led to a delay already and the
than the old super saver, which is largely abolished,longer the situation continues, the longer the delay
so again passengers are forced to buy morewill be. Whether it is surmountable or not depends
expensive open tickets.on how soon the Mayor and the Minister can come

to some agreement as to how to resolve it.
Chairman: Let us not get into that. Q87 Mr Clelland:Why is the creation of a national

railcard such a good idea?
Mr Smith: It would be a good idea if it encouragedQ84 Mr Goodman: I was interested in the point you
more people to travel. If it encouraged more peoplemade about monopolies because there are other
to get out of their cars and to use the trains, it wouldmodes of transport in competition with rail. For
be a good idea. It has a simplicity about it which isexample, I was surprised to learn the other day that
attractive.it is cheaper for two people to travel together in a taxi

from York Station to Heathrow Airport than to get
a first-class rail ticket, which surprised me. Going Q88Mr Clelland:You said “if” but presumably you
back to your point,Mr Foxall, about the complexity think it would be because you are recommending it?
of buying tickets—it is slightly oV the subject of Mr Smith: We have put forward a policy position
fares—would it make it simpler for people buying that we would like to see a railcard. To be honest, we
tickets if National Rail Enquiries could sell tickets need to do more work on it in the context of the
because at the moment, as I understand it, the train research that has already been mentioned. It is clear
operators are preventing National Rail Enquiries that other types of railcards do encourage travel,
from selling tickets. You have tomake two calls, one otherwise the rail companies would not do it. It is
to find out the information about trains and the odd that we do not have this type of national railcard
second call to actually purchase the tickets. Would when we have a national rail network which still
that simplify the system? describes itself as such.
Mr Foxall: I guess in principle anything that makes
it easier for passengers to acquire tickets is likely to. Q89Mr Clelland:What is the evidence from Sweden
I do not know of any research that suggests that it on that? In the evidence from the East Midlands
is likely. there was mention of the Swedish system.
Chairman: And we are not going to go down that Mr Abbott: I think in some small European
particular route today, no, not today. Mr Leech? countries such as Sweden you can buy a pass which

covers the whole country for a year. We have a
similar sort of thing in this country for GreaterQ85Mr Leech: I would just like to come back on the

point that was made by Mr Abbott earlier. You London and the Metropolitan areas. I think that
although a national railcard has an attraction, to mesuggested that it would be I think you used the word

easy or easier to introduce an airline-type system for there is a danger, first of all, that the railways would
carry more passengers for less money in aggregate,ticketing along the West Coast Main Line. Can you

elaborate on why you believe it would be easier on and it is a slippery slope to go down. I think there is
also a danger that the train operators would tend tothat as opposed to other routes?

Mr Abbott: I think that type of ticketing is more put up the price of unregulated tickets in the
knowledge that many of the purchasers were gettingappropriate to longish inter-city journeys because it

mimics the airline journey, point-to-point, city-to- a discount. I think there is evidence of this from the
South East. From the brief study I did I found thecity journey. There is a danger that passengers are

being forced into buying advance fare tickets for price of a cheap day return in the southern counties
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is more expensive than we find in the East and West the previous discussion slightly, I would be a little
nervous about rigidity. We have already one veryMidlands because many of the purchasers have a

network card and are getting one-third oV. complex system here. If we are going to try and
regulate in a way which covers every possibility of
everything that might happen on the railways inQ90MrClelland: Should all the tickets be regulated?
terms of fares policy, we are going to end up with anWould it help if we had more regulation?
even more complicated system with a great deal ofMr Abbott: I do not think we would want to see
rigidity. The important thing is likely to be—and weevery type of ticket regulated but I do think the
have still to test it with passengers—that the coreregulation issue needs re-examination. I am afraid I
should be regulated as it is now but it should be ado not have any instant solutions to oVer.
simpler and more understandable core.Mr Smith: On that particular point about the

regulation of open tickets, it is a knotty problem that
one. One of the first complaints I ever saw when I Q94Chairman:Youdo hint a little bit at the fact that
joined the RPC was a woman who went to travel secrecy covers so many of these things and that the
from Newcastle to London for a funeral, who had companies are not transparent so the passenger has
not used the railway for years, who turned up at the no way of making a fair judgment. You particularly
railway station, and was astounded at the price of an talk about quotas available for each type of ticket.
open ticket. What are the reasons for that?

Mr Foxall: Just on the secrecy issue, one of the
things we found necessary to do was to produceQ91 Chairman: Are we not all?

MrSmith:Howa systemdeals with peoplewho have documents and brochures and so on with advice to
passengers. That is something we think we are goinggot that type of problem is the test of whether that

system works well or not because if you have that to have to go on doing. I do not know whether there
is a great conspiracy, frankly—type of price people cannot use the railways, and you

are excluding them from a public service. That is a
very important public policy decision that the Q95 Chairman: Just a little conspiracy?
Government and the train companies need to think Mr Foxall: There might be some but the natural
very hard about. conspiracy of someone who is trying to beat his

competitors or something or that sort, I do not know
Q92 Chairman: In that case given the low levels of it is there.
satisfaction amongst passengers and the negative
press that railways often receive, do you think the

Q96 Chairman: Do you think they regard onemarket is likely to respond with new products and
another as competitors?structures when they look at something like the fare
Mr Foxall: In a sense, because they are in the samestructure in something like the Grand Central
industry.Railway bid? This is a completely new structure. I

have to tell you I see no burgeoning shoots of
imagination in the railway companies but could you Q97 Chairman: Yes. Mr Cooke?

Mr Cooke: Just to make one comment about thegive me some hope?
Mr Smith: I think, Chairman, there is evidence that complexity. That is one-eighth of the national fares

of the railways and it is the book for London forany type of new initiative like that does spur the
other people in the railway industry to try and national railways. In contrast, that is the book of

TfL fares in London. I think that shows theinnovate. There are some very interesting
developments in ticketing at the moment. We have complexity of the situation quite dramatically.
now got South West Trains oVering £1 tickets from
Southampton and Portsmouth to London if you are Q98 Chairman:Well, we do not have an easy way of
prepared to travel at slightly odd times of the day. It recording visual aids but doubtless Gurney’s will
is still a £1 ticket and passengers, I suspect, will like compose some fantastic response to that. Finally,
that. We have now got Virgin who have changed the you are fairly critical of the rise in fares for walk-on
restrictions on some of their tickets so that you can open fares. Do you think the principle that
buy them the day before rather than two weeks, passengers should pay a premium for flexibility is the
seven days or three days before. Again I think right one?
passengers will like that. Trying to bind that into a Mr Foxall: I want to know what they think. Madam
set of rules that meets the whole country is very Chairman, I am not trying to be diYcult.
diYcult. We look at it from the passengers’
perspective. As our Chairman said, what is going to

Q99 Chairman:We understand your position.give passengers value for money? In a sense at the
Mr Foxall: Really straightforwardly—end of the day that is the key test.

Q93 Chairman: So you quite like the idea of using Q100 Chairman:Would it put your mind at rest if I
say we will take from you a general indication and ifon-line systems?

Mr Foxall: I think the argument for that in terms of you want to come back with evidence that would
make you almost unique amongst our witnesses, butlonger journeys, although not necessarily the very

longest journeys, is probably right. Going back to I am sure we would welcome it.
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Mr Foxall: I think in this world you pay for what see is that sort of approach being extended across the
you get. What I have said earlier on (and I am not network and being much more open. So there are
trying to avoid your question) is value for money, good things happening.
and if you want flexibility then you probably are
going to have to pay for it. It is a question of howyou

Q106 Chairman: Do you think that the informationdeal with Mr Smith’s person turning up at the
is there? If I just trolled up to a booking oYce wouldstation needing to make the urgent journey. That
I be given the information?seems to me perhaps to be a question of information
MrMeredith:My own personal experience bookingin advance because the chances are that had that
a fortnight ago to come here today was that in fact Ijourney been able to be taken slightly earlier or
was not given the right information. When I,slightly later and had that person known it, you
prompted by my colleague here, asked the rightwould not have been confronted with that problem.
question, I was given an £8 ticket into LondonIt is rare that you have to travel at that second; it is
because that was the fixed time and a £40 ticketnormal that you have to travel quite quickly, and if
going back which was cheaper than the ticket I wasyou had to travel a little earlier maybe you could get
issued.round it. If you have information at least you can

make decisions. The issue underlying that is the
existence of the walk-on fare. Can we have a walk-

Q107 Chairman: Have you not proved exactly theon fare in this system? That is why I made the point.
case that concerns us? Unless Mr Foxall has accessIt is a question of what railways we want because if
and you have access to much bigger publicitywe design the wrong fares system we will get a
budgets than I am aware of, how would I as anrailway that only certain people can use or which
ordinary passenger know that, unless of course Igroups are excluded from, and that is not a position
arranged to have Mr Abbott always travelling withI think we want to be in.
me?
Mr Meredith: There are two things, Madam

Q101Chairman:Have you taken any evidence about Chairman. First of all, there is clearly the
diYculties with school parties or group bookings? opportunity for people like the RPC and ourselves
Mr Foxall: No, not yet. to publicise these things, but I think the other thing

is that the operators are spending quite a lot of
Q102 Chairman: None at all? money on technology and really they should be
Mr Foxall: Not yet. looking also at systems which do make this

information available, not just to the customers but
to their booking staV because—Q103 Chairman:Not yet. Do you think this is likely

to be because some of the rules have only just been
changed? Q108Chairman:Oh, I think theywould not want the
Mr Foxall: It is because we are at the preparation staV to know how the thing was run! Mr Cartledge?
stage of the exercise. I anticipate that it is going to be Mr Cartledge: I was merely going to share with yourunning in the early part of next year.

the intelligence that my wife is a teacher and
regularly conducts small school parties by train. She

Q104 Chairman: You would, however, be prepared achieves very substantial fare savings by investing in
to take evidence, particularly from school parties, family railcards because there is no requirement for
who are finding it virtually impossible to enjoy the those travelling on the card to have any genetic
benefits of public visits and indeed I think are a relationship; they merely have to be in certain age
classic example of the attitude of railways towards bands. I suspect if that fact were more widely known
their future customers? many schools would take advantage of it.
Mr Foxall:We are happy to take your suggestion.

Q109 Chairman: Mr Cartledge, may I say you areQ105 Chairman: Thank you very much. Mr
the most welcome witness and I trust that yourMeredith, and then, Mr Cartledge, I promise I will
words of wisdom will be disseminated throughoutcome back to you.
the entire educational system of the UnitedMrMeredith:You were talking about walk on fares
Kingdom. Please pay attention out there! Now then,and premiums, et cetera. Could I say that whilst
I think what we do need to know about is the run-upsupporting what is said about further research, that
to Christmas. You will remember last year when wein fact there clearly is a demand for walk-on fares as
had this frightful chaos where people were not ablewell and people are prepared to pay for them.
to buy advance tickets because the information wasPerhaps what is missing is this clarity or
not available. Do you have any evidence at all, Mrtransparency in terms of people knowing what is
Smith, as to what is happening this year?available. Perhaps one good thing that train
Mr Smith: Yes, Madam Chairman, in response tooperators are doing at the moment is a move to
what happened last year we have been conducting agiving options so you can buy one ticket one way
series ofmini bits of research ringing round checkingwhich is a restricted ticket and you can buy an open
on the ability to both reserve a seat and accessticket back, so the customer is getting greater choice

in some of the deals. I think what we would like to certain types of tickets.
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Q110 Chairman: And? will be able to get to King’s Cross in the first place,
even though that is not a reserveable journey,Mr Smith: And we can report this year that the

situation is massively improved from last year. The because theremay be engineeringworks on that line,
and we do not think enough concentration has yetvast majority of train companies released the ability

to book seats nine weeks in advance as per their gone into that issue.
obligation. There are one or two where did not

Q113 Chairman: That is an important point. Mrwhich we are pursuing the reason why, but for the
Foxall?bulk of passengers (and reflected in comments from
Mr Foxall: Can I add one generalised commentpassengers to us) the situation is much improved.
about the system. It is great that it has improved but
I wonder whether T12 and T9, which is what weQ111 Chairman: You have very specifically used the
should be talking about—word “obligation”. It is an obligation, it is not an

add-on. Do you have any thoughts about what
Q114 Chairman: Could you not just call it thehappens to companies and Network Rail if they do
obligations so at least the general public have a hopenot fulfil their obligations?
of understanding what we are talking about?Mr Smith: In a regulated system if a particular
Mr Foxall: Fair enough, quite right. We should becompany does not fulfil its obligations it should be
careful that the obligation to provide both time-punished for doing that. The situation we have got
tabling and discounted ticketing ahead does not takeallows for that and it is the Regulator’s decision
our eye oV the ball too much because in reality thewhether or not to do that and whether or not it is in
number of those tickets is limited.What I want to dothe public interest to do that.
in this piece of research we are talking about is look
at the possibility of having a longer andmore distant

Q112 Chairman:Why would it not be in the public discounted system and not settle for being cramped
interest to get people to fulfil an obligation? within this very narrow band. If we can have some
Mr Smith: It is in the public interest. The threat of more flexibility we will get a better deal further out
it last year appears to have had some eVect and the for people who wanted to travel. I think therefore it
companies, Network Rail included, appear to a is great that we have that news but let’s not limit our
much greater degree to have fulfilled their ambitions
obligations.
MrCooke: I would agreewithMr Smith that, by and Q115 Chairman: Well, Mr Foxall, I think we wish
large, the major long distance companies are much you all power to your elbow in getting accurate
better this year and are certainly very close to the information to assist the passengers. I am very
obligation they have, if they are not there. We, grateful to you all, gentlemen. Next time, surprise
however, are concerned that some of the feeder train yourselves and bring a female!
operators that do not have reservation systems are Mr Cooke: Our Committee has more females than
not as close. So if, for instance, you wanted to travel males, Madam Chairman; we will do our best next
from Dover to Edinburgh you may be able to know time.
that your train is going to go alright from London Chairman: Thank you very much. Just remember

women take railways, God help them.King’s Cross but you are not very clear whether you

Memorandum submitted by the OYce of Rail Regulation

Scope of the Office of Rail Regulation’s Powers

1. The OYce of Rail Regulation (ORR) is an independent statutory body established under the Railways
and Transport Safety Act 2003.13 As economic regulator for the industry ORR exercises a number of
statutory functions, including:

— Setting Network Rail’s outputs and access charges, and monitoring delivery of outputs.

— Approving and setting the terms on which train operators use Network Rail’s network, including
the Network Code which sets out the rules for timetabling the network.

— Issuing, monitoring and enforcing compliance with licences held by Network Rail and train
operators.

— Concurrently with the OYce of Fair Trading, acting as the competition authority for the railway
industry.

Under the Railways Act 2005, ORR will take responsibility for regulation of railway safety from the
Health and Safety Commission andHealth and Safety Executive. The transfer is expected to take place early
in 2006.

13 The OYce of Rail Regulation was established on 5 July 2004. Prior to that date the functions referred to in this memorandum
were undertaken by the OYce of the Rail Regulator.
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2. This memorandum outlines:

— ORR’s responsibilities concerning fares and ticketing, and how these have changed recently.

— ORR’s responsibilities in respect of advanced timetable information, what ORR has done to
improve the situation, and the current position.

— ORR’s competition law responsibilities concerning rail fares and ticketing.

Fares and Ticketing

3. ORR does not regulate fares. Until recently this has been the responsibility of the Strategic Rail
Authority (SRA) which regulated fares through franchise agreements. The SRA used its powers to regulate
certain “commuter” fares (including standard day singles and returns and season tickets within the London
Travelcard zone and certain other major suburban areas such as Leeds and Manchester) and certain
“protected” fares (including some Saver tickets) where necessary to protect the interests of rail users.
Regulation of fares has nowpassed to theDepartment for Transport (DfT) as a consequence of theRailways
Act 2005.

4. Also, as a consequence of the Railways Act 2005, ORR has assumed responsibility from the SRA for
the imposition and enforcement of a number of licence conditions dealing with consumer protection
matters. These include requirements for licensees to be party to certain industry agreements including in
relation to through ticketing. Timetabling information is also among the matters covered. At the same time
DfT assumed various approval roles under the terms of the licence conditions, including in relation to
through ticketing, to reflect the synergies between such issues and franchising and fares policy.

Provision of Advanced Timetable and Fares Information

5. Unlike the airline industry, train operators, with very few exceptions, only provide reservations and
sell reduced price advance purchase tickets (which are normally linked to travel on specific train services)
when they can confirm the timing of trains at the point of booking. In consequence, advance, confirmed,
timetable information is vital to enabling passengers not only to plan their journeys, but also to access
cheaper fares.

6. Network Rail is responsible for leading the process for preparing the timetable, in consultation with
operators. The timetabling process is governed by the Network Code, and by Network Rail and train
operator licences.

7. There are two main elements to the process:

— The production of the annual timetable in December, with an update in June.

— Amendments to the base timetable to reflect Network Rail’s programme of engineering work.

A key requirement of this process is to ensure that Network Rail provides the information about the
passenger timetable to be operated to train operators at least 12 weeks in advance of operation. This is so
that train operators can provide this information to passengers and make use of it for commercial purposes
no later than 9 weeks in advance. This requirement is called the Informed Traveller requirement (or T-12).

8. Key activities necessary to deliver T-12 are:

— At around 30 weeks in advance (T-30) of a disruptive possessionNetworkRail sends aVected train
operators a draft of its Period Possession Plan.

— By 26 weeks in advance (T-26) Network Rail confirms the details of the possession plan.

— By 18 weeks in advance (T-18) train operators bid toNetworkRail the revisions they wish tomake
to their timetabled services (this can either be a detailed revision or a specification).

— By 14 weeks in advance (T-14) Network Rail, having checked train operator bids or fleshed out
specification bids and having reconciled any conflicts between operators’ bids, makes oVers to the
train operators of the revisions it intends to upload by 12 weeks in advance.

— In the light of any concerns proposed by operators, Network Rail “uploads” the revised timetable
into the Train Service Database (TSDB) by 12 weeks in advance (T-12).

— Within 36 hours TSDB feeds into publicly available timetable information and train operator
commercial systems.

— By nine weeks in advance train operators are required to make information available to their
customers.

— From the point at which train operator systems are populated from TSDB, manipulation of the
data for commercial use (eg seat reservations, advanced-purchase fares) takes around a further day
or so.
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Delivery of the Informed Traveller Requirement

9. During 1998 it became clear to the then Rail Regulator that the industry was failing to meet its T-12
commitment. ORR therefore proposed and in May 1999 agreed with Network Rail (then Railtrack) and
train operators, licence modifications requiring them to meet the requirement.

10. Generally the industry was compliant with the T-12 requirement before the Hatfield derailment in
October 2000. In the period after Hatfield, the need to restore network operation and remove speed
restrictions was given priority, and compliance with T-12 collapsed. The then Rail Regulator accepted that
network recovery needed to take priority.

11. During 2001–03, Railtrack/Network Rail and train operators made some attempts to improve the
position, but other priorities (eg the continued focus on removal of speed restrictions to maintain and
improve performance, the work on the West Coast Main Line upgrade, the Southern Region New Trains
Programme) meant that the industry did not recover the position. In early 2004 the Rail Regulator
concluded that the position was unsatisfactory and asked Network Rail to produce a recovery plan to
address the breach of its licence.

12. Network Rail’s recovery plan, produced in July 2004, envisaged full recovery of compliance with
T-12 by July 2005. The timescale reflected the need to introduce better planning systems, reorganise train
planning oYces, and to work with operators to recover the backlog of work. After extensive review of the
plan, ORR accepted it was the way forward. ORR concluded that it was not appropriate to make an
enforcement order requiring compliance because to do so would not provide any more impetus to the
recovery process. ORR instituted a regular monitoring regime with Network Rail and train operators.

13. In the early stages of the recovery plan, the scale of the challenge to Network Rail and the train
operators became clear. In particular there were serious problems at Christmas/New Year 2004–05 with
both the timeliness and accuracy of the information. ORR required Network Rail to take further steps to
recover the position, and obtained commitment to these. ORR also further stepped up its monitoring
arrangements.

14. The final milestone in delivery of the recovery plan was the upload, 12 weeks in advance, on 2 July
2005 of the timetable for the week commencing 24 September 2005 for all train operators. This was achieved
for 21 out of 28 train operators; for others there were specific problems which were being addressed. On
19 July 2005 ORR was able to make a press statement in which it said:

“ORR has concluded that Network Rail has made good progress. It now has firm managerial
control of its planning of engineeringwork and is able to provide train operators with the necessary
advance notice of disruption to their services. Network Rail has also improved its processes for
producing an accurate timetable in the light of this, reflecting the needs of train operators”.

15. At the time this memorandum was written (late September) timetable revisions for 22 out of 28 train
operators were regularly being uploaded, on target, 12 weeks in advance. Those operators not meeting the
target do not have significant advanced reservation business, and actions are in hand to address the
problems. The main long distance train operators oVering advance purchase tickets (First Great Western,
GNER, Midland Mainline, First Scotrail, Virgin Cross Country and Virgin West Coast) were all open for
reservations and the purchase of tickets at least 10 weeks ahead.

16. ORR is satisfied that Network Rail and train operators have arrangements in place to continue to
deliver the T-12 requirement. Given the wide range of influences on delivery of the T-12 output, and last
minute events (for instance the recent tunnel collapse on the Chiltern line), there will be occasional failings,
but ORR will continue to monitor the position carefully and seek continued improvement.

17. The implication of this is that information about the timetable should generally be publicly available
just after 12 weeks in advance, and reservations should be available at least nine weeks in advance. Where
train operatorswish to oVer reduced price advance purchase fares, non-availability of timetable information
should not prevent them doing so.

ORR’s Role Under the Competition Act 1998

18. ORR can investigate fares that appear to be excessive under the prohibition in the Competition Act
1998 dealing with abuse of a dominant position.

19. In assessing whether or not there is dominance, ORR will take into account the extent to which
alternativemodes of transport such as bus or coach provide a competitive alternative for the particular route
or routes concerned. In terms of the abuse, the legal test is whether the price bears any reasonable relation
to the economic value of the product supplied (in this case the passenger journey).

20. On receipt of a complaint, ORR first establishes whether the fare is regulated through the franchise
agreement. Fares policy was reviewed by the SRA in 2003, and the cap on each operator’s basket of
commuter fares and basket of protected fares was set at the 2002–03 value of each basket, increased by
RPI!1% in January 2004 and cumulatively each year after that. Operators have a degree of flexibility to
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adjust individual fares within their fares basket as long as the value of the fares basket as a whole does not
exceed the cap, and as long as increase in any one individual fare within that basket does not rise more than
6% above the rate of inflation compared with the price charged for that fare in the previous year.

21. A further consideration forORR is that franchise agreements are let at the end of a competitive tender
process. In bidding, potential franchisees assess their expectation of overall costs and revenues for operating
a franchise, which includes a number of specified public service obligations. ORR may have to consider
whether the application of competition law to a particular ticket price or service would be appropriate where
this would have an undesirable impact on the performance and viability of the franchise overall.

OYce of Rail Regulation

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Network Rail

1. Further to the Committee’s announcement of its inquiry “How fair are the fares? Train fares and
ticketing”, Network Rail would like to take this opportunity to respond to the areas relating to Network
Rail which the committee has outlined it wishes to examine.

2. We particularly welcome the opportunity that the Committee’s enquiry oVers, to highlight the
significant amount of work that has been undertaken in the past year by both Network Rail and the rest of
the industry to meet targets for advanced passenger information.

3. Before commenting on this specific issue, the other element of the enquiry that we would specifically
wish to comment on at this stage is with the comparative cost of rail travel in the UK—something that is
ultimately a function of both cost and level of subsidy.

4. We do not propose in submission, to comment on the questions relating to the charging regimes
applied by train operators—their current fare or ticketing structures and any case for reform. The
improvements in timetable planning that we discuss in detail below allow the industry as a whole to oVer
passengers certainty of travel on certain routes in advance of travel. Beyond this, it is a matter for train
operators to comment on the existing regime of oVering discounts for advanced bookings.

The Cost of the Railway, and the Fare-Box

5. Network Rail would want to take this opportunity to reinforce our commitment to reduce the cost of
operating, maintaining and renewing the railway by 31% over the current five-year control period. In
2004–05 our Financial EYciency performance indicators set by theOYce of Rail Regulation (ORR) showed
an improvement of 17%—this was well in excess ofORR’s target and actuallymet the following year’s target
a year early. For 2005–06 therefore, we have raised the bar on our eYciency target—making it tougher than
that set by ORR.

6. However, the level of future government expenditure—and indeed the size and shape of the railway—
while regulated for cost eYciency byORR,will be determined by theDepartment for Transport and Scottish
Executive through the “High Level Output Statement” (or HLOS) as an input to the 2008 periodic review.

7. In developing the HLOS, the Government will need to determine whether services oVer good value-
for-money for both taxpayers’ and passengers’ money. Any decision on fare pricing and strategy will need
to take into account wider issues including the growing cost of energy, regional development (including land
use planning and housing demands), home working patterns, road pricing, the environment, market forces
and government subsidy.

Enhancing the Routes and Improving Timetables

8. In the short to medium term, Network Rail will be leading the industry’s work on Route Utilisation
Strategies (RUSs) to define how we plan to use and develop the existing capacity to meet the growing
demands of both passengers and freight within the available resources.

9. The RUS process which we have developed is very much a collaborative one in which we work closely
with train operators, government, passenger bodies and other stakeholders. They can be expected to raise
a range of alternative options for dealing with strong growth on that part of the network: from longer trains
and platform extensions, to changes in the timetable.

Advanced Notice of EngineeringWorks

10. Network Rail is acutely aware of the problems experienced by passengers last year, resulting from
the failure at the time of all industry parties to freeze the timetable suYciently in advance of the time of
travel. Network Rail’s Network Licence requires that work should be planned on the network in such a way
that revisions to the national timetable can be completed not less than 12 weeks prior to the work (this is
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known as the T–12 obligation). This then enables timetable information to be given to operators, who in
turn make information available to passengers. The expectation is that train operators will open their
systems for passengers at T–9).

11. During the second half of 2004, Network Rail was already engaged in a programme to recover its
compliance with the T–12 licence condition. Network Rail had agreed a plan with ORR in September 2004,
committing itself to the following milestones which allowed the industry and therefore Network Rail to
meet T–12.

T–12 Compliance Plan

Level of Full upload to Train . . . for the timetable
compliance Service Database week commencing . . .

(TSDB) by . . .

T–4 23 October 2004 20 November 2004
T–6 12 February 2005 26 March 2005
T–8 26 March 2005 21 May 2005
T–10 14 May 2005 23 July 2005
T–12 2 July 2005 24 September 2005

12. Network Rail met its commitment to achieving full compliance by September 2005 by making
organisational changes, implementing new systems and introducing new management controls in the
planning processes.

13. The actions taken included:

— A £6 million investment in new, more powerful planning software.

— A reorganisation of train planning, including a 30% increase in the number of train planners and
the appointment of a Head of Operational Planning.

— More rigorous checking processes to review the quality of data being uploaded into the Train
Service Database.

— Instilling greater discipline within planning teams, with late booked possessions require a personal
sign oV from the Director, Operations and Customer Services.

14. ORR’s assessment in a press release in July 2005 was that Network Rail “now has firm managerial
control of its planning of engineeringwork and is able to provide train operators with the necessary advance
notice of disruption to their services. Network Rail has also improved its processes for producing an
accurate timetable in the light of this, reflecting the needs of the train operators.”

15. More recently, ORRs “Annual Assessment of Network Rail” on 29 September 2005 stated that “The
company made substantial progress in meeting the milestones in the plan and is now generally meeting its
obligations.”

16. This has brought about improved quality, accuracy and timeliness of the journey information
ultimately available to rail passengers.

Maintaining Compliance with T–12

17. In summary, the problems experienced last year had been building up over some considerable time.
Non-compliance with T–12 had been an industry problem for at least five years and it had been a problem
for that long precisely because it was diYcult to resolve. Indeed, it is arguable that the industry had never
before achieved an Informed Traveller position of acceptable quality.

18. As the Committee is aware, the management team at Network Rail is proud of its delivery record in
addressing the inherited problems caused by years of mismanagement and the achievement of our T–12
recovery plan is an example of this.

19. We take seriously our role of coordinating the industry’s work on the T–12 issue, as it has been an
industry problem requiring an industry solution. As we approached the end of the recovery programme,
Network Rail planners were able to assist Train Operators to meet the necessary targets. Where there are
still complexities and flaws in the existing planning process, we will review these together as an industry.

20. We trust that the eVorts we have demonstrated to date in improving this service for passengers
indicates the seriousness with which we have treated these challenges. We are continuing to closely monitor
the position with each train operator and are seeking opportunities to further improve the planning system
for the benefit of both the industry and, more importantly, its customers.

John Armitt
Chief Executive
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Witnesses: Mr Chris Bolt, Chairman, and Mr Michael Beswick, Director of Rail Policy, OYce of Rail
Regulation; and Mr Iain Coucher, Deputy Chief Executive, and Mr Robin Gisby, Director of Operations
and Customer Services, Network Rail, examined.

Q116 Chairman: Good afternoon, gentlemen. obligations of train operators. They were divided
Would you be kind enough to identify yourselves for between OPRAF and the ORR with some
the record? obligations in franchise agreements and some in
Mr Bolt: Chris Bolt, the Chairman of the OYce of licences. That position has continued but in a sense
Rail Regulation. has been simplified following the Rail Review. The
Mr Beswick: Michael Beswick, Director of Rail broad position is that the Department for
Policy at the OYce of Rail Regulation. Transport is responsible for some of the policy
Mr Coucher: Iain Coucher, Deputy Chief issues, for example the Ticketing and Settlement
Executive, Network Rail. Agreement and for train operators meeting their
Mr Gisby: Robin Gisby, Director of Operations franchise obligations. We are responsible for the
and Customer Services at Network Rail. licence obligations which include what was

originally called the Informed Traveller Obligation.
One of the additional responsibilities that we haveQ117 Chairman: Do any of you have anything you
following the Rail Review is for publishingwant to say briefly in introduction or may we go
information on a whole range of rail industrystraight to questions?

Mr Bolt: Happy for you to go straight in. issues, including fares information, and having
taken on that responsibility from the SRA, I think
we recognise that as an area where further workQ118 Chairman: Alright then, has the advance
is needed.booking process for the festive season gone well

this year?
Mr Bolt: Shall I start on that?

Q123 Clive EVord: If I am a member of the
travelling public and I want to hold someone

Q119 Chairman: Yes, Mr Bolt, you are a brave accountable for what is going on in setting fares
man. through ticketing, how do I understand this
Mr Bolt: I think the answer is yes, certainly in system? How do we make it simple for Joe Publiccomparison with last year where there were very to understand?clear problems and Network Rail was not

Mr Bolt: I think in terms of the passenger it shoulddelivering the timetabling information to train
be very simple. The passenger deals with the trainoperators which meant that timetables were not
operator. What happens behind the scenes ought toavailable and TOCs were not able to open for
be of no interest or have no eVect on the serviceadvance reservations. We are in a position this year
provided to the passenger. I think timetabling iswhere broadly the T-12 responsibilities of Network
one example, and there have been issues with whatRail for timetables and T-9 for train operators
Network Rail have done, and there have beenopening services for reservations have been met.
issues with what train operators and the NationalThere have been one or two exceptions and clearly
Rail Enquiries Service, for example, have beenas the regulatory body we have been looking at
doing. Those are issues which we have tried to sortthat, but overall it has been a much better picture.
out behind the scenes so that the passengers get
what they are entitled to expect, but if they have aQ120 Chairman: Who are your exceptions, Mr
problem they should complain in the first place toBolt? We do not need to spare their blushes, do we?
the train operator.Mr Bolt: On train operators Virgin services was one

example which opened a week later than was
expected and on some other services such as Hull Q124 Clive EVord: Quite, but this is a public service
Trains they are not currently meeting the T-9 and there is an enormous amount of public money
responsibility. going into it, and you are not going to suggest to

this Committee that there is not a great deal of
Q121 Chairman: Still? A month before Christmas? accountability at the door of the Department for
Mr Bolt: But they are open for Christmas. This is Transport and the Government for the operation
T-9 taking us into the New Year. All services have of our rail network. My question is about firstly
been open for booking over the Christmas and the where are the areas of responsibility and how do
New Year period for several weeks. the public understand where that responsibility lies

in terms of regulating the fares structure within our
Q122 Clive EVord: To the OYce of the Rail rail system?
Regulator, it is clear from your memorandum to Mr Bolt: In a very simple sense, the OYce of Rail
the Committee that the new division of labour Regulation is responsible for regulating what
between the OYce of the Rail Regulator and the Network Rail does, so Network Rail’s development
Department is quite complex. How confident are of the time-tabling process is something that we
you that the new structure for regulating and monitor and if necessary enforce. Issues like fares
monitoring will be an improvement on the old policy—
set-up?
Mr Bolt: I think we have to recognise that the

Q125 Chairman: Before you get oV that, was itstructure has been rather complex from the point
of privatisation in terms of the customer facing enforced last year eYciently?
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Mr Bolt: I think so, given the answer I gave to you big pieces of work we have to do with signalling,
bridges and embankments are planned a couple ofright at the beginning in that we have got the right

outcome for passengers. It was an issue clearly years in advance. We can do lighter weight
surveying work and go in and do short-termwhich the Board of the OYce of Rail Regulation

discussed at length, whether accepting the recovery maintenance in access that we have booked
regularly every night anyway to fit in with theplan which Network Rail had put forward was

adequate or whether the likelihood of compliance existing train services. There will be times when we
have to do a major piece of work and we will then,would be increased by enforcement. The view we

took was that enforcement was not necessary to in conjunction with the whole industry, choose the
optimum way in which to do it. Occasionally thatdeliver the outcome for passengers. I think the

results vindicate that. that will mean blockades of 52 hours and those
kinds of things on certain routes.

Q126 Clive EVord: Do the OYce of Fair Trading
and the OYce of the Rail Regulator share the role Q131 Clive EVord: The discussions I have had with
as competition authority for the rail industry? companies that carry out surveying work on behalf
Mr Bolt: Clearly we have under competition law of Network Rail have indicated to me that in order
concurrent powers but in practice ORR deals with to go onto the track that the safety regulations
all rail related issues. Obviously we exercise those require the network to be closed, but they are
powers on a basis which is consistent with the saying that they could reduce costs for Network
practice of OFT but we are the experts in railways Rail and be more eYcient. They say the nature of
so we enforce competition law for railways in the work that they are carrying out because they
practice. are not carrying out engineering work means that

is not necessary.
Q127 Clive EVord: So OFT set the framework and Mr Coucher: There are a number of diVerent ways
you operate to ensure compliance? of getting access to the track. In some instances, the
Mr Bolt: Yes, that is a good way of putting it. clearances to enable the inspections to be

conducted properly do require closure of the
Q128 Clive EVord: On engineering works, network so that it is possible to take samples and
Transport 2000 suggested that your “big bang” to look at the track and you cannot have trains
approach to engineering possessions may running on it. In many instances, we can do it
exacerbate the impact on passengers, and that an without the need to close railways and we are
approach using small overnight possessions would currently working with companies to provide
minimise the disturbance. How do you react to that automatic train warning systems which avoid the
proposal? need to take any kind of possession to do that. As
Mr Bolt: The policy on possessions is Network Mr Gisby has already said, the vast majority can
Rail’s and they would clearly need to answer on be done inside the existing allowances which we
that. Our concern is two-fold—that there is proper have for doing inspections and maintenance work
planning of the possessions process and that it at night so we do not need to disrupt passengers to
takes full account of the needs of rail users. This is do that.
not something where minimising costs is the only
objective. If that is done in a way which disrupts

Q132 Mrs Ellman: What penalties has Networkpassenger and freight services, that is not delivering
Rail incurred for not meeting its T12the right outcome for the railways.
responsibilities?
Mr Bolt: In terms of financial penalties throughQ129 Clive EVord: I should have put that question
enforcement, none because, as I explained earlier,in the first instance to Network Rail, I apologise.
we took the view that enforcement was notMr Coucher: On engineering works, we do the vast
necessary to deliver compliance with the licence.majority of our works at night in short possessions.
Quite clearly, and I am sure Network Rail couldAny time that we need to do any work at all we
spell this out in more detail, they have puthave to liaise and consult with the train operating
significant additional resources into train planningcompanies, and certainly if we wanted to do a very
activities and planning possessions to enable thatlarge, specific blockade we would consult with
compliance to be met. That is what we havepassengers as well, but the decision about whether
required them to do to make sure the licencewe can do that is down to the train operating
obligation and passenger responsibilities arecompanies.
properly met but there were no direct financial
penalties.

Q130 Clive EVord: But do you treat engineering
works in the same way as, for instance, you would
treat surveying work, that you would need Q133 Mrs Ellman: Did you say enforcement was

not necessary?complete control of the track to shut down a piece
of the network? Mr Bolt: We took the view that given the recovery

plan which Network Rail had submitted thatMr Gisby: I think it depends on the nature of the
work. Mr Crow earlier on mentioned replacing the enforcement would not add to the likelihood of

delivering the T-12 outcome for passengers. Quitebridge at Paddington. That is a major piece of work
that will be planned years in advance. Some of the clearly, and we made this absolutely clear to
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Network Rail at the time, if they had failed to been grounds potentially for enforcement. If
Network Rail, having proposed a recovery plan,deliver on that recovery plan then enforcement was

a very likely step. simply did not deliver on that plan so that it was
not getting back into compliance with the licence
again, that is the sort of thing where enforcementQ134 Mrs Ellman: So what would have to happen
would be appropriate. We want enforcement to beif you decided enforcement was appropriate?
an eVective weapon and if you have got licenceMr Bolt: We have just published for consultation
holders taking the right action without enforcementin the last week our policy statement on our
it actually means when you do have to takeapproach to enforcement, and one of the things
enforcement it is all the more powerful.that we have made clear in that consultation (on

which we are seeking views) is that the co-operation
of a company in dealing eVectively with the Q140 Mrs Ellman: You are completely satisfied
problem once it has been identified is important in that the recovery planning is being adhered to?
deciding whether enforcement is needed. Clearly, Mr Bolt: Yes. One of the things that we did last
like all regulators, we follow the principles of good autumn, was that I chaired a meeting at which
regulation and look to take targeted and Network Rail, train operators, ATOC and the Rail
proportionate action if licence holders are doing— Passengers’ Council were present (and I should say

we have seen it as very important keeping the RPC
fully involved in this process) and one of the thingsQ135 Chairman: Mr Bolt, you gave us evidence—

you gave us evidence—that this was a problem that came out of that meeting, at which both Mr
Coucher and Mr Gisby were present, is that thereduring 1998 and the industry was failing to meet

its T12 commitment. The ORR proposed and in were issues about how information got passed
between Network Rail and train operators whichMay 1999 agreed with Network Rail licence

modifications. had not really been worked through in detail.
Network Rail had been producing time-tablingMr Bolt: That is absolutely correct.
information in a way sometimes which did not fit
properly with the train operators’ systems. Now, byQ136 Chairman: So it is not just the problem that
getting the various industry parties talking to eachthey had last year and you are telling us that you
other, and looking at some of the errors in thetook that decision on the basis of what happened
information, and putting in place improvedlast year?
procedures to deal with that, we have got a muchMr Bolt: No, the history you have just indicated is
more robust system and one where we areabsolutely right.
reasonably confident that T-12 can be maintained
on an on-going basis and a more robust positionQ137 Chairman: Which you were kind enough to
than we would have had without that dialogue.give us, in the name of accuracy.

Mr Bolt: Before 1998 there were some issues with
Railtrack as it then was. Q141 Mrs Ellman: What is your prediction for

compliance over, let’s say, the next two years?
Mr Bolt: My prediction for compliance over theQ138 Chairman: Such as they were not doing what
next two years is that, with one or two exceptions,they were supposed to be doing?
but they will be isolated and temporary, NetworkMr Bolt: Delivering the right outcome for
Rail and train operators will be complying withpassengers. At that stage the Rail Regulator—and
their licences. We will be continuing to monitor andit was me who was the Rail Regulator at that
if we see problems emerging then we will takestage—thought that the right answer was to make
action.that an enforceable obligation under the licence.

We did that. The history again is that when the
OYce of Rail Regulation was created, we came into Q142 Mrs Ellman: You also say that non-
existence on 5 July 2004, we found that Network availability of the timetable should not prevent
Rail was in breach of its licence, and one of the first train operators from oVering advance purchase
discussions we had as a Board after we came into tickets. How can you help in that?
existence was to decide what action to take, Mr Bolt: One of the issues that we have found
whether to accept the recovery plan which Network sometimes is that although Network Rail is able to
Rail had oVered to the previous Rail Regulator or tell the train operator there will be a train running,
whether to take enforcement action. We decided and it is not a matter that the route is closed
that enforcement action was not the appropriate necessarily, but there may be a variation of five
step because delivering the right outcome for minutes one way or another in the time, that train
passengers was the critical thing. operators have waited until the final confirmed

information is available before opening for
reservations. Now it would be possible, and someQ139 Mrs Ellman: You seem very reluctant to

enforce anything. What would have to happen of the train operators (GNER as an example) are
starting to develop this, to actually start a newbefore you decided to enforce the rules which have

been accepted? relationship with passengers much more like the
airlines where you can take a booking and confirmMr Bolt: I think if you take the situation as we

found it last year, if Network Rail had not come a time later if that is a more sensible way of doing
it. What we need to encourage is train operators toup with a plausible recovery plan, that would have
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look at more innovative ways of selling tickets on Q149 Chairman: It is probably not quite as clear or
as eYcient?the back of improved and more reliable timetable

information from Network Rail. Mr Beswick: I do not know, I think it has proved
very eYcient. They have just put in place a new
system which I am sure ATOC will tell you aboutQ143 Mrs Ellman: So it would be what, a
when you see them. Essentially the way theprovisional booking?
Ticketing and Settlement Agreement works is thatMr Bolt: It could be, yes.
the rules are set by the Department for Transport,
and we enforce certain aspects of the rules and they

Q144 Mr Scott: How many fares has the ORR enforce certain aspects of the rules, and we have got
investigated and found excessive under the 1998 a working arrangement now with the Department
Competition Act? to make sure that we are addressing any issues
Mr Bolt:We have had a number of complaints. We that arise.
have had about half a dozen this year. But only one
has gone to a full Competition Act investigation.

Q150 Chairman:Mr Coucher, are you quite happyOne of the reasons for that clearly is because there
that you can do all the things you need to do notis a framework of fares regulation which, as I
only in maintenance but also in development withexplained earlier, is for the Department for
the existing controls that you have and the existingTransport to develop. The situation in which the
planning?Competition Act is relevant is quite restricted. It is
Mr Coucher: It is undoubtedly the case that we areonly the unregulated fares where that is an issue
doing more renewals work and more maintenanceand that is probably, by revenue, about half the
than has ever been contemplated before, buttotal ticket revenue.
certainly inside the existing possession regime and
the planning regime we can do all of that. The

Q145 Chairman: Are you, gentlemen, quite happy planning system we use requires us to inform all
about the division of responsibility between the train operating companies 26 weeks in advance
three of you, between the ORR, the Department, about what we are going to be doing. We have been
and the OYce of Fair Trading? doing that now for well over a year.
Mr Bolt: I would say we are happy about the
division of responsibility between us and the OFT. Q151 Chairman: And does it work?
As I explained earlier, essentially all competition Mr Coucher: It works. It enables us to drive
issues to do with the railways come our way but we eYciencies and it enables us to get very cheap
obviously liaise with the OFT to make sure we are discounted rates for the possessions that we need.
following case law as it has been established It is a win/win for passengers and costs on our side
elsewhere. Again as I said earlier, we probably have as well.
to accept that the division of responsibility between
ORR, which is responsible for licensing, and the

Q152 Chairman: How many complaints have youDepartment for Transport, which is responsible for
had from the operating companies?franchise agreements and some of the industry-
Mr Coucher: I have not got a precise number.wide agreements, like the Ticketing and Settlement
Obviously we get tensions with the train operatingAgreement probably remain a bit complex. But we
companies, particularly when we want short noticeare working very closely with the DfT to make sure
possessions caused by unforeseen events, as wethat between ourselves we are clear about who does
have had perhaps in the last few weeks with heavywhat and that there is nothing falling down the
downpours washing away parts of the network.cracks in between, so that if passengers have a

problem, they go to the train operator and if it is
Q153 Chairman: Surely the train operatingsomething where we need to take enforcement
companies are capable of working out that it is toaction rather than the DFT that it gets passed on
their advantage to let you have possession, areto us as quickly as possible.
they not?
Mr Coucher: Sorry, I missed that.

Q146 Chairman: Who does what in relation to
ticketing?

Q154 Chairman: Surely they can work out that itMr Bolt: That is essentially through the Ticketing
is to their advantage to allow you to haveand Settlement Agreement.
possession for dealing with an immediate
circumstance that arises from something like a

Q147 Chairman: Through this modern equivalent movement of earth?
of a Victorian counting house? Mr Coucher: Yes, normally it is, but I would give
Mr Bolt: Mr Beswick is more expert on that than you more of a specific example. We lost part of the
I am. West Coast last week which was caused by an

enormous downpour washing earth over the track.
As a result of that, we were able to put the trackQ148 Chairman: Mr Beswick, on counting houses?

Mr Beswick: The industry has got an arrangement back at the weekend but we lost some West Coast
possession to do the upgrade and we had towhich is the modern equivalent of the Victorian

counting house. It is called the Rail Ticketing negotiate additional access to enable us to complete
the West Coast upgrade because we had lostSettlement Plan.
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possession. Those are the sorts of tensions we get case law in the way this is developed—is that it
requires you to look at the market, competition inbut it works very well. There is tension but the

TOCs and their customers are normally very co- the market, and the ability of the particular
operator to exploit a dominant position.operative in allowing us access to put the railway

back.
Q163 Chairman:Wait a moment, whoa, how could

Q155 Chairman: Where would be the normal lines somebody who has monopoly control not be able
of communication between the train operating to exploit the market, or am I missing something?
companies and you, in the regions or centrally? Mr Bolt: The argument there, and this is the
Mr Coucher: They would go direct to the relevant market definition stage which OFT goes through
route director who looks after our interests. for every competition case and we went through a

similar process, is you look, if you are travelling
from London to Manchester, at flying as anQ156 Chairman: Were there to be a sudden
alternative and say ‘is that in the same market?’.explosion of brilliant entrepreneurs and responses

in train operating companies that required them to
run a lot of new services, would they come to you Q164 Chairman: I see, so one could stop oV in
to see whether that was possible before they went Aberdeen and that would be comparable?
to the OYce of the Rail Regulator? Mr Bolt: That would not be comparable but flying
Mr Coucher: Yes. direct from a London airport to Manchester is

currently comparable. Whether with the change in
Q157 Chairman: And you would be able to supply journey times with the upgrade that Mr Coucher is
them with accurate information? talking about that remains the case is one of the
Mr Coucher: We do a lot of long-term planning. issues that would clearly need to be tested in a
Our planning resource which includes timetabling future case.
will look at both two to three years out and also
five to ten years out, and there is a lot of timetable Q165 Chairman: Does Virgin not already have 25%
planning that goes on, not just in the short term. of the business market, London to Manchester?

Mr Bolt: 25% is not generally regarded as
Q158 Chairman: Can I ask you on excessive fares, dominant in terms of competition law.
do you have details of fares that have gone for Chairman: I am just fascinated with this. I think
investigation? you have presented the Committee with a nice
Mr Bolt: The particular case which was problem. We might try and work out this magic
investigated in some detail and for which the then formula that would be regarded as being
Regulator published the conclusion was in respect dominance. Mr EVord?
of Virgin fares. The conclusion—

Q166 Clive EVord: On the formula, there is an
Q159 Chairman: That could not be this famous enormous amount of public subsidy that goes into
£187 between Manchester and London, could it? this market that is led by market forces. Is there
Mr Bolt: Essentially the complaint was that not any requirement on the part of you as the
Virgin’s unregulated fares were an abuse of a Regulator of the train operating companies to take
dominant position. The conclusion that was cognisance of that and set prices that give a return
reached given the interpretation of dominance and for the public investment?
other issues about competition law, yet again Mr Bolt: I think that is an important point and an
following the approach of the OFT, was that that issue I was going to come on to. The discussion we
was not a breach of the Competition Act. have just had about London to Manchester on

unregulated fares tested against competition law
Q160 Chairman: That was not in breach? issues illustrates that it is quite diYcult to
Mr Bolt: That was not a breach of the demonstrate abuse of dominance, but the whole
Competition Act. fares structure clearly is something where the

Department for Transport, as the body with
responsibility for fares policy, does need to take aQ161 Chairman:Was there any indication from the
view as to whether the balance between regulatedOYce of Fair Trading how high the fares would
and unregulated fares is delivering the sort ofhave to be before they were in breach?
outcome which is getting the best deal forMr Bolt: No I think is the short answer to that.
passengers and taxpayers. If the Department as theThe question always is about (as in this case) a
body responsible for fares policy decided, forparticular fare and whether that is in breach of the
example, to extend the scope of regulated fares,competition law.
that would be a policy decision for them and we
would be in a diVerent position potentially to theQ162 Chairman: How high was this particular fare?
£187 fare.Higher than the £187 between Manchester and

London? Is £187 between Manchester and London
not excessive? Q167 Chairman: Since standard open tickets have

gone up 60% in real terms since 1995, one doesMr Bolt: I understand clearly the concern about
that particular level of fare. The issue for begin to wonder what you have to do to be

regarded as charging an excessive fare.competition law—and we are quite constrained by
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23 November 2005 Mr Chris Bolt, Mr Michael Beswick, Mr Iain Coucher and Mr Robin Gisby

Mr Bolt: You need to look at that in the context might take a diVerent view of that than if there
were no cheaper fares or the basis of booking themof the movement in book ahead fares which you
was very diVerent.can now book up to six o’clock the night before.

Q170 Chairman: Are you saying that in order to
establish whether a fare was excessive or not weQ168 Chairman: That would be quite defensible
would have to take account of at least ten extrawere you aware how many tickets were available to
factors that we are not able to establish?book ahead. If there are three and within the first
Mr Bolt: I think I am trying to say that the wayminute and a half they are gone I do not altogether
competition law works in the UK establishes inregard that as comparable, but that is probably a
practice a pretty high threshold for deciding that awant of something on my part. particular fare is an abuse of dominance.

Mr Bolt: I think it is one of these issues where there
is a common sense view. I think £187 sounds very Q171 Chairman: That is back to the Oxford
high but— buses again.

Mr Bolt: Yes, eVectively.
Chairman: I think that has been very revealing.

Q169 Chairman: It is quite hefty, Mr Bolt. Anything else? Gentlemen, as always, we have
Mr Bolt:—But if there are a significant number of enjoyed having you here and doubtless we shall ask
book ahead fares and you can book them easily you to come back and join us again. Order, order,

the Committee is adjourned.and relatively close to the point of travel, then you
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Wednesday 30 November 2005

Members present:

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Mr David Clelland Mr John Leech
Clive EVord Mr Lee Scott
Mr Robert Goodwill Graham Stringer

Memorandum submitted by the Association of Train Operating Companies

1. Introduction—ATOCs Role

The Association of Train Operating Companies (ATOC) is an incorporated trade association owned by
its members, who are principally the private TrainOperating Companies (TOCs) that provide passenger rail
services in Great Britain. As well as being the oYcial voice of the passenger rail industry, it also provides its
members with a range of services that support their activities and enables them, in many cases, to comply
with conditions in their Franchise Agreements and Operating Licences.

This memorandum is submitted by ATOC on behalf of its TOC members and is complementary to the
individual submissions that some TOCs will be making to the Select Committee.

2. Britain’s Growing Passenger Railway

In the financial year 2004–05, Britain’s passenger railway carried 1.088 billion passengers, the highest total
since 1958, when the passenger network was around 60% larger. Over the last 10 years, the number of
passengers carried has increased by around 38% and passenger kilometres have grown by around 40%.14

This is the highest rate of sustained growth since records began in 1919 and the highest by any western
European railway over the last 10 years. A table showing comparative European growth rates has been
shown below:

Table 1

Passenger Journeys - 2004 against Base Year
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Source: ATOCReport into 10 Year European Rail Growth Trends, July 2005. Base year is average of 1993,
1994 and 1995.

Analysis by ATOC of research undertaken by DfT15 has demonstrated that the growth in usage has come
from both existing customers using the railway more and new customers being attracted to rail. Growth has
also occurred in all rails’ principal geographic markets—long distance travel, regional travel and the
London and South East market.

14 Source: National Rail Trends 2004.
15 Source: National Travel Survey 2003.
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By any standards, this performance is outstanding but it is even more remarkable given the severe
challenges faced by the industry after the Hatfield crash in 2000. It is certainly not the record of an industry
driving away customers through high prices or overly complex fares. Indeed we would argue the growth
experienced has resulted, in part, from the innovative pricing strategies pursued byTOCs since privatisation,
within the confines of a highly regulated environment.

3. The Current Regulatory Environment

The current regulatory environment in regard to fares is more complex and onerous than many
commentators suggest. An overview of current regulation is summarised below:

(i) Through Ticketing: TOCs are obliged as a condition of their Passenger Licences, to oVer fares for
every possible station to station journey in the country. In addition, many other through fares are
also oVered, to destinations such as London Underground stations.

(ii) Price Capping: Certain fares are designated as regulated (currently season tickets, short distance
StandardDayReturns and Savers) and TOCFranchise Agreements contain conditions that “cap”
the increases which TOCs can make to these fares. Until 2003, the cap was set at RPI "1 but
following the SRA’s review of fares regulation in June 2003, has been set at RPI!1. Capping is
managed through a complex “fares basket” process. Around 46%16 of all rail fares (by value of
sale) and 50% (by volume of journeys)16 are subject to this price regulation.

(iii) Inter-available Fares:As a further condition of their FranchiseAgreements, all TOCsmust become
party to the industry-wide and DfT-controlled Ticketing and Settlement Agreement (TSA). This
places an obligation upon TOCs to oVer “inter-available” fares (ie fares that can be used on the
services of any train company) on all routes.

(iv) Ticketing and Settlement Agreement:Aswell as regulating inter-available fares, this thousand page
agreement also sets out many other conditions associated with the setting of fares and sale of
tickets—the number of fares’ changes per year and acceptable methods of payment for instance.
Whilst the TSA does not place limits on the price changes that TOCs can make to unregulated
fares, it does significantly constrain how they set and retail fares.

(v) Railcard Discount Schemes: All TOCs, as a further condition of their Franchise Agreements, are
obliged to become party to the DfT-controlled Senior, Young Persons and Disabled Persons
Railcard “Scheme” agreements. These agreements oblige TOCs to accept and support these
Railcards, which oVer discounts oV a range of fares. Almost 7%16 of industry revenue is accounted
for travel using one of these Railcards.

In addition to this, further specific obligations and constraints are placed upon TOCs in PTE areas and
in regard to the mandatory Travelcard agreement with Transport for London.

In total, we estimate that around 49% of rail fares by value of sale and 52% by volume are subject to some
form of regulation or other, putting aside the requirements of the TSAwhich aVects all fares. It is also worth
noting that rail fares are more highly regulated than those for any other form of transport oVering domestic
services within Great Britain.

The extensive regulatory framework provides very considerable protection for passengers in those
markets where rail is strong as well as preserving key consumer benefits. We support this framework but
believe some aspects currently go too far, inhibiting innovation in both marketing and retailing. We will
argue the case for measured change in the last sections of our memorandum.

4. Creating Consumer Choice

Since privatisation, TOCs have continued to develop the range of market fares first introduced by British
Rail in the early 1980s. They have done this for two, principal reasons:

Competition

Britain’s passenger railway is often regarded as a monopoly. It is not. In all markets, TOCs have to
compete with private and company cars and buses. Longer distancemarkets are evenmore competitive with
rail companies having to compete with express coaches and air carriers. The entrance of low cost air carriers
into the market and the extremely low fares oVered by coach companies has led to fierce price competition
on longer distance routes.

Rail’s overall market share of the total transport market (including car and measured by passenger kms)
is only 6%17 and is relatively low inmost geographic markets. Its share of the total domestic public transport
market (as measured by passenger journeys) is only 16%.17 It is only in the central London and some other

16 Source: ATOC analysis, from Rail Business Information Systems (Lennon).
17 Source: Transport Statistics Bulletin (Department for Transport), September 2005.
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large conurbation commuter markets that rail’s market share exceeds 40%, the benchmark generally used
by economists to identify market dominance. Because TOCs operate in competitive markets, theymust oVer
attractively priced fares in order to be able to compete eVectively.

Volume and Revenue Growth

Revenue growth is key to TOCs generating profits from their franchises and one of the principal areas of
commercial risk they accept. The commitments within Franchise Agreements to improve and invest in new
trains, stations and services are, to a large extent, based on TOCs generating additional revenue to pay for
the associated operating and investment costs. The opportunities presented by revenue growth also allow
TOCs to submit more competitive franchise bids, reducing taxpayer subsidies and increasing premium
payments. Higher revenue growth was one of the key elements of GNER’s successful bid to retain the East
Coast Main Line franchise, which will deliver both significant new investment and £1.3 billion of premium
payments to the DfT over 10 years.

In this context, TOCs have been extremely innovative, within the constraints of the regulatory framework,
in introducing attractively priced fares to attract new customers and drive growth. They have also increased
some fares where demand was strong and the market demanded additional services. This has been
particularly so for full fare Standard Open and First Class fares, which are primarily bought by business
travellers. However, a key element of their pricing policy has been, and continues to be, the marketing of
low price fares to the leisure market in order to fill oV-peak capacity and to grow volume and revenue.

The overall eVect of these factors has been to increase consumer choice with customers being oVered a
wider range of fares than previously. The diVerence between the highest and lowest priced fares has also
widened as a result of increases to the price of Open Return and full fare First Class tickets and the
introduction of very cheap fares at the other end of the spectrum.

However, fare levels have remained remarkably static overall in real terms, after allowing for inflation,
since privatisation. The table below illustrates this and provides comparative indices for bus fares and
petrol prices.

Table 2

CHANGE IN TRAVEL COSTS 1995–2005

Type of Travel Cost Change in Real Terms 1995–2005

Standard Class rail fares !3%

All rail fares (including First Class) !6%

Bus fares !15%

Petrol prices !22% (estimate)

Source: SRA’s National Rail Trends 2004, OYce of National Statistics,
Transport Statistics Bulletin. (Department for Transport) September 2005.

The wide range of fares now oVered, onmany longer distance routes in particular, is often selectively used
by critics as evidence of the high cost of rail fares in Great Britain. Typically, the most expensive Standard
Class fares, Standard Open Returns, are quoted. However, this is highly misleading as the vast majority of
customers do not buy these fares. To illustrate this, we have analysed the numbers of customers buying
diVerent types of fares on the London-Manchester route during 2004–05. The graph below shows that only
around 15% of customers are buying the most expensive fares. Almost 85% of customers are paying £100
or less for a return journey and almost 75%, £50 or less. The lowest adult return fare oVered by Virgin Trains
on this route is currently £24 (equivalent to 4p/km).
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Table 3 - Manchester to/from London Price per Single Journey
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Source: ATOC Analysis, September 2005

This picture is repeated on other routes that we analysed. On the routes from London to Birmingham,
Newcastle, Bristol and Edinburgh, the proportion of journeys made using fares which were 50% or less of
the most expensive Standard fare ranged from 60% to 80%.

Whilst we understand consumer concerns about the resulting complexity of the fares structure, we believe
these to be very considerably outweighed by the benefits of greater choice. The growth in volume over the
last ten years reflects this. We also believe that consumers are becoming more used to shopping around for
travel bargains and accept this as a worthwhile trade oV for lower prices. Many airlines, particularly low
cost carriers, have no defined fares structure at all but vary prices almost continuously to match demand
and supply. The enormous growth in low cost air travel attests to the success of this approach.

Overall, there have not been significant real increases to the overall levels of rail fares since privatisation
but the greater choice of fares oVered to customers has been eVective in generating new demand and has
contributed to the remarkable growth in volume and revenue witnessed over the last 10 years.

5. International Comparisons

Overall average fares inGreat Britain are around 9.7p per km compared to 6p–7p for comparable western
European countries except Italy (3p per km). However, the relatively high average pence per kilometre in
Britain across all journeys is driven partly by four important factors:

— the relatively high cost of commuting on season tickets, particularly in London and the South East
(an average of 8.6p per km), itself reflecting the high costs associated with this market;

— the relatively high prices for fully flexible Standard Open tickets and full fare First Class tickets
(15p and 27p per km respectively) which in Great Britain are set at price levels reflecting the fact
that they are premium products oVering full flexibility and value added services to the business
market;

— the relatively short average distance travelled by train users in Britain compared to continental
Europe (pence per kilometre tends to fall with distance and rail users in Britain, on average, travel
around half the distance of their French and Italian counterparts for instance).

Adjusting for the first two factors alone brings the average pence per kilometre in Britain down to 7.5p,
much more in line with other European countries.

We also analysed average Standard Class rail fares for journeys between a number of continental
European cities and the relevant capital city of the country concerned and compared these to similar
journeys in Great Britain. The table below illustrates that, based on this analysis, average Standard Class
fares in Great Britain are comparable or cheaper than those in Germany. Fares in France are cheaper at
shorter distances butmore expensive at longer distances. Fares in Italy are generally cheaper though broadly
comparable for longer distance journeys.
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Table 4 - Average Standard Class Prices for Journeys to Various European Capital Cities
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Sources:
GB data is based on actual sales of all Standard Class tickets (excluding seasons) in 2004/05.

Non-GB data is based on standard class rail fares quoted on European journey planners, weighted 
one third full fare and two thirds reduced fare as in GB.  The average fare is further adjusted to take 
account of a 50% reduction for children and a 25% (DB/SNCF) or 10% (Trenitalia) Railcard discount, 
assuming a similar mix to that which pertains in GB (i.e. 5% journeys at child rates; 8% journeys at 
Railcard rates).  The result is converted at €1.47 / £.

It is also worth noting that virtually all continental European railways operate a system of fares’
supplements for certain types of trains and reservations. The table below illustrates the resulting complexity
and highlights that there are no additional fees or supplements charged in Great Britain.

Table 5

FARE SUPPLEMENTS ON EUROPEAN RAIL SERVICES

Country Number of Supplement for Supplement for Any No Supplements Charge for Compulsory
Train Types Fastest Trains? Other Trains? Required Reservation?

Great Britain 1 } No

France 3 } } Yes

Germany 12 } } Yes

Italy 9 } } Yes

Spain 8 } } Yes

Based on our analysis, we do not believe that Standard Class rail fares in Great Britain are significantly
more expensive than those in comparable European countries. Overall, average fare levels are higher
reflecting, at least in part, some specific characteristics of the British market.

6. The Availability of Cheap Fares

The Committee expressed particular concern at the lack of availability of cheaper advance purchase fares
due to problems with providing timetable information twelve weeks in advance of operation (often referred
to as T–12), as required of Network Rail by the OYce of the Rail Regulator. Reservations should be
available a minimum of nine weeks before departure (T–9).

Significant problems with achievement of T–12 have existed, largely as a result of the severe disruption
which the network experienced as a result of the aftermath of the Hatfield crash in 2000. It should be noted
that it is strongly in the interest of TOCs, that T–12 works eYciently and that passengers can depend on
T–9. Without T–9 and T–12, the ability of TOCs to oVer cheap advance purchase fares and to drive volume
and revenue growth is severely curtailed.

Over the last year, TOCs have worked very closely with Network Rail in trying to improve the position
and, latterly with considerable success. T–12 was achieved on some routes for the summer timetable. For
the key Christmas andNewYear timetable, we are increasingly confident that all reservable routes will have
reservations open by the minimum T–9 period as required and that most routes will have timetable
information available fromT–12.However, althoughmuch reduced, the risk of short term engineeringwork
remains and may impact on some routes.
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7. The Future

Since privatisation, the rail industry has experienced remarkable growth, partly at least, due to TOCs
oVering attractive fares that have encouraged existing customers to travel more and that have attracted new
customers. We also believe that much of the regulatory regime has worked well and we generally welcomed
the changes introduced by the SRA in July 2003.

However, if growth is to continue, we believe that some measured changes to the existing framework are
required. In London, following the Government’s Rail Review, this is already happening and ATOC/TOCs
are engaged constructively with the DfT and TfL in the development of proposals to simplify fares based
on the successful zonal model that already exists for Travelcards. Similar discussions are taking place in
regard to the possible extension of the Oyster “pre-pay” Smartcard to rail routes. For other areas, we have
set out our ideas below:

— On longer distance routes, we continue to question the need for regulation of Saver fares. Rail is
not dominant in thesemarkets and the capping of these fares has led to some significant distortions
in the market and has exacerbated overcrowding at peak periods of leisure travel.

— The Ticketing and Settlement Agreement is overly complex and prescriptive. We are considering
putting forward proposals to the DfT later this autumn to restructure this agreement and provide
more freedom to TOCs in how they are able to set and retail fares.

— The fares basket approach does not entirely lend itself to innovatory new products such as carnet
tickets or “shoulder peak” prices. The current approach should be reviewed.

We believe these to be measured proposals that will not aVect current regulation in regard to through
ticketing, inter-available fares, Railcards and price regulation inmarkets where rail has a highmarket share.

Finally, we’d like to note that several TOCs including Virgin Trains, Midland Mainline and GNER are
investing significant sums in the development of revenue management systems. These are designed to
manage demand more eVectively and, most importantly, support the sale of cheaper tickets to fill oV-peak
capacity. This investment complements the £90 million of TOC investment (over 10 years) already made in
a new industry reservation system designed, in part, to support yield management systems. If the industry
is to exploit fully these investments, which are potentially a major driver of future volume and revenue
growth, TOCs must have the necessary commercial freedom. Our proposals are designed to achieve this.

8. Conclusions

In conclusion:

— We believe that Britain’s passenger rail industry has achieved remarkable growth over the last ten
years, fuelled in part by a wider range of attractively priced fares.

— Overall average fare levels have not risen significantly in real terms since privatisation and, once
reasonable adjustments have been made, are comparable with the Standard Class fares oVered by
other European railways.

— Whilst we accept that some consumer concerns exist in relation to complexity, we believe that
consumer choice benefits outweigh this and that the market is increasingly used to shopping
around for the best oVers available.

— The availability of cheap, advance purchase fares, has improved considerably over the last 12
months and we are confident that the Christmas/New Year timetable will see further significant
progress towards the full achievement of T–12.

— We believe that, whilst much of the regulatory framework has worked well, some measured
changes are needed to allow TOCs to exploit fully the commercial opportunities available and to
continue to grow volumes and revenue.

3 October 2005

Memorandum submitted by Virgin Trains

1. Introduction

Virgin Trains is pleased to have the opportunity to submit this memorandum on train fares and ticketing
to the Transport Committee. We support the views expressed in ATOC’s submission; our own response
expands on points relating to long-distance services, based on our experience of running theWest Coast and
Cross Country franchises. It also explains the thinking behind Virgin Trains’ policies in this area and the
impact they have had.
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2. The Importance of Fares Policy

Fares and ticketing policy has important implications for the public and the industry:

— Price is clearly an important factor in people’s decisions about whether to travel by train, by other
modes, or even whether to travel at all. The extent to which train fares can be readily understood
and purchased also influences this choice and public perceptions of how customer-focused train
operators are.

— Fares are central to the funding of the industry and its future prosperity. Revenue from fare-paying
passengers supports investment in additional capacity and improved services. If the industry’s call
on the public purse is to be kept to reasonable levels and the potential for some TOCs to make
premium franchise payments is to be realised, pricingmust be used eVectively to generate revenue.

At Virgin Trains our aim is to make rail an attractive proposition against stiV competition from other
modes of transport, so that customers will choose the train in preference to car, coach or the airlines. We
have introduced two new fleets to provide faster, more frequent and more reliable services. Having achieved
this, supported by government and our partners in the rail industry, we must make sure that the trains are
used by passengers to their full potential.

To attract new customers, a high quality of service must be complemented by fares that are aVordable
and competitive. Moreover, customers need to obtain clear, accurate information about these fares and be
able to buy tickets easily.

The two graphs below show the success of the improved services introduced by Virgin Trains, combined
with marketing and pricing activity to attract new customers, and some of the best punctuality figures for
five years. Journeys on CrossCountry grew by 31% in the two years following the introduction of the new
Voyager timetable in September 2002.
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On West Coast, year-on-year passenger growth has averaged around 25% since the new Pendolino
timetable was introduced at the end of September 2004. In June 2005 the rate reached 51%; the slowdown
in July and August was due to the London bombings.
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3. The Market for Rail Travel

Before examining the detail of fares oVered by Virgin Trains, it is helpful to consider the environment
in which they are set.

3.1 Competition

The market for long-distance travel in Britain is highly competitive. The motorway network oVers a
convenient alternative to rail on all major routes and car ownership is rising. Meanwhile, airline, coach
and car rental operators increasingly seek to gain market share by competing on price. Market forces
therefore dictate that inter-city train operators will only attract customers if they oVer value for money.

The extent of competition is illustrated by analysis undertaken in June 2002 by Steer Davies Gleave,
which estimated the following market shares on key West Coast flows:

Rail Air Coach Car

London-West Midlands 17% 0% 2% 81%
London-North West 33% 6% 2% 58%
London-Glasgow 16% 41% 7% 37%

On CrossCountry, rail’s share is even lower and the car is even more dominant.

People are constantly making real choices about how to travel. Virgin Trains’ Customer Satisfaction
Survey shows that 38% of passengers consider an alternative to rail for the journey they are making.
The variety of competition we face is confirmed by the list of modes which these people seriously
consider using:

Private Car 53%
Air 27%
Coach 16%
Another TOC 5%
Hire Car 3%

3.2 Customer Profile

The travel market is not homogenous and many factors influence the price that an individual will
consider reasonable and the degree of flexibility that he or she requires. We oVer a range of fares that
respond to these diVering customer requirements. In particular, we diVerentiate between business
customers (travelling on their employer’s business), leisure customers (travelling to visit friends and
relatives, for a day out or on holiday) and commuters (travelling from home to their place of work). As
a supplier of services, we take account of their respective level of demand and their ability and willingness
to pay.

3.3 Regulation

Our general policy is to apply market pricing to ensure both value-for-money for customers and the
need to generate revenue for our TOCs (thus reducing the level of subsidy required).

However, market pricing is constrained by fare regulation, which limits the extent to which the price
of certain fares can be raised.

We support continued regulation of season tickets because of the dominant position rail holds for
commuting into Central London. However, we do not believe there is the need for Saver regulation in
long-distance markets, where strong competition constrains the amount that can be charged and TOCs
have demonstrated that they will oVer attractive advance purchase fares for leisure travellers, even though
they are unregulated.

4. Cost of Rail Travel

4.1 Fares Range

To appreciate fully the cost of rail travel in Britain, it is necessary to consider the wide range of diVerent
fares oVered, rather than looking at one particular fare in isolation. The fares oVered by Virgin Trains
on some key routes are shown below. As can be seen, prices range from the highest for Open fares to
the lowest for Value Advance.
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One-way Fares Oct 2005
from London London London Birmingham Bristol
to Birmingham Manchester Glasgow Manchester Leeds

£ £ £ £ £

First Open 86.00 144.00 152.00 49.50 118.00
Business Adv. First 61.00-75.00 112.50-129.00 118.50-134.00 — —
Value Adv. First 26.00-34.00 27.00-44.00 38.00-67.00 24.00-31.00 30.00-67.50
Standard Open 50.00 93.50 103.00 21.00 59.00
Business Adv Std 34.50-40.00 54.50-78.00 — 16.00-18.50 45.00-52.00
Saver Return* 34.90 55.00 90.60 26.80 76.70
Value Adv. Std. 9.50-14.00 12.00-23.00 17.00-34.00 7.50-10.00 14.50-29.00

* Return price is shown for regulated Saver fare (not part of Virgin Trains one-way structure)

On Virgin West Coast only 4% of passengers buy First Open tickets and 15% buy Standard Open, as
shown in the chart below. The rates-per-mile quoted by the RMT in its research, such as £1.53 for First
and £0.99 for Standard on London-Manchester, are therefore far from typical because they refer only
to the Open fare. The RMT also mistakenly quoted return fares for a single journey, which gave an
entirely false view of the cost per mile, even for Open to which they referred.

As illustrated in ATOC’s submission (see chart for Manchester-London below), the majority of
customers on this, and other routes, buy much cheaper fares. Taking account of all journeys made, the
average rate-per-mile on West Coast, is in fact £0.49 for First and £0.17 for Standard. On CrossCountry,
the average rates are £0.37 for First and £0.13 for Standard.

Manchester to/from London Price per Single Journey
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The rationale for the diVerent types of fare oVered, the levels at which they are priced, and the
conditions which apply to them is set out below.

4.2 Open Fares

Open fares oVer full flexibility, enabling purchase and travel at any time, requiring no reservation and
imposing no restrictions on change of journey or refund. These conditions are more flexible than those
of the nearest equivalent air fares, for which advance reservation and advance notice of change of journey
are necessary. Open Fares are mainly intended for business travellers who need to travel at peak times
and need the ability to change their travel arrangements. They are priced at a premium over other fares
to reflect the value of this flexibility and the ability to travel unrestricted at peak times, in common with
the most flexible fares oVered by airlines.

The SRA review of fares in 2002 confirmed the previous decision that Open fares should not be
regulated. From a social perspective, regulation in this area would eVectively direct public subsidy to
high-earners and businesses, rather than helping those who are less well oV.

Virgin Trains is unique among inter-city train operators in oVering major concessions for travel at
peak times to large numbers of people on lower incomes. We allow holders of Railcards (Young Persons,
Senior, Family, Disabled) to travel on any of our trains at the Saver price, with the normal Railcard
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discount and no requirement to book in advance. We also allow employees of registered charities to
travel, completely unrestricted, on any Virgin Trains service at the Saver price. For these people the
Standard Open fare eVectively does not apply. We have oVered these facilities since 2000.

4.3 Business Advance Fares

We recognise that, while some business passengers require total flexibility and are prepared to pay for
it, others are willing to forego flexibility in exchange for discounted fares. That is why we oVer Business
Advance fares, which oVer a discount of up to 40% on the Open price. These fares must be booked in
advance but allow travel at peak business times.

Our improved speed, frequency, comfort and are of great value to the business market, enabling
employees to use their time more eYciently This is demonstrated by the strong growth in business travel
on Virgin Trains (21% more journeys on West Coast and 10% more journeys on CrossCountry so far
this year).

4.4 Saver Fares

Saver fares are oVered for walk-up travel on oV-peak services. They were originally introduced by
British Rail and have been protected by regulation since privatisation. They are intended primarily for
leisure travellers, recognising that these people are price-sensitive and are prepared to accept restrictions
on the time they can travel in return for a lower price.

Even without regulation, Virgin Trains would continue to oVer walk-up fares at a price that can be
aVorded by leisure travellers. We believe that the ability to turn-up and go is an intrinsic advantage of
rail over air and coach travel and helps to counter the convenience of the car. This facility is highly valued
by many customers and is an important factor in maintaining a broad appeal for rail. It is reasonable
that walk-up fares such as the Saver cost more than advance purchase fares because of the flexibility
they permit.

4.5 Value Advance Fares

While Saver fares remain popular for walk-up travel, there are great opportunities to encourage book-
ahead journeys. The SRA’s fares review in 2002 recognised that one of the customer benefits of
privatisation was the introduction of cheaper advance purchase oVers to stimulate leisure travel. Virgin
Trains has been at the forefront of this development through our Value fares, which are very reasonably
priced for travel at oV-peak times.

There are diVerent price levels for Value Advance, with the cheaper prices being available the further
in advance one books. We give full Railcard discounts on Value Advance, which were not oVered on
British Rail advance purchase fares. Research indicates that around 50% of customers using Value
Advance tickets would not have travelled by rail if such attractive prices had not been available.

5. The Availability of Rail Fares

5.1 Yield Management

Availability relates especially to these cheap Value Advance fares. A limited number of seats is set
aside for such fares and when those seats are filled on a particular train, customers must either buy an
Open or Saver ticket for the train concerned or look for an Advance fare on other services.

The process of yield management, carefully controlling the sale of discounted tickets, is necessary to
meet the challenge of accommodating increasing numbers of passengers without causing overcrowding.
Demand for travel is heavily peaked, which means that if nothing is done to influence it, some trains
become very overcrowded whilst others are left with many empty seats which go to waste.

It is common in all rail markets to oVer lower prices at oV-peak times to spread demand, but on long-
distance services more can be done. Many leisure customers are prepared to book ahead and want the
reassurance of a reserved seat. By linking a discounted fare to a reservation, it is possible to precisely
place passengers on services where it is anticipated there will be spare capacity. Sales of the discounted
advance purchase fares are limited to protect space for customers who will buy walk-up fares.

Yield management enables lower prices to be oVered than would be the case if only walk-up fares such
as Savers existed. It gives the train operator greater confidence that spare seats are going to be well used
and that discounting will not result in overcrowding. By contrast, it is still common for the first Saver
train of the day to be overcrowded (even if no advance purchase tickets are available) because there is
no control of bookings for Savers.

To the operator, a seat sold at a low price is better than an empty seat and yield management gives
us the chance to respond more precisely to market demands.
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5.2 Levels of Availability and Sales

The number of seats made available for advance purchase fares varies from one train to another,
according to the level of demand (by day, week, time of year etc.) For example, on Virgin West Coast,
the following proportions of Standard capacity are typically made available for all Value Advance fares:
39% on Monday to Friday, 46% on Saturdays and 32% on Sundays. On average around 50,000 Value
Advance tickets per week are sold on West Coast and 25,000 on CrossCountry. 35% of West Coast Value
Advance sales, and 25% on CrossCountry, are made at the lowest advertised price level.

5.3 Booking Horizons

Selling fares in this way is obviously dependent on customers being able to book well in advance of
their day of travel. The T-12 process, whereby Network Rail defines timetables at least 12 weeks ahead,
is intended to ensure that this is the case. During much of 2004 this target was not achieved, particularly
at weekends and public holidays (eg Christmas) when major engineering work was taking place. The
result was that West Coast and CrossCountry trains were sometimes only opening for booking less than
two weeks before departure.

Understandably this situation brought the industry into disrepute. The suspicion even arose that Virgin
Trains was deliberately choosing not to make cheap fares available, despite the problem not being of
our making. In fact it was a deeply frustrating episode for us, as we wanted customers to take advantage
of our Value fares but we could not sell as many of them as we should have done. To mitigate the
situation, we relaxed the booking deadlines on these fares, enabling passengers to book cheaper tickets
nearer the date of travel. We are pleased to report that T-12 performance by Network Rail has improved
greatly and we have received few customer complaints about booking problems in recent months.

6. Simplifying the Fares Structure

Rail fares deservedly have a reputation for being complicated. The TOCs inherited a plethora of fares
with diVerent names and conditions and these have been added to since privatisation. Walk-up fares are
relatively easy to understand, with Open fares applying at peak times and Savers oV-peak. The
complication has mainly arisen with advance purchase fares, where British Rail had Apex, SuperApex
and SuperAdvance, to which the privatised TOCs added their own new dedicated fares and promotions.

At Virgin Trains we are radically simplifying our advance purchase range. The way that customers
buy travel has been revolutionised by the low-cost airlines and the Internet. When booking air, coach,
car hire or holidays, it is now normal to be oVered the best price available for a particular service, rather
than a variety of fares with diVerent names and conditions. Customers can then compare the prices for
travelling on diVerent services or diVerent days and make their choice.

We are adopting a similar strategy:

— We have replaced the old BR fares and original Virgin fares with a unified set of Value
Advance fares.

— We price Value Advance fares on a one-way basis, oVering single journeys at half the return
price, rather than only £1 less, which had been the case since BR days. This gives customers a
fair deal for single trips. It also allows them to “mix and match” one price level for their outward
journey with another for their return, rather than having to select the highest available price
level for both directions, as they had to previously (this new approach is now being adopted
by other inter-city train operators).

— It is now possible to buy any Value Advance fare up to 18.00 on the day before departure,
removing the complication of having the cheapest fare only available up to 14 days before
departure, and the other two levels restricted to 7 days and 3 days in advance respectively. It
means that customers benefit from buying cheaper fares closer to departure on trains that still
have spare capacity. Of course they will still be subject to availability, and we advise customers
to book as far in advance as they can to get the best price, a concept with which they are familiar
from other forms of travel.

— We are designing a new booking engine for the Virgin Trains web site, giving customers the
cheapest available price for the services which interest them, rather than expecting them to look
through a long list of diVerent fare types and prices as they have to on rail web sites at present.
This will be launched in Spring 2006.

With this approach it is possible to oVer a wide range of price levels, which allows customers to benefit
from lower prices and enables more people to travel by train as spare capacity is better used. However,
it avoids creating a confusing array of fare types, where each price level has a diVerent name and diVerent
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conditions. The simpler system has been made possible thanks to huge investment in the new National
Reservations Service made last year by train operators through ATOC, and our own advanced VMAX
yield management system.

At present, all permanent fares (including TOC-dedicated tickets) must be made available through all
sales channels nationally, thus preventing an individual operator from making special oVers to its own
customers. We believe that there should be greater opportunities for train operators to sell particular
oVers through their own channels—such as call centres, web sites and travel agents—and we support
ATOC’s suggestion that these rules be reviewed. This would allow customers to enjoy benefits such as
lower on-line prices for rail journeys, which they already experience for air travel.

7. Conclusions

Virgin Trains has pioneered new ways of setting fares and selling tickets on the railways and will
continue to oVer new and exciting initiatives.

Our success in introducing one-way ticketing to the railways is now being followed by other train
operators, and we are now leading the way in simplifying fares and oVering easier purchase of tickets.

This level of innovation is in response to market demands and customer preferences.

Deregulation of advance purchase fares has led to innovation and better deals for customers; the same
could be true in future for walk-up leisure fares.

Therefore, we believe that less regulation than at present could lead to further advances in oVering
attractive fares for customers.

Competition is very strong in long-distance markets, so we must price at levels that travellers consider
value-for-money compared with other modes. This will protect our passengers against any perceived risk
of over-charging.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Virgin Trains

1. Introduction

Following a request from the Transport Committee for information on group bookings, Virgin Trains is
pleased to provide some background details on the subject.

Group bookings are a popular form of ticket buying, oVering substantial discounts to passengers
travelling together and booking ahead. Virgin Trains views Group travel as an important element in its
overall business and as such treats it as an opportunity to grow our passenger volumes and revenues.

We also recognise the social benefit oVered in enabling schoolchildren, students and others to experience
train travel.

2. Group Travel Schemes

Virgin Trains has a Group Travel team that specialises in assisting customers buying Group tickets, not
only for our own trains, but for any rail journey in the UK.

We oVer a discount of up to 60%on the price of tickets for groups of ten ormore passengers. For instance,
a journey from Liverpool to London that would cost £55 for an individual passenger would cost only £18
for each member of a group. The only stipulations are that tickets are booked more than seven days in
advance, and that members of the party are named and travel together as a group.

This attracts a range of groups, such as conference delegates, Hen and Stag parties and theatre outings.
In addition, we have arrangements for schools and colleges that oVer a further discount of 50% on the adult
group fare. For instance, a school pupil travelling as part of a group can travel from Liverpool to London
for £9 return. Again, the seven-day booking condition applies.

3. Current Usage

We carry about 75,000 group travellers a year, ranging in number from 10–200 passengers per group.

With more train services now running on each of our networks, there are greater opportunities to attract
more passengers travelling as groups and we have some exciting plans to make group travel even easier, as
described below.
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Virgin Trains has seen significant growth in passenger numbers on its peak-time services and this has to
be taken into considerationwhenmaking seats available for groups, especially when there are large numbers
in a party. There are some trains on which it is not possible to allow large groups to book ahead, as this
could deprive regular travellers of a seat, especially those who value the opportunity to travel without
advance booking.

However, there are many opportunities, on peak and especially oV-peak trains, for seats to be made
available at a substantial discount and we are keen to promote these.

4. Plans for the Future

As explained in our original evidence, Virgin Trains has always recognised the opportunities to attract
more passengers to the railways through innovative and competitive fare deals.

Just as we have seen large numbers of individual passengers attracted to our Value Advance fares, we are
keen to increase the amount of group travel in the coming months.

There are two initiatives being pursued, the first of which is to make our Group pricing even more
transparent and more easily understood by our customers. In addition to this, and in conjunction with the
proposed launch of our new web site in 2006, these new Group products can be bought via the web for the
first time, making the process of group booking easier for our customers.

Secondly, we are reviewing the number of seats we make available to groups to enable more spaces to be
available onmany services. Althoughwe cannot guarantee that these additional group seats will be available
on every train, it is clearly in the interests of customers and ourselves to make availability as attractive as
possible, taking into account the continuing need to protect space for “walk-up” customers. Virgin Trains
is also planning a range of promotional oVers that we believe will prove attractive to groups.

Memorandum submitted by GNER

1. Introduction

1.1 GNER runs 122 services every weekday on the flagship East CoastMain Line between LondonKings
Cross, the East Midlands, Yorkshire, the North East of England and Scotland, covering almost 1,000 miles
of route.

1.2 Since starting in 1996, GNER has seen a rise of approximately 40% in passenger journeys.

1.3 We therefore welcome this opportunity to inform the Transport Committee about our approach to
fares and future plans to improve the value and simplicity of tickets for passengers.

1.4 We believe in oVering value for money—for passengers, for communities and for the taxpayer and
as such there are two objectives to GNER’s fares policy:

(a) To oVer value for money to passengers.

(b) To oVer value for money to HM Government and the tax payer.

1.5 As a train operating company GNER is governed by the terms of our contract as set out by the
Strategic Rail Authority and Government. In May 2005 we were awarded a new 10-year franchise for the
East Coast Main Line based on a tightly specified contract.

1.6 By continuing to provide a high quality, value for money service in a highly competitive market, the
company expects to increase volumes and revenues in line with historic growth rates. GNER will spend at
least £125 million on a range of additional passenger benefits and provide £1.3 billion of premium payments
to Government over 10 years.

2. Value forMoney for Passengers

2.1 Passenger satisfaction is the foundation of GNER’s business and we regularly achieve the highest
customer satisfaction scores of any long-distance train operator. GNER operates in a competitive market
environment where customers have the choice to travel by other modes or operators or to choose alternative
leisure destinations. We are only too conscious that if we don’t oVer our passengers value for money we will
not be successful as a business. GNER has to attract every passenger it can to fill capacity on oV-peak
trains—we must oVer prices that are competitive with other modes, such as low-cost airlines. Increasingly,
passengers make their travel choices by searching the web for the cheapest deals and we need to make it
easier for them to find GNER’s low-cost fares.
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2.2 As we will show, GNER has a large number of permanent, low-cost tickets available and we are
making it increasingly easy for passengers to buy them within the framework of national industry
requirements and regulation.

2.3 Encouraging the growth of travel outside of the peak times has been and will continue to be central
to GNER’s fares strategy. The strategy is built around oVering passengers cheap fares that have limited
flexibility and must be booked in advance of the day of travel. Since British Rail first introduced this type
of fare they have become increasingly available and popular and GNER now widely oVers such fares for
both Standard and First Class travel.

Table 1

GROWTH OF GNER ADVANCE PURCHASE TICKETS SINCE 1995

1995 2004
Number of Share of all Number of Share of all Growth
journeys passenger journeys passenger

(thousands) journeys (thousands) journeys

Advance Purchase tickets
Standard 1,645 14% 4,054 24% 146%

First Class 17 0% 464 3% 2,561%

total 1,663 14% 4,518 27% 172%

Overall passenger volumes 11,694 16,871 44%

Source: GNER analysis.

2.4 The success of these tickets since privatisation is shown in table 1 comparing 2004 with the last full
year of BR in 1995. Cheap advance purchase tickets have been the fastest growing ticket types since
privatisation and have played a major part in getting more people to travel by rail.

2.5 Table 2 demonstrates how cheap advance purchase tickets have continued to oVer passengers
improving value for money throughout the last 10 years and average advance purchase fares are now
cheaper in real terms than in 1995.

Table 2

AVERAGE PRICE OF GNER ADVANCE PURCHASE FARES

Average price of return journey Change in Change in real
nominal terms terms (allowing

for inflation)
1995 2004

Advance Purchase tickets
Standard £31.63 £33.17 5% "14%

First Class £66.72 £69.00 3% "15%

All tickets £38.21 £47.34 24% 2%

Source: GNER analysis.

2.6 Whilst some advance purchase tickets are only available as promotional oVers (limited by regulation
to being only available for 34 weeks in a year) the majority are sold as permanently available fares. In 2004
over 10% ofGNERs passengers travelled on non-promotional tickets which were cheaper in real terms than
before privatisation.

2.7 GNER recognises that these advance purchase tickets do not meet the needs of all our passengers,
and whilst three quarters of our passengers do book in advance, we see a continuing role for oV-peak “walk-
up” and flexible fares (commonly known as Saver fares), as these provide a competitive edge versus domestic
airlines. The price and availability of these fares is subject to regulation and make up 22% of journeys on
GNER.

2.8 GNER, like all train companies, sells tickets on an impartial basis to ensure that passengers are
oVered the best value ticket for their needs. GNER also involves Trading Standards when preparing
advertising of cheap advance purchase fares to ensure that customers are not misled as to availability and
price. GNER has met with the Rail Passenger Committees on a number of occasions to explain our
approach and to see how GNER sets and adjusts the availability of the discounted tickets.
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2.9 Whilst the sales of advance purchase fares were at record levels in 2004, GNER believes that there is
an opportunity to grow these tickets even more by:

(a) Simplifying their terms and conditions;

(b) Having a more reliable and wider booking horizon and;

(c) Selling the cheapest tickets exclusively over the internet.

2.10 Changes made by GNER in September of this year have started to address these points and it
intends to continue to work with Network Rail (NR), DfT and other train companies to grow the sale of
cheap advance purchase fares for the duration of the franchise.

2.11 In September of this year GNERhas moved to oVering its advanced purchase tickets as single fares.
Thus, a passenger wishing to travel one way on a peak ticket and the other on an oV-peak ticket now has
the freedom to do so, giving them a greater fares choice, whilst allowing GNER to spread demand
throughout the day. In addition, following consultation with the SRA, the terms and conditions of these
single fares are now very similar to the othermajor long distance operators, VirginWest Coast, Virgin Cross
Country and Midland Mainline. The old fixed purchase deadlines set at 7 and 3 days have been removed
and, subject to availability, tickets can now be purchased up until the day before travel.

2.12 The Committee have specifically expressed concerns at the lack of availability of cheaper advance
purchase fares due to problems with the provision of confirmed timetables by Network Rail (NR) twelve
weeks in advance of operation (referred to as T–12). Based on the delivery of the confirmed timetable from
NR 12 weeks in advanceGNERhas set its own target of making tickets available for sale at 10 weeks before
departure. Figure 1 shows that over the last two years GNER and NR have struggled to achieve this target.

2.13 Whilst GNER’s booking horizon did not drop lower than threeweeks at any time, it was not deemed
acceptable and resulted in concerted eVorts betweenGNER andNR to address the problem. There has been
considerable success in this area, with GNER consistently delivering the 10-week target since July. Despite
these problems, 2004 was a record year for advanced purchase tickets and GNER believes that with
improved booking horizons more and more people will be able to benefit from cheap rail fares.

2.14 In recent years GNER has also introduced an “advance capture” facility whereby people, wishing
to travel on a date beyond the booking horizon, can register their travel details and they are emailed as soon
as the booking window opens.

Figure 1:  GNER Booking Horizon
Number of weeks in advance open for the sale of advance purchase tickets
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2.15 GNER, in common with airlines, hotels, car hire companies and some other rail companies, uses
computerised systems to help their analysts in the complex task of managing the availability of these cheap
advanced purchase fares so as to meet the revenue targets whilst minimising overcrowding. With booking
10 weeks ahead for 122 trains per day, GNER is reviewing the availability of cheap fares on approximately
8,500 trains at any one time. Whilst the availability can change on a daily basis in response to changes in
demand, figure 2 illustrates just how widely available cheap tickets are on our services for passengers who
book ahead.
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Figure 2: Average availability of advance purchase tickets on GNER trains 
for travel from London to Newcastle during June 2005

3 days ahead

10 days ahead

56 days ahead

2.16 Aswell as ensuring suYcient availability,GNER’s advance purchase fares are inmany cases cheaper
than the low cost airfares on the same routes as demonstrated in Figure 3. In addition to being cheaper,
travel by rail has less impact on the environment than air travel, oVers the passenger the ability to make the
best use of travel time (meals, internet access, use of mobile phone or just more room to relax).

Figure 3: Comparison of Fares for off-peak travel between London & 
Newcastle

(September 2005; depart midweek after 9am; return following day after 11am)
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2.17 The rationale for the regulation of rail fares is to protect passengers from possible abuse of market
power and to ensure that rail fares take account of the wider social benefits of rail. GNER fully accepts this
but believes that there are parts of the regulatory regime set up at privatisation that is hindering GNER
delivering better value to both passengers and taxpayers (regulation is discussed in more detail in the
submission to the inquiry by the Association of Train Operating Companies).

2.18 The competition for customers in the travelmarket is increasingly being fought out on-line.GNER’s
ability to compete in this area is still hampered, in part, by the regulatory environment put in place before
the era of internet retailing. Changes to the regime to reflect the current world of e-commerce would
undoubtedly help GNER and all rail operators in oVering passengers cheaper and simpler fares more
widely.
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2.19 Whilst GNER accepts that the industry’s retail systems and processes have not been quick to adapt
to changes in technology and passengers’ needs, the industry as a whole is moving to improve them. If
GNER were to be given the freedom from regulation to oVer permanent cheap fares online (as opposed to
just short term promotional fares) then undoubtedly passengers would benefit with much wider availability
of cheaper advance purchase fares.

2.20 The SRA concluded in their Fares Review of 2003 that the regulation of Saver fares has constrained
new customer-focused tickets and has led to significant overcrowding. The Saver fare is a discounted “oV-
peak flexible” ticket regulated by both the maximum price that can be charged for it and the times when it
must be made available for sale. The time restrictions were set in 1995 and there have been considerable
changes in travel patterns and demand subsequently which has led to the overcrowding issues identified by
the SRA. The SRA’s stated intention in the Fares Review was to replace the existing regime by 2006 with
one more suited to passenger needs.

3. Value forMoney for the Taxpayer

3.1 As a franchised Train Operating Company GNER is required to optimise the value of the Inter City
East Coast (ICEC) franchise to the Government. GNER’s fares strategy is based on making the best use of
the available capacity rather than spending large sums on expensive infrastructure projects to increase
capacity. This means actively managing the balance between supply and demand. With supply eVectively
specified by the DfT in conjunction with Network Rail, GNER focuses its attention on managing demand.

Figure 4: Breakdown of GNER Revenue

Staff costs

ROSCO costs

Network Rail
Franchise premium

GNER net profit before tax 
& dividends

Other operating costs

3.2 Over the next 10 years of the ICEC franchise, the overall level of fares is determined by the
requirement to pay a premium to the Government of £1.3 billion. Figure 4 demonstrates how GNERs
revenue will be spent, with over a quarter of it going to the Government in the form of franchise premium
payments.

4. Conclusion

4.1 GNERs success depends on persuading more people to travel by rail. We are not going to achieve
this with uncompetitive prices and tickets which people find diYcult to purchase. Since 1995 passenger
volumes on GNER’s route has grown 44% (this is above both the UK and European averages).18 Together
with our focus on customer service, oVering passengers value for money fares has been a fundamental pillar
of this growth.

4.2 GNER believes that with further improvements and simplification this approach to train fares and
ticketing can oVer even more value. Cheap advance purchase fares have played a key part in the success of
GNER, in winning the ICEC franchise. This was recognised by Rt Hon Alistair Darling MP, Secretary of
State for Transport, who said in response to GNER winning the ICEC franchise:

“. . . the reason that GNER have been able to do so well over the past few years is because they’ve
won passengers onto their trains, partly because they oVer, particularly at oV-peak times, very
attractive fares as compared with, say, the airlines. So, the reason they are doing well is because they
know their customers, they’re oVering good deals.”

18 ATOC report into 10 year European rail growth trends, July 2005.
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Witnesses:Mr David Mapp, Commercial Director, andMr Paul Smith,Director (London), Association of
Train Operating Companies (ATOC);Mr Tony Collins,Chief Executive, andMrGraham Leech, Executive
Director (Commercial), Virgin Trains; andMrChristopherGarnett,Chief Executive,GNER, gave evidence.

Chairman: Good afternoon to you, gentlemen. We Q175 Chairman: Thank you, Mr Mapp. Well, it is
nice you are so pleased with yourself. Could youhave a little bit of housekeeping to perform as

members have an interest to declare. tell me why six in 10 rail passengers are dissatisfied
with the value for money of their tickets?Clive EVord: I am a member of the Transport &

General Workers Union. Mr Mapp: The National Passenger Survey, which
I think is the source of the evidence that you haveMr Clelland: I am a member of Amicus.
just highlighted, also showed in its last survey inGraham Stringer: A member of Amicus.
the spring of this year that satisfaction with train
companies was the highest since records began in

Q172 Chairman:Gwyneth Dunwoody, Aslef. There 2000. It is somewhat perplexing, therefore, to try
are no other interests to declare. Gentlemen, you and make sense of the fact that value for money
are very welcome this afternoon. You come at a remains stubbornly stuck at around about 40%
timely moment, just before Christmas when your satisfaction. We believe that the Rail Passengers
aVairs are of even more concern to the travelling Council will be embarking upon a programme of
public than they might be at some other points of research into fares and related matters in the near
the year. May I ask you to begin by identifying future and we very much hope that they probe the
yourselves for the record. background factors which lead to this apparent
Mr Smith: My name is Paul Smith and I am the contradiction in the evidence available.
Director of London Support for the Association of
Train Operating Companies.

Q176 Chairman: But you have not got anMr Mapp: I am David Mapp and I am the
explanation?Commercial Director for the Association of Train
Mr Mapp: No, not at this moment.Operating Companies.

Mr Collins: Tony Collins, the Chief Executive of
Virgin Rail. Q177 Chairman: You accept that under half of
Mr Leech: Graham Leech, Executive Director long-distance passengers are satisfied?
(Commercial), Virgin Rail.

Mr Mapp: Well, the evidence from the NationalMr Garnett: Christopher Garnett, GNER. Passenger Survey is based on market research data
and clearly we cannot contradict that. We believe
that the growth in passenger numbers, as I haveQ173 Chairman: Did any one of you have anything
already highlighted, demonstrates that we areyou wanted to say before we begin?
doing many things right and indeed most customersMr Mapp: I would like to make a brief opening
are happy with the service that we provide. Westatement to complement our written evidence.
have done analysis to have a look at where that
growth has come from and it is both from new

Q174 Chairman: Please, Mr Mapp. customers attracted to the industry, but also
Mr Mapp: The industry has been remarkably existing customers travelling more frequently. That
successful over the last 10 years in growing volumes. does seem to demonstrate that many of our
They have increased by around 40% since 1995. This customers are indeed very satisfied with the services
is higher than any other European railway industry we provide.
and the highest since records began in 1919. One
important contributory factor to this is the train

Q178 Chairman: Passengers seem to think value forcompanies have successfully developed new fares
money comes second only to punctuality as thewhich have attracted both new customers to the
aspect of rail travel most in need of improvement.industry and encouraged existing customers to
How are you going to improve passengertravel more. This in turn reflects the franchise model
satisfaction?which heavily incentivises train companies to grow

volumes and to grow revenue in order to reduce the MrMapp:Well, I think we are already doing a very
large number of things to improve our customercall upon the public purse and to provide investment

in the industry. It also fits well with the need for satisfaction and indeed that again is reflected in the
fact that we have seen such high growth. Just toprivate train companies to earn profits for their

shareholders, although in most cases the profits are give you a few of them, there was the very heavy
investment in new rolling stock in recent yearsnow subject either to capping or profit-sharing

arrangements with the DfT. It is also worth noting which is now coming on stream, improvements to
journey times by the West Coast mainline upgradeat this stage that around 50% of fares are currently

regulated. We believe that the current industry and the range of fares that we now oVer which
clearly have attracted some customers to themodel has worked very well and that is

demonstrated by the very high growth in volume industry, so I think we are doing many things which
are improving the service that we provide toover the last 10 years. However, we believe that we

could drive volume and revenue further given some customers. That is reflected in the fact that
satisfaction amongst customers is rising and wasrelaxation in the current framework of regulation,

and we make some measured proposals in regard to the highest since 2000 in the last wave of the
National Passenger Survey.this in our written submission.
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Q179 Clive EVord: Can I ask you, Mr Mapp, about Q181 Chairman: Mr Garnett, you wanted to
comment on that?the complexity of the ticketing regime. There are 70

diVerent fare types, 760 validity conditions, Mr Garnett: The criticism in the past is totally
accompanied by 102 pages of explanations. Is this justified, that there were too many fares, absolutely
not outrageously complex and how is the travelling as Mr Leech has said. We, Midland Mainline and
public meant to understand it? Virgin have all made this change in September with

three Standard and three first-class discounted faresMr Mapp: I think the complexity issue is an
which has made it much easier. The problem is thatinteresting one and I think we need to get it into
our websites do not make it easy for the passengerperspective. I think most of the issues are with
to find it and—longer-distance train companies and the fares that

they oVer. I am not aware of ticket issues with
short-distance fares in London or the other major

Q182 Chairman: So you have got a simplifiedconurbations. I think in terms of the longer-
system, but you just hide it?distance operators, we accept that there probably
Mr Garnett: No, but you have got to have patience.has been a degree of over-complexity and indeed
I went on to the website this morning, to checkthe operators are now taking forward steps to
something up after the interesting article in today’ssimplify the way in which they present the range of
Times, and it is not easy to find fares, I accept that,fares to customers. and it takes a bit of time. If you go on to the

Mr Leech: If I could comment on that from Easyjet site, which I went on to compare their
Virgin’s point of view, we do accept that the range Christmas fares, the fare comes up straightaway. If
of fares which customers have been presented with you go and look at the eight o’clock to York, you
has been too confusing, particularly with regard to have to got to go through it and find if the fare is
the advance purchase fares and over the last couple available. What we have got to get to, and that is
of years we have been taking a series of steps to probably something we will have in 12 to 18
simplify that and— months’ time, is you will go to the eight o’clock and

there is your fare, dead easy, it is there. It is not in
our interests to make this diYcult for passengers

Q180 Chairman: Over two years, Mr Leech? because our research shows that they get fed up and
Mr Leech: Yes, perhaps I could just explain the they go to the airline websites because it is easier.
things that we have done. In the advance purchase Mr Leech:We are actually making just that change
fares, where the industry came from with British on our website now and in the spring of next year
Rail, there was a whole series of fares with diVerent that is what you will be able to see. You will be
names, like Super Advance and Apex, which had able to see your Open fare, your Saver fare and the
diVerent conditions and diVerent companies, cheapest available Advance fare for the journey
between us, we had diVerent conditions too. What that you want to make.
we have now done is create one range of advance Chairman: Well, you have started some hares
fares for Virgin and GNER, and Midland Mainline running now!
have done a similar thing too, and there are not
diVerent conditions amongst those fares. The only

Q183 Clive EVord: That leads to the question ofdiVerence is that you pay a diVerent price, but you
how long have you been running your contractsknow that the conditions are the same and you do
and why has it taken so long for you to begin tonot have to worry about whether you stay away on
revise your fare structure to make it simpler forthe Saturday or it is only valid on the Friday, so
the public?that is one simplification. Another simplification we

have done is that we have made our single tickets Mr Leech: The main reason it has taken time to
make that simplification is the changes that havehalf the price of a return ticket and that may sound

like a simple and obvious thing to do, but it is not had to be made in the industry systems. It was
recognised in about 2000 by the industry that thewhat happened historically; the customers used to

pay only £1 less for a return ticket under British situation was not as we wanted it to be either for
customers or for making best use of the trainRail which does not make sense to customers. We

have also applied the normal standard Railcard capacity that we have. That was the point when the
decision was made to invest in a new reservationdiscounts to all of our advance fares which was also

not the case. Therefore, we are setting out a whole system which is necessary for these controls.
Previously what was happening was that there wasrange of simplifications there essentially on Virgin

Trains and increasingly on other rail operators. quite a complicated set of fares being run with a
fairly ropey set of old systems and you could argueThere are only three types of fare: there is the Open

fare which is fully flexible; there is the Saver fare that it was trying to do something too complicated.
We now have, since last December, the newwhich is for walk-up travel at oV-peak times; and

then there are the advance fares. We believe that National Reservation System. GNER and
ourselves have been the prime supporters of that,that simple concept of three types of fare is

something that customers can understand and but all of the other train operators use it and it is
the ability that we have within that system whichindeed we are now developing our communication

and our website to present fares in that simple way. is now allowing us to make these simplifications.
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Mr Garnett: We all learned on privatisation about they are a similar concept. One could go a step
further in harmonising other names, but I thinkintroducing new fares. At privatisation, the

cheapest British Rail fare was the Super Apex, I you can now see the train companies recognising
that simpler communication to the customers isthink. Last year on GNER 10% of passengers

travelled on fares that in real terms were lower than beneficial to everyone.
anything there was in the BR days, so we have
introduced lots of new fares that oVer fantastic Q186 Chairman: How long have you held the
value for passengers, our fault, mostly driven, as franchise, Mr Collins?
Graham Leech said, by the industry systems Mr Collins:We were awarded the franchise in 1997.
making them easy, but you had to hunt for them
and that was not in our interest and we are tackling

Q187 Chairman: And you, Mr Garnett?that problem.
Mr Garnett: We got our franchise renewed in May
of this year.

Q184 Clive EVord: Can I ask both of you then to
explain to us why all the TOCs cannot adopt and

Q188 Chairman: And what about the one beforepropose a straightforward and user-friendly fare
that?structure in the Grand Central Rail franchise bid?
Mr Garnett: That was seven years with a two-yearMr Garnett: I am delighted to answer the question
extension.on Grand Central. Grand Central is going to

operate at £28 million per annum less for the first
Q189 Chairman: Yes, so you both, gentlemen, havefive years for the number of trains that we are going
had quite a long time to think about it, have youto run as an open-access operator. That is a
not?fantastic public subsidy that they are getting which
Mr Garnett: And we have made, I believe, a lot ofwe, as government-controlled, government-owned
change and a lot of improvement and the customerfranchises, have to pay, so here we are, letting
research has shown that we have got simplified.somebody come in with a £28 million per annum
GNER—subsidy. If I had that equivalent subsidy, which

would be £150/160 million, I could discount fares.
The only problem is that I could not carry Q190 Chairman: The customer research shows that
passengers because the trains are full already and particularly on long-haul, nearly half of your
the taxpayer would lose, the railways would lose customers do not think you are value for money.
and there is no benefit. Secondly, we already oVer Mr Garnett: 60% of our passengers are satisfied
for cheap discounted fares full reservation and if with the fare structure on GNER. The problem we
you do not get a seat, you get a 100% refund. The are going to face as an industry, and there are two
fares that they are quoting are identical to our oV- points, we get no public subsidy whatsoever, we
peak fares because they are not going to be pay the Government—
operating in the peak, so I think that it is a totally
incompatible comparison to make because of the

Q191 Chairman: Well, that does make you fairlymassive subsidy that, strangely, they are being
unique amongst the train companies.given by the railways which simply cannot aVord
Mr Garnett: Well, it also means that we have gotto give out subsidies. We cannot aVord to do what
to go out, as any intercity train company has gotwe need to do today, yet we are giving these people
to go and do, and get every passenger we can. Weaccess worth £28 million a year. There is something
have enormous competition with the airlines. Thatseriously wrong with a system that allows that.
is where our principal competition comes from, the
long distance, and that is where the money comes

Q185 Clive EVord: Mr Leech, do you have from, so we have got to go out and oVer fares—
anything to add to that? Why is it that we cannot
oVer a straightforward, user-friendly fare system in

Q192 Chairman: Lots of people take planes fromthe franchise bids?
York, do they?Mr Leech: I cannot comment on Grand Central
Mr Garnett: No, the big market, the big revenuebecause that is not aVecting us in the same way,
flows come from Edinburgh, Newcastle andbut what you are actually seeing is that the long-
Teesside. What we cannot do is reduce the faresdistance operators are now, of their own volition,
there to meet the airlines and then make the Yorkadopting similar terms. In fact when the three
fares higher. It dictates the fares the whole waycompanies we talked about made this move to
down the route, otherwise people say, “This is notallow all of the cheap Advance tickets to be
reasonable”.available up to one day ahead, which is obviously

a positive thing for customers because they are
easier to get, we all agreed that we were going to Q193 Chairman: Yes, it is called commerce, I think.

Mr Garnett: It is. So we have to go out and sell theuse the same type of description for them, so they
are all being called Advance fares. It is not that one fares and get people to travel. That drives what we

are doing. We have to fill up every train we can toof us calls them “bargain” and one of us calls them
“value” and the other calls them “advance”, but we pay the Government the subsidy which the

franchise was awarded on.all agreed that we would call them Advance fares;
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Mr Collins: If I could add some further information and for customers being able to use it easily. The
on the Virgin franchises, one of our key flows is the Ticketing Settlement Agreement does not require
Manchester-London route where we— train operators to set through-fares where they are

setting up their own Advance products, but we
believe it is still essential, so even with our ownQ194 Chairman: Oh, we hear a lot about the
Virgin Advance tickets, the ones that are theLondon-Manchester route, Mr Collins! I can say
cheapest, we oVer connections with all the otherit is one of the most famous routes in the United
TOCs all over the country, so you can travel fromKingdom!
anywhere in the south-east of England, forMr Collins: We are in direct competition with the
example, to anywhere in Scotland on an Advanceairlines there and we have grown the volume of
ticket. That is something we think is absolutelypassengers over the last 12 months by nearly 30%.
essential to keep it as a national system and nothingOur fare price, our highest fare, which only 5% of
we are proposing in changing the Ticketingpeople pay, is £187 compared to £294 which the
Settlement Agreement would be taking that away.airlines charge for a similar type of journey. Our

average fare in real terms has not increased since
we took the franchise over as more and more Q197 Clive EVord: Can I just press this pointpeople, over 50% of our passengers, on a return because I just want to be clear. Currently, in someticket pay between £50 and £60 on that route and circumstances, it is cheaper for somebody to buy25% pay even less than that, so we have grown the

two separate tickets than to buy a through-ticket.volume, grown the revenue base by growing the
Now, are we hearing here today that you are nownumber of passengers we carry.
going to bring that to an end?
Mr Mapp: I have worked for the industry for

Q195 Clive EVord: Following on from that, you say around about 24 years now and there was a time
you favour simplification of the Ticketing during my career when I used to price the Great
Settlement Agreement to give you more freedom, Western route from London to the west country
but how would you use that freedom and how and south Wales. There will never be a time when
would the travelling public benefit? anomalies of the kind that you suggest do not exist.
Mr Mapp:Well, I think we would use that freedom We have something like 19 million point-to-point
to allow fares to be set in an easier way by train flows in our fare system, not fares, just flows,
companies. One good example of the kind of because, apart from the 2,500 by 2,500 matrix of
constraints that the TSA currently places upon station-to-station flows that we have got, we have
train companies is the Megatrain Initiative which also got London Underground destinations and
has been launched by South West Trains, oVering PTE destinations and so on. There will never be a
fares at £1 for the lowest from Southampton and time when there will not be anomalies of the kind
the Solent to London. Under the current that you suggest. It is simply not possible to do
regulation, that fare would have to be withdrawn that. It is too complex a problem. We try andin 34 weeks’ time because it is deemed a temporary eliminate anomalies where we are aware of themfare. We would like to see changes to the TSE

and where they are causing a problem, but the kindwhich would allow that kind of innovatory pricing
of perfect fare system that you envisage I just doto be introduced on a permanent basis so that the
not think is practical or possible.train company would not have either to withdraw

the fare or seek, as it is doing, a derogation from
the Department for Transport. So we would like Q198 Chairman: Is the research that is going to be
more freedom to create fares and more freedom to undertaken on fares by the Passenger Demand
choose how those fares are retailed and I think the Forecasting Council going to examine the extent to
kind of benefits you would see would be more which high-price tickets deter people from buying
attractive fares for customers and better use of rail tickets?
retailing channels by train companies. Mr Mapp:Well, the Demand Forecasting Council,

which has existed since privatisation, is funded by
Q196 Clive EVord: Would it result in, for instance, the train companies and it is also funded by the
it being easier for someone to buy a through-ticket DfT, by Network Rail, the regulator, and—
rather than to have to buy two separate tickets for
a leg of a journey? Would that benefit people?

Q199 Chairman: Yes, but what is the extent of itsMr Mapp: At the moment through-ticketing is a
research? I am sure we are very interested in itscondition on every TOC’s passenger licence. TOCs
financing.have to oVer through-ticketing and indeed they
Mr Mapp: It has an ongoing programme ofhave to oVer inter-available fares, for that matter,
research. It reviewed the existing research evidenceas well.
on fares earlier on this year and that wasMr Leech: Probably the main purpose of the
undertaken by Leeds University on behalf of theTicketing Settlement Agreement has been to
Forecasting Council. It plans to do further researchmaintain these network benefits of through-
in the near future on one or two aspects of fares,journeys and that is not a question which is being
the eVect of pricing and the lag between pricedisputed because, as train operating companies, we

see that as essential for the prosperity of the railway changes and the eVect on demand, and also to have
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a look at the eVect of changing diVerent price levels for the passenger and in terms of what we think
and the eVect on demand amongst diVerent groups drives the best revenue, it is keep the walk-up
of customers. capability. That is a big advantage we have over

other forms of transport.
Mr Leech: What you say is again something whichQ200 Chairman: So you might like to make the
would be useful for customers and something theysuggestion to them that they extend their
have become familiar with in other forms of travel.research slightly.
With the improvements to the websites that we areMr Mapp: Yes. The Demand Forecasting Council
talking about, the aim would be to do the samealready contains an extremely comprehensive range

of evidence and values on pricing, but I would be thing. At the moment so much time and space is
more than happy to provide the Committee with a taken up in possible fares you could have, but it is
summary of the current evidence. much more fixed on a particular day that you have

asked for, as you have suggested. When we move
to being able to quote customers the best price forQ201 Chairman:Mr Garnett, does the fact that you
their available journey, it will at the same time behave got to pay £1.3 billion premium over 10 years
much more straightforward for us to say, “Well,to the Government mean you are going to have to
here’s a price today and here’s a price tomorrow”,increase fares?
or to see where is the best price available on anyMr Garnett: Yes, it does. The Government are
particular day, so that is the direction we want toseeking to reduce the level of subsidy that it is
take it in and the investments we have talked aboutcosting them today and they have announced, for

instance, that Kent fares are going to go up in the will be enabling us to do that.
new franchise by RPI plus 3%.

Q204 Mr Leech: So we will have a situation at some
Q202 Chairman: So you are expecting to recoup the point where, if I phone up and say, “I want to
whole of that from the passengers? travel at some point this week. Can you give meMr Garnett: That is the only place we have to the cheapest ticket available some time this week?”,recoup it from. It is the passengers that are paying

you would be able to do that?the subsidy to the Government. That is where the
Mr Leech: That is where we are moving towards,whole revenue of GNER comes from, the
yes. The system changes we are specifying are topassenger, and that is why we have to go out and
enable that sort of thing because we wantget every passenger we can and it is at a whole
customers to be able to find these cheaper faresrange of prices because it is not just about the
more easily. We are making more of themmorning peak, but it is going to be for travel in the
available, we do want customers to take advantageoV-peak. We have got to take our load factor, the
of them and we recognise that the easier it is foraverage number of passengers per train, 45% today
them to find them, the better it is going to be forto 60% over the nine/ten years. That means we have
them and us.got to get an awful lot more people travelling in the

oV-peak. People are travelling in the peak and we
cannot put peak fares up too far because you bump Q205 Mr Leech: And how long will it be before
against the airlines and that is really where the these changes are in place?
competition is all the time, we are aware, so we are Mr Leech: Well, the first change for us is on our
working in a totally competitive market as GNER. website, the Virgin Trains website, which is coming

in around May next year and we will then be
Q203 Mr Leech: Why is it not possible to find the looking to take that change into our call centre
cheapest fare across a range of dates? Whenever as well.
you ring up and try to book a seat, they want to
know exactly when you are going. Why can you not

Q206 Chairman: Mr Garnett, do you want tohave a situation where somebody who does not
comment on this?need necessarily to travel on a specific day can say,

“What’s the cheapest fare for me this week?”? Mr Garnett: It is feasible to do what you are doing
Mr Collins: I think the big competitive advantage today, but it will just drive you spare slogging
we have over other forms of transport is the walk- through every train. Equally, you can ring up the
up capability where people can buy a ticket, walk call centre, Virgin, ours, National Rail, and they
up and travel. The downside to that is we then do will do the same, but they have to go to every single
not have visibility of what the train loadings are train to discover where the really cheap fares are
going to be, so the danger is everybody walks up because they are sold on quota. It is simply doing
to try and get on the same train, so we have what Easyjet are doing; you go on to the Easyjet
overcrowding. Therefore, we have to be very site and you see all the flights there and you say,
careful in the way we target the tickets in order to “Ah, that’s the price. I will travel at six in the
target the passengers at where the empty seats are. morning and that gives me a really cheap price”.
There is a choice. We can go to the sort of airline
model or coaches and say, “It’s fully reserved”, and

Q207 Chairman: When are you going to do it ifthen we can be very specific, or we stay where we
are. Actually from the point of view of convenience Virgin are doing it in May?
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Mr Garnett: Ours will follow later. We are about Mr Collins: I think the answer is that it is very
diYcult to answer that question unless we go anda year away from doing this, but it is not for lack

of trying because commercially it is a great ask each passenger when they present their tickets
and check the price. What we could do, if it wouldadvantage to get it in as soon as we can.
help to write to you on this, is to give you against
all the key flows the number of dear tickets we sell,Q208 Mr Leech: Do you have any data to show
the number of cheap tickets we sell over a year andhow many of your passengers actually pay the
the number of journeys.cheapest fare available for their journey?

Mr Leech: The cheapest fare on Manchester, to
Q214 Chairman: We would really welcome that.take an example, which is £12 one way, that is the
We would welcome from each one of you whatcheapest regular one, more than 10% of the
your quotas are over Christmas since you seem tocustomers buy that. In fact more than twice as
have sold them even if you have suddenly increasedmany people—
them by this large number. You seem to have sold
all your Christmas tickets at the speed of light.

Q209 Chairman: 10% over what period? 10% of Mr Leech: Well, the figures for us on Christmas—
what? 10%, £12, over how long—over a year, over
a week, over a day? Q215 Chairman: Have you gone up five times since
Mr Leech: The percentage is the same. For our last year?
standard customers over a year, that is the Mr Leech: In total we have gone up three times, but
percentage of people who are buying those tickets. we have already sold 93,000 of our cheap tickets
There are twice as many people on Manchester who for the period between Christmas and New Year
pay the cheapest fare, which is £12, than pay the this year.
highest fare.

Q216 Chairman: That is three times more than last
Q210 Mr Leech: That was not actually the question year? Is that what you are telling us?
that I meant. The people who are actually travelling Mr Leech: In fact it is more than that because of
on the train, what proportion of those people are course last year there was a problem where people
paying the lowest price that they could have paid were not able to book until very late which we have
for the ticket that they have? worked to resolve, but we have sold 93,000 already.
Mr Garnett: It depends when they booked because On the three days before Christmas, we have sold
it is like an airline; the earlier you book, the better 26,000 and we still have 70,000 seats available on
the fare. Christmas is a classic example. We have the three days before Christmas for our cheap fares
had on sale for Christmas four times the number across our network.
of the cheapest ticket, the £9.50, which appeared in
this morning’s paper, than we had a year ago. Q217 Chairman: How many have you got left, Mr
Those sell early. Garnett, for the three days before Christmas?

Mr Garnett: We have got around 20,000 of the
cheapest seats available in the period betweenQ211 Chairman: Could you tell us what
December 23 and January 4, the Christmas period,comparative figures we are talking about then?
there and back, so we still have a very large numberMr Garnett: There are 25,000 available this year
of those cheapest seats available. There are notand there were about 5,000/7,000 available last year
many seats available on December 23 anymore andof the £9.50 ticket. They were on sale this year two
you would not expect that at this stage.weeks earlier, as an industry, than they were last

year and we got criticised for being on sale late and
Q218 Mr Scott: This is a question for Mr Smithsupposedly pushing the prices up. This year we
and Mr Mapp. Your organisation stated that thehave got four times the number of the cheapest
high price of season tickets as well as Standardticket available in the marketplace than we had a
Open and first-class tickets count for most of theyear ago.
price diVerence between the United Kingdom and
continental Europe. Why are season tickets so

Q212 Chairman: So that is for the ones leaving expensive in the United Kingdom?
before half past eight, is it? Mr Mapp: I think it reflects the economics of
Mr Garnett: Just spread over the days. It could be commuting. The cost of providing rolling stock and
at diVerent times. We spread the load. Last year infrastructure, track and signalling, to carry very
there were 5,000 of these very cheap tickets large numbers of people into, for instance, central
available and this year there are 25,000 available London in the morning and to carry them back
with us, which is a massive increase of the again in the evening is very expensive. The eVect of
cheapest ticket. that over very many years has been to drive up
Mr Leech: It is still not the answer to the question season ticket prices and I think that is reflected in
I was asking. the current level. It is worth remembering that in

1995 the regulatory formula that was introduced
for season tickets was what was called RPI-1 whenQ213 Chairman: I think you are being over-

optimistic, Mr Leech! the train companies were capped at 1% less than
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the rate of inflation as far as our season ticket price the season ticket price. The season ticket price has
not varied from BR days in terms of the controlsincreases were concerned each year. The eVect of

that has been of course to reduce the real cost of of it. Yes, all other fares around it have moved, but
the Government lay down the fares on seasonseason tickets over the last 10 years, so the 8.5

pence a mile that we refer to in our submission, that tickets and it is not just season tickets in isolation
as it ties into London, but tube fares and so on,is something that we have inherited historically

from many previous decades of BR and, prior to and it is part of a much more complicated
discussion about what is the subsidy that we, as athat, the private train companies.
country, want to give to commuting. If you go and
make commuting even cheaper, you will fill up theQ219 Mr Scott:We were informed last week by the
trains even more and the demand on the publicRMT that you can buy a national season ticket for
purse then to provide the extra infrastructure to getthe entire network in Germany for £2,047, whereas
people into London becomes even greater. I thinkhere, to travel from Milton Keynes to London, it
that the whole cost of commuting, and that is whyis £3,284. Surely this is disproportionate for
it is controlled by the Government, drives a massivecommuters in the United Kingdom, the charges.
investment cost to the Government if they were toMr Mapp:Well, as I say, I think the cost of season
start changing it.tickets reflects the economics of commuting into

central London perhaps in particular. I would
emphasise again that over the last 10 years, the Q223 Mr Scott: So, in simple terms, the

Government is to blame for it all?price of season tickets has fallen in real terms.
Mr Garnett: Not to blame. That is the reality of
how it has always been in this country and that isQ220 Mr Scott: So you are saying that in Germany
how we, as a country, Parliament or whatever,the price of commuting into Berlin would be totally
decided they wanted to invest the money indiVerent from the price, much, much lower than the
railways and that is the price of season tickets thatprice, of commuting into London?
we have lived with for a very long time as aMr Mapp: I think clearly the level of subsidy has
country, always more expensive than Europe.some eVect on season ticket prices and I do not
Mr Mapp: What we sought to do in our evidenceknow what the level of subsidy is in Germany
was simply to point out some of the backgroundcompared to this country, but clearly if there was
factors that made crude comparisons betweena higher subsidy paid, which I suspect there may
diVerent European countries diYcult to interpret.well be, that would have some impact on prices.

Q224 Chairman: Perhaps you could tell us how youQ221 Chairman: Mr Mapp, you have just said
got the figures for the price per kilometre in othersomething which I find very interesting. You have
European countries?said that this problem is a historic one. In other
Mr Mapp:We took the best published data which Iwords, you took over to revolutionise the rail
think in this case came from ATOC’s internationalindustry, to change the situation, but you have
equivalent, the UIC, and we took revenue totalsrigidly stuck with this one aspect of British Rail. Is
and passenger kilometre totals for each of thethat right?
railways and then derived the per kilometre figureMr Mapp:Well, we were regulated as far as pricing
based on those numbers.was concerned.

Q225 Mr Scott: You said earlier that you did notQ222 Chairman: But you are not now and the
know the level of subsidies that were given to thechange has been quite considerable. It seems very
train operators in Germany. Would it be possibleclear that I can travel wherever I like in Germany
perhaps for that information to be made available?on one ticket for less than it takes for me to go from
Mr Mapp: Well, we did think about doing someMilton Keynes to London.
research into this area in preparation for theMr Garnett: The Government controls season
Committee and indeed we have had someticket fares and they have done since privatisation.
discussions with a couple of academics who haveWhen you bid for a railway, you bid on the basis
done work in this area. It is actually very diYcultof controlled and uncontrolled fares, so when the
because subsidies are paid in quite diVerent waysGovernment changed the regulations to say that it
in diVerent European countries. Many Europeanwas no longer RPI-1, but RPI!1, the extra money,
railway companies do not just run trains, forwhen season ticket fares went up, never came to us,
instance, but they also run buses and ferries and sobut went straight back to the Government, so we
on as well. We would welcome some research whichdo not see that change in the season ticket fares.
had a look at the comparative levels of subsidy forThat goes straight to the Government. The
the diVerent countries.Government control the price of season ticket fares

and it was one of the things they introduced at rail
privatisation because, quite rightly, that is the one Q226 Mr Goodwill: Mr Garnett, I too had a look

at your website and, as a regular user of yourarea where we are a monopoly supplier and we
could be accused of gouging the market. That is website, I found it fairly easy to navigate. I noticed,

for example, that if I wanted to travel fromwhy the Government have that protection for
commuters on it, but it is the Government who set York to King’s Cross on your 15.10 service on
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19 December, there are in fact 12 diVerent fares Q231 Chairman: Well, this was some time ago and
it seems to me that if you were going to considerranging from £9.50 to £121.50 and in fact your

Saver Single at £68.30 is more expensive than your it, you could have done it in the interim.
Mr Mapp: I am sorry?Standard Advance one. Now, I appreciate that

there are an increasing number of people in this
country who have got access to the Internet and Q232 Chairman: This was some time ago that you
can purchase tickets in this way, but how do you were discussing it and you are still considering it.
think you can make these tickets more accessible You do like a long period of consideration at the
to groups like pensioners who may not be able to Association of Train Operating Companies.
purchase tickets in this sophisticated way? Mr Mapp: Well, as I say, the primary obligation
Mr Garnett: 90% of our passengers have access to that we have is to provide the information on
the website, and that is research we have recently train services.
done—

Q233 Chairman: Have you ever asked the
Q227 Chairman: 90%? Government to alter that primary obligation?
Mr Garnett: 90% of our passengers have access to Mr Mapp: I am not aware that we have, but I will
the website. I was absolutely amazed by that ask my colleagues to comment.
statistic. Mr Garnett: I think when we debated this as the

train companies when I was Chairman of ATOC,
the view was that there were already at that stageQ228 Chairman: Well, I will join you in that, Mr

Garnett! two very good websites, one by National Express
and one by Trainline and now it is all operated byMr Garnett: I am very glad! The question is: what

about people who have not? There is still the Trainline. That website is then operated by a
number of companies and also there are telephonetelephone and they can still ring the call centres and

get the information. We are selling at the same sales over the phone. Therefore, there was not a
case for ATOC to do it as well.price over the telephone as we do on the website or

they can go to the station and get the information Chairman: Yes, so there is not a case for ATOC
doing it.there, so it is still available for everybody to get it

and of course pensioners will get them at half the
price because they will get the OAP discount. Q234 Mr Goodwill: I just wonder whether it would

simplify the process of buying a ticket if one call
could both get the information and buy the ticketQ229 Mr Goodwill: The National Rail Enquiries

helpline is an excellent service and I was surprised and whether it would be something you would be
wishing to apply to do.at how good it was it was when I used it, and it is

owned by the train-operating companies. Why is it Mr Mapp: What it does of course is that it does
have a call-forwarding facility, so if you call NRESthat one cannot purchase a ticket using the helpline

as well as get information on a service? and you say that you would like information about
a particular journey you are planning to make, theMr Mapp: Well, the National Rail Enquiries

service, it is one of the obligations upon train information is provided and NRES then can
transfer you to one of the retailers that Mr Garnettcompanies to provide that information service. At

the moment the regulation that governs its has described.
provision stipulates that it should be an
information provision service and, therefore, we Q235 Mr Clelland: On the subject of call centres,
comply with that obligation. Having said that, we do your call centres prioritise callers on the basis
have diversified enormously and there are a number of the average credit rating in the area they are
of ways in which you can obtain information, not calling from?
just through the web, but also mobile telephones Mr Collins: Absolutely not, absolutely not.
and of course we also now provide real-time web Mr Leech: It is entirely first come, first served.
information for train services as well, so I think we Whoever is next in the queue is answered. The only
have stretched the envelope as far as that service is reason that any information like postcodes is kept
concerned. is for credit card billing and for delivery of tickets.

It also means that if somebody is calling back
again, because they often make the same sort ofQ230 Chairman: But did you ask for any change

because I remember you coming before us, not you journey, that information is readily available and it
means the call is quicker and the service is betterpersonally, Mr Mapp, but, as an organisation, I

can remember you coming and giving evidence to for everybody concerned, but there is absolutely no
preference whatsoever according to where peoplethis Committee about the way that the train

enquiry system is working, and nor was there any live or their credit rating.
Mr Garnett: The only issue we have, knowingsuggestion that you wanted to sell tickets via the

same information service? where your constituency is and the call centre we
have in the middle of Newcastle, is that there areMr Mapp: I think it is something that clearly we

would be prepared to consider, but, as I say, at the some postcodes where we do not send tickets
because we get a very high rate of theft of ticketsmoment—
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or credit card fraud and that has been on the advice if we are looking at the London-Manchester route
or London-Glasgow, the price that is charged byof police not to deal with certain areas because

of that. the airlines is very important. What we do is not
just think about the price, but it is the overall
package of the service that is being oVered becauseQ236 Chairman: Are your customers aware of that?
customers’ choice relates to other things.Mr Garnett: I would doubt it. Those who are trying
The Committee suspended from 3.31 pm to 3.38 pmto fiddle the system undoubtedly are aware of it
for a division in the Housebecause we then—
Chairman: Gentlemen, we have lots of questions
still to ask you and Mr Stringer had one or twoQ237 Chairman: So they come on the line and they
final ones.ask for all this information, say they want to buy

a ticket and you say, “No, sorry, you are living in
the wrong place”? Q242 Graham Stringer: Yes, but I do not know if
Mr Garnett: No, we say, “We’re sorry, we’re not Mr Leech had finished.
despatching tickets to that place because there has Mr Leech:What I was saying is that we think about
been such a level missing”, and this is on the advice the price in relation to all the other things about
of police. our oVer. We are in a competitive situation and
Chairman: That must go down well! there are many things which matter to customers.

One factor is the price and that is a big one, another
is how frequent is the train service compared toQ238 Mr Clelland: So you do have the technology,

and presumably Virgin do as well, to discriminate taking the coach or driving or flying, how fast is
the journey, what sort of service do I get on board,in that way if you chose to?

Mr Garnett: We do not know the postcode of the am I travelling on a new train or an old train. There
are all sorts of factors and we take account of theincoming call. It is only when you have gone

through it and you ask for the postcode that then competitive position and we price at what we think
is an appropriate level to do that, so the prices thatwe have to go into retreat.
we oVer at the lower end are very competitive with
travelling by coach and at the upper end we oVerQ239 Mr Clelland: Is there any other way that you
fares which are cheaper than travelling by air.discriminate against customers ringing call centres?

Mr Leech: No, we do not. It is a straightforward
service where we want to provide calls and answer Q243 Graham Stringer: Is the overriding objective
them as quickly as we can and there is no of your fares policy, and you have explained how
discrimination; it is first come, first served. it is made up, to maximise profits?
Mr Mapp: I think these questions follow on from Mr Garnett: The overriding objective is to
Mr Crow’s remarks to the Committee last week. maximise the amount of revenue that we earn on
Following that, I have checked with all the major every train that leaves King’s Cross-Edinburgh. If
telesales retailers of rail and none of them uses the we go out with unsold seats, we are not maximising
technology that Mr Crow was referring to. I have the revenue. Our profits are determined in what we
checked and it does exist technically, you can buy bid on the franchise and the new franchise
software of the kind he describes, but we do not agreements say that if your revenue is more than
use it. 2%, and it varies, but more than 2% ahead of what

is called the “target revenue bid”, the Government
Q240 Graham Stringer: Can Mr Garnett and Mr get a high percentage and that will vary from
Leech explain to the Committee how they set franchise to franchise. Therefore, the days when
their fares? you could increase your profits dramatically as a
Mr Leech: You mean the price level to fix fares? franchisee have changed very considerably in the

new franchises from the first franchise, from the
one we had, as GNER, in the first seven years. ThatQ241 Graham Stringer: Yes.

Mr Leech: Yes, we set them mainly in relation to has all been tightened up quite a lot, so the option
is not to have a profit share and this agreement hasthe competition that we are facing because on long-

distance routes, such as both of us have, we are in a revenue share, so the option to say, “Let’s
maximise the profit to us”, those days are gone.a very competitive market and the question was

asked earlier about how demand changes according Mr Collins: I think, from our side of it, the aim is
to maximise revenue. Our experience with newto prices going up and down. Well, the truth is that

it does vary according to that and it varies even trains and new services is you do not achieve that
by maximising fares, you achieve it by getting moremore where there is sharp competition, so where we

are setting our lowest fares, for example, we have people to travel on the trains. We have to attract
them on with value for money. Our experience onour eye to what is available if you are travelling by

Express coach, which is very popular with students, both franchises is that West Coast has grown by 25
to 30% in a year, Cross Country has grown by 40%for example, they are strong competitors with us,

we have an eye to how much it would cost if you in two, two and a half years and there is no real
increase in our average fares. Our experience is ifwere travelling by car and, when we are in the

business market, we particularly have to consider you oVer value for money, you will carry more
people.what the airlines are charging. As Mr Collins said,
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Q244 Graham Stringer: On the Manchester- Mr Mapp: If I may make a supplementary point
about the national picture over the last 10 years,London route, Virgin Rail, I think you said that

5% of passengers were paying the maximum fare. subsequent to submitting our written evidence, we
did some further analysis of the prices paid byDoes that represent about 25% of revenue or what

does it represent in revenue? customers as measured by the average pence per
mile across all passengers. In the last 10 years, thatMr Leech: That would represent about 15% of

revenue. has decreased across the industry by about 1% in
real terms after allowing for inflation. In the 10
years prior to that, it increased in real terms byQ245 Graham Stringer: And the fact that those
about 11%.fares are so high, does that prohibit the vast

majority of people being able to use the train walk-
Q247 Chairman: We have not asked you abouton facility?
group fares, so finally can you tell us how long isMr Leech: No, it does not. You have to look at
it before people can book a group fare on Virgin?that highest fare together with the other oVers that
Mr Collins: We have had some correspondence,we make at the same time. It is true that we have
Madam Chairman.increased the price of the Open fare, but we have

done many other things at the same time.
Q248 Chairman:We have indeed, Mr Collins. I just
let the Committee in on the secret because IQ246 Graham Stringer: Can you put figures on
thought they would like to know!that, how much it has increased since you took over
Mr Collins: Do you want me to give the secretthe franchise?
away?Mr Leech: The Open fare from Manchester-

London has increased by about 60%. What I was
Q249 Chairman: No, no, I can do that myself!going to say is that what we have done at the same
Please, why can I not get a school party fromtime is make many other changes because it is not
Crewe here early enough in the morning to gothe case that that is the only fare available for travel
around the House of Commons?at peak times. There are many other fares available
Mr Collins: On the particular instance you refer to,for travel at peak times which are much cheaper.
Madam Chairman, first of all, I apologise that weWhat we have done at the same time as making
made it so diYcult for that particular party to getthat change is we have introduced advance
the train they were looking for. They did eventuallypurchase fares which are widely available for travel
travel. The feedback we have had is they wereon our peak services and they are cheaper than the
happy with the experience and intend to repeat—Open fare which was available under British Rail,

so you can actually travel on the peak service more
cheaply now than you could previously. What we Q250 Chairman: Yes, but as an example of school
have also done is we recognised that there are parties, Mr Collins, because I have more than one
certain groups in the population who are less able school in Crewe.
to pay than the business travellers who typically Mr Collins: If I can build on that, we carry under
buy the Open fare and what we have done is make group travel about 75,000 people a year.
it possible for people who have Railcards, so
disabled people, young people, senior people and Q251 Chairman: Yes, but how long before I wantfamilies, to travel on any of our services without to book can I do it?restriction at the discounted Saver fare, so they are Mr Collins: You can book now. We have trainedable to walk up and buy a ticket that is far cheaper people who receive the bookings and organise thosethan was previously available under British Rail. bookings. I apologise for the problems in the past.Both of those changes, introducing Advance fares We have lost focus on that particular service andwhich anybody can buy and are available up to 6 we are putting more eVort and more focus into ito’clock the evening before and cheaper than you and part of the development of the website for nextcould previously travel, anybody can take year, next May, is to put a specific page on thereadvantage of those fares, and many do, but if you for group bookings and—are in those particular groups I referred to, you can
travel without restriction. We also allow anybody

Q252 Chairman: But what proportion of your trainwho works for a registered charity to travel
services can take group bookings of 50 or more?unrestricted on our Saver fare. I hope that also
Mr Collins: We have to restrict those to oV-peakhelps you to understand how we approach pricing
services, but any other train will be able to cateras well. We do not just make blanket decisions
for those types of parties.about putting prices up and saying that there is no
Mr Leech:We have carried 1,000 school parties onchoice for people, but we think about the ability of
our trains over the last year.people to pay. We want to attract people on to the

trains, so, although there is that one example which
is often quoted about how we have put prices up, Q253 Chairman: I am delighted to hear it and I will

not take it personally that you were discriminatingin the main our policies have been about reducing
fares, for walk-up travel as well as for advance, and against Crewe! Mr Garnett, what are your

arrangements for group parties?attracting more people on to the service.
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Mr Garnett: We take groups, and I get regular modified all of our gatelines, with one exception, to
read and accept Oyster cards, generally forletters. We have group travel, you ring it up and

they will give you a price. Often people are not Travelcards and in some instances for prepay. We
are moving forward with the Department forhappy—
Transport, and there is a Department for
Transport-led steering group. We are keen toQ254 Chairman: How many days ahead can they
embrace Smartcard. We see that customers like it,book?
we see that customers want it, and there are risksMr Garnett: Theoretically, the day before if we
to us of not embracing it. There is a Departmenthave got the capacity, but you may not like the
for Transport-led steering group that is looking atprice.
two things: one, the extension of the Smartcard to
London and, with that, prepay; and it is alsoQ255 Chairman: So you use the price to keep
looking at zonalisation of national rail fares withinthem oV?
London too because the two are linked. If there isMr Garnett: Well, because we may not have the
zonalisation of fares within London, then we cancapacity at that stage because we still have to make
perhaps move forward more quickly to prepay.available for people the walk-up—

Q259 Clive EVord: Will Londoners across LondonQ256 Chairman: So you agree with Mr Collins that
be able to use the Oyster card and have the fullwhat is important is that if you have expensive
benefits of the Oyster card in time for April nextbums on seats, you cannot possibly give group
year?travel arrangements?
Mr Smith: It is doubtful whether it will be in timeMr Garnett: Not at all, not at all, Madam
for April next year or several years beyond that,Chairman. We do it regularly, give group travel,
but that is what this group led by the DfT exactlybut your question was, “If you rang up the day
is looking at.before, would you get it?”, yes, but you may not

like the price. Normally schools know well in Q260 Clive EVord: But is that acceptable? Peopleadvance if they are coming to the House of from my constituency, for instance, will not be ableCommons or whatever and we get quite a number to access the full discounts oVered by the Oysterof special needs groups whom we let travel for free. card because of the rail companies’ failure to adoptWe get regular letters from MPs, saying that XYZ the system.are coming up to the Commons, so could we do Mr Smith: The rail companies have adopted thesomething. It goes on all the time. Interestingly, system, but one of the issues is the cost of doing itsince the London bombs, sadly, there has been a and what the benefits are and what the implicationsmajor fall-oV in the demand. are, and this group is actually looking at that.

Q257 Clive EVord: I want to ask ATOC whether Q261 Clive EVord: But the implications for the
they are actively pursuing the Government over travelling public are that they will not be able to
enacting the provisions of the Railways Act 2005 access the discounts. Is that acceptable?
to give a fully integrated fare structure in London. Mr Smith: But there is a huge cost associated with
Mr Smith:Well, we are moving forward. We think putting the equipment in. We are talking to TfL,
we do have a fully integrated fare structure in we are talking to TfL regularly, and there is an oVer
London which Travelcard delivers at the moment, from them there which we have looked at. TfL’s
but we are moving forward in various areas. We proposition was that we should move to prepay,
are very keen to embrace Smartcard ticketing and not with gates as LUL is, and gates give the
we are very keen to move to a situation where we control, but with a system of validators. The
can accept a Smartcard, a retail Smartcard, a validators are expensive and we feel there ought to
Travelcard Smartcard. We have made some be more of those and it is those costs particularly—
progress; we already accept Travelcard on Oyster
throughout London. Q262 Chairman: I tell you what would be nice, if

you could give us a detailed note, which will help
Q258 Clive EVord: Prepay? Mr EVord, of exactly what the problems are,
Mr Smith: Not prepay yet, but prepay on 10 routes exactly what the timetable is and exactly when you
throughout London and we have a separate expect to come up with it.
contract with the Association of London Mr Smith: We would be happy to do that.
Government for concessionary fares in Smart Chairman: Thank you very much. Gentlemen, you
format which we accept. We retail Oyster at 50 key have been, as always, very informative. We may
stations, mainly joint stations where we share have one or two other questions to put to you in

writing. Thank you very much.facilities with the Underground, and we have
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RESPONSE TO SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE TRANSPORT SELECT
COMMITTEE IN RELATION TO ITS INQUIRY INTO TRAIN FARES AND TICKETING

1. Introduction

We have set out below our responses to the Transport Select Committee’s supplementary questions in
relation to its inquiry into Train Fares and Ticketing. Many of the Select Committee’s questions were
substantive in nature and we have taken the opportunity in the time available to set out the fullest possible
response in each case. We have answered questions in the same sequence as they were posed to us in the
letter from the Committee dated 1 December 2005.

This response from ATOC is complementary to the individual responses that are being submitted by
GNER and Virgin Trains.

As a precursor to answering theCommittee’s questions, we believe it would be useful to highlight the work
undertaken by the Passenger Demand Forecasting Scheme, about which the Committee asked questions
during the hearing on 30 November 2005. As we stated at the hearing, the Scheme is largely funded by train
companies but also includes within its membership the Department for Transport, Network Rail, the OYce
of the Rail Regulator and Transport for London. We have attached, as Appendix A, a list of research
projects into price elasticities either reviewed by the Scheme or commissioned by it over the last 10 years. It
demonstrates the amount of work undertaken in this area and shows that the currently recommended price
elasticities were reviewed by the Institute of Transport Studies at Leeds University as recently as 2005.

As we will be quoting price elasticities later in our response, we also believe that it may be useful to set
out a layman’s guide to how these values work. Elasticity measure the eVect of price changes on the volume
of demand and total revenue. If a fare price elasticity is below"1.0 (for instance"0.3) then total revenue
will be increased if prices are raised. In other words, the reduction in demand that will result from the price
increase will be more than oVset by the higher level of fares charged. Conversely, if the elasticity is more
than"1.0 (for instance"1.5) then revenue will be increased if prices are reduced. The value of"1.0 is the
point on the demand curve at which revenue is maximised and at which either price increases or decreases
would result in a reduction in total revenue.

2. Elasticity

Question A. Regular passengers such as commuters may not desert the railways right away if ticket prices are
too high, but it will aVect their long-term choices of where to live and work. Explain why the current high ticket
prices won’t result in regular passengers fleeing from the railways in the long term?

As Season Tickets are tightly regulated it is, of course, a matter for the Government as to what the
appropriate price level should be. However, we would point out at the outset that, even at current price
levels, commuting markets are heavily subsidised and that, as we will demonstrate below the experience of
the last 10 years does not suggest that commuters are deserting the rail network. Given the fundamental
nature of the question posed by the Committee we have taken the opportunity to answer the question in
appropriate depth.

The commuting market, which is the focus of this question, very largely uses Season Tickets. We assume
that the reference in the Committee’s question to high ticket prices relates to our original Memorandum to
the Committee, where we highlighted that Season Tickets prices, as measured by the average pence per
kilometre paid, are relatively high in Britain when compared to general rail travel rates across Europe. We
calculated that the average pence per kilometre for Season Tickets in Britain is around 8.6 pence whereas
the average pence per kilometre across all European railways is between 6p and 7p. We believe that two
factors underly this:

(i) The relatively high cost of providing services to commuters. The commuting market is
characterised by very significant demand peaks on weekday mornings and evenings, which drive
capacity both in terms of track and signalling infrastructure and rolling stock. Outside these peak
periods demand is significantly lower and there is, in eVect, an excess provision of capacity. The
resulting unattractive economics of this market have historically led to Season Tickets being set at
relatively high price levels compared to the broad average of rail fares across Europe, although as
already noted, high levels of subsidy are still required to support commuting markets.

(ii) The average prices paid by commuters are also high because of the relatively short distance ofmost
commuting journeys (we estimate that the average journey length of Season Ticket holders is
26 km compared to 48 km for the non Season Ticket market). This will result in a higher than
average pence per kilometre because, as we highlighted in our original Memorandum to the
Committee, there is an inverse relationship between distance and pence per kilometre (the longer
the journey, the lower the pence per kilometre). We believe that this distance related eVect exists
on most European railways.
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However, it is important to note that the relatively high pence per kilometre for Season Tickets users is
a product of history rather than any real price increases imposed since privatisation. Indeed due to the
regulatory formula introduced at privatisation, which was based on Season Ticket price increases being
capped each year at 1% below inflation (as measured by the Retail Prices Index), the real cost of fares paid
by customers using Season Tickets has fallen by 8% in real terms over the last nine years, as the graph below
illustrates:

Table 1: Season Ticket Revenue per Journey
(at constant 2004/5 Prices)
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available.
2) Season tickets can be used for an unlimited number of journeys by the holder.  Journeys data 
(as used in this analysis) is derived by applying an appropriate factor derived from surveys to the 
number of tickets sold (e.g. 10.3 journeys for a weekly ticket).
3) The vertical scale has been expanded to give clarity to the trend.

 

This is also reflected in the increase in the number of commuters using Season Tickets over the same time
period. Volume has grown by 41% since 1996 as the graph overleaf illustrates:

Table 2: Season Ticket Journeys
1991/2 - 2004/5
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is derived by applying an appropriate factor 
derived from surveys to the number of tickets sold 
(e.g. 10.3 journeys for a weekly ticket).
2) The vertical scale has been expanded to give 
clarity to the trend.

 

Thus trends over the last nine years do not indicate long term demographic changes with consequential
reductions in rail demand of the kind suggested by the Committee’s questions. In fact, conversely they
suggest that at current price levels, people are choosing to join the commuting market, possibly reflecting
related residency and employment decisions. The decline in real price levels will also have contributed to the
significant increase in demand experienced.
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Given this, the Committee may find it useful to understand what current evidence suggests would be the
eVect of future real price increases or decreases to Season Tickets. The current Demand Forecasting Scheme
recommended elasticity values for the commuting market range between"0.6 and"1.0 (almost all values
are below "1.0). These values suggest that overall revenue would increase if prices were raised although
volume would fall. In other words, the market is relatively inelastic.

It is clear from all available evidence that a reduction in current price levels would lead to a decrease in
total revenue, an increase in commuting volumes (and overcrowding on some routes) and a concomitant
need to invest in additional capacity. The overall eVect would be to require an increase in subsidy levels.

Real increases in current price levels would reduce volume both in the short and long term (although this
has to be considered in the context of background changes to housing costs, employment, etc, all of which
have significant impacts on commuting demand). However, it is our commercial judgment that the current
RPI!1 formula is unlikely to causemajor shifts in employment and residency patterns of the kind suggested
by the Committee in the short to medium term (5–10 years). Real increases will increase total revenue and
reduce the level of subsidy required.

Question B. The cost of rail has increased relative to other modes of transport over the past two decades. Will
this not serve to drive passengers away from rail in the long term?

Since the Committee hearing, we have undertaken further work to analyse the relative cost of rail and
other modes of transport over the last 18 years (the longest period for which we can find consistent data).
The results are summarised in the table overleaf:

Table 3

CHANGE IN TRAVEL COSTS 1995–2005

Change in Real Terms Change in Real Terms
Type of Travel Cost 1995–2005 1987–2005

Standard Class rail fares !3% —
All rail fares (including First Class) !6% !24%
Local Bus fares !15% —
Bus and Coach fares !15% !32%
Petrol !25% !31%
Vehicle tax and insurance !12% !44%
Vehicle maintenance !25% !43%
Purchase cost of motor vehicles "37% "43%
Total motoring costs "7% "5%
Other travel costs !9% !3%

Source: SRA’s National Rail Trends 2004, OYce of National Statistics, Transport Statistics Bulletin
(Department for Transport) September 2005. “Other travel costs” are a combination of all other modes
including air, ferry and cycling.

The analysis demonstrates that over the last 10 years the cost of all other modes of transport has risen
compared to rail with the exception of motoring. However, even here, all elements of motoring cost have
increased with the exception of the purchase price of vehicles, which has fallen very significantly and
outweighs the eVect of the other cost increases. However, the marginal cost of motoring, which ismost likely
to be considered by consumers when making modal choices for specific journeys, has clearly risen.

A similar pattern is true for the period since 1987, although the cost of rail has increased compared to
“other travel costs” over this period.

In the 10 years since privatisation, rail has become relatively less expensive than all other modes except
motoring, where costs have been very significantly aVected by the real decrease in the cost of motor vehicles.
The increase in rail volumes over the last 10 years (38% growth in journeys and 40% growth in passenger
kilometres) does not suggest that passengers have been driven away from the rail network. Indeed,
conversely it suggests that rail may have benefited by the changes in relative price levels identified.

We stated during the Committee hearing on 30 November that we had undertaken further work on the
average price actually paid by rail users since 1995–96. We have analysed the amount of revenue raised by
train operators in each of the 10 years since privatisation and compared this to the number of passenger
kilometres travelled each year. This allows us to derive pence per kilometre measure which reflects the actual
cost of travel for passengers. In order to provide a comparison with a period immediately pre-privatisation,
we have also analysed, on the same basis, revenue and passenger kilometres between 1986–87 and 1995–96.
The results of this analysis are shown in the graph below:
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Table 4: Pence per km
(at constant 2004/5 Prices)
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The above table illustrates that the actual cost of rail travel to passengers has fallen slightly by around
1% in real terms since privatisation. By contrast, in the nine years preceding privatisation, the average cost
of rail travel for passengers rose by roundly 11% in real terms.

The average cost of rail travel has fallen (by 1% in real terms) by comparison with rail prices which have
risen (!6% in real terms) due to two factors:

(i) the average distance by customers has increased (journeys have increased by 38% since 1995 but
passenger kilometres have increased by 40%) bringing into play the previously observed
relationship between distance and pence per kilometre; and

(ii) there has been switching between higher priced rail fares and lower priced rail fares, partly
reflecting that customers have a greater range of fare options to choose from and partly reflecting
the price increases applied to full fare standard and First Class tickets.

Whilst, in the absence of comparative competitive data, we cannot draw firm conclusions from this
additional analysis, it does highlight the remarkable stability in the real cost of fares paid by rail passengers
since privatisation.

3. Complexity and Transparency of Fares

Question C. What are the benefits of moving away from a traditional price-per-mile system towards so-called
dynamic yield management where the price of a ticket depends on a whole range of factors, such as the time of
travel and how far in advance the ticket was booked?

(i) Who benefits from these new systems?

The railway industry has not used a traditional price per mile system for some considerable time. British
Rail moved away from this approach in 1983when it first introduced its range of Saver and Supersaver fares.
These were supplemented in the early 1990s by advanced purchase fares and the trend towards market
pricing has been continued and extended by train companies since privatisation.

There are three main advantages that come from a more sophisticated market pricing approach
(supported on longer distance routes by dynamic yield management) as compared to a simple mileage
based tariV:

(i) prices can be varied to reflect the related competitive strength of rail in specific point to point
markets;

(ii) prices can be varied by market segment to reflect willingness to pay; and

(iii) demand can bemanaged so as tominimise overcrowding at peak periods and encourage utilisation
of spare oV-peak capacity.
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The latter two points can perhaps best be understood in the context of the three principle markets that
rail serves: business travel; leisure travel; and commuting travel.

The business travel market is relatively price inelastic (current Demand Forecasting Scheme suggested
values are"0.5 to"0.8) and is prepared to pay a relatively high price in return for the ability to turn up
and go, flexibility in regard to travel arrangements and refunds and, in the case of first class, added value
services such as more spacious carriages and lounges at stations. This is the primary market that full fare
first class fares and standard single and open returns are targeted at.

The leisure travel market is highly price elastic (current Demand Forecasting Scheme suggested values
are between"0.9 and"1.5, with most values over"1.0) and price is a key determinant in the consumer
decision to travel. It is worth highlighting that leisure rail travel, as well as having strong direct competition
from express coaches, low cost air carriers and private cars, also has strong indirect competition from other
leisure goods and services. The majority of the market is discretionary travel (such as visiting friends or
shopping) and at the margin this can be substituted for by any other leisure good or service. It is in this
market that Saver and other discounted walk-up and advance purchase fares are targeted.

The pre-booking requirements and time of travel restrictions associated with these fares are to reduce the
risk of them being bought by business travellers and to manage demand so as to fill spare, oV-peak capacity
and reduce overcrowding at peak periods. On longer distance routes, in particular, train companies actively
manage sales of these fares using the new National Reservation Service (NRS) and yield management
systems. These systems allow demand to be managed much more precisely and overall yields per seat to be
increased.

The commuting market has already been discussed in some detail. Season ticket prices, the primary
product in this market, are, in eVect, controlled by the Government, reflecting rail’s relatively strong
position in the market.

The overall eVect of this approach is to increase both revenue and volume. In addition, using yield
management systems, demand can be managed and overcrowding reduced or eliminated. There are three
principle beneficiaries from this: rail customers; the tax payer; and train companies.

Customers benefit from there being a wider range of fares available and, in particular, very cheap fares
for travelling in the oV-peak. Customers also benefit from the fact that increased revenue allows train
companies and the Government to invest more in the rail network. The tax payer benefits because increased
revenue means that a lower level of subsidy is required to support the rail network. Train companies benefit
because it provides the opportunity to use their commercial skills to grow revenue and, within the profit
capping and sharing constraints now built into most franchises, increase profits for their shareholders.

Market pricing and yield management of the kind described fits well with the current industry model,
which allows train companies to build revenue growth into their franchise bids and agreements. This
provides a strong incentive for them to grow revenue and volume, creating a virtuous circle that benefits all
stakeholders, as illustrated above. Franchise agreements, with their associated profit sharing and capping
arrangements and, where appropriate in economic terms, fares regulation are the mechanisms which allow
the Government to ensure that there is an equitable balance of the resulting benefits between customers,
taxpayers and train companies.

Question D. How do you know whether rail users and non-users are aware of the full range of fares and ticket
types available?

Train companies promote their fares widely through advertising, leaflets, direct mail and, increasingly,
email. The last method of communication is especially eVective at letting known users and potential users
know of promotional oVers.

In addition, the industry provides a multitude of ways in which customers can find out about fares:

— through the circa 1,400 staVed stations across the network, which are obliged through regulation
to provide information impartially and accurately on the full range of fares oVered by all train
companies;

— throughNational Rail Enquiries, which provides impartial information on fares either through its
24 hour, seven day a week telephone enquiry service or the National Rail website;

— through any of the website or telephone booking services, provided by the major longer distance
operators (such as GNER, Virgin Trains,MidlandMainline or First GreatWestern), which again
through regulation, are obliged to provide impartial and accurate information; and

— through ATOC-licenced rail retailers such as the Trainline (also an impartial retailer) and
550 travel agents.
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It is also worth noting that ATOC, on behalf of the DfT, mystery shop all stations annually to ensure that
they are selling accurately and impartially. As this is a mandatory, regulatory activity, results are reported
to and vetted by the DfT. A threshold of 96.5% accuracy/impartiality is set and train companies that fail to
meet this target are obliged to prepare and implement action plans. Repeated failure to meet the threshold
ultimately results in penalties being imposed on the train company concerned.

In 2003 and 2004, the average results achieved by train companies were 98.2% and 98.8% respectively.
The results for 2005, currently being calculated look like being similar. In 2005, mystery shopping has been
extended for the first time, to internet and telephone retailers. NRES is also subject to regulated mystery
shopping to measure the accuracy of the information, which it provides.

Whilst we believe that train companies already provide many opportunities for customers to find out
information about fares, we also accept, as made clear at the Select Committee hearing, that more can be
done. Two specific current initiatives are:

— simplification of the range of advance purchase fares by some longer distance train companies,
with the introduction of a single advanced purchase fare type, available up to the day before
departure; and

— improvements to web retail sites to make the presentation of information clearer and to give
customers more ways of selecting the best fare for their needs.

Question E. What is the rationale for ticket prices to be cheaper via the internet than other media?

Currently, rail fares sold through the internet are not generally cheaper than tickets sold through other
channels, although internet retailers do sometimes oVer promotional discounts to encourage sales.

However, ATOC estimates that information provision and ticket retailing costs the rail industry between
£400 million and £500 million per year. Train operators would like to reduce this “cost of sale” and see the
internet as one possible method of doing this.

Whilst initial experience with internet retailing has not produced the economies expected, this has partly
been caused by very significant start up costs and the complexity of the rail network compared to other
modes of transport (having to provide fares between 2,500 stations for instance, not counting London
Underground and other destinations).

Train companies believe, nevertheless, that significant opportunities through internet retailing exist and
have invested in developing the national Ticketing on Departure (ToD) network to support internet and
telesales retailing and are now moving forward with plans to introduce low cost electronic ticketing
(Stagecoach’s Megatrain is an early example of this).

Ultimately the key to successful internet retailing will be to reduce transaction costs, partly through
initiatives such as e-ticketing but also by increasing volumes and realising economies of scale. In the short
term the rationale for oVering cheaper fares through the internet, therefore, is to drive volume and achieve
economies of scale. In the longer term, if the cost of sale is reduced, lower fares via the internet would reflect
the fact that this is a lower cost distribution channel for train companies. We would like to see changes to
the current regulatory framework that would allow train companies to exploit the internet more eVectively.

It is worth noting that there are other advantages associated with internet retailing:

— part of the market now expects to buy online and if this facility was not oVered, some sales would
be lost and revenue reduced; and

— web sales allow, with the customer’s permission, detailed data on customers to be collected,
facilitating communication of future fares’ oVers and promotions.

4. Open Tickets

Question F. To what extent do people who “turn up and go” represent a “captive market”, that is people who
have little or no choice but to travel by train using open tickets?

Turn up and go customers are likely to be less flexible in their travel plans but it is incorrect to say that
those customers are forced to buy Open tickets. Walk-up Saver fares and Cheap Day Returns are available
on all longer and shorter distance routes respectively at oV peak times. On some routes, walk-up
Travelcards, SuperSavers, Network Awaybreaks, Cheap Day Singles and other route specific walk-up fares
are available for oV-peak travel. Railcard holders are also able to obtain reductions on both Open and
discounted walk-up fares.
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A breakdown of walk-up sales for each of the major fare types in 2004–05 has been summarised overleaf
showing that around 70% of “turn up and go” customers benefit from some kind of discounted fare:

Revenue and Volume 2004–05
Revenue Volume Percentage of

Fare Type (£m) (m journeys) Total Volume

Open and Day Single/Return 994 171 30%
Open and Day Single/Return—Railcard Discount 74 17 3%
Saver/Supersaver/Network Away break 816 77 14%
Cheap Day Single/Return/Travelcards 639 295 53%
Total 2,522 560 100%

Source: Rail industry systems (Lennon). Note that for shorter distance journeys, the full price Day Single/
Return is oVered instead of the Open Single/Return. The data in this table includes both these products.

It is also worth noting that most longer distance train companies now oVer discounted advance purchase
single fares. For many journeys, therefore, customers that have completely inflexible outward travel
arrangements and need to travel during a peak period may be able to purchase a standard single for their
outward journey and a discounted advance purchase single for their return journey.

Finally, we should re-emphasise that Virgin Trains, GNER and Midland Mainline have all simplified
their advance purchase fares and now allow these fares to be bought up to the day before travel, providing
the greatest possible opportunity for customers to buy in advance.

5. Saver and Advance-Purchase Fares

Question G. Will Saver tickets not suVer the same fate as the SuperSaver and eVectively disappear if they are
de-regulated?

As we have already highlighted, train companies maximise revenue by oVering a range of fares targeted
at diVerent market segments. There is always likely to be an element of the longer distance leisure market
that wishes to turn up and travel.

Train companies will wish to cater for this market and thus discounted walk-up fares will continue to be
oVered even if Savers are deregulated. However, train companies wish to be able to have the freedom to
integrate these fares fully into their fare’s structures, allowing their yield management systems to be used to
as eYciently as possible.

It is this context that we have argued the case for deregulation of Saver fares. It is also worth emphasising
that in the very competitive markets that longer distance train companies operate in, rail’s relatively low
market shares do not provide any economic justification for regulation.

QuestionH. The allocation of advance purchase tickets in unclear.How can passengers make informed choices
if the details of quotas are not publicly available?

Yield management systems operate on the basis that the number of seats available at any particular price
level is constantly varied before departure, in order to maximise the number of seats sold, whilst ensuring
that enough seats are always available for higher yield, walk-up passengers and customers purchasing more
flexible, higher priced tickets.

In such an environment there may be 100 seats available at a particular price level on day one, 50 available
on day five and 150 available on day 10. In these circumstances it is impossible to state the absolute number
of seats available at a particular price point on a specific train service, as this will vary over time. Availability
on a specific day could be provided but given the dynamic nature of seat availability, as described above,
this could end up being highly misleading.

Conventional airlines and low cost airlines have been using yield management systems for many years
and do not show availabilities on their internet sites or other sales channels. Nevertheless, consumers
understand the general principle that the earlier you book the better chance you have of a very cheap fare.
The enormous success of the low cost carriers illustrates how powerful yield management can be in
increasing volumes, load factors and revenue yields.

6. Railcards

Question I. Would a National Railcard scheme not be the best way to expand the market for rail travel in
the UK?

We do not believe that a National Railcard scheme would be the best way of expanding the market
for rail in the UK commercially and would very probably require a higher level of subsidy to support
the industry.
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Train companies currently oVer a range of Railcards targeted at specific market segments, which
research has indicated to be more price elastic than the market in general. The Railcards are designed
to generate additional, oV peak leisure travel, in particular with a low risk of use for business travel.
There are currently around 2.2 million Railcards in use (Young Persons, Senior, Family, Disabled, HM
Forces and Network) and they account for around £400 million of revenue per year. ATOC estimates
that around £60 million of this revenue is generated solely because of the existence of the Railcards.
Railcards are well supported by train companies with around £2.5 million per year spent on managing
and promoting them.

Although targeted Railcards have been very successful, we believe that a universally available National
Railcard is likely to lead to reduction in industry revenue. This is because a National Railcard will provide
discounts to all segments of the market, including those that are relatively price inelastic.

Overall, we believe that a National Railcard is likely to lead to a decrease in industry revenue with a
concomitant increase in the level of subsidy required.

We understand that the DfT, and the SRA before them, have been considering this issue and that the
SRA undertook market research. Although we have not seen the detailed results of this research, we
understand that it generally supports our belief that a National Railcard would be loss making.

7. Effect of Timetabling on the Availability of Cheaper Fares

Question J. Last year there were significant problems for passengers in making cheap advance bookings
for the Christmas period. How do you think advance bookings are progressing for Christmas this year?

Question K. Is the process of Network Rail uploading timetables and engineering works data to the national
database at T-12 now functioning satisfactorily?

As they are so closely related, we will answer questions 7(J) and 7(K) together. There has been very
significant progress since last year in improving the availability of timetable information to meet the
T-12 and T-9 deadlines. Prior to this year’s peak Christmas and New Year period, all reserving train
companies were able to oVer reservations, as required, at T-9 except Virgin Trains and Hull Trains. Virgin
Trains were able to oVer reservations at T-7 and Hull Trains at T-5. All reserving train operators now
have reservations open for the Christmas and New Year period.

Currently all reserving train operators are open for T-9 bookings after Christmas except Virgin West
Coast (T-6), Midland Mainline (T-8) and Hull Trains (T-6).

Train companies are generally pleased with the progress made by Network Rail in ensuring that
timetable data is available to meet these required deadlines. However, it is important that all parties
continue to remain focused on consolidating the improvements made to date and making further progress
towards compliance with the T-9 and T-12 deadlines, although short term engineering work is always
likely to make full compliance on all routes very diYcult to achieve. Nevertheless, we are confident that
all parties are now fully committed and that improvement will continue to be made.

8. Booking Systems

Question L. How widespread is it for train operating companies to oVer special assistance for business
travellers helping them to identify of the best fares and making reservations?

As we have emphasised previously, all rail customers have access to a wide range of channels for
obtaining information about rail fares and purchasing them.

A number of train companies operate specialist business travel units to provide specialist services to
corporate customers. These are, in eVect, in house travel agencies that make bookings and provide tickets
to these customers. Tickets are generally delivered to meet the customer’s specific needs and in addition
account management services are provided. These include the provision of regular statements that give
a breakdown of employee travel, central invoicing of the customer and the provision of credit facilities.
Some train companies charge corporate customers fees for the provision of these services.

These services are valued by corporate customers principally because they provide additional
management information, allow greater control over travel by employees and facilitate ticket dispatch
and collection. Whilst corporate customers will be advised on fares, as part of the service provided, this
is not the primary purpose of these units.

Very similar services are oVered by travel agents who specialise in the corporate travel market. Rail
sales through these travel agents amount to roundly £200 million per year.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF STUDIES INTO FARE ELASTICITIES USED IN THE PASSENGER DEMAND
FORECASTING HANDBOOK (PDFH)

The table below lists the studies of fare elasticities since the mid-1990’s that provide the evidence from
which the recommended fare elasticities in the PDFH are drawn.

Title Author and Date of Publication

Variations in SE Fares Elasticities TCI-OR 1994–95
Season tickets: Travelcard vs Point-to-point TCI-OR 1994 and 1995
Apex Ticket Research TCI-OR 1993 and 1995
Competition on Midland Main Line MMC 1996
The eVects of external factors TCI-OR 1997
Fare elasticities in PTE areas Preston 1998
Rail forecasts for the West End and City CEBR 1998
Great western income forecasting Leeds University ITS 1999
South east demand analysis CEBR 1999
Inter-urban fare elasticities AEAT 1999
Rail access to airports Lythgoe and Wardman 2002
PDFH4 demand analysis Leeds University ITS 2002
SRA strategic fares model Jacobs Consultancy and Leeds University ITS,

2003
Fares elasticity review Leeds University ITS 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted by GNER

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE
Elasticity

(a) Regular passengers such as commuters may not desert the railway right away if ticket prices are too high,
but it will aVect their long-term choices of where to live and work. Explain why the current high ticket prices
won’t result in regular passengers fleeing from the railways in the long term?

Although season tickets are only a relatively small part of GNER’s total business, our experience is that
commuters’ decisions on where to live and how to travel to work are not only decided by rail fares, but also
strongly influenced by other factors such as the availability of aVordable housing and journey time. As with
all types of passengers, we face strong competition from other modes and rail operators when potential
commuters make decisions about where to live and work and we have to price our tickets accordingly.
ATOC has conducted more extensive research on this question, on behalf of all transport operators, and
we agree with their conclusions.

(b) The cost of rail has increased relative to other modes of transport over the past two decades. Will this not
serve to drive passengers away from rail in the long term?

Passengers’ choice of mode is based on a number of factors not just price. Other factors such as road
congestion, journey time, convenience, comfort and service quality all play a part in passengers’ decisions
whether or not to travel by rail. GNER operates in a very competitive environment and, if we do not oVer
value for money to our passengers then they will switch to either air or road transport. When forecasting
demand over the long term GNER (in common with DfT and other train companies) uses the Passenger
Demand Forecasting Handbook for information on elasticities of demand. This handbook is the best
current view of industry and academic experts on the various elasticities of demand for all these factors.
Based on the data from this handbookGNER believes that there will still be significant growth in passenger
numbers over the next 10 years on the East Coast Mainline. Indeed, our franchise premium payments
depend on it.

On a pence per mile basis GNER compares favourably with typical car running costs. Based on figures
from The AA, the total costs for a typical priced car doing 10,000 miles per year are between 45p and 57.4p
per mile. The average Standard fare on GNER in 2005 is 13.7p per mile. Even the petrol only costs for a
typical car are in the range 10.5p to 13.5p per mile.

Complexity and Transparency of Fares

(c) What are the benefits of moving away from a traditional price-per-mile system towards so-called dynamic
yield management where the price of a ticket depends on a whole range of factors, such as the time of travel
and how far in advance the ticket was booked?

(i) Who benefits from these new systems?

Market based pricing first replaced the price-per-mile approach onUKrailways over 20 years ago.GNER
believes that adjusting fares to reflect competitive pressures and the balance between supply and demand in
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diVerent markets benefits both the passenger and the taxpayer. The introduction of yield management
systems allows this balance between supply and demand to be determined dynamically on a train by train
basis, thus making much more eVective use of the available capacity. With higher levels of utilisation the
need for investment in additional capacity can be delayed giving better value for money to the tax payer.

Yield management systems have allowed GNER to oVer lower fares at oV-peak times than would have
been the case if only walk-up pence per mile fares existed. In 2004 10% of GNER passengers travelled on
permanent fares which were cheaper in real terms than pre-privatisation. Yield management systems are
successful used by the many other industries including the low cost airlines.

(d) How do you know whether rail users and non-users are aware of the full range of fares and ticket types
available?

In commonwith all other franchised operators we are obliged through regulation to provide accurate and
impartial information on the full range of fares available. Sales through our travel centres are monitored
through a mystery shopping survey administered by ATOC on behalf of the DfT. Since 2003 GNER has
scored in excess of 99% accuracy/impartiality in this annual survey.

Operating in a highly competitive market, it is in our interest to advertise and market our full range of
fares as widely as possible. GNER prides itself on doing this well; increases in passenger numbers and the
take-up of oV-peak fares are proof of our success. We have undertaken a number of major marketing
campaigns including TV advertising, email and posters to promote the range of fares. As mentioned to the
Committee on 30 November, we have plans in place to improve our internet ticket booking facility to make
it easier for passengers to find the cheapest fares.

(e) What is the rationale for ticket prices to be cheaper via the internet than other media?

With the exception of short term promotional oVers, regulation prevents GNER from oVering fares sold
via the internet which are cheaper than via other channels. The internet oVers GNER the opportunity to
reduce its ticket retailing costs as well as a chance to attract new passengers to rail who currently use the
internet to book air and coach travel. In common with other industries which have cheaper prices via the
internet GNER would like to reflect the lower costs of internet retailing by oVering lower cost fares to
passengers who book via the internet.

Open Tickets

(f) What proportion of passengers travel on open tickets on your routes?

Currently, 4% of our passengers travel on First Class Open tickets and 14% travel on Standard Open
tickets.

(g) What proportion of your revenue comes from First and Standard open tickets respectively and in total?

Currently, 13% of our revenue comes from First Open tickets and 19% from Standard Open tickets.

(h) What proportion of your passengers using walk-on fares are business travellers?

The table below shows the split between business and leisure passengers purchasing fares on the day of
travel. The proportion of business travellers is highest for the peak time fares, whilst the discounted oV-peak
fares (saver and cheap day return) are more commonly purchased by leisure passengers. The data comes
from our own on-train surveys.

Business Leisure

First Open Return 85% 15%
Standard Open Return 58% 42%
Business Saver 72% 28%
Saver 39% 61%
Cheap Day Return 32% 67%
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(i) To what extent do people who “turn up and go” represent a “captive market”, that is people who have little
or no choice but to travel by train using open tickets?

Passengers who “turn up and go” are not required to buy open tickets. Both saver fares for longer distance
flows and cheap day returns for shorter flows are available outside of the peak times on the day of travel.
Far from being a captive market, GNER faces competition from the car and bus/coach in the “turn up and
go” market and, as such, the cheap day and saver tickets need to be competitively priced, especially on the
shorter distance journeys if we are to oVer a realistic alternative to the car or indeed coach travel.

Saver and Advance-purchase Fares

(j) Will Saver tickets not suVer the same fate as the SuperSaver and eVectively disappear if they are
de-regulated?

As mentioned above the walk-up market is an important segment for GNER and saver fares account for
about 20% of revenue. Therefore discounted walk-up fares are likely to be continue to be available even if
saver fares are deregulated. The supersaver fare had complex terms and conditions that were neither well
understood by passengers nor well suited to passengers’ travel needs. Its removal was part of our long term
ambition to simplify the ticket type structure.

(k) The allocation of advance purchase tickets is unclear. How can passengers make informed choices if the
details of quotas are not publicly available?

We are not aware of any examples from industries which use yieldmanagement (airlines, hotels, car rental
etc) where companies publish details of their price quotas. GNER cannot see a case for the rail industry to
be any diVerent. In a competitive market place information about price and availability is commercially
sensitive and it is diYcult to see what benefit passengers would get from having access to such rapidly
changing and dynamic information.

GNER uses computerised systems to help their analysts in the complex task of managing the availability
of cheap advanced purchase fares so as to meet the revenue targets whilst minimising overcrowding. With
booking 10 weeks ahead for 122 trains per day, GNER is reviewing the availability of cheap fares on
approximately 8,500 trains at any one time and with typically 10 fare types on each service. Such a mass of
data would only serve to confuse the passenger. Whilst the availability can change on a daily basis in
response to changes in demand, the general policy is that the earlier passengers book the cheaper the fare
will be.

We believe that passengers understand the principle that the earlier you book, the better the chance of
getting the cheapest advance purchase tickets.

Group Tickets

(l) What are the restrictions governing group travel on your routes?

GNER has a dedicated team specialising in the booking of groups of 10 or more people. The same
conditions of carriage restrictions apply as for all passengers booking on our services. Again, the earlier that
bookings are made and the more flexible groups can be with their travel times, then the greater the savings
GNER may be able to oVer them. GNER Group Travel can help arrange all aspects of the journey,
including:

— Luggage assistance upon arrival and when changing over to a connecting train or coach.

— Advance bookings for connecting journeys on other train operators’ routes.

— Discount Underground tickets for groups travelling to or from London.

— Group seating on board, wherever possible, in reserved seats.

— Discounts on our GO EAT catering range in the Restaurant and at the BuVet. If requested we can
also arrange onboard catering orders in advance.

Rail Cards

(m) Would a National Railcard scheme not be the best way to expand the market for rail travel in the UK?

GNER does not believe that a National Railcard would be the best way to expand the market for rail
travel in the UK. GNER supports the existing range of Railcards targeted at specific segments of the
population. We believe that a generally available Railcard is likely to lead to a reduction in revenue for
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GNER especially if it means discounting fares on already full peak trains. We believe that the current
approach of simplifying fares and oVering discounted fares targeted at less busy trains is amore cost eVective
way of expanding the market for rail ie growing demand where we have the capacity available to carry the
passengers without overcrowding.

Our Franchise Agreement with theDfTmeans that any revenue reduction as a result of this change would
be reflected in a reduction in the premiums paid by GNER to the Government.

Booking Systems

(n) Do you oVer special booking services to business travellers which assist them in identifying the most
advantageous fares?

GNER oVers a range of services to all travellers which helps them identify our best fares, such as being
emailed automatically when our cheapest fares become available. GNER’s Business Travel Service (BTS)
is a dedicated ticket booking facility for business travellers, arranging travel both on and oV the GNER
network. Its users are business individuals, corporations themselves and even travel agents who require
GNER’s ticket on departure facility. BTS customers can arrange a payment account or can pay for each
ticket as they book. BTS benefits from a team of highly trained consultants who are in a position to manage
business travel itineraries to best eVect and ensure that our business community are getting the best value
for their travel choice.

Effect of Timetabling on the Availability of Cheaper Fares

(o) Last year there were significant problems for passengers in making cheap advance bookings for the
Christmas period. How do you think advance bookings are progressing for Christmas this year?

This year bookings for travel over the Christmas period are progressing well. We started taking bookings
on 13October, 10 weeks before Christmas.More than 3,000 people took advantage of our “advance notice”
facility and were emailed as soon as the booking window opened for travel over Christmas.

The tables below show that the availability of advance fares is almost 40% higher than in 2004 and the
availability of the cheapest advance fares is more than four times higher than last year. By 5 December we
had sold 90% more Advance fares than at the same time last year and sales of the cheapest Advance fares
was almost three times higher.

Christmas Christmas
2004 2005

Total number of Advance tickets available for sales 82,204 114,095

Number of Advance tickets sold as of 5 December 27,479 52,275

Number of unsold Advance tickets still available as of 5 December 54,725 61,820

Christmas Christmas
2004 2005

Total number of the cheapest Advance tickets available for sale 6,164 26,580

Number of the cheapest Advance tickets sold as of 5 December 2,948 8,382

Number of unsold cheapest Advance tickets still availablef as of 5 December 3,216 18,198

Christmas 2005 is travel from Thursday 22 December to Tuesday 3 January inc.

Christmas 2004 is travel from Thursday 23 December to Tuesday 4 January inc.

(p) Is the process of Network Rail uploading timetables and engineering works data to the national database
at T-12 now functioning satisfactorily?

Asof 5December the reservation system is open for bookings for travel up to 24February 2006, a booking
horizon of just over 11 weeks. Currently, the process is working satisfactorily. This is the result of concerted
eVorts between GNER and Network Rail to address the issues around forward planning of engineering
works and timetables.
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by Virgin Trains

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE

Elasticity

(a) Regular passengers such as commuters may not desert the railway right away if ticket prices are too high,
but it will aVect their long-term choices of where to live and work. Explain why the current high ticket prices
won’t result in regular passengers fleeing from the railways in the long term?

Commuting to work is a relatively small market on the Virgin Trains network, in contrast to suburban
routes in London and the South East and other conurbations, where it is the main journey purpose. As
stated in our written evidence, we do support the continued regulation of season tickets because of the
dominant position of rail in these urban commuter markets. For more detail on the issues that aVect train
operators in general, please refer to the response to this question from ATOC, which we endorse.

(b) The cost of rail has increased relative to other modes of transport over the past two decades. Will this not
serve to drive passengers away from rail in the long term?

As explained in our oral evidence to the Committee, on our specific routes we set our fares with specific
reference to the relative cost of making the same journey by air, coach and car. In many cases this has led
to the reduction of prices and greater availability of cheap advance purchase fares. The purpose of this
market pricing is to ensure that rail is competitively priced and that the long-term growth in passenger
numbers is sustained. Please refer to the response to this question from ATOC regarding the general trends
in the cost of rail and other modes, which we endorse

Complexity and Transparency of Fares

(c) What are the benefits of moving away from a traditional price-per-mile system towards so-called dynamic
yield management where the price of a ticket depends on a whole range of factors, such as the time of travel
and how far in advance the ticket was booked?

A traditional price-per-mile system does not allow rail to compete eVectively with other modes. In the
competitive markets experienced by inter-city operators, the number of passengers carried and the revenue
earned is optimised by flexing the price.

For example, one of rail’s main competitors is air, and there is plenty of evidence from Britain and abroad
that a key factor influencing each mode’s market share is journey time. As a rule-of-thumb, if rail’s journey
time is less than two hours 30 minutes it is in a strong competitive position against air, between two hours
30 and three hours they are evenly matched, and above three hours air is in the stronger position.

On shorter routes such as Manchester-London, therefore, rail maximises its revenue by charging a
relatively high rate-per-mile (although we are still significantly cheaper than the airlines), whereas on longer
routes such as Glasgow the rate-per-mile needs to be low to compensate for the fact that air clearly wins on
journey time. If we charged the Glasgow rate on theManchester route, we would fail to achieve the revenue
potential of the route whilst causing overcrowding; if we charged theManchester rate on theGlasgow route,
we would lose a lot of custom to air.

(i) Who benefits from these new systems?

Customers benefit from yield management because it enables them to travel more cheaply than would
otherwise be the case. If all our fares were available on a turn-up-and-go basis, we would not be able to oVer
permanent prices as low as £12 fromManchester to London. We can only oVer such low prices because we
know that customers will be using seats that would otherwise go empty.

If we had no control over the number of customers who buy such a fare or the trains on which they travel,
the end result would be overcrowding of already popular services. This would be unacceptable, so we would
not oVer such a low price at all. Customers also benefit from a better travelling experience as this spreading
of demand means that overcrowding is reduced.

Train operators benefit because it enables them tomake better use of their capacity. Demand for rail travel
is naturally heavily peaked by time of day, day of the week and time of year, yet it is not possible to vary the
number of trains run to the same extent.Yieldmanagement allows operators tomove some of the demand to
quieter services through price incentives.

There are wider public benefits. Yield management enables train operators to generate additional
revenue, thereby reducing their dependence on the taxpayer and generating funds for investment. It is worth
noting that there are additional benefits as the total number of passengers who travel by rail is increased and
the wider availability of lower prices improves accessibility for lower-income groups. This has helped lead
to the substantial increase in passenger numbers on each of Virgin Trains’ two franchises.
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(d) How do you know whether rail users and non-users are aware of the full range of fares and ticket types
available?

Virgin Trains is party to the Ticketing and Settlement Agreement which requires impartial selling of the
national range of fares and National Rail Enquiries which requires the same for journey information. We
take our responsibilities seriously and actively support these activities, which are vital to maintaining
network benefits for customers.

As discussed when we gave evidence to the Committee, there has been a problem of complexity in the
range of fares. The source of customer confusion has been the wide variety of diVerent fare types with
diVerent names and conditions. By harmonising them, as we have done with our Virgin Advance fares, we
shall increase customers’ understanding and confidence.

It is not necessary to lose the benefits of yield management in doing this; it is still possible to have diVerent
price levels within the same type of fare, according to the level of demand on the train service concerned.
Customers can then be simply quoted the best available price on each service, as they will be on the new
Virgin Trains web site from next year. Please refer to the ATOC response to this question, which sets out
our responsibilities as part of the national railway.

(e) What is the rationale for ticket prices to be cheaper via the internet than other media?

Currently the Ticketing & Settlement Agreement requires all permanent fares to be sold on the same basis
through all channels. Therefore rail prices are generally exactly the same on the Internet as on the telephone
or at the station. Only temporary promotional fares can be sold through specific channels, and sometimes
it is the case that we only oVer Virgin Trains promotions (such as special oVers to a newspaper’s readers)
only on the web.

We believe it would be beneficial to revise the Ticketing & Settlement Agreement, to allow permanent
products to be oVered at a cheaper price on the Internet. The rationale for this is that the marginal cost-of-
sale will be much lower on the Internet, increasingly so if it can be combined with e-ticketing whereby
customers can print oV a ticket on their PC or sent to their mobile phone. Train operators would therefore
be able to oVer lower prices to customers. It would also give a significant boost to the application of yield
management with all the benefits that would bring in terms of wider availability of cheaper fares, better
utilisation of train capacity and reduction of dependence on the public purse.

Open Tickets

(f) What proportion of passengers travel on open tickets on your routes?

16% of Virgin Trains passengers use Open tickets (4.5% in First, 12.5% in Standard).

(g) What proportion of your revenue comes from First and Standard open tickets respectively and in total?

40% of revenue comes from Open tickets (17.5% in First, 22.5% in Standard).

(h) What proportion of your passengers using walk-on fares are business travellers?

90% of passengers with Open tickets, and 40% of those with Savers, are travelling on business.

(i) To what extent do people who “turn up and go” represent a “captive market”, that is people who have little
or no choice but to travel by train using open tickets?

Customers who buy Open tickets are almost all business travellers (see above). In fact they have the
highest propensity to consider another mode, so they are far from being a captive market. 42% of Virgin
Trains’ business customers actively consider another form of the transport for their journey (this question
is asked in our Customer Satisfaction Survey and relates to the particular journey being made that day).

Saver and Advance-purchase Fares

(j) Will Saver tickets not suVer the same fate as the SuperSaver and eVectively disappear if they are
de-regulated?

As stated in our written evidence, we believe that the ability to walk up is a key benefit of rail travel
compared with other modes. We wish to maintain this facility for leisure travellers as well as business
travellers, so we would maintain walk-on fares at significantly lower prices than the Standard Open.

Our concern is that the Saver fare specifically is now an anachronism that does not fit well with the other
changes that have taken place in rail fares and ticketing. For example, the Saver Single is still priced at £1
below the Return in the old British Rail fashion, whilst our deregulated Single fares are now half the Return
price, as customers expect. As a fare type it is therefore a cause of confusion.
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The regulations also prevent train operators from responding to changes in the market. For example, it
is not permitted to apply afternoon travel restrictions in centres outside London, even though some modest
restrictions would do much to ease peak time overcrowding on services passing through cities such as
Birmingham and Leeds. Moreover, the price level of Savers on diVerent routes reflects the relative quality
of the rail service and the relative level of competition that existed on those routes at the time of privatisation
rather than the circumstances of today’s market.

(k) You state that the first Saver train of the day is often overcrowded because you cannot control booking
quotas for savers whereas with advance purchase tickets you are able to prevent over-crowding through yield
management. Is it not true that the first saver train of the day is over-crowded primarily because standard open
tickets are so exorbitantly priced?

No. The first Saver train of the day has always tended to be overcrowded, even when the diVerential
between the Saver and the Open fare was not so great. It is natural that many passengers will gravitate
towards that particular train, which is the first to oVer heavily discounted tickets.

We have taken action to ameliorate this situation by removing Saver restrictions for holders of Disabled,
Young Persons, Senior and Family Railcards, who are the most price-sensitive groups of passengers, as well
as employees of registered charities. By allowing them to travel on any Virgin Trains service with a Saver
we have spread demand and left more room on other trains, including the first one on which Savers are valid
for other passengers.

(l) The allocation of advance purchase tickets is unclear. How can passengers make informed choices if the
details of quotas are not publicly available?

The Virgin Trains and Trainline web sites publicly indicate all of the fares which are for sale for the origin-
destination concerned and which particular fares are available on each train service. In the case of advance
purchase fares, they will only be shown as available if the relevant quota has not been sold out. This same
information is provided on an impartial basis through the ticket issuing systems used by our own and other
train operators’ call centres and station ticket oYces, so that customers can be advised of the choices
available to them when buying a ticket.

As we acknowledged when we gave evidence in the House, the manner in which this information is
currently presented is not as user-friendly as it could be. That is whywe are investing in a new booking engine
for the Virgin Trains web site, which will be launched aroundMay 2006. This will simply present customers
with the best available advance purchase price on each service, rather than a list of those which are and are
not available, so that the customer will not have to sort through much information.We believe that this will
greatly simplify the booking process for customers and increase their confidence about?

(m) You say in your supplementary memorandum that group tickets have to be booked seven days in advance.
Are there any restrictions on how far in advance it is possible to book tickets?

Group tickets can be booked within nine weeks of departure, the same timeframe as individual tickets.
However, we accept enquiries from groups before then and are able to give them an indication of prices.
Because individual travellers mostly book within four weeks of travelling, in practice groups have a good
opportunity to book before quotas have sold out.

Rail Cards

(n) Would a National Railcard scheme not be the best way to expand the market for rail travel in the UK?

We have demonstrated our commitment to the existing range of national Railcards (Young Persons,
Senior, Family and Disabled) through the removal of Saver restrictions for Railcard holders and the
extension of full Railcard discounts to our already cheap range of Virgin Advance fares. We believe that
these oVers play a valuable role in promoting rail travel and making it aVordable for groups of people who
tend to have relatively low disposable income (eg students, pensioners, young families and the disabled).
The Railcards’ success is due to the way in which they are so well targeted.

We share the concerns expressed in ATOC’s response that extending Railcard benefits to the whole
population would result in a reduction of fare revenue, because it would give discounts to groups who have
higher incomes or are travelling on company business. The increase in passenger numbers that would result
would probably not be suYcient to oVset the price reduction because the benefit would be going to
passengers who are less price-sensitive than the particular groups who can hold Railcards today.
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Booking Systems

(o) Do you oVer special booking services to business travellers which assist them in identifying the most
advantageous fares?

A high proportion of business travellers book through corporate travel agents (or travel management
companies as they are now often known). In the past, agents used to keep their commission and arguably
were incentivised to sell the highest possible fare so as to maximise their commission earnings. Now,
however, the reverse is true; the agents pass the commission back to their clients in the form of a price
reduction on the ticket and are remunerated by means of management fees from their clients. They are
specifically incentivised to buy the cheapest available tickets for their clients’ journeys so as to reduce
corporate travel budgets.

Virgin Trains recognises this change in approach and actively co-operates with travel agents and
corporate clients to generate win-win outcomes, whereby more business travellers choose to use the train
instead of flying or driving and the corporate client obtains better value-for-money. The cheaper advance
purchase fares which we have introduced for business travellers are available on travel agents’ systems and
we openly promote them to the business community through publicity and our sales force.

Increasingly business travellers are booking rail journeys for themselves on the Internet, either using a
corporate web site provided by their company’s agent or Trainline, or using a public web site. In this case,
they can directly see the best fare available. They are presented in such a way that customers can combine
an Open fare in one direction with an advance fare in the other direction, if that suits their needs best.

Virgin Trains also runs a business travel service which oVers an account facility and telephone bookings
to mainly small- and medium-sized companies. These clients are oVered the same range of fares that are
available to the general public.

Effect of Timetabling on the Availability of Cheaper Fares

(p) Last year there were significant problems for passengers in making cheap advance bookings for the
Christmas period. How do you think advance bookings are progressing for Christmas this year?

As of Tuesday 6 December 2005, we have already accepted 147,000 reservations for travel between
18December and 8 January, of which 42,000 are for 22, 23 and 24December. This is an update on the figures
of 93,000 and 26,000 respectively, which we quoted to the Committee on 30 November 2005.

(q) Is the process of Network Rail uploading timetables and engineering works data to the national database
at T-12 now functioning satisfactorily?

Network Rail has made substantial progress in this area. The process now consistently works as it should
so far as Monday to Friday timetables are concerned. Weekends have also improved significantly but some
problems do still arise with short-notice of amendments to the timetable due to engineering work.

Memorandum by the Department for Transport

1. Introduction

1.1 The UK has the fastest-growing rail network in Europe in terms of passenger-kilometres, with
passenger numbers higher now than at any time since the end of the Second World War. This has been
achieved in part thanks to the development of eVective fares and ticketing. Some perceived complexity
arises from a more sophisticated approach to revenue maximisation originally adopted by British Rail
and developed by the train operators, when compared with some other European countries. Within this
framework, train operators have been able to manage fares allowing, for example, reduced fares to be
oVered in the oV-peak to encourage travel. However, the DfT considers that the UKs market-based
approach has led to increased revenue, lower subsidy, and in many cases higher passenger volumes, whilst
allowing supply and demand to be balanced where capacity is constrained.

1.2 This paper sets out DfT Rail’s written evidence under the following headings:

— Maximising revenue.

— Preservation of “network benefits”.

— Fares levels.

— Fares structure.

— “T–12” and advance purchase fares.

— Future developments.

— Conclusions.
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2. Maximising Revenue

2.1 Most European railways, including those in the UK, started out with a simple fares structure based
on a fare per mile or per kilometre. With very few exceptions (in the UK, for example, workmen’s tickets
for early morning travel and special fares for excursion trains), the same fare was charged for a given
journey whether the traveller was a business traveller or a student, travelling at busy times or quiet
periods.

2.2 Although easy for passengers to understand, a simple fare-per-mile system does not maximise
revenue. Under pressure to reduce subsidy in the 1960s, BR abandoned a distance-based tariV in favour
of a market-based approach. This involved segmenting the market and charging whatever was appropriate
for each segment. Higher fares were charged to less price-sensitive passengers such as business travellers,
lower fares to more price-sensitive passengers such as those travelling for leisure purposes. BR segmented
the market by time of travel with peak and oV-peak fares for both short- and long-distance journeys,
also by type of traveller using railcards to give a discount to groups of passengers which were typically
more price-sensitive, such as young people and seniors. Later, BR used airline-style “apex” fares on longer
distance routes to separate business travellers who typically need greater flexibility, from leisure
passengers who are prepared to commit to a specific train in advance. In addition, BR lowered fares on
routes where competition with other modes was strongest, and raised fares where investment in high
quality train services put rail in a good competitive position.

2.3 Since the mid 1990s, BRs market-based approach to pricing has been further developed by train
operators, who oVer a range of fares to cater for diVerent types of passenger with diVerent requirements.
The market-based approach aims to maximise revenue, which ultimately reduces the need for subsidy
through the franchising process. It is also likely to increase passenger numbers as lower fares will be
oVered where there is spare capacity. It allows overcrowding to be controlled through charging higher
fares (where fares regulation allows) when capacity is limited. Other European railways generally have
a less sophisticated fares structure than the UK. They usually receive more subsidy, often funded by
higher levels of general taxation, and have generally been under less pressure to maximise their revenue
by adopting market pricing—although particularly in western Europe, this is changing and they are slowly
following the UKs lead, as evidenced by the fares structures being adopted by the consortia recently
formed to run international services such as Thalys (high speed trains Paris-Brussels-Amsterdam/
Cologne), Elipsos (high quality sleeper trains Paris-Spain), Artesia (sleeper and high speed trains Paris-
Italy) and CityNightLine (high quality sleeper trains Berlin-Zurich, Amsterdam-Zurich, Cologne-Vienna,
Amsterdam-Munich).

3. Preservation of “Network Benefits”

3.1 In the mid 1990s, a framework of regulation was put in place to preserve the benefits of a co-
ordinated national network. The “network benefits” condition of each train operator’s passenger licence
requires it to be a party to, and comply with, approved arrangements for through tickets, conditions of
carriage and telephone enquiries. The arrangements approved for the purposes of this condition are the
Ticketing and Settlement Agreement (TSA), National Rail Conditions of Carriage and National Rail
Enquiry Scheme (NRES).

3.2 The Ticketing and Settlement Agreement provides the framework within which operators must
create, retail, honour and settle fares. It preserves a range of important network benefits, including:

— through fares remain available between almost all UK rail stations;

— all but the cheapest operator-specific fares are inter-available, in other words they are valid on
the trains of any operator which serves any part of the relevant route;

— ticket oYces, telesales oYces and internet sites must sell all operators’ tickets, not just the fares
set by the operator which runs that outlet, and must sell them accurately and impartially;

— each ticket oYce must sell fares for a very wide range of journeys across the national network
(although the TSA does not require every ticket oYce to sell every fare for every possible
journey, as BR itself did not find this cost-eVective and did not have this capability);

— there is a national fares database and a set of National Fares Manuals is produced and
distributed. Operators cannot charge more than the fare shown in the national database, and
no booking fee or further cost may be added, whether the ticket is sold through a ticket oYce,
a telesales outlet or an internet site. In other words, with the exception of a few temporary
promotional fares, passengers are presented with exactly the same fare range whichever operator
sells them their ticket, and whether they book in person, by phone or on the internet.

In addition, national railcards for young people, seniors and disabled people have been protected
through a requirement in each operator’s franchise agreement.
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3.3 The Ticketing and Settlement Agreement permits a degree of competition between operators in
the interests of giving passengers greater choice. For example, the TSA requires one operator to be
nominated as the “Lead Operator” for each Flow (a Flow is a specific origin, destination and route).
This is usually the Train Operating Company (TOC) with the greatest commercial interest in the Flow.
The Lead Operator is required to set the fares for that Flow, and all other operators serving any part
of that route are required to honour those fares. However, once the Lead Operator has set the inter-
available fares valid on all operators’ trains, other TOCs serving that route are allowed to set cheaper
non-inter-available fares valid only on their own services. The Lead Operator is also allowed to set such
fares in certain prescribed circumstances. For example, GNER sets fares on the Flow “London to
Peterborough route any permitted” and these fares are valid on any operator’s train, including WAGN,
Hull Trains and GNER, and on any route shown as permitted in a document called the National
Routeing Guide. WAGN have exercised their right to set additional fares routed “WAGN only” which
are cheaper than the inter-available fares, but only valid on WAGNs own trains, which are slower
than GNERs.

3.4 Competition can also arise where there are two or more possible routeings. For example, Virgin
Trains sets fares for “London to Birmingham route any permitted”. These fares can be used on any
operator’s trains on any permitted route, including both the fastest route operated by Virgin Trains and
the slower route via High Wycombe operated by Chiltern Railways. But there are also fares for “London
to Birmingham route High Wycombe”, a Flow for which Chiltern Railways is Lead Operator and sets
the fares. “Route High Wycombe” fares can be used on any operator’s trains, but only via High
Wycombe. Naturally, they are cheaper than the more flexible “any permitted” fares which allow travel
on the faster trains on the West Coast Main Line. This competition is good for passengers, although
the downside of wider choice may be perceived complexity.

3.5 These competing fares can create a problem for the rail industry’s journey planning systems.
These systems were originally designed by BR to avoid complaints by not oVering slower journeys on
trains which were overtaken by faster services. Now, these systems can generate complaints because they
don’t always show these overtaken services, in cases where the operator of the overtaken train oVers
cheaper fares. Operators have developed their journey planning systems and are improving their staV
training to alleviate this problem, and progress continues to be made.

4. Fares Levels

4.1 The Secretary of State (previously the SRA) has an obligation under section 28 of the Railways
Act 1993 (as amended) to ensure that where it appears necessary, fares or certain classes of fare are
“reasonable” in all circumstances of the case. Although the Railways Act does not define “reasonable”,
the principal market in which such regulation appears necessary is the commuter market around London
and certain other cities, where commuters have few practical alternatives to rail. Fares regulation has
therefore been applied through franchise agreements to limit increases in these fares. Fares regulation
has also been applied outside urban areas, to weekly seasons, long-distance “Saver” fares and shorter
distance standard return fares, although on much weaker grounds as train operators generally face
competition in these markets. The SRAs Fares Review in 2003 (Annex A) proposed that Saver regulation
would be further reviewed and replaced with a more suitable regime by 2006. Work on this is continuing.

4.2 Regulated fares were subject to a maximum increase equal to that of the Retail Price Index (RPI)
from 1995 to 1998, then 1% less than RPI (RPI"1%) from 1999 to 2003. This reduced these fares in
real terms. The majority of rail industry stakeholders who responded to the Strategic Rail Authority’s
2003 Fares Review Consultation (Annex A) agreed that RPI"1% was unsustainable. The general rail
industry cost savings on which the RPI"1% policy was originally predicated have not materialised. In
2004, the policy changed to, RPI!1% as set out in the SRA’s 2003 Fares Review (Annex A).

4.3 Unregulated fares can be set on a commercial basis entirely at the discretion of the operator
concerned, within the industry ticketing framework provided by the TSA. On longer distance routes the
range of prices charged has generally widened over the last decade, as operators practise more vigorous
yield management to maximise revenue. Some fully-flexible “Open” fares typically used by business
travellers have increased significantly in real terms, with much publicity. At the other end of the scale
the cheapest advance purchase fares used by leisure travellers have reduced in real or even absolute terms.
In the middle of the price range, Saver fares, being regulated, have reduced slightly in real terms, although
most long-distance operators have chosen to withdraw their unregulated “supersaver” fares which were
more restrictive, but slightly cheaper, than Savers. On shorter distance routes, unregulated oV-peak fares
have more or less tracked inflation, as operators have used them to fill spare capacity outside the peaks.

4.4 In comparing the broad range of UK fares with the much narrower range of fares in many
European countries, it can be misleading to compare only the most expensive fully-flexible UK fares with
European standard fares. The majority of UK travellers use discounted fares such as Savers, advance
purchase fares or Cheap Day Returns which are often similar to or less than European fares. The table
below shows some examples.
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London–York (303 km) £144 fully-flexible return (Open)
£69 semi-flexible return (Saver)
£50 advance purchase return (Superadvance)
£30 advance purchase return (Standard Class oV-peak 1)
£19 advance purchase return (Standard Class oV-peak 2)

London–Manchester (296 km) £187 fully-flexible return (Open)
£55 semi-flexible return (Saver)
£44 advance purchase return (Virgin Advance 3-day)
£34 advance purchase return (Virgin Advance 7-day)
£24 advance purchase return (Virgin Advance 14-day)

Germany: 104 euros (£74) fully-flexible standard return fare.
Munich–Wurzburg (304 km) 78 euros (£55) advance purchase return (lowest

available).

Switzerland: 162 Swiss Francs (£74) fully-flexible standard return fare.
Geneva Airport–Zurich (285 No regular discounted fares on this route, all passengers
km) without railcards pay the standard fare.

France: 110 euros (£79) fully-flexible standard return fare.
Paris–Angers (299 km) 66 euros (£47) advance purchase return (“prems” fare)

60 euros (£43) advance purchase return (“prems” fare)
50 euros (£36) advance purchase return (“prems” fare)

Source: UK National Fares Manuals, http://bahn.hafas.de, www.sbb.ch, www.voyages-sncf.com. For
simplicity, the discounts possible with railcards (both in the UK and abroad) have not been considered.

4.5 There is no evidence that high fares are deterring rail travel in the UK whilst lower fares in Europe
are encouraging growth. On the contrary, the UK has the fastest-growing rail patronage in Europe. TOCs
have a direct incentive to increase rail travel and their marketing and pricing policies are generally
designed to do this without abstracting from existing revenue or causing overcrowding. On long-distance
routes, Virgin Trains, GNER and Midland Mainline are all developing advance purchase fares based
on successful budget airline practice, with cheap fares used to fill spare capacity. Although the principle
of booking in advance, readily accepted by most airline passengers, is a relatively new concept for trains,
this new style of ticketing makes cheaper travel possible without creating overcrowding or increasing
subsidy. Further discussion of fares regulation and fares policy can be found in the SRAs document
“Fares Review Conclusions 2003” dated 19 July 2003 (Annex A).

5. Fares Structure

5.1 Train operators are free to set their own fares and prices within the framework created by the
TSA, as long as they continue to oVer the regulated fares at no more than the regulated price level. With
a number of diVerent operators running train services, it is to some extent inevitable that diVerent
operators will take diVerent approaches to pricing.

5.2 However, on long distance routes, most fares fall into three simple categories:

— Fully-flexible “Open” fares, valid on any train at any time;

— Semi-flexible “Saver” fares, valid any train at any time except defined restricted periods;

— Inflexible “Advance” fares, valid only on the specific train booked, must be bought in advance.

5.3 This underlying simplicity is often masked by a multiplicity of ticket names and slightly diVerent
terms and conditions. “Open” is the term inherited from BR and still used for all long-distance full-
flexible tickets, and “Saver” has been preserved by regulation as the term for the main semi-flexible fares
on each route. But many long-distance TOCs have developed their “Advance” fares quite considerably,
and there are now a wide range of price levels and diVerent ticket names on diVerent TOCs for this type
of fare. In some cases diVerent ticket names are used for diVerent price levels of advance-purchase fare
by the same TOC. Several TOCs have developed one or two less-restrictive Saver-type fares in addition
to the Saver, but have not always used “saver” in the product name. One option for consideration is to
standardise ticket naming both between TOCs and within each TOCs product range, to make the
“Open—Saver—Advance” choice more transparent. However, the benefits must be set against the burden
of increased regulation, and the constraint this might place on innovation.

5.4 The way online journey planning systems present the fares range may also make the fares range
look more complicated. Budget airlines often have more possible fares than train operators for a given
journey, covering an even broader range of prices, but they are generally presented in a simpler way.
Air fares do not necessarily have a product name at all, and in most cases airline websites simply present
passengers with the cheapest fare available for the specific flight requested. Airline systems don’t show
fares which are cheaper but unavailable on that flight, or fares which are available, but more expensive.
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The passenger understands that air fares vary, but is presented with one advance-purchase price for that
particular journey booked at that particular time. Rail systems such as www.thetrainline.com and
www.nationalrail.co.uk show a matrix of possible fares, with the various product names and the
availability or non-availability of each fare shown. Operators might consider altering retailing systems
to present only the cheapest advance-purchase fare available for the passenger’s required journey.

5.5 The Department (and previously the SRA) has been using its influence to encourage TOCs to
adopt the standard term “Advance” for advance-purchase fares, in conjunction with the already-standard
terms “Open” and “Saver” for fully-flexible and semi-flexible fares. A number of TOCs have realised
the potential benefits of a simpler presentation of their fares structure. Virgin Trains has introduced a
simple range of advance purchase fares using the word “Advance” as part of the ticket name, at three
diVerent price levels. Midland Mainline has just abolished its wide range of variously-named advance
purchase fares, and replaced them with one ticket type called “Advance” at a number of price levels with
availability controlled by quota. GNER has also now streamlined its advance purchase fares and has
also adopted the term “Advance”.

5.6 On short distance routes, the fares structure is usually fairly standard across TOCs, with Standard
Day Singles and Standard Day Returns that can be used at any time, Cheap Day Returns and in some
cases Cheap Day Singles that can be used at any time except the Monday-Friday peak hours. Fares to
London can be issued with and without bus and tube travel.

6. “T–12” and Advance Purchase Fares

6.1 Network Rail’s network licence requires it to plan its engineering work in such a way that
timetables can be published at least 12 weeks in advance. This is often referred to as “T–12”. TOCs’
passenger licences require them to support Network Rail in achieving T–12. If timetables are entered
into the national Train Service Database (TSDB) 12 weeks in advance, TOCs can load timetables and
seat inventory into the national reservation system so that reservation can be opened eight to nine weeks
before departure. Most of the cheap advance purchase fares rely on the reservation system to control
availability of each price level on each train, as well as providing a free seat reservation with each ticket.
Until reservations open, these cheap tickets can’t be sold.

6.2 The amount of engineering work immediately after Hatfield meant that Network Rail failed to
achieve the T–12 requirement by a considerable margin. This in turn aVected TOCs’ ability to load
timetables and seat inventory into the national reservation system, which in turn aVected their ability
to sell cheap “advance purchase” fares. If no advance purchase fares can be sold, the cheapest fare
becomes the semi-flexible Saver fare (or on certain routes, the supersaver fare). Given the disruption
following the Hatfield accident, this eVective increase in fare added to passenger problems. It may also
have led to even more lost passengers and revenue for train operators. In addition, T–12 has been the
biggest single problem for National Rail Enquiries, as their journey planning systems depend on what
Network Rail and the TOCs have loaded into the TSDB. They have tackled this by adding a “bulletin”
feature to their journey planning system to warn when engineering work has not be properly loaded into
the TSDB.

6.3 The OYce of Rail Regulation has taken up the issue of Network Rail’s non-compliance with T–12.
Network Rail’s performance has much improved now that the major engineering works after the Hatfield
accident have been completed, and T–12 is now being achieved under normal circumstances on all routes.

7. Future Developments

7.1 The old ticketing systems inherited from British Rail had very limited functionality and are now
being replaced on most parts of the network. The new generation of ticket machines used by ticket oYce
staV integrate ticket issuing with timetable and fare enquiries, which makes handling passenger enquiries
and bookings much easier and quicker. Modern self-service ticket machines have much greater capability
than the heritage machines, accepting credit and debit cards as well as cash and issuing tickets to most
destinations.

7.2 On long distance routes, TOCs are keen to introduce better yield management systems to increase
revenue along the lines successfully used by budget airlines. The new National Reservation System (NRS)
introduced in December 2004 has far greater capacity than the system it replaced. It is capable of working
in conjunction with yield management systems, which several long-distance TOCs have now bought.
Until now, quota management for these advance purchase fares has not been particularly scientific, with
quotas adjusted manually and only a limited amount of adjustment being possible. When this process
is automated, a much more sophisticated process of matching quotas to demand will be possible. This
may see quotas increased for a given price level where the system sees available capacity. It may also
enable more advance purchase seats to be made available in “shoulder peak” periods because the system
will automatically manage available capacity to avoid overcrowding. Under current manual
arrangements, TOCs are less likely to risk making cheaper advance purchase tickets available where
capacity might not be available.
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7.3 If Saver regulation is removed, the Department believes that TOCs are unlikely to withdraw a
semi-flexible product like the Saver. However, it may be re-positioned as more of a premium product.
A wider range of “Advance” category fares is likely to be introduced in its place. This may allow greater
control of overcrowding as well as higher revenue from the more sophisticated yield management
described in 7.2 above. For the passenger, it could mean cheaper fares overall, and a guaranteed seat
with each ticket, though if the passenger needs to retain the flexibility to travel on any train or at short
notice the cost may be higher than at present.

7.4 In the London area, the recent Rail Review announced an intention to simplify fares within
London, and give the Mayor more control of rail fares in this area. Work is progressing on how simple,
standardised zonal fares might be introduced for train journeys within the Travelcard area, and how
Transport for London’s Oyster smartcards might be extended to include rail services.

8. Conclusions

8.1 The UK rail system’s fares and ticketing arrangements are more sophisticated than those on most
other railways in Europe, because of the need to maximise revenue and minimise subsidy through market-
based pricing. Simplification could be achieved through significant increases in subsidy or by eliminating
the many cheaper fares to leave only a simple structure of more expensive fares, which would reduce
passenger numbers. Both options would increase the burden of regulation by central government when
fares on competing modes such as coach and air are not regulated at all.

8.2 However, operators are already being encouraged to make improvements. These include:

— Adoption by train companies of a consistent product naming protocol, to make the “open/
saver/advance” choice for long distance journeys more transparent. The DfT has encouraged
this, whilst avoiding increases in formal regulation;

— Continuing replacement of heritage ticket issuing systems with more powerful new systems,
making it easier for staV to advise passengers and sell tickets. The DfT has encouraged this
through the franchise replacement process;

— Continued expansion and improvement in online systems such as www.nationalrail.co.uk
(operated by NRES) and www.thetrainline.com designed to provide information to potential
passengers on train times and fares;

— Simplifying the fares structure in London through introduction of zonal fares. This was
proposed in the Rail Review and is being progressed by DfT with ATOC and TfL.

Witnesses: Derek Twigg, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, andMr Mark
Smith,Manager, Fares, Ticketing & Passenger Benefits Team, Department for Transport, gave evidence.

Q263 Chairman: Minister, would you be kind course, wewant the train operating companies to use
enough to identify yourself for the record? I do not their commercial expertise and add value for the
know whether you have anything you would like taxpayers and passengers. Clearly we regulate a
to say. number of fares and it is very important that we
Derek Twigg: I am Parliamentary Under Secretary continue with the integrated national network.
of State for Transport with responsibility for the
railways. Mark Smith, on my right, is Head of the

Q265 Chairman: Thank you. I think we shall haveDfT Rail Group’s Fares, Ticketing & Passenger
a number of questions to ask you because the trainBenefits Team. He transferred across from the SRA
operating companies are quite clear who isto us.
responsible for most of their problems and it seems
to be you. Could you tell us the Department’s

Q264 Chairman: Did you have anything other than policy on rail fares? What is it based on?
that you wanted to say? Derek Twigg: We regulate a number of fares
Derek Twigg: I think it is important to set out where through the fares basket. We leave it to the train
we are today in terms of the railways. I believe we operating companies to determine those that are
have a very successful railway. We have had one not regulated. I believe, based on the number of
billion passenger journeys last year for the first time people using the rail system, that clearly the low
since the early 1960s. It is the fastest growing railway fares oVered are attractive in many instances. It is
in Europe. We are spending £87 million a week. We also a balance between the amount of subsidy that
have seen the biggest ever investment in rolling we raise and pay towards the railways and the fares
stock. I think we have got an industry in growth that are raised as well.
terms that we have not seen for many years. I think
it is important to put on the record that clearly we

Q266 Chairman: What is the broad objective inmanage the franchising contracts for them to make
sure the targets are delivered within those and, of that policy?
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30 November 2005 Derek Twigg MP and Mr Mark Smith

Derek Twigg: Clearly we want to grow the railways. Clearly it has got to be aVordable. There
is not an unlimited amount we can put in. Clearlyrailways.
the success we have seen in the railways in recent
years and the benefits we have seen for passengersQ267 Chairman: You have just been telling us how
are there for all to see.well you are doing that.

Derek Twigg: We want to make it attractive for
people to use it. There is also a balance to be struck Q273 Mr Goodwill: Some of my train operators in
in terms of how much the taxpayer should put in the north of England complain that they cannot
and how much the fare payer should put in. oVer more services and more competitive prices

because of the amount of freight that is running on
Q268 Chairman: Do you have any element in that the rails, which not only means a lot of slow
which considers the environmental benefits of moving trains on the network but it also increases
getting people oV the roads and into trains? the amount of maintenance required and the
Derek Twigg: We have a policy of integrated amount of downtime for repairs. Do you not think
transport and clearly by making the railways more your wish to have more freight on the rail network
attractive we can take more people oV the roads. is at odds with the wish to have more passengers
It is important that, where we can, we integrate that travelling?
with other forms of transport, buses, taxis, cycles, Derek Twigg: This is an interesting point. Yes, we
etcetera. I recently opened a Park and Ride scheme have a successful railway both in passenger number
in Birmingham and other ones have developed terms and in terms of the increase in freight that is
around the country. We are making more railway using the railway and we want to see that continue
stations much more accessible in terms of cycling. to grow. Clearly there are also issues around

timetabling which is very important in terms of
Q269 Chairman: How does your fares policy fit train paths and in terms of avoiding delays. We
into that? believe that we can develop the railway both in
Derek Twigg: In what respect? terms of passenger services and an increase in

freight. You may recall the statement made by my
Q270 Chairman: Presumably you use your right honourable friend the Secretary of State
particular policies and your targets to encourage before the summer recess in terms of our future
travellers, but how do you see the transport view on rail freight.
situation generally aVecting both the environment
and the quality of air and the sustainability of

Q274 Mr Clelland: Are you satisfied that thetransport?
railway system has the capacity to make anyDerek Twigg: It is very important in terms of the
appreciable diVerence to moving people from carbalance between the subsidy that we put in and the
to rail in terms of relieving congestion?taxpayers’ money and what fare payers should pay.
Derek Twigg: If you look at the route that I use
and the Chairman uses in terms of the west coast,Q271 Chairman: So really it is the cost of the modal
there clearly has been a significant change in theshift that is the ultimate deciding factor. You want
service and the attractiveness of that service into do it, but if it costs too much you will consider
terms of getting a greater number of people ontothat is not really where you want to go.
the railway, including many business people. IDerek Twigg: Clearly we have invested a significant
believe there is the capacity needed in many partsamount of resource into the railways. £87 million
of the system and by improving and investing in thea week goes into the railways. We need to
railway then of course we can see more peopleencourage the train operating companies as well in
using it. On the other hand, I accept there areterms of their investment. They provide many
various capacity constraints around the networkattractive options in terms of ticketing and fares for
and clearly there will be challenges for us in thepassengers in order to attract more people onto the
future. The high level output specification which werailways.
will be discussing and bringing forward in the next
year or two, as to what the Secretary of State would

Q272 Chairman: You certainly oVer lots and lots want from the railway, is something we are going
of alternatives. Whether they are attractive or not to have to consider. There are many issues around
is another thing. Frankly, just what is most capacity in terms of longer platforms or longer
important to the Government really? Are you trains or better utilisation of the current routes,
intent on driving down public subsidy to the better timetabling, etcetera. There are many, many
railways or do you really want a system which is things you can do.
run as a public service and is aVordable by
everybody?
Derek Twigg: Clearly we want a service that is Q275 Mr Clelland: All those potential

improvements sound great. In the north-east ofaVordable in terms of choice and in terms of
transport. If we can reduce subsidy then we can England for instance, where we do have a lot of

road congestion problems which we are strugglingspend and invest more money on the railways. It is
an expensive business, but clearly where the with at the moment, we are threatened with

closures and cutbacks in rail services. How is thatopportunity arises, we want to make that balance
better and ensure we get more funding into the going to help the modal shift we are looking for?
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30 November 2005 Derek Twigg MP and Mr Mark Smith

Derek Twigg: On railways, in terms of capacity, Derek Twigg: There are going to be a number of
challenges for us on capacity.there is always a balance to be struck. There is

always this issue around fast trains and slower
trains and local services. What we need to do, in Q279 Chairman: So you have not dropped the
terms of how we plan and think ahead on the target, you still intend to hit that 50% level by 2010,
railways, is to think about how we can get the best do you?
capacity for the most number of passengers. There Derek Twigg: We still intend to grow the capacity
is always a conflict in this. When we are talking of the railways.
about the amount of money we are putting into the
railways and that size of investment then clearly we Q280 Mr Clelland: But not in the North East.
need to make sure that is well targeted and able to Derek Twigg: That is not the case. Whichever
meet the capacity demands. region it may be there will be issues in terms of the
Chairman: I am sorry; I have to adjourn the capacity, where we put resources and there may be
Committee. some decisions which some people will not like. We
The Committee suspended from 4.01pm to 4.09pm have not got an infinite amount of resources. We
for a division in the House have got to make the best use of those resources. By

improving eYciencies, by making sure that is well-
targeted and by working together maybe with localQ276 Mr Clelland: The Secretary of State made a
councils and the Passenger Transport Executivesrecent visit to Tyneside to talk about the use of the
we may be able to find other ways of bringing inTransport Innovation Fund and ways of relieving
money as well.congestion and we are always keen to co-operate

and do something about that, but it does not help
Q281 Mr Clelland: Are you aware if thewhen the Highways Agency are not being
Department has had any discussions about thisparticularly co-operative and when we are also
problem in the North East in terms of cutbacks infacing cutbacks in rail services from Carlisle to
local rail services?Newcastle and elsewhere in the region. If the
Derek Twigg: There have been discussions in theDepartment is serious about encouraging people to
Regional Planning Assessment phase. A draft hasget out of their cars and get onto the trains then
been shared with some people in the North Eastthat is not going to help, is it?
and clearly discussions have taken place. We areDerek Twigg: As I tried to make clear earlier, we
always willing to talk to people in the regions andhave obviously a fast growing railway, there is a
have discussions with them about rail issues.great deal of investment going into it and a rising

number of passengers. It is about a balance in terms
Q282 Mr Clelland: So it is possible that theseof capacity, freight, passengers and fast services
decisions might be reviewed, is it?against slower services. It is about working with the
Derek Twigg: I am not quite clear which specificlarge amounts of resource we are putting into the
decision you are talking about.railway to get the biggest impact where the greatest

demand is. There are always tensions there in terms
of the decisions you make and it is very important Q283 Mr Clelland: There are one or two dotted
to be aware of that in terms of planning and the around.
decisions that can be taken. Clearly there are Derek Twigg: There are a number of issues that
always many demands on the rail system and there have been aired that could come about at some
are demands in your region which you have been point in the future. In terms of decisions regarding
pursuing. We have to strike a balance between the the Regional Planning Assessment, those have not
availability of resources and where we direct that been taken and it will be a guide as to the way
to and the demand. forward. Clearly there are some tough decisions

you have to make at times in terms of where you
direct resources and where capacity demands are

Q277 Mr Clelland: The Secretary of State is asking the greatest.
the local councillors and the local transport
authorities to be innovative and find new ways of

Q284 Mr Leech: What is the Department’srelieving congestion. Should the Department not be
response to the suggestion that six out of 10 raila bit more innovative and look at ways of keeping
passengers are unhappy with the level of value forthese rail lines rather than cutting them?
money for their fares?Derek Twigg: We do consult on these things. We
Derek Twigg: I have seen the figures and clearly wework with the PTAs and local councils and clearly
want more and more people to be happy with theif they have ideas for investment in the railways and
value of fares. I think we have seen in recent yearsa business case can be delivered then we will look
that there are a variety of fares available, withat it.
cheap rates at particular times and more and more
people are making use of them. As we see the
improvements in the railways in terms of theQ278 Chairman: The Transport Ten Year Plan said

that you intended to increase rail use from 2000 investment and in terms of the number of people
using it—and people are voting with their feet bylevels by 50% by 2010. Mr Clelland is saying to

you, if that is the case, because you certainly have using the railways more—then I think we will see
greater satisfaction. The train operating companiesgiven the investment, what about the capacity?
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as well as the Government have got duties and Derek Twigg: I am not here to defend individual
train companies. As someone else who uses thatobviously it is important for them to give greater

satisfaction to passengers. particular service on a regular basis, I think there
has been a great improvement in the service in the
last 12 months or so.Q285 Mr Leech: What is the Department doing to

increase those levels of satisfaction?
Q289 Chairman: It did have a fairly low standingDerek Twigg: I do not want to keep repeating
start.myself, but we put £87 million a week into the
Derek Twigg: We have put significant investmentrailways, we have seen the largest increase in living
in on the West Coast Main Line and workmemory in the number of people using the
continues with that and clearly there has been arailways, we have seen the biggest investment in
significant increase in the number of passengers. Inew and refurbished rolling stock, and we are
agree that it is not perfect and things still go wrong.seeing performance levels of over 85% PPM for the

third period running now—which means we are on
Q290 Chairman: You seem to be telling us that lotstrack to hit our target of 85% of trains running on
more people are using it. If there is a problem intime by next March.
the North East with things being shut down or if
there are problems with the tickets, it does notQ286 Mr Leech: Do you think that this extra really matter because we can take it. Since moreinvestment makes a diVerence in terms of people’s people are crowding on they must be satisfied.perception of how much they are paying for a Derek Twigg: It may be that some people do notticket? Surely if more money is being put into the want to drive and I am one of those who prefer torailways by the Department passengers might think take the train or the plane from Manchesterthat the prices should be going down rather than Airport for whatever reason, but there are also aup. lot of people who see a much more attractive railDerek Twigg: You have to look back at where we service and are prepared to use it.were five, six or 10 years ago and the state of the

railways and the problems that existed and where
Q291 Graham Stringer: It is not just the congestionwe are today with the sort of improvements I have
on the roads, there has been a growth in thebeen talking about this afternoon. I believe that we
economy over the last 10 years of a third and therewill see further improvements. I believe customer
are 20% more train miles. Do you not think thosesatisfaction levels will go up. It is imperative for all
are more significant drivers of the 40% increase inof us to make sure those services continue to
passengers rather than the pricing structure?improve. People are voting with their feet and using
Derek Twigg: I would not disagree. Clearly thethe railway. It is clearly a much more attractive
successful economy that this Government hasform of travel than it has been in the past. The train
brought about has had an impact on the use of theoperating companies are bringing about many
railways. I was going into Liverpool from my homeinnovative marketing opportunities in terms of
constituency just a few weeks ago and the train wasgiving people more choice, new ticketing
packed and I had to stand up. It would normallyarrangements and I think that will bring about the
take me half an hour or 40 minutes to drive intoincrease in satisfaction levels we all want to see.
Liverpool but it took me 20 minutes on the train
for a fare of around £4.50. There are more and

Q287 Mr Leech: If satisfaction levels do not go up, more people making decisions to use the railways
will you accept then that fares are too high and because it is a more attractive service and more
something needs to be done about the fares? reliable than it was, but I accept that the economy
Derek Twigg: The only way of doing something has a strong influence on that as well.
about the fares is to put more Government subsidy
in. The fares themselves clearly have a certain Q292 Graham Stringer: This is an inquiry into the
degree of attractiveness because more people are price of rail tickets. We have heard from Virgin that
buying the tickets and using the railways. There is prices on the West Coast Main Line for the open
a balance to be struck in terms of the amount of tickets have gone up by 60%. My back of an
taxpayers’ money as against what the fare payer is envelope calculation made it slightly higher than
prepared to pay. It is clear from the evidence of a that. On average across the UK prices have gone
significant increase in the use of the railways that up by 6%. What studies have you done in the
the prices are not deterring a great many people Department which would help you understand how
anyway. many extra passengers there would have been had

you kept fares at the same level in real terms?
Derek Twigg: I have not seen a study on that in theQ288 Chairman: Minister, forgive me. I travel on

the railway because the alternative for me is either Department. I know the SRA had a look at this.
I do not accept that fare rises, which is the principleto drive on the M6 or to use an air service which

is disastrously overcrowded and where British behind what you are hinting at, have gone up to
such an extent that it is putting people oV theAirways tend to treat you as though you are cattle.

If I continue to use Virgin I hope you will not take railways or that people have no choice and
therefore they have to use it. There are many, manythat as a clear demonstration of the fact that I am

impressed with the quality of Virgin’s services. examples of diVerent fares which are very
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attractive. The open fare is one of the fares that are provide the railway routes should be run by private
sector train operating companies. We believe thatused by people travelling on the West Coast

Main Line. brings great benefits to the rail system and as that
proves more successful more people will be
interested in competing for the franchises that willQ293 Graham Stringer: I am not trying to argue
be put out in the next few months and years.against the facts. There are clearly more people
Chairman: That does not quite answer Mr Scott’susing the railways. When you come to determining
question, does it?the balance between the fare paying passenger and
Mr Scott: I wanted to know if there was going toinvestment in the system and the taxpayer and the
be more competition on the railways.environment, have you looked at what impact not

having those fare increases would have had on the
number of people using the network? Q299 Chairman: Let us accept for the moment your

argument that competition will provide lower fares.Derek Twigg: I have not looked at those, no.
You are telling us you do not know of any instance
where competition between train companies doesQ294 Graham Stringer: Why not?
produce lower fares; you have not done that work.Derek Twigg: Because I have not done so.
Derek Twigg: There is competition for the
franchises, there is bidding for that.Q295 Graham Stringer: If the Department has not

then how can you make the right balance between
Q300 Chairman: Of course there is. There isattracting people onto the trains, which is the
competition to buy a monopoly and I think that isobjective, to get up to 50%, and all the other factors
quite understandable. What Mr Scott was askingthat go into this?
you was something slightly diVerent. Is it yourDerek Twigg: There was an SRA report done in
intention to look at ways of introducing a degree2003 when it was RPI"1 and it moved to RPI!1
of competition in those areas where there is onein terms of fares and there was consultation and
dominant train company?some people thought it was a good idea and some
Derek Twigg: We have no plans to move awaydid not. We have just set up a new structure in the
from the current franchising system. Clearly thererailways which is the new Department for
are issues in terms of the number of trains you canTransport Rail Group and it is there to set the
run on a particular route. There is an applicationpolicy and make decisions in terms of the resources
in on the east coast and the ORR has got to makeavailable. Network Rail is there to look at the
a decision on that.management of the system and the infrastructure

and performance. The train operating companies,
who are the customer facing part of the industry, Q301 Chairman: But you have not done so. Do you

think it is a good idea to have 70 diVerent fare typesare there to provide the services to them. Clearly
we have a system which is not perfect. We do and 760 validity conditions?

Derek Twigg: I think it is a good idea to give peopleregulate a number of fares, particularly in the
commuter areas in London because of the situation diVerent options on fares.
there. The evidence seems to be proving it is an
attractive system and an attractive range of fares Q302 Chairman: You think 102 pages of
are available to passengers. explanation makes it simpler for people.

Derek Twigg: In what respect?
Q296 Graham Stringer: After this inquiry,
Minister, will you do research on what the impacts Q303 Chairman: In that if I want to find a
of keeping fares at the same level in real terms particular fare I am now faced in some areas with
will be? pages and pages of not only diVerent fare types all
Derek Twigg: I will certainly take the idea away governed by diVerent conditions but I also have
and write back to the Chairman on that point. over 100 pages of explanation.

Derek Twigg: Clearly we would like to see a system
which was easier for people to get round in termsQ297 Mr Scott:Minister, is there any evidence that

fares are lower on routes covered by more than one of finding fare types. I rang National Rail Enquiries
before I came to this Committee to ask them whattrain operator as compared to routes where one

operator has a monopoly? would be the cheapest fare I could get oV-peak
from Runcorn to London and I found it was veryDerek Twigg: Where there is a lead operator they

can set a fare. Where there is another operator easy. I waited about a minute. I got the information
within a matter of 30 to 50 seconds. I then askedusing that line they can set a lower fare for their

particular service. Do I have information that for further information about the alternative fares.
I had all the information I wanted within a matterbacks that up? No, I do not.
of minutes.

Q298 Mr Scott: Does the Government plan to
strengthen competition on individual routes? Q304 Chairman: You did not move on to try and

buy a ticket that same way.Derek Twigg: Clearly we have an expanding rail
network. The number of passengers is up, there has Derek Twigg: You made a point about

information. We have a system here which I acceptbeen greater investment and more people are using
it. We have decided that the railway services that there is a complexity about, but there is an
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attractiveness about it in terms of people being able companies to provide better deals for the
passenger. It is in their interests to sell more ticketsto get a range of fares at very low levels which I

think is playing a significant part in attracting more and to attract more people onto the railways.
people to use the railways, particularly during the
oV-peak times as well. Q312 Clive EVord: Would it simplify the system?

We have heard that there are 70 diVerent fare
levels.Q305 Chairman: Why is it simpler in some
Derek Twigg: Train operating companies haveinstances and cheaper to buy two separate tickets
gone in in a much bigger way for advance purchaseto do one journey?
tickets. I understand the point you are making inDerek Twigg: It is not a perfect system. Clearly if
terms of the complexity. There are many benefitsthe passenger finds an anomoly, they can take
to the passenger in terms of the deals that areadvantage of it.
available to them.

Q306 Chairman: Is the Department going to
Q313 Clive EVord: Under the current system ofintroduce an integrated system of smart ticketing?
regulation, an evaluation of market conditions in aDerek Twigg: For the whole country?
particular region determines whether commuter
fares are regulated. What is so diVerent in Leeds

Q307 Chairman: Yes. and Manchester, which are regulated markets, as
Derek Twigg: It is obviously doing work in London compared with Birmingham, which is a non-
at the moment on smart cards. Clearly there are regulated commuter market?
cost implications and a business case that need to Derek Twigg:With regard to London, you have to
be considered. make decisions based on whether there is more of

a monopoly situation in terms of there not being
other forms of transport that passengers can useQ308 Chairman: And you are in the process of
and that helps you determine that decision. Inproducing that, are you?
terms of the regulations, I think it is 45% or 46%Derek Twigg: Currently I am in discussions on
of the fares are regulated in that way.London.

Q314 Clive EVord: Have you done any analysis ofQ309 Chairman: And you are considering, for
whether there is a significant diVerence betweenexample, interoperability between smart card
regulated fares and non-regulated fares?systems for National Rail.
Derek Twigg: In what respect?Derek Twigg: It is something that clearly will need

a lot of work doing on it. The interoperability of
it is very important in terms of taking any Q315 Clive EVord: In respect of the areas where
scheme forward. regulation applies. London is heavily regulated.

Derek Twigg: It is regulated because of the
monopoly situation. There is quite a high ridershipQ310 Clive EVord: I want to ask about simplifying
on trains in London whereas it is much lower outthe Ticketing and Settlement Agreement. The train
in many regions.operating companies want more freedom to set

fares at a competitive level. What do you think the
Q316 Clive EVord: Are there significant diVerencesimpacts on the travelling public will be if they had
in the fares as a result of regulation? What is thethat freedom?
impact of that?Derek Twigg: Again, it is in the interests of the
Derek Twigg: I am not clear of your question.train operators to attract more people onto their

trains. They are a business and clearly they want
to increase their profits as well and increase the Q317 Clive EVord: Are commuter fares
money they take and their yield. There may be significantly diVerent in areas that are regulated
opportunities in terms of the Saver, which we have compared with those that are not regulated?
not made a decision on in terms of deregulating, Derek Twigg: I cannot give you the answer to that.
for train companies to be much more innovative Mr Smith: The reason Birmingham is not regulated
and oVer better deals for the travelling passenger. is that the fares are set directly by the Passenger
Clearly there is a balance to be struck around how Transport Executive and it is a public body. It is
much we regulate and how much we give freedom not that Birmingham is unregulated; it is that they
to train operators to charge particular prices for do not need to be regulated.
particular tickets.

Q318 Clive EVord: In those areas where fares are
not regulated, are they significantly diVerent fromQ311 Clive EVord: So the Department is

sympathetic to providing freedom for train those areas that are regulated?
Mr Smith: Most of the key urban areas areoperating companies.

Derek Twigg: We are looking at the Saver fares. regulated or, as in the case of Birmingham and
Strathclyde, are set directly by the PTE. Once youClearly we want to examine whether there could be

more benefits for the passenger and clearly there start getting outside those areas they start
becoming less of a commuter area.will be opportunities for the train operating
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Q319 Clive EVord: Minister, why do franchise Mr Smith: It was seamless.
agreements not stipulate basic requirements with
regard to names of ticket types and restrictions on Q325 Chairman: I am glad to hear you use the word
diVerent types of tickets? seamless because some of the evidence that we
Derek Twigg: Why do they not do it? received from the OYce of the Rail Regulator

seems to imply that the relationship between the
OYce of the Rail Regulator, the OFT and theQ320 Clive EVord: Why do we not require the
Department is rather complex. Have you createdfranchise agreements to stipulate these diVerences?
that somewhat intricate arrangement, Minister?Derek Twigg: We have a degree of regulation. We
Derek Twigg: You will be aware from the Railwayshave fares baskets in terms of how we regulate fares
Act of the setting up of the new DfT Group. I thinkand in terms of the commuter areas and protected
the DfT Group has a very important role to playfares. I do not see the need to change that system.
in terms of the strategy and direction of the
railways and, of course, Network Rail in terms of

Q321 Clive EVord: I want to ask about the the management of the infrastructure and the
introduction of smart cards, particularly in relation performance and the train operating companies
to London. There is an issue about the Oyster card who are obviously customer facing and providing
in London. If the technology is not introduced the service, and obviously the ORR is very
large parts of London will not be able to benefit important in terms of regulation.
from the introduction of the discounts on the
prepaid Oyster cards. Can I ask what the Q326 Chairman: Where does the exactDepartment is doing to try and alleviate that responsibility lie between the Department and theproblem because many Londoners will not benefit OYce of the Rail Regulator for through-ticketing?from the discount oVered by the Oyster card if this Mr Smith: It is actually simpler than it was,is not sorted out? speaking from the coal face as it were.Mr Smith: We are going to zonalise the fares for
journeys within the Travelcard zones. We are

Q327 Chairman: We are glad to hear that it mayaiming to zonalise the singles and returns and
have been very complicated and is now onlyCheap Day returns for National Rail travel, if
complicated. Perhaps you could expand a little.possible, by the beginning of 2007. That is the first
Mr Smith: The Regulator issues passenger licencesstep. The second step is to look at extending the
and the passenger licences require, for example,smart card operation on to National Rail. There is
train operators to be a party to and comply withquite a lot of investment required for that because
arrangements for through-tickets, telephonethere are quite a lot of equipment validators,
enquiries and conditions of carriage as approved bypossibly gate line and retailing equipment that the
the Secretary of State. The Department’s franchisetrain companies need to find a way of funding. We
agreements with operators also require passengersare also adamant that we want to implement the
to be a party to and comply with the Ticketing andITSO smart card in London. That is an open
Settlement Agreement, which is the industrystandard so all manufacturers can make equipment
agreement which delivers through-tickets.that is compatible. At the moment the Oyster
Although the Regulator has an involvement withsystem in London is a bespoke system from one
issuing the passenger licences, when it comes tomanufacturer. We want to make sure that we do it
approving the arrangements for through-ticketingin a way that is open to all manufacturers.
and approving any changes that operators want to
make to the through-ticketing arrangements, then

Q322 Clive EVord: Is there a timescale for when it is very clearly the Department for Transport.
those problems will be resolved because in the
meantime large numbers of commuters will not be Q328 Chairman: So you are quite confident the new
able to benefit from the discounts? structure is going to work, are you?
Mr Smith: There are still some things we need to Mr Smith: Yes.
sort out. We are hoping to introduce zonal single
returns on National Rail in London by the Q329 Chairman: And you think it is going to be anbeginning of 2007. improvement on the old system.Derek Twigg: That depends on whether we can sort Derek Twigg: We believe it will be, yes.out the issues.

Q330 Chairman: Do you think the OYce of Rail
Q323 Chairman: Mr Smith, have you got all your Regulation has been tough enough on Network
people transferred? Rail in relation to complying with their T-12
Mr Smith: Yes, they are all transferred over to the obligation and their responsibility to fulfil certain
Department for Transport. conditions?

Derek Twigg: There has been a great deal of
improvement made on that and on most routes thatQ324 Chairman: And the Rail Group is fully
is now working.staVed, is it?

Mr Smith: Yes.
Derek Twigg: He has transferred his whole team Q331 Chairman: Do you think that is quite

tough enough?over.
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Derek Twigg: They have got the relationship with know is that the passenger can expect value for
money, that they can expect some control over anNetwork Rail. They can move it along. I am not
absolutely chaotic ticketing system—quite sure what tough action you are referring to.
Derek Twigg: I do not accept that it is a chaoticI think they have achieved what we wanted them
ticketing system. I accept there are complexities. Ito in terms of the improvements in it and it is now
believe there are many opportunities for good dealsworking very well in most cases.
for passengers who find out the information that is
available.Q332 Chairman:We have been told very firmly this

afternoon that the problem with season tickets is
Q337 Chairman: Would it surprise you to knowthe Government has this direct involvement. They
that even the train operating companies dimlyare quite clear that it is the restriction that comes
perceive that their system is rather complex?from the Government that controls what happens
Derek Twigg: I have not denied there arewith the season tickets and indeed if there is any
complexities to it. On the other hand, it is not suchincrease in the amounts paid they go directly to the
a terrible system that it is in some way drivingGovernment. Is that your view? They are quite
passengers away and people are not attracted toconvinced that it is your regulation which is
using the trains.keeping the price of season tickets materially above

any apparent comparable system. Q338 Clive EVord: I want to come back to this issue
Derek Twigg: I have not seen their evidence to back of through-ticketing. We have been presented with
that up. one example, Penzance to Birmingham, where

Virgin charge £97.80, but if you ring two separate
Q333 Chairman: You are not aware of anything rail franchises along that route you can save nearly
like that? £25 on the ticket price, although you will not be
Derek Twigg: I am not personally aware that that told that when you ring up for rail information.
is the case. Clearly there is some chaos in there in that people

are not getting the information. The ticketing
system is very complex and unless you interrogateQ334 Chairman: Finally, you really do feel, if the
it you will not get that information and thereforecompanies are allowed to go ahead and get more
you will not be getting full value for money.freedom on the way that they control things like
Derek Twigg: I am not pretending that the systemSaver tickets, they will not just disappear and we
is perfect. There are areas where it could bewill not find, like so many things in the past, that
improved. Again I would take my experiencesomehow or other the customer is not able to
before I came to this Committee of gettingobtain the Saver tickets?
information for a particular route. There are manyDerek Twigg: There has been a degree of
examples where people can get information veryattractiveness about ticketing in terms of
quickly and very easily. That is not to say weencouraging people to use the trains and the variety
cannot improve things.of low fares that are currently there. There has been
Chairman: I think you share quite a lot in viewpointquite a move to advance purchase tickets as well.
with the railway system of train operatingI believe it is in the interests of the train operating
companies, Minister.companies to ensure that these tickets remain

attractive and it is in their interests to attract more
Q339 Mr Goodwill: Whilst I accept what you saypeople onto the railways.
about the money that you are putting into the
railways, in one of the companies that have givenQ335 Chairman: It does seem to the Committee evidence today, GNER, you are taking out £1.3that what you are saying is that it is their billion over the next 10 years. Would you not agreeresponsibility and they are saying it is your that by being complicit into awarding theseresponsibility. Are you quite clear, because of the monopolies you are contributing to higher fares on

absorption now of the Strategic Rail Authority into some of these more competitive routes?
the Department, that the objectives of using the Derek Twigg: The investment put in is £87 million
railway system not just to have an environmental a week. Clearly if we can reduce the subsidy and
impact but to have an economic and a political still put more money into the railways that will be
impact are quite clear and that the Government a good thing. There is a balance to be struck in
intends to hit the targets originally set in its terms of investment in the service we want and the
transport plan? fare prices that are charged by the train operating
Derek Twigg: We are investing a significant companies.
amount.

Q340 Chairman: We are quite clear what your
Q336 Chairman:Minister, no-one who has watched position is now. Thank you very much indeed for
the amounts of money committed by previous coming to see us, Minister. Doubtless we shall see
governments is arguing that you are not putting a you again.

Derek Twigg: Thank you.lot of money into the system. What we want to
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At the Committee hearing on Wednesday 30 November I said that I would write to confirm the research
that had been carried out by way of modelling the impact of changes in fares and fares policy.

For the review of fares policy in 2003, the Strategic Rail Authority constructed a computer-based
Strategic Fares Model capable of assessing the eVect of regulating diVerent categories of fare at diVerent
price levels. Themodel covered all train operators, all fares types and categories (regulated and unregulated),
and used price elasticities taken from the Passenger Demand Forecasting Handbook. The Passenger
DemandForecastingHandbook is the industry-standardmanual for forecasting rail demand, based on both
research and over twenty years of practical experience of the eVect of fares changes.

The SRA used the Strategic Fares Model to assess the impact of a range of possible fares policies. The
model forecast the eVect of each policy option in terms of the number of passenger journeys and passenger
miles, train operators’ revenue (and therefore government subsidy), and the eVect on road congestion.

In his letter of 1 December 2005, the Committee Clerk asked further questions that the Committee was
unable to ask in the time available last Wednesday. The answers to these are set out in the attached annex.

6 December 2005

REMAINING QUESTIONS TO THE UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE, DEREK TWIGG

Elasticity

(a) Will the “elasticity” of rail fares increase over time if ticket prices are too high?

There aremany diVerent markets for rail travel, including long-distance leisure travel, short andmedium-
distance commuter travel, long-distance business travel, and so on. Eachmarket has diVerent characteristics
and a diVerent fares elasticity.

It is accepted that markets which are inelastic in the short and medium term, such as the market for
commuter travel around London and other big cities, will be more elastic in the long term. Commuters
generally have little choice but to use the train. Their sensitivity to changes in fare prices is diVerent to other
passengers, aVecting their decision of which mode of transport to use. That is why most of these fares are
regulated.

However, in the longer term, commuters may react to price changes by moving house or changing job.
We still consider that the market power exercised by train operators makes regulating these fares necessary.
Markets which are already elastic—such as that for long-distance leisure travel—have less scope to become
more elastic in the longer term.

(b) Would it be fair to say that on many rail routes, train operators are able to operate as “profit-maximising
monopolists”?

We regulate fares where we consider that train operators have a degree of market power and might
operate as monopolists. This primarily means the market for commuter travel around London and other
big cities. On other routes, including long-distance routes, train operators face significant competition from
cars, coaches and airlines. A train operator who acted as a monopolist on these routes would not maximise
its revenue or profit but would lose money to cars, coaches and airlines.

Pricing Structure

(c) What research has been undertaken by the Department or the SRA into experiments with the eVect of
reducing the price of rail fares?

The SRA’s Strategic Fares Model was used to assess the eVects of diVerent potential fares policies,
regulating diVerent ranges of fares at diVerent price levels. Themodel forecast the eVect of each policy option
in terms of the resulting passenger journeys, passenger miles, operator revenue (and therefore government
subsidy), and eVect on road congestion. Reducing fares below the competitive level required an increase in
subsidy, sometimes a substantial increase.

(d) Do you think a Standard Open ticket between London and Manchester of £187 sends out the right kind of
price signal to potential rail travellers?

Would not any reasonable person conclude that a £187 fare from London to Manchester is “an abuse of
dominant position”?

The £187 Standard Open Return is aimed at business travellers who require complete flexibility and who
use the trains during the Monday–Friday business peaks when capacity is at a premium. It is only bought
by 10–15% of passengers on this route, and 60–65% of passengers buying this fare are likely to be travelling
on business.
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As a business fare, it must be seen in the context of what companies are willing to pay for this journey.
An economy class flight with British Airways in the early morning, returning late afternoon may cost £290;
an employee who uses their own car will probably be able to claim 40p per mile, equivalent to £140 return.

If we extended fares regulation to require operators to charge less than the amount which these passengers
were willing to pay, rail revenue would be reduced. Subsidy must necessarily increase by an equivalent
amount, in eVect transferring money from taxpayers to business travellers. We do not believe that
subsidising business travellers would be the best use of the funds that we have available. It must be
remembered that 75% of passengers on this route pay less than 30% of this top-of-the-range Open fare.

(e) What is the Department doing to ensure that an integrated national system of smart ticketing is introduced
smoothly and eVectively?

(f) Will you ensure full interoperability between smartcard systems for national rail as well as local transport
systems such as buses and trams?

The Department has established a national standard for transport-related smartcards called ITSO
(Integrated Smartcard Transport Organisation). The Department has mandated that transport smartcard
schemes on local transport around the country and on National Rail must comply with the ITSO standard.
This will ensure that smartcards issued for one scheme are compatible with those used for other schemes.

Transport for London’s “Oyster” smartcard system pre-dates the ITSO standard, and it is a bespoke
system supplied by one manufacturer. However, we are working with Transport for London to ensure
compatibility between Oyster and ITSO in the longer term. The other benefit of the ITSO standard is that
it will enable an open and competitive market for smartcard-related equipment, ITSO being an open
standard that all manufacturers may use.

Open Tickets

(g) Have fares for open walk-on tickets now reached a level where large segments of the population are
eVectively excluded from using rail for journeys that cannot be pre-planned?

(h) Is it acceptable in public policy terms if ordinary people cannot aVord to use public transport such as the
railways for journeys which cannot be planned and booked ahead?

For short and medium distance journeys, walk-up flexible or semi-flexible tickets are the norm and likely
to remain so. For longer distance journeys, operators have devised eVective advance-purchase fares that are
making long-distance train travel cheaper and more accessible to passengers on a budget.

Both GNER and Virgin have recently reviewed their advance purchase ticket range and now allow
bookings up to 18:00 the day before travel. The vast majority of passengers making such a journey know
they need to travel by this time.

Saver and “Advance Purchase” Tickets

(i) The Strategic Rail Authority Review of fares in 2003 concluded that the time had come to reform the
regulation of Saver fares, and you agree. How are you planning to reform the regulation of Saver tickets?

(j) Train operating companies argue that many of the advance purchase fares oVer better value for money than
Saver fares did under the old BR system. Can advance purchase fares replace Saver tickets?

(k) Would you intervene if regulatory changes led to the demise of Saver tickets?

No decision has yet been taken about the future regulation of Saver tickets, and Saver regulation will
continue through 2006.Nevertheless, we remain of the opinion that Saver regulation should be reconsidered
given the crowding that results on certain long-distance trains.

Saver fares are a popular product, and it is highly likely that train operators will retain the Saver even if
deregulated. However, an increasing number of passengers are switching to cheaper advance-purchase
tickets, as train operators becomemore sophisticated in oVering these fares. New yieldmanagement systems
on Virgin Trains, GNER and Midland Mainline are enabling these fares to be made much more widely
available, and in most cases they can now be booked up to 18:00 the day before travel.
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(l) The allocation of advance purchase tickets by train operators is unclear. Would it not be easier for
passengers to make informed choices if the details of quotas were publicly available?

It is not usual for either airlines, coach lines or train operators to show how many seats are left at each
price. Indeed, in the case of most airlines only the cheapest price level available is shown for a given flight,
with no indication of what other price levels may exist, or how quickly the price may change if a ticket is
not booked at that time. Naturally, the number of seats at each price level varies from hour to hour and day
to day as seats are sold and the yield management system adjusts the quotas.

Rail Cards

(m) In its 2003 Fares Review, the SRA said it would be working with train operators to explore the option of
a National Railcard. What has happened since?

(n) Would a National Railcard scheme not be the best way to expand the market for rail travel in the UK?

The SRA’s Fares Review (2003) said that options for a National Railcard would be examined, but one
would be introduced only if it (a) didn’t increase the requirement for government subsidy, and (b) did not
exacerbate crowding at peak periods.

We have undertaken a high-level economic analysis of possible railcard options, although more work
needs to be done. Initial results suggest that an untargeted railcard, available to anyone of any age, would
abstract from current revenue and therefore require additional subsidy.

Effect of Timetabling on the Availability of Cheaper Fares

(o) Last year there were significant problems for passengers in making cheap advance bookings for the
Christmas period. What is your information about the progress of advance bookings for Christmas this year?

(p) Is the process of Network Rail uploading timetables and engineering works data to the national database
at T-12 now functioning satisfactorily?

After action taken by the OYce of Rail Regulation, Network Rail is now complying with its 12-week
advance timetabling obligation, which allows reservations to be opened eight or nine weeks in advance. As
a result, all long-distance operators were able to open reservations for the busy Christmas period from
31 October.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Transport
“The Stategic Rail Authority’s fares review, published in June 2003, considered all aspects of fares
regulation, and concluded amongst other things that the regulation of Saver Returns (a leisure fare
introduced by British Rail in the 1980s) had caused overcrowding on many long-distance trains and had
constrained the introduction of more innovative, customer-focused fares structures. DfT is reviewing Saver
regulation but no decision has yet been made.”
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Written evidence
APPENDIX 1

Memorandum submitted by the International Air Rail Organisation

Introduction

One aspect of fare policy the Committee may wish to consider is that of premium fares for premium
services—in particular, for high quality Airport Expresses like Gatwick Express or Heathrow Express.

Justification

It is postulated that it is perfectly reasonable to charge a higher price for a better service; and that if
there is a choice between diVerent types of service at diVerent prices, there can be real consumer benefits.
People prepared to pay more for higher quality—or for something which meets their particular
requirements—can do so: those not wanting, not valuing, the higher quality can go for diVerent options.
This is seen in many areas of life—newspapers, coVee, shoes, air fares.

A premium price for an airport service is implicitly consistent with government policy, which is not
to subsidise airport services. In the “Future development of air transport” consultation documentation
and the “Future of air transport” white paper, it was clear that the government did not expect to have
to contribute towards services used mainly by customers of the aviation industry.

Example—Gatwick Express

Gatwick Express is a premium service between London Victoria and Gatwick Airport.

It is non-stop, with dedicated trains running every quarter of an hour between 5.00 and 23.45 (and
less frequently outside those times). Especially for passengers travelling from the airport, a high frequency
is important given the potential for delay between the scheduled arrival time of a flight and reaching the
platform.

It has a dedicated ticket oYce and special platforms at Victoria. A train is always in the platform, so
one can await departure sitting in comfort rather than standing on the platform.

Highly trained staV work on the trains: they are able to give reassurance and information to passengers
as well as providing refreshments.

Passengers recognise these premium service elements and are prepared to pay for them: they recognise
that they give value for money. People wanting a lower cost service have one: there is choice. The
alternative takes slightly longer: trains are not non-stop, do not have multi-lingual announcements, do
not have as much leg room or baggage space and are not specifically designed for air passengers. But
passengers have a choice and appreciate it.

The aviation industry appreciates the premium service: it increases the attractiveness of Gatwick as an
airport, especially for those airlines unable for various reasons to fly into Heathrow.

Recent proposals by the Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) in its draft Route Utilisation Strategy for the
Brighton Line to degrade Gatwick Express were therefore strongly opposed: they would degrade
London’s second airport as well as reducing customer choice.

At a consultation meeting where I joined the aviation industry in opposing their proposals, the SNA
were considering retention of the premium fare for the resultant non-premium service. This just added
insult to injury, and would destroy the credibility of the rail product.

Another premium aspect of the service is the premium National Express, the operator, pays and always
has paid to the government—nearly £18.5 million in 2004–05, according to the SRA’s last annual report.

Example—Heathrow Express

Heathrow Express, the dedicated Airport Express between London Paddington and Heathrow, also
has dedicated platforms and dedicated purpose-built rolling stock. As with Gatwick Express at Victoria,
there is always a train waiting at Paddington.

It is certainly a premium service—it runs every 15 minutes and takes 15 minutes: if it delays passengers
by more than 15 minutes the ride is free. This can be compared with 40 minutes by London
Underground’s Piccadilly Line or 40–140 minutes by taxi.

The premium fare partly recognises this. It also recognises the major investment in new infrastructure
made by the private sector (in advance, incidentally, of railway privatisation): improvements at
Paddington, new electrification and new tunnels under Heathrow were expensive, as were the new trains.
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This premium service is under threat from a pincer movement. On one hand, the Service Level
Commitment (formerly Passenger Service Requirement) for the new Great Western franchise wants to
reserve the two fast lines—the Main Lines—out of Paddington for trains capable of running at 200 km/
hour, at least in the peak. On the other, the Crossrail Bill currently under consideration seeks powers
to reserve the other two lines, the Relief Lines, for Crossrail.

The first of these may not be an issue. While Heathrow Express trains have a top speed of 160 km/
hour, they were specifically designed with high acceleration so that they could get from Paddington to
Airport Junction in less time than a 200 km/hour InterCity 125 with slower acceleration. Moreover I
understand that journey times are not seriously aVected when Heathrow Express trains use the lower-
speed Relief Lines, as they sometimes do.

The second may be more of a problem: it will reduce flexibility. Selective investment to add more tracks
to the Great Western Main Line, as is proposed in Chicago for the Airport Express there, would be more
valuable.

But at least it is better than an earlier proposal, which was for the inner-suburban Crossrail trains to
replace the dedicated Heathrow Express entirely. This idea has now been dropped, but the fact that it
was ever seriously considered is an indication of the quality of thinking within the SRA at one time.

These are not the only examples

The Airport Expresses in Stockholm and Oslo also face competition from the State Railways: they
too charge a premium fare over the ordinary train services. Because they provide a premium service, the
fare is accepted—Airport Express Oslo has a market share of around 40%, one of the highest in the world.

The plans for an Airport Express in Chicago also contemplate a premium fare—in the range $10—
$20, compared with $1.75 on the ordinary subway service.

There are more examples—the new service in Vienna, Leonardo Express in Rome, Aeroexpress in
Moscow, the service planned for Bangkok’s new airport, and the planned CGD Express in Paris.

Opposition from non customers

Premium fares for premium services like these are routinely knocked by the press—despite the
diVerence in cover price and quality between The Sun and the Financial Times.

They used to claim that Heathrow Express cost more for a kilometre than Concorde: this may have
been true, but a taxi costs at least twice as much as Heathrow Express and therefore more than twice
as much as Concorde!

They claim that it is the most expensive railway journey: not true, since the 0.26 km journey between
Leicester Square and Covent Garden costs the standard zone 1 fare of £2.00, a cost/kilometre significantly
higher than Heathrow Express! Another example is in Newark (New Jersey), where the fare from the
airport to Newark Penn station is £4 for 3 kilometres. Heathrow Express costs £14 for 24 kilometres.

Support from real customers

The Committee will be aware that customer satisfaction with franchised train services is monitored
regularly (by the SRA’s National Passenger Survey). Gatwick Express consistently shows a very high
level of customer satisfaction. A press release issued in June says that they have been top in overall
satisfaction over the last two years and achieved a record 92% satisfaction in the Spring survey.

Heathrow Express regularly surveys its passengers too: the percentages of passengers willing to use
the service again and to recommend it to others are regularly in the high 90s.

This, I believe, demonstrates clearly that a premium fare is acceptable if a premium service is delivered.
People who want a premium service are prepared to pay for it.

But I also believe that the converse is true—that a premium fare is not acceptable if a premium service
is not delivered.

Recommendation

It is hoped that the Committee will accept the principal that premium fares for premium services are
legitimate and valuable.
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APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by Mr Barry S Doe

I have the privilege of submitting this brief paper to the Committee on the above subject, being a specialist
on rail fares and having gainedmy election toFellowship of the Chartered Institute of Logistics &Transport
(UK) on this very issue.

The following table well-illustrates why we have a problem. It shows the percentage increase in walk-on
rail fares since privatisation to last January by each of the TOCs that operates into London and did so in
1995. The RPI increased by 27% over the period.

First Std Super Away Cheap First Std
single single Saver Saver break Day Season Season

c2c — ("5) — — — 30 — 15
Chiltern Railways — 35 — 37 — 75 — 21
First Great Western 70(a) 70 38 24 — — 32(a) 28
First GreatWestern Link 35 32 — — 40 40 24 24
Gatwick Express 45 35 — — — 27 25 25
GNER 60(a) 48 52(c) 25 — — 34(a) 26
Midland Mainline 53(a) 60(a) 60(c) 21(a) — — 22(a) 15(a)
‘one’ Anglia 45 35 — 28 — — 28 20
‘one’ Great Eastern 30 25 — — 35 35 28 28
Silverlink 40 35 — — 40 40 27 27
South Eastern Trains 25 25 — — 35 40 20 20
South West Trains 52 24 — 44 44 44 18 18
Southern 30 30 — — 40(c) 40 23 23
Thameslink 30 30 — — 55 45 15 15
Virgin Trains 120(b) 80 65(c) 25 — — 26(b) 26
Wagn 21 21 — — 45(c) 30 22 22

Notes:

(a) includes complimentary drinks

(b) includes complimentary drinks, alcoholic drinks and food

(c) SuperSavers/Awaybreaks abolished so these are 2005 Savers against 1995 SuperSavers/
Awaybreaks

In the latter part of BR days fares were set by the Business Sectors (InterCity, Network SouthEast and
Regional Railways) and pricing by strict distance had given way to selective pricing by route quality and
market as long ago as 1968.

Over a 10 year period such as this one would have expected that some routes would see greater increases
than others where, for example, a route had been modernised with new rolling stock. However the above
bears no relation to such principles. No routes would ever have had 120% rises (see Virgin Trains) when
inflation was only 27%—but then neither would any major routes with inflation at that level have been
allowed to have increases as low as 24% (South West Trains) when there were capacity problems.

It might be perceived that low increases are good, but in this case they are the result of capping and
in order to maintain a decent income-stream against such capping to less than inflation, SWT has had
to increase other fares more that it would otherwise have done in BR days (or wanted to do now), such
as the 44% of leisure fares the table shows.

In Virgin’s case drastic modernisation has occurred with the West Coast upgrade and the introduction
of Pendolinos, but instead of being allowed a real increase in oV peak fares for this, its leisure fares
(Savers) have only been permitted to rise 25%, as a result of which it has pushed up full fares by much
larger amounts than is really justified.

In the UK as a whole do we really want to drive people oV trains at peak times with 120% rises over
10 years and have them drive on congested roads instead?

In part, therefore, the table shows the eVect of capping in depressing some leisure fares too much
leading to uncapped full fares rising (as with Virgin)—or, in the case of London commuter routes like
SWT’s, capping seasons, and full fares, leading to large rises in leisure fares.
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Long-distance seasons, indeed, are now extraordinarily cheap. Take London-Southampton where one
First Return is £89.20 yet the capped First Weekly season is a mere £135.30, or one-and-a-half returns.
A Standard Annual season at £3,608 works out at less than £17 a day with holidays taken into account—
for 158 miles a day in air-conditioned comfort.

Did we ought to be encouraging long-distance commuting by such low fares when the people who are
doing this are enjoying a good life-style and clearly have high salaries and yet are causing capacity
problems that it will cost millions to sort in future years as paths are used up?

SWT has significant overcrowding problems yet has only increased seasons by 18% over the 10 years.
How can such interference in the market by government make sense?

Rebooking

However, there is an even more alarming downside to permitting fares to rise at levels between 120%
and a fall of 5% (c2c). If these were free-standing business like supermarkets it would occur and be
welcome competition, but with walk-on rail fares we have interavailability.

Interavailability is required absolutely on a single rail system. We do not want to have operator-specific
tickets—indeed that would cause immense problems when changing between operators on through
journeys like Eastbourne to Oban (Southern, Virgin or GNER, then ScotRail etc). Yet with each ‘flow’
having to be set by just one TOC we have huge problems, most easily shown by this example:

Penzance to Birmingham is priced by Virgin. In Standard Class a walk-on Saver Return is available
by any train any day for £97.80. This means it is valid on any operators’ services on the line of route.

However, Penzance-Cheltenham is priced by First Great Western, which has had lower price rises over
the past 10 years. The Saver—also valid on all operators on the line of route, including Virgin—is £58.70.

Finally, Cheltenham-Birmingham is priced by Arriva Trains Wales. The Saver—again also valid on
all operators on the line of route, including Virgin—is £16.20.

If people turn up at the booking oYce at Penzance they are entitled under the rules of railway retailing
to ask for the latter two tickets to be issued on demand. The total is £58.70 ! £16.20, which is £74.90.
Armed with these two tickets priced by FGW and ATW, they can then join the Virgin train at the
platform and do the journey for which Virgin charges £97.80! They have legitimately saved £22.90 (23%)
and this is open to any user. The only criterion is that the train must stop where the tickets join—but
as all Virgin services call at Cheltenham this is no problem whatsoever!

This is becoming wide-spread and will get worse because as each year goes by the gap widens as some
operators continue to raise fares at a higher rate than others.

Can it be fair that someone not armed with this knowledge is eVectively paying £23.40 more than he
or she needs to just because of a system that allows one operator to charge more than others to travel
in the same train for the same journey?

In eVect this is like Tescos charging £2 for a pack of four tins of baked beans, Sainsbury’s 30p a tin,
then going into Tescos and being able to demand one of their packs of four for £1.20 because that what
Sainsburys would charge in total!

The solution? It is the complete opposite of what the SRA did and the DfT might well continue to
do. The SRA tried to specify precise timetables for operators, even though they did not have the expertise
to do so and made many errors as a result. However they left fares to the operators.

It would be better to reverse this. Set the (maximum) fares centrally (ie, the walk-on open and Savers,
seasons and Day Returns etc as per the table). This way such anomalies would be avoided as they were
in BR days by having uniform systems around the country. These can still price by market value and
take into account investment, but would iron out anomalies.

The TOCs would then be free to run eVective timetables of their own (within set parameters of first/
last frequent etc) and could set lower fares if they wished (such as the book-ahead fares with which I
am not dealing here).

These book-ahead fares have undoubtedly come down in real terms but are not an eVective comparison
as the alternative to rail travel for most people—the private car—is always walk-on and does not oVer
cheap rates provided you book ahead. There is a place for advance purchase travel, but rail will always
remain primarily walk-on.

28 September 2005
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APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by Transport-Watch UK

1. The national Travel Survey 2004 shows that those in the top quintile of income travel more than twice
as far by surface rail as do those in the next highest quintile and four times as far as do those in each of the
bottom two quintiles. The distances per year per person are as follows, where the data excludes London
Underground:1

— Highest Quintile 828 miles.

— Fourth level 378 miles.

— Third Level 331 miles.

— Second Level 180 miles.

— Lowest Level 207 miles.

— All income levels 384 miles

2. Not only are these distances quite trivial compared with 6,762 miles per head per year by all modes
but also the subsidy to rail is running at between £4.5 billion and £6.5 billion per year, see Annex. £5 billion
is equivalent to:

— £200 per year for every household in the land—at a time when half of us use the train less than
once a year2

— £250,000 per year per track-mile.

— 19 pence per passenger-mile—implying subsidy of £38 for a £100 mile return trip (see note).

Further, nearly 50% of passenger rail journeys start or end in London, over 60% start or end in the
London and the South East.3

5. We comment—if, rather than inadvertently subsiding the wealthiest in the land, the Government
wishes to subsidise some deserving would-be travellers then let the money be paid directly to them, leaving
them to decide their own expenditure.

6. In contrast to the drain on the exchequer that the railways are, net payments to the exchequer
attributable to motor vehicles amounted to £28 billion in 2002–03. That is equivalent to £1,100 for every
household in the land or to 6 pence per passenger mile. Further the contribution per lane-mile made to the
Exchequer by the motorway and trunk road network has the range £275,600 to £360,000, see Annex.

7. Additionally, if the railways were paved, express coaches and lorries would discharge the national rail
function at one quarter the cost of the train while cutting death rates by a factor of two and cutting fuel
consumption by 20-25%. At the same time countless lorries and other vehicles would divert from the
unsuitable rural roads and city streets that they currently clog and endless acres of derelict or near derelict
railway land would be developed.4 Eg some 250,000 rail passengers enter central London in the peak hour.
They use 25 pairs of tracks. Hence the peak passengers per hour per inbound track amount to only 10,000—
suYcient to fill 200 50-seat express coaches. Those coaches would oVer seats to all the previously crushed
rail commuters while occupying one fifth of the highway capacity available if the system were paved.5

8. As to the scale of fares we note that Megabus oVers returns between London and other cities as far
away as Birmingham for as little as £2.50 if booked in advance—several times less expensive than by rail
despite the coaches suVering road congestion.

9. We conclude that subsidising rail fares has led to a massive distortion of the UK Transport system—
causing great loss to the nation as a whole for more than 50 years. Rather than perpetuating that the
Government should phase subsidy out, leaving the market to determine how best to use the rail network,
provided only that the 10,000 miles of right of way should be preserved for transport rather than being
abandoned piecemeal, as happened to 9,000 miles following the Beeching cuts of the 1960’s.

Note

The subsidy of 19 pence per passenger-mile to rail, cited above, is several times the values quoted by the
Strategic Rail Authority in Appendix 5 of its Annual report of 2004. That is because the SRA’s values ignore
both grant paid to Network Rail and loan, amounting to £22 billion, which can never be repaid from the
fare box but which is backed by Government guarantee.

1 National Travel Survey data 2004 (data obtained by special request to the DfT).
2 Paragraph 2 of the Forward to the Strategic Rail Authority’s publication, Everyone’s railway the wider case for rail.
3 Table 7.1 of National Rail Trends, the Strategic Rail Authority’s Yearbook, 2004–05.
4 The House of Commons Transport Committee: The Future of the Railways Volume II Evidence page 241 or see the
Transport-Watch web site www.transport-watch.co.uk.

5 Donald A Morin Chief of public Transportation, US Department of Transport wrote in Highway Progress in 1970 that “if
one lane (of a free way) were reserved for buses it could carry 50,000 passengers an hour in 1,000 buses each with 50 passengers
(all seated)”—a fact born out by highway capacity manuals the world over.
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Annex 1

SUBSIDY TO RAIL AND PROFITS FROM ROADS

Subsidy to Rail

1. Table 1 provides National Rail’s annual operating subsidy back to 1954. The annual average for the
period at 2004 prices is £2.5 billion compared with £2.0 billion for the 10 years to 2003 and £3.7 billion for
the single year 2003. The data for the years 1986–03 is fromTable 2 of annex Bof theDfT’s Bulletin of Public
Transport Statistics 2004. Discussions with the DfT suggest that the data in that table may be regarded as
operating subsidy. Since there is indeed operating subsidy it is unreasonable to expect that the loans or
capital can ever be recouped from the fare box. Instead the amounts should be added to subsidy as though
theywere current expenditure. There appear to be at least three approaches to estimating the values, namely:

(a) Table 1 of Annex B of the bulletin cited above provides “investment” amounting to close
to £3 billion annually at 2004 prices for the period 1994 to 2003 or, if rolling stock is excluded,
£2.5 billion. Some of that may be funded from other than Government but, if in broad terms it is
regarded as all subsidy, or funded from guaranteed borrowing, then the total of capital/borrowing
plus the operating subsidy has the range £4.5 billion to £5.5 billion annually for the decade.

(b) The Minute of 15 September 2004 with the title “Statutory contingent liabilities in support of
Network Rail” by the Secretary of State for Transport and presented to Parliament says that
borrowing, guaranteed by the Government, will rise to £22 billion by 2009 with no guarantee that
it will not continue to rise. Strangely, in view of the past 50 years, there is a belief that the
guarantees will never be called in. However we feel confident that nothing can be further from the
truth. Hence the £22 billion will inevitably turn out to be the taxpayer’s liability—equivalent to
£2.2 billion annually for the decade. Adding operating subsidy of £2.5 billion provides £4.7 billion,
which is consistent with the (a) above.

(c) The written statement to Parliament by the Transport Secretary, Alistair Darling, with the title
“Spending on Rail”, dated February 2005, provides total Government commitments (void of loan
guarantees) of £4.55 billion in 2005–06, £5.81 billion in 2006–07, £4.59 billion in 2007–08 and £4.39
billion in 2008–09. Probably the annual loan of £2.2 billion from (2) above should be added
providing an average annual subsidy of £6.78 billion for the four years.

2. Against that background it is fair to say that subsidy to national rail will run at between £4.5 billion
and £6.5 billion annually for the decade ending 2009. £5 billion is equivalent to:

— £200 per year for every household in the land (at a time when half of us use the train less than once
a year).

— £250,000 per year per track-mile.

— 19 pence per passenger-mile—implying subsidy of £38 for a £100 mile return trip.

Profits from roads

2. Table 7.15 of the TSGB 2004 edition provides Fuel Tax (excluding VAT) plus Vehicle Excise Duty in
2002–03 of £26.517 billion. HM Revenue & Customs provided a figure of £8.42 billion for VAT on private
motoring. Some £0.3 billion of fuel duty is reclaimed by the bus industry. Hence the total tax revenue from
motoring is close to £35 billion. Deducting expenditure of £7 billion yields £28 billion. Possibly tax onmotor
insurance should be added but we have no figure for that.

3. Table 7.3 of Transport Statistics Great Britain 2004 shows that 32% of vehicle-miles are on the
motorway and Trunk Road Network. Hence if the tax take is proportional to vehicle-miles the Strategic
Road Network earns the exchequer £9 billion annually. The lane length for that network is between 40,000
km and 52,000 km (see facts sheet 1). Hence the contribution per lane-mile made to the exchequer has the
range £275,600 to £360,000 annually. Alternatively dividing the net tax take of £28 billion by the network
wide vehicle-miles (306 billion) or by passenger miles (456 billion) yields a net payment to the Exchequer of
9 pence per vehicle-mile or 6 pence per passenger-mile.

Comment

4. The contrast between the contribution made to the Exchequer by road traYc and the drain on the
Exchequer from the rail industry is telling.
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Table 1

SUBSIDIES TO NATIONAL RAIL

Year RPI Out turn Public Service June 2004
Prices £M Obligation Grant Prices £M

1954 10.42 25 448
1955 11.00 52 883
1956 11.51 80 1,298
1957 11.89 107 1,680
1958 12.40 134 2,018
1959 12.29 161 2,446
1960–65 55.67 976 3,273
1965–70 55.67 5,959 19,985
1970–75 55.67 2,539 8,515
1975–80 55.67 3,093 485 12,000
1980–81 67.35 634 575 3,351
1981 74.98 933 749 4,188
1982 81.85 1,002 817 4,149
1983 84.84 1,003 854 4,087
1984 89.20 1,013 1066 4,351
1985 95.00 995 820 3,567
1986 98.00 852 680 2,919
1987 101.9 615 761 2,521
1988 106.9 448 534 1,715
1989 115.2 796 499 2,099
1990 126.1 1,196 600 2,659
1991 133.5 1,585 900 3,475
1992 138.5 2,173 1,150 4,479
1993 140.7 1,631 930 3,398
1994 144.1 1,700 2,203
1995 149.1 435 545
1996 152.7 1,071 1,309
1997 157.5 1,858 2,202
1998 162.9 1,615 1,851
1999 165.4 1,441 1,627
2000 171.0 1,250 1,365
2001 173.0 1,883 2,032
2002 176.2 2,637 2,794
2003 181.3 3,607 3,714

Averages
1954–2003 2,482.2
1994–2003 1,964.22

Notes:

(a) The figure of £25 million for 1954–55 is from the British Transport Commission’s accounts.

(b) The figure from the same source for 1958–59 is £90 million. However interest charges were
relegated to a “special account”, depreciation was under estimated and some track changes were
transferred to a maintenance expenditure account. The true figure, excluding the loss of the British
Rail pension fund was £134 million.

(c) Figures for the years 1955, 1956 and 1957 have been obtained by interpolation. The figure for 1959
has been obtained by extending the series for previous years.

(d) Values for the years 1960 through to 1980 are from Robert Millar of the Institute of Economic
AVairs writing in February 1982. That data is quoted at 1979 prices.

(e) Data for the years from 1980–84 are from Transport Statistics Great Britain.

(f) Data for 1985 to 2000 are from the DfT Transport Statistics Bulletin and include Freight Grants
except that the Public Service Obligation Grant for the years 1979 to 1994. The latter are from a
letter from Dr Pritchard of the Department of Transport writing to Gabriel Roth on 5 January
1995. Clearly the PSO should be added.

(g) The 2004 prices are the outturn values multiplied by the ratio of the 2004 RPI (186.7) to the index
for the year. That produced slightly diVerent numbers from the GDP deflator.
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APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by The Railway Consultancy Ltd

1. Background

1.1 This note is in response to your request for submissions to your inquiry into the above, but I would
be happy to provide further clarification if required.

1.2 I write asManaging Director of the Railway Consultancy, a specialist railway planning consultancy.
My personal experience stretches back 20 years, to the completion of a PhD at Newcastle University in
railway fares policy, carried out in collaboration with what is now the Regional Rail sector of British Rail.
Subsequent to that I spent eight years in strategic and business planning roles at London Underground. I
have run the Railway Consultancy for the last ten years, during which time we have carried out a range of
commercial projects for TOCs and others, notably including a study for the Rail Passengers’ Committee
into the economic viability of a National Railcard.

2. Introduction

2.1 There are three criteria which should underpin any rail fares policy. Rail fares should be related to:

(i) the cost of providing the service;

(ii) the willingness of users to pay; and

(iii) the complexity of the system.

Any consideration of the current (or any alternative) system should bear these in mind.

3. The Comparative Cost of Rail Fares

3.1 The real level of rail fares in any country can only reflect

(i) the level of Government support, relative to the level of train service provided;

(ii) the eYciency of the operation.

Although British Government support to the railways ballooned a couple of years ago, in line with West
Coast Main Line and Railtrack troubles, it has historically been at a much lower level (expressed as a
percentage of Government expenditure, rail support has typically been only half that of our European
neighbours). That is a political decision, taken in a country which has generally adopted the view that users
(rather than taxpayers) should pay for public services. That logic is questionable if (as with the railways)
those services indirectly benefit the entire community, and where the railways have been prevented from
taking advantage of indirect benefits (eg British Rail was forced to divest itself of property-related income).

3.2 Over the years, a considerable amount of research into fares has been undertaken by British Rail and
its successors, and condensed into the industry “bible” The Passenger Demand Forecasting Handbook
(PDFH). Individual train operators use that as the basis for commercial decisions, tempered by the
regulatory environment, which provides caps for increases in baskets of fares. However, as with any
industry, mistakes do occur. A particular misunderstanding has occurred amongst some train operators,
who have failed to understand the ways in which passengers respond to fares increases. The rate at which
passenger demand falls oV when fares are increased is termed the fares elasticity ef, and a critical value of
this occurs at ef %"1: at smaller values, increases in fares lead to increases in revenue, but at larger values,
increases in fares lead to decreases in revenue, as the higher fares deter more people from travelling. In fact,
many long-distance fares elasticities in Britain are around the "1 mark, which is profit-maximising, and
therefore has considerable economic sense.

3.3 However, some train operators have not understood (or have chosen not to understand) a key
corollary of the theory, namely that elasticities eVectively increase over time. In the short term, whilst some
passengers may immediately be deterred from travelling by train, switching mode immediately, others may
pay up; in the longer-term, however, people start making diVerent decisions about home and job location,
and more passengers desert the railways. For a TOC with a short franchise, large fares increases may still
gain net revenue, with the negative long-term eVects accruing to a subsequent franchisee. Some of the
complaints (correctly) made against TOCs reflect this process, and it is not clear how the industry should
respond to such erroneous decisions.

3.4 A similar issue arises regarding the image of the railway. If one TOC sets very expensive fares, the
public’s overall view of the railway is incorrectly biased against it. Unfortunately, it is diYcult to see how a
cap could be applied, since we know that passengers are both aVected by the total amount of the fare (which,
quite reasonably, varies with distance) and by a consideration of the fare per mile (which, by definition,
does not).
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3.5 At a perceptual level, of course, elasticities reflect what passengers see as “good value for money”.
Services with higher quality (eg shorter journey times, more comfortable trains) can sustain higher fares—
but that does lead to complexity in the fare system. Whilst the Government remains of the “user pays”
opinion, one has to accept that train operators will vary fares according to service quality, sacrificing the
potential benefits of fares being directly linked to the distance travelled.

3.6 Passenger perception is also highly coloured by the fact that the main competitor to the railways, the
private car, is too cheap, as many of its externalities (eg pollution, accidents, policing) are not fully borne
by its users. Moreover, there is a good case for saying that most transport services are under-priced,
especially given their dependence upon limited natural resources. Providing a realistic basis for the pricing
of other modes, by using the tax systemmore eVectively to encourage use of the more eYcient modes, is key;
road pricing and carbon taxes are two possible ways of doing this.

3.7 In conclusion, there is considerable evidence that some specific fares in Britain either are or have been
too expensive, but it is not clear how to deal with this. More generally, though, rail fares are probably at an
economically-sensible level, and apparent problems actually result from the under-pricing of (in particular)
car and air modes.

4. Fares Structure

4.1 In an industry with substantial quantities of fixed costs, the careful management of capacity is
essential. Despite the flexible working adopted in some oYces, there are huge peaks in the demand for rail
travel (demand in peak hours often being as much as 10x those in interpeak hours). Any incentives to
encourage passengers not to travel in peak periods are therefore essential.

4.2 As noted above, variations in fares charged should also take into account passengers’ willingnesses
to pay, which are largely a function of journey purpose. As the peak demand is in the morning, when the
vast majority of trips are for “earning” purposes (eg commuting, business), it is economically sensible to
charge higher fares at those times. Unfortunately, travel patterns in Britain are becomingmore complicated,
and many commuting and business trips now occur at other times; however, whilst those trips are not
directly contributing to peak capacity problems, oVering an incentive to travel oVpeak is probably justified.

4.3 How one segments the market, however, to reflect the three key criteria, is very important, and a
number of methods are used. Time of day, a requirement to book in advance, and class of travel, are all
relevant. However, it should be noted that railcards are one method which have been found to be justified
on financial, not social, grounds.

4.4 Research I carried out as long ago as 1986 showed that substantial diVerences between peak and
oVpeak fares are essential, if significant numbers of passengers are to be encouraged to travel oVpeak. My
research showed that the Ordinary fares at that time needed to be around 40% more expensive than day
returns/Savers. With passengers’ Values Of Time having risen since, that figure is likely to be higher.

4.5 There then needs to be a balance between the level of sophistication of the fares oVered, and the
complexity of that system. At one extreme, one could set a fare for each individual passenger, based on their
willingness to pay for the journey, but such a policy clearly fails the “simplicity” test. My judgment would
be that there is room for about five diVerent products, ranging from themost expensive “do anything” ticket
through those oVering choice outwith peak periods to those restricted to specific trains. Clearly, for local
markets, the latter types of ticket are not applicable.

4.6 The position we actually have in Britain, however, has degenerated through the disaggregation of the
rail industry.Whilst individual TOCs can aim to carry out appropriate fares policies, the current system has
a number of completely unnecessary disadvantages. These include:

(i) the use of diVering names for the same product; and

(ii) the use of diVering (eg time-of-travel) conditions applied to equivalent products.

4.7 Even with a range of ticket types, however, it would be possible to oVer a range of types which were
related more obviously to each other than at present eg fare type a% fare type b less 10%. From a wider
industry perspective, this would be highly beneficial, but ATOC has struggled in such areas.

4.8 Elsewhere, there are a number of ways in which fares can be simplified. Southern’s standardisation
of local fares within South London is to be applauded, whilst elsewhere many long-distance tickets cost the
same to a whole area eg London—Teesside. This is to be encouraged, as it reduces the need for passengers
to re-book en route.

4.9 Whilst there may be some rationale for oVering cheaper tickets through sales channels which are
cheaper to operate (eg the internet), ticket sales costs are not a dominant cost within the industry. Instead,
many such products are oVered because of the internal accounting rules of the industry, which can make it
financially-worthwhile to avoid the all-operator revenue allocation system, which is not a good reason.

4.10 In summary, there is good theoretical justification for a limited range of ticket types, but there is
considerable scope for simplifying the current range, probably without any loss of revenue.
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5. The Availability of Advance Purchase Tickets

5.1 The requirement to book ahead has been used for many years in a number of industries (both
transport and otherwise) as a market-segmenting device. There is indeed a clear potential benefit to the
operator of receiving income earlier, and it can be helpful for planning purposes, especially in dealing with
peaks through adjusting quotas.However, booking ahead policies eVectively assume that those able to book
in advance are likely to be less willing to pay, and should therefore be oVered a discount—but this does not
necessarily follow. For instance, there are many business trips (eg annual meetings, conferences) which are
known about significantly in advance, and where the railways are therefore oVering cheap facilities to those
who are prepared to pay more. This is not good economics.

5.2 SomeTOCs have started oVering really cheap tickets available only a few days in advance. Evenwhen
limited to specific trains, this seems unlikely to maximise revenue, unless of course the specific trains
concerned are known to be very lightly-used, when there may be a marginal marketing benefit.

6. Network Rail Timetable Impacts

6.1 The provision of “book-ahead” tickets clearly onlyworks if it is physically possible to purchase tickets
at the relative time in advance. That requires operators knowingwhen their trains are going to run.We share
the view of many, that problems at Railtrack were inexcusably the root cause of diYculties with Advance
Purchase tickets during 2004. It is diYcult to see what TOCs could have done about this (eg inmaking cheap
fares available without their attached seat reservations), given that in some cases TOCs were not being told
until only a few weeks beforehand at what time their trains were running—or whether their trains were
running at all. Inclusion or strengthening of penalty payments in the contracts between Network Rail and
TOCs, if NR fails to provide timetable data in suYcient time, might be one way of incentivising NR to
perform.

6.2 As it is, the railway is still not providing ticket purchasing as far in advance as some of its
competitors—and this can cause problems in the holiday market. For instance, booking a return flight to
Inverness to coincide with a holiday booking in the North of Scotland can be undertaken much before the
railway is able to do so. The industry needs to improve in this area if it really is to compete properly in the
market. The rigidity in engineering possession strategy that this might imply can, over time, be overcome
through investment in such facilities as bi-directional signalling which would reduce the need for line
closures. Such a system would bring Britain’s railways more into line with those in Europe, which are able
to oVer high-quality rail services on all days of the week. Such an ability is going to be essential if Britain’s
railways genuinely aspire to provide a service to meet the needs of the British people, who wish to travel on
every day of the week.

30 September 2005

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum submitted by Railfuture Northeast

1. Preamble

Within the Railway Development Society Ltd, campaigning as railfuture to promote the use of railways,
the North East Branch, railfuture northeast, includes among its objectives:

The maintenance of a constructive involvement in those commercial and political processes which may lead
to an improvement in the quality and coverage of existing rail services.

In this context railfuture northeast oVers the following contribution to the Transport Committee for its
consideration.

2. Comparative Costs

2.1 International comparisons are well established as the RMT research shows and such comparisons
always show British rail fares in a very unfavourable light. However such comparisons are of limited value
in a world in which there are many alternatives to the full fare ticket.

2.2 As important for travel within Britain is the comparison of rail fares with the charges for travel by
other modes. Transport 2010 showed (Chart 3c) that whilst motoring costs have remained essentially
constant over the last three decades, rail fares have risen by 50% in real terms. All modes of travel are heavily
subsidised; as examples only, (a) aviation fuel is untaxed, a loss to the exchequer of some £9billion per year
in Britain, (b) motorists get free policing, extensive free parking and free ambulance and hospital treatment
for themany thousands killed and injured on the roads every year and (c) the railways are funded extensively
out of taxation.
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2.3 Recommended for consideration: methods should be explored by which subsidy should reflect policy
which in turn should reflect need. Hence subsidy should be used to reverse the divergent trend shown in
Transport 2010 and support modes which help reduce congestion and climate change as well as making
travel more inclusive for the many who do not have access to a car or prefer not to drive.

3. Current Situation

3.1 Level of fares, availability of fare types and reliability of information about fares are three separate
areas in which the ticketing process and fares oVering could be improved.

3.2 Whilst all the industry providers of information about fares all draw their data from the Train Service
Database, extensive diVerences in use and interpretation can lead to considerable confusion, particularly for
the occasional passenger or for those wishing to make journeys involving the services of more than one train
operating company. In this respect an added complication is the fact that the initial journey oVered is
programmed into the database to be the shortest journey time available; commonly this will be via London,
which, with the inconvenience of changing terminals in London, may not be what the passenger wants. For
example, Newcastle to Bournemouth passengers are likely to be oVered times and fares via London even
though there is a more convenient through train service by CrossCountry. This is true also of passengers
enquiring through the CrossCountry franchise holder! Knowledge of railway services and routes is
necessary to press the information providers for the information actually required; those without such
knowledge, perhaps the greater number of enquirers, are likely to be oVered a journey less suitable to
their needs.

3.3 For passengers with railway route and practice knowledge, a succession of tickets, legitimately
purchased between the calling points of a train or trains, can be significantly cheaper than tickets for the
journey between the first and last station. For example, if a journey from Newcastle to StaVord has to be
made at short notice, the quoted fare is £116.00 return. However, those with railway knowledge are able to
book seats on the same trains Newcastle to York (£28.00 return) and York to StaVord (£47.50 return) at a
very significant saving of £40.50.

3.4 On the other hand, some journeys may be more expensive if ticketed in separate parts. For example,
passengers wishing to use themainline to travel fromNewcastle toMiddlesbrough viaDarlington pay £8.90
(Standard Day Return), whereas the fare from Newcastle to Darlington is also £8.90 and from Darlington
to Middlesbrough is £4.10, a total of £13.00. This circumstance apparently comes about because of the
availability of an alternative route and the diVerent Train Operating Companies defining the various fares.

3.5 A further facet of longer distance fares over multiple train operating company parts of the network,
is that the passenger can often get a valid, cheaper ticket by booking to a destination beyond that intended.
For example, the walk-up fare from York to StaVord via Birmingham is £47.50 return but the fare from
York to Birmingham is £66.00! Equally, the unwary passenger faced with a change of plan may choose to
extend his journey by buying another ticket for the extra part; for zoning and other reasons this may be a
very expensive option, even allowing for the administrative charge which may be incurred for cancelling the
original ticket. For example the saver return fare for the walk-up passenger from Alnmouth to Leeds is
£44.60, and from Leeds to SheYeld is £9.30 or £15.60 but the fare fromAlnmouth to SheYeld is £47.80. (On
a wide range of trains, saver returns fromLeeds to SheYeld are available on theNRESwebsite at both £9.30
and £15.60 with no explanation of the diVerence; similarly, day return fares at £8.90 and £ 9.60 are both
oVered on the same trains. Passenger confusion seems inevitable). Clearly, an excess fare on the train should
only be for the least increment but how would the railcard holding passenger respond to the posters
proclaiming that full fare will be charged?

3.6 With the demise of any reasonable route as a ticket restriction, the advent of any permitted route has
led to significant uncertainty, as the permitted route information is not generally available to the would-be
passenger. So, for example, a journey from Newcastle to Cleethorpes might reasonably be made with one
change of train in SheYeld but as this is a somewhat longer route, the passenger would be hard pressed to
find out if he could use this option or must take the less convenient option of changing at York and
Doncaster. Advice given by diVerent sources is often inconsistent and hence unhelpful.

3.7 Saver returns and business saver returns provide passengers with the flexibility of walk-up fares at
discounted rates but incur some confusing restrictions. For example, whilst the return half of such tickets
may be available for use on an evening peak time train, the outward half of the equivalent ticket may not.
Day return tickets for local journeys often oVer significant discounts but they appear also to have anomalous
fares in many cases. Whilst commonly the majority of users may be well aware of such anomalies, the result
is significant distortion of station usage information; examples here would be Manors (Newcastle upon
Tyne) and stations at the western end of the Tyne Valley line. A positive encouragement to use local public
transport would result if return rail tickets were interchangeable with bus tickets along the same route.

3.8 Across the various train operating companies, there are now many more names for ticket types than
there are ticket types. Whilst understanding that the marketing beliefs of the various companies will
inevitably diVer, a significant reduction in confusion would result if, through the Association of Train
Operating Companies or otherwise, a standard terminology could be introduced. For those who live within
easy reach of a staVed station, many of the idiosyncrasies indicated above are less of a problem as station
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booking oYce staV can generally provide the necessary interpretation. Telephone and internet purchases
are increasingly of great convenience to many passengers but it seems often to be these very sources which
result in diYculty or uncertainty. The recent workshops organised by the National Rail Enquiry Service
demonstrate a very helpful approach to improving communication across both timetable and fares
information. Further work of this type in all regions and involving a representative sample (Passengers’
Panel) of current passengers and those who are put oV travelling by train because of the uncertainties
involved in obtaining a ticket, would seem to be a most worthwhile initiative.

3.9 Despite current campaigns understandably aimed at revenue protection, the large number of
unstaVed stations on the network means that the practice of buying tickets on the train has become
widespread, even from principal stations. Failure to check tickets during the journey is widespread albeit
for a variety of reasons and more so in the trains of some operating companies than others. In this context
and with the advent of on board ticket machines carrying the full range of fares, the penalty of not issuing
railcard discounted tickets on the train if the booking oYcewas open, seems hard to understand. The penalty
seems especially confusing when weekend first upgrades are sometimes only available on the train and when
booking oYces sometimes cannot cope with the number of walk-up passengers waiting to buy a ticket for
an impending train.

3.10 Anomalous fares are reported by passengers to be widespread across the network, some deriving
simply from a belief that the fare charged should relate to the distance travelled rather than to a commercial
judgement of the available passenger market. With the numerous journey possibilities available and the
complexity of the fares types, the existence of anomalies is unsurprising; no doubt those passengers who
think that eliminating anomalies would increase their fares are content with the current situation!

3.11 Recommended for consideration: the Association of Train Operating Companies should lead a
review of consistency in terminology, presentation and fares across all Operating Companies and all
sources—booking oYce, on-train, telephone and internet—using passengers’ panel techniques where
appropriate. The objective of the review should be to develop a simplified system giving reliable information
to enquirers whether or not they have prior railway knowledge. The review should cover choice of route and
routing flexibility whilst maintaining the benefits to passengers of the key ticket types which currently exist.

4. Advance Purchase

4.1 Advance purchase tickets now oVer the rail passenger an opportunity to make many less flexible
journeys at a bargain price. However, to take advantage of these tickets, the passenger must have ready
access to a staVed station, or facilities to purchase tickets by telephone or internet. Regrettably, there are
now very few rail appointed travel agents, although such agencies could oVer a rail presence in those towns
which are not located on the rail network, for example Killingworth and Washington new towns and the
towns in the Scottish Borders. As discussed above, whilst telephone and internet sources may be reliable for
straightforward journeys, for cross country or other journeys involving more than one Operating Company
advance booking discounts often represent a further confusion.

4.2 Both telephone and internet systems appear to be limited by operator knowledge or information
presentation; moreover, voice activated systems are not yet very helpful and worse, the information
laboriously provided may not be available to or is ignored by the operator eventually reached. Two key
problems which passengers identify are:

— If advanced booking seats are not available, it is not possible to tell whether the quota for the train
concerned has not yet been released or has already been sold out.

— If an advance booking discounted ticket is not available on the initially requested train, it is not
possible to find simply when the next available train will be that does have such a ticket available,
other than by successively enquiring about every possible train.

4.3 A further constraint occurs at weekends, just the time when many individuals and families are able
to plan fixed time journeys, but when railway engineering work is at its peak. It may be true that Network
Rail is improving but there is still a long way to go before “T-12” is achieved. Consequently, many people
are denied the discounted tickets which the Train Operating Companies are in principle prepared to oVer.

4.4 Not every passenger is aware of the particular time bars (14 days, 7 days, etc in advance) used by the
diVerent Operating Companies and hence journey opportunities may be missed. Moreover, a consequence
of these time bars is that enquiries of diVerent sources, perhaps on diVerent days may give widely diVering
responses to “cheapest possible” fares enquiries. Confusion is caused because the process is not transparent
to the enquirer and diVerent Operating Companies apply diVerent rules.

4.5 A confusion on the journey which is evident from the announcements made by Train Managers and
by the observed problems on trains, is the limitation of most advance booking discount tickets to one
Operating Company only. On routes such as York to Edinburgh, served by several Operating Companies,
with trains closely following each other, especially if operations are somewhat disrupted, it is diYcult for
the occasional passenger to know which train (s)he is allowed to use. Whilst understanding the revenue
allocation basis for many of the discounts oVered, it would seem helpful to have a better ticket interchange
facility than the Train Manager’s discretion, not that that is not employed with sensitivity.
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4.6 A very helpful trend which is being increasingly employed, is towards the use of discounted single
journey tickets, rather than restricting discounts to return tickets. Single tickets oVer the solution to two
quite distinct problems, namely:

— Journeys made one way at peak times and one way oV peak

— Circular trip journeys such as Newcastle Edinburgh Carlisle Newcastle

Such tickets would be of equal benefit to advance purchase passenger and walk-up passengers who might
use a Saver ticket one way.

4.7 Season tickets are an interesting form of advance purchase ticket, since they introduce the concept of
discounts for travel at peak times. Congestion charging has been a public transport practice for decades, in
eVect being the basis for cheaper oV peak travel. Passengers of course, should be rewarded for loyalty to the
service but the question of higher fares for occasional travellers at peak times would seem worthy of further
examination at a time when congestion charging has at last become a fashionable concept elsewhere.

4.8 A further concept which might be worthy of examination, is the whole basis for discounts based on
advance booking. Clearly, if the real basis for the discount is the restriction of use and revenue to one
Operating Company, then the date of booking is of little practical relevance. In other industries, hotels and
holidays for example, whilst high season may command a premium, last minute bookings commonly
generate a discount.

4.9 Recommended for consideration: consideration should be given to simplifying the restrictions on
advance notice and inter-availability of fixed train tickets, especially along routes served by more than one
Operator. The trend towards discounted single tickets as well as returns should be accelerated. The role of
season tickets and peak time premium charges should be further developed to give the optimum benefit to
passengers and operators in the management of costs and congestion.

5. Railcards and Concessionary Travel

5.1 Superimposed on all the fare structures is the advance purchase railcard discount system. Such cards
represent a move towards the reduced cost at the time of travel, with which the motorist is very familiar.
Young people, senior citizens, and families, among others are all able to benefit from the good value of
railcards for both regular and occasional travel.

5.2 Commissioned by railfuture in 2003, the Railway Consultancy carried out a study into the potential
of a National Railcard available for purchase by anyone not covered by existing Railcards (National
Railcard Economic Research, The Railway Consultancy Ltd, London, 2003). The study concluded that a
National Railcard would be purchased by some 2.7 million passengers each year across the UK, would add
£50 million to £70 million incremental profit for the industry and would reduce the subsidy per passenger
mile by between 5 and 13%, mainly by boosting oV-peak travel. At the time, the Minister is understood to
have asked the SRA to develop plans for a National Railcard but to date no progress has been reported. As
the SRA has been disbanded, it would seem appropriate now for this work to be taken forward by either
the Department for Transport or the Association of Train Operating Companies.

5.3 It is understood that the Treasury has sanctioned a national scheme to provide free local travel, for
journeys made by senior citizens. Whilst details of this proposal have not been seen, it is understood that
the scheme will relate to buses only. The Transport Committee may wish to consider the implications of this
scheme for those in rural and inner urban areas whose principal or preferred journey mode is the local train.
Excluding the local rail network from such concessionary fares does little to help promote an inclusive
society bus and train should be being encouraged to work together to provide an integrated network of
benefit to all.

5.4 Recommended for consideration: work on the introduction of a National Railcard, particularly to
promote oV-peak travel should be revitalised with a view to its early introduction. Consideration should be
given to including local rural and urban rail services in the planned free travel concession for senior citizens.

6. Impact of the Network Rail Timetable

6.1 As noted above, a constraint on travel occurs at weekends generally and bank holiday weekends in
particular, just the time when many individuals and families are able to plan fixed time journeys, but when
railway engineering work is at its peak. It may be true that Network Rail is improving but there is still a
long way to go before “T-12” is achieved continuously. Consequently, many people are denied the
discounted tickets, which the Train Operating Companies are in principle prepared to oVer.

6.2 Moreover, the extensive bustitution which is used to cover engineering work means that rail travel is
eVectively precluded for many, regardless of ticket type, over the whole of the weekend, not just late
Saturday to early Sunday. This unfortunate set of circumstances represents a significant reduction in
revenue as well as an unfortunate image for the railway and the longer term cost to the railway lies in the
number of people who decide the railway is “not for them”.
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6.3 The lack of early and late trains serving the principal rail hubs such as Newcastle means not only that
inward connection has to be made by car but that very significant car parking charges are incurred. Better
and reliable connecting train services would reduce the cost of rail travel for many. Similarly, a more flexible
definition of peak times would make oV-peak fares sensibly available to more of the passengers joining long
distance trains along their route. The point has been made above that journey times are often shorter via
the London terminals even though the distance travelled may be longer and the journey more cumbersome.
Network Rail should be under pressure to improve the journey times of cross country trains so that the
pressure on London terminals can be reduced and the overall service oVered to passengers improved.

6.4 Recommended for consideration: the pressure onNetwork Rail to achieve “T-12” should be increased
and a detailed programme for its achievement imposed. Bustitution should be considered a tactic of last
resort and should not normally be allowed to prevent rail travel before, say, noon on Saturday or after noon
on Sunday. Better connections into early and out of late mainline trains should be developed for local
services at principal rail hubs to avoid the cost and congestion of car-parking.

1 October 2005

APPENDIX 6

Memorandum submitted by Mr Stuart Derwent

A CASE STUDY OF TRAVELLING FROM PRESTON PARK (BRIGHTON) TO
EVESHAM (WORCESTERSHIRE)

Introduction

During this year I have needed to travel to Evesham in Worcestershire from Brighton on an
approximately monthly basis. It is a long drive of some two and a half hours with a clear road, and my
preference was to travel by train. Whilst this takes considerably longer, it is more environment friendly;
potentially less stressful; and for a person travelling alone should be considerably cheaper on a Day Return
basis. A disadvantage is that you have no car for use locally when you arrive.

The Planned Route and the Fares

My preference is to avoid London and therefore my chosen route is from Preston Park to Gatwick
Airport; Gatwick Airport to Reading; and Reading to Evesham and the same route by return. This involves
using Thameslink; Great Western Link; and Great Western.

Taking the 09:08 out of Preston Park and returning on the 18:33 from Evesham, the National Rail
Enquiries website oVers the following fares on a Senior Railcard basis:

Cheap Day Return £24.30
Standard Day Return £27.60
Cheap Day Return £27.90
Saver Return £32.20
Saver Return £33.20
Standard Day Return £41.70
Saver Return £50.30
Standard Open Return £54.90
Standard Open Return £61.25
Standard Day Return £63.20
Standard Open Return £92.80

I have never investigated the intricacies of each fare category although I am sure this is readily available
on the website. I have omitted the First Class options!

These fares are all oVered for this precise journey on the six trains involved—three each way. Some other
fares are oVered for trains at diVerent times of day.

I take the £24.30 Cheap Day Return bought at the Preston Park Ticket OYce.

The Reality

I have now completed this journey on five occasions.

On the first two occasions I bought the £24.30 ticket immediately before departure from Preston Park
with my Senior Railcard in fact for the 07.30 departure. On the third occasion the Booking OYce Clerk
would not accept the use of my Senior Railcard before 9 am. I had understood that as I was not travelling
through London that no time restriction applied. I paid the greater amount and raised the issue with
Southern (they run the Preston Park Booking OYce) subsequently.
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The Senior Railcard leaflet states:

The Railcard discount isn’t available on tickets when journeys aremade wholly within the London
and South East area (including all SouthWest Trains services to and from LondonWaterloo), on
morning peak period services, Monday to Friday (not including Public Holidays).

The times of morning oV-peak services do vary by route and are normally related to the availability
of Cheap Day tickets. It’s best to check with ticket staV before buying tickets.

It had never occurred to me that Eveshamwas within the description of the London and South East area,
and it is certainly not in the normal usage of those words. However, in a good customer service letter from
Southern it was pointed out that this area was defined in British Rail days and I was sent a copy of a map
showing the area—limited on the west by Northampton, Worcester, Weymouth, and Exeter! This good
letter from Southern included—“I can understand your confusion regarding the terms and conditions
attached to the Senior Railcard. It also apparently confuses some of our booking oYce staV.” I have
suggested that the Senior Railcard leaflet could be reworded to as a minimum make the London and South
East area a title, or refer to a map or the like.

A Side Issue

As I said earlier my planned journey involves the use of trains operated by Thameslink, Great Western
Link, and Great Western. On only one of the five occasions has the journey gone to plan mostly due to
missed connections due to the single track west of Oxford. This has meant that I have used Thameslink,
Great Western Link, Great Western, Virgin Trains, South West Trains, and Southern. I am fascinated as
to how they divvy up the fares!

Conclusion

The range of fares oVered is ridiculous and over-complicated, and the Senior Railcard leaflet is
misleading. I find the fares hard to follow, and I pity Booking OYce Clerks and overseas visitors in
particular.

I hope this real case study is helpful. Changes need to be made if we are to encourage the use of public
transport and we are all to reduce the use of our cars. Transport must be looked at overall to ensure we get
the right answer and any negatives through pricing complications or price level all work against the use of
the rail network.

1 October 2005

APPENDIX 7

Memorandum submitted by the Institution of Civil Engineers

Introduction

1. The Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) is a charity that exists to promote and progress civil
engineering. It was established in 1818, and currently has over 77,000 members.

2. ICE’s strategy is to be the leader in shaping the engineering profession, and our vision is to be
recognised as the leading source of knowledge and skills required to create a sustainable natural and built
environment for the benefit of future generations. The Institution’s core purpose is to set standards for
qualification and registration of all engaged in civil engineering; to provide a knowledge exchange for best
practice; and to promote the contribution that we make to society.

3. The Institution of Civil Engineers would be happy to assist the Transport Committee’s deliberations
further, if it was considered helpful.

Comments

3. ICE’s submission will briefly cover the four key issues to be considered by the Transport Committee -

— The comparative cost of rail travel to passengers in the UK.

— The justification for the current fare and ticketing structure, and the case for reform.

— The availability of cheaper, advance purchase rail tickets.

— The way in which Network Rail’s determination of the timetable can aVect the cost of travel.

4. Evidence suggests that standard train tickets in the UK are substantially more expensive than for
comparable routes in mainland Europe. The impacts of this may include the following:

— Business users often need to have more flexible travel arrangements, and therefore can’t take
advantage of the lower fares for advance purchase tickets, resulting in higher travel costs for
businesses in the UK.
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— Higher fares discourage a modal shift from private car to train, particularly where more than one
person is travelling, potentially resulting in an under-achievement of the Government’s targets for
modal shift.

— Higher costs in the UK may discourage overseas visitors, particularly tourists, who wish to keep
their travel plans flexible.

5. ICEunderstands and supports the principles behind the current fare and ticketing structures in theUK.
Giving passengers the option of fully flexible tickets at higher cost (though see the comments in 5 above) or
lower cost advance purchase tickets is a sensible strategy, which amongst other things will continue to
encourage modal shift from car to train for leisure travel. However, the current arrangements within and
across Train Operating Companies (TOCs) are considered to be unnecessarily complex, confusing and
restrictive.

6. Fare typesandnamesdiVerbetween trainoperators, andcancauseconsiderable confusion.Therewould
be an advantage in simplifying the fares structure across the UK, for example by standardising the advance
purchase timeframes and the associated ticket names. Additionally, it is sometimes cheaper to buy two single
tickets thana return ticket, adding to the complexity of the structure.Even thedefinitionof “peakperiod”, for
pricing purposes, is dependent on route. It sometimes feels as if the fares structures are designed deliberately
to confuse.

7. Forexample, foratypicaloV-peaksingle journeymidweekinOctober2005ontheWestCoastMainLine
between Liverpool Lime Street and London Euston, there are no less than 12 ticket options—six standard
class and six first class—ranging in price from £12.00 to £87.50 for standard class, and £27.00 to £137.50 for
first class. There are three tickets identified as “ValueAdvance 1st Single”, labelledC (£27.00), B (£36.00) and
A (£44.00) respectively, but there doesn’t appear to be any diVerence in the restrictions applying to each of
the tickets.

8. Acomparable journeyontheEastCoastMainLinebetweenNewcastleandLondonKingsCross reveals
five apparently similar tickets, labelled “GNER 1st Advance”, with a 1 (£29.50), 2 (£44.50), 3 (£54.50), 4
(£71.00) or 5 (£95.00) suYx. There is no explanation for the diVerences, which are assumed to represent the
rangeofprices for that typeof ticket, similar to the“increasingpriceas seatsallocated”systemusedbythe low-
cost airlines. However, it seems rather unusual to show the complete range of prices, at least without an
explanation of the logic behind them. Passengers may incorrectly assume that the higher price tickets have
fewer restrictions.

9. The variation in fares depending on whether they are booked by phone, on the internet, or in person,
seemslessofan issue.Travellershaveprobablybecomeusedtotheprinciple that internetbookingsarecheaper
than phone or in-person bookings, and the reasons for travel companies oVering such discounts is probably
well understood. However, in using internet booking services it’s often not easy to follow the descriptions of
the tickets, fares and travel restrictions.

10. The gapbetween fully flexible “open” train tickets andheavily restricted advance purchase ticketsmay
be too wide. To take advantage of the cheapest tickets, passengers must commit to a specific day and time of
travel, and any subsequent change to their travel arrangements that misses the deadlines for no-cost changes
to travel plans can result in an additional payment to bring the ticket cost up to the full standard open ticket
price. The lack of flexibility, except by paying amuchhigher price for a ticket,maydiscouragemany car users
from switching to train.

11. Information about the availability of cheaper fares is often unclear, particularly for internet booking.
If passengers are only able to travel on a certain day, and can commit to a particular train time, then they will
usually simply book the lowest price ticket available for that day.However, if theywant to travel at the lowest
cost,andcanbeflexible inchoosingthedayof travel, then it’sverydiYcult for themtofindadaywiththe lowest
cost ticket available, without going through the booking process one day at a time. There generally isn’t the
facility to say, “I want to travel betweenAandB at the lowest cost, at a weekendwithin the next twomonths,
now tell mewhen I can do it”.

12. It is accepted that the situationwith engineeringworks in 2004,when some rail passengerswere unable
to buy the cheaper advance purchase tickets, was rather unusual. Nevertheless, there is the potential for a
similar situation to arise in the future, and it’s not clear why the train operators couldn’t simply allow a little
moreflexibility in thebookingarrangements in these circumstances.For example, abookingcouldbeallowed
foraparticulardayevenwithout thetimetablesbeingset, andthenhonouredonanyoV-peaktrainonthatday,
or at least within certain time bands. Or train operators could relax their advance booking restrictions, and
allow low cost tickets to be booked closer to travel dates.

13. Finally, although not specifically referred to in the invitation to contribute to the Transport
Committee’s inquiry, the future of train fares and ticketing must take account of the role of integrated
smartcard ticketing. It is recommended that the Committee consider how the inevitable widespread use of
smartcards in the future will impact on fares and ticketing structures. This should include the role of
smartcards in enabling truly integrated transport ticketing across theUK, the issue of interoperability across
local transport boundaries, and the challenge of installing reading equipment across transport operations.

September 2005
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APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by Railfuture

Railfuture’s response to the House of Commons Transport Committee’s Press Notice dated 9 August
2005 is presented below addressing the four headings that the inquiry into railway fares and ticketing will
be investigating. We are adding a short section at the end of the reply on links between fares and ticketing
and aspects of government policy. The source for UK fares quoted is the OAG Rail Guide for the period
28 August to 18 September 2005. Our comments make no reference to the level of rail fares in Northern
Ireland.

The Comparative Cost of Rail Travel to Passengers in the UK

Overall, Railfuture believes that the cost of rail travel in the UK is significantly higher than that in other
Western European countries. However, in considering the cost of rail travel, we are faced with a complex
structure that is not easily understood by many actual and would-be rail passengers, or even by rail staV
themselves. This is partly because train operating companies (TOCs) have had a relatively free hand in
developing their own range of fares, especially the advance purchase tickets available on some Inter-City
routes. In our response, we wish to focus on three fare types, namely, standard class Open Single andReturn
fares; Saver fares, and Advance Purchase fares. Mention will also be made of commuter fares.

Open Single and Return Fares

There can be little doubt that many Open Single and Return fares have become very expensive since the
privatisation of the railways in 1994. As an example, the standard class Open Return fare between London
and Manchester (183 miles, or about 295 kilometres) has risen from £84.00 in 1995 to the current figure of
£187.00. This represents an increase of 112.6% at a time when retail prices rose by about 30% (the General
Index of Retail Prices (13/01/87% 100) average for 1995 was 149.1, and for 2004 192.2).

Similar, but not quite so substantial, increases have occurred on other Inter-City routes with the standard
class Open Return fare from London to York (188 miles/303 km), and London to Swansea (191 miles/307
km) all being £149.00.

Railfuture would regard the Open Single and Return fares as the default fare payable when no other
option is available. As such, of the complete range of fares available, these are the fares that have to be seen
by potential customers as aVordable. We believe that the increase in these fares of at least three times the
rate of inflation has been unacceptable, and should be challenged. Further, we would argue that it is the
system of Open Single and Return fares that should have been given the inflation protection aVorded to
saver tickets. For an intending passenger who has no alternative but to buy anOpen Single or Return ticket,
the amount paid for a journey such as London to Manchester may represent a substantial part of that
person’s weekly income. We cannot and must not assume that those purchasing Open tickets are being
reimbursed by their employers.

In Western Europe, there is generally not such a large or complex range of fares as there is in the UK.
The rail passenger is more likely to be paying an “Open” fare than his UK counterpart. Our information
does suggest, however, that UK Open fares are now substantially higher than their counterparts in
Western Europe.

One major diVerence between Open fares in the UK and their equivalent in mainland Europe concerns
the period of validity. In general, whilst an Open ticket in the UK is valid for one calendar month, its
counterpart in Europe is valid for two. Another is that, whilst first class fares are generally 50% or more
higher than their Standard Class Open equivalent in the UK, in mainland Europe first class fares are
generally about 25% higher that their second class equivalent. The current first class Open Return from
London to Manchester is £288.00, some 54%, or £101, higher than the standard class equivalent.

Our conclusion is that Open fares—the default fares when no other option is available—are too high, and
should not have been allowed to increase so much above inflation as they have over the past 10 years. These
fares should be regulated in the same way that Savers have been, and consideration should be given to
reviewing whether there is a case for a substantial reduction of some of them.

Saver Fares

The system of Saver Fares had been established well before railway privatisation. It included both Saver
and Super Saver Return tickets. These tickets aVorded the passenger the opportunity to benefit from a
substantial reduction in the cost of a return fare. Both types of ticket were the subject of restrictions, with
the Super Saver being more restricted than the Saver, and being in general not available for travel on any
Friday, or on Saturdays in July and August. Typically, the Saver Return was not valid on the outward
journey at peak times, although the return journey could be made on most services. The Saver Return was
generally quite flexible, and certainly more so than the Super Saver.
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Since privatisation, a number of TOCs have withdrawn the Super Saver, and at the same time made the
SaverReturnmuchmore restrictive. There are now longer periods in the day, especially between about 15:00
and 19:00 onMondays to Fridayswhen these tickets are no longer valid. Intending passengers are nowmuch
more likely to have to buy an Open ticket for their journey onMondays to Fridays than was the case before
privatisation. Thus, the rail traveller in the UK has faced, not only the well-above inflation increases in the
cost of Open tickets, but also the reduced validity of the Saver fare. Whilst the Saver fare was protected
against above inflation increases, its flexibility and validity were not. Some operators, however, have
retained Super Saver fares. Where this has happened, similar restrictions on validity seem to apply to those
prevalent before privatisation.

One paradox with Saver fares is that they are often cheaper than the corresponding Open Single fare,
probably through a combination of the Saver fare being inflation-protected, and the substantial increases
since 1995 in so many Open fares. Perhaps this should be challenged! It certainly contributes to passengers’
confusion and bewilderment over the structure of rail fares in the UK.

Examples of some current standard class fares to and from London, including Savers, are given in the
table below:

Table 1

SELECTION OF STANDARD CLASS FARES BETWEEN LONDON ANDMANCHESTER,
SWANSEA AND YORK

London to or from

Ticket type Manchester Swansea York
(TOC: Virgin Trains) (TOC: Great Western) (TOC: GNER)
183 miles/295 kms 191 miles/307 kms 188 miles/303 kms

Open Single £93.50 £74.50 £74.50
Weekend Return £72.60 n/a n/a
Saver Return £55.00 £58.70 £69.30
Super Saver Return n/a £47.00 n/a
Super Advance £12.00-£22.00L £39.00 £53.00
Business Return n/a n/a £30.00
Business Saver n/a n/a £24.00

(Source: OAG Rail Guide, 28/08/05–18/09/05)

Note: LThese prices are the current range of Virgin’s various advance purchase tickets.

In each case in the table above, the Saver Return is cheaper than the Open Single. As percentages of the
Open Single, the Saver Return fares are 58.8% (Manchester), 78.8% (Neath/Swansea) and 93.0% (York).
This would suggest that, particularly in the case of London to Manchester, the cost of rail travel to the
passenger willing to accept some restrictions in travel could well be about the same as an equivalent journey
in mainland Europe. In mainland Europe, however, there are likely to be fewer, or even no, restrictions on
travel for this price.

Our conclusion is that Saver fares often provide reasonable value for money, and may often be priced at
similar levels to mainland European equivalents to the standard Open Return. The Saver fare should
continue to be protected.

One matter of concern about the ability of TOCs to change their non-protected fares at will is detailed in
the last Annual Report of the Rail Passengers’ Committee for Eastern England. The Committee reports:
“In September 2004 RPC Eastern England was outraged at Central Trains’ decision to scrap Cheap Day
Return tickets from Peterborough to Birmingham and publicly condemned the decision as a rip oV for
passengers. The change put up the price of the cheapest “walk-up” ticket from £11.90 to £32.10, a 170%
increase, a move which we felt severely disadvantaged passengers and was certain to drive potential
customers to their cars. Despite pressure fromRPCEastern England and passengers, Central Trains refused
to rethink on withdrawing the popular cheap day return ticket. We therefore decided to tell passengers how
they could aVord the 170% increase. By buying a ticket from Peterborough to Melton Mowbray, and
another from there to Birmingham, passengers could travel for £15.80, a saving of £16.30 on the cheapest
Peterborough to Birmingham ticket. Passengers could buy both tickets at Peterborough station and there
was no need to get oV the train at Melton Mowbray. RPC Eastern England handed out leaflets at
Peterborough station and achieved television, radio and newspaper coverage highlighting our advice to
passengers. Under continuing pressure fromRPCEastern England, Central Trains cut the price of the Saver
Return from Peterborough to Birmingham from £32.10 to £24 in January 2005—a 25% reduction. While
welcoming the price cut for passengers staying overnight in Birmingham, we have continued our campaign
to let passengers know how to save money when making day trips.” (Rail Passengers’ Committee Eastern
England: Annual Report 2004-2005: p29).
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Commuter Fares

We support the general principle that commuter fares should be regulated in line with inflation, and
changes in peoples’ net disposable incomes.We note also that the cap placed on operators’ “protected fares”
baskets was allowed to increase by RPI!1% for a period of three years with eVect from 1 January 2004.
This was in part to compensate for the RPI"1% formula which had operated until the end of 2003. It is our
view that when the formula is reviewed from 1 January 2007, serious consideration is given to maintaining
a formula close to RPI. We would recommend a formula of RPI!0%.

The Justification for the Current Fare and Ticketing Structure, and the Case for Reform

We believe that there is a strong case for the simplification of the fare structure throughout the UK.
Overall the fares structure in the UK has become over complex and is often confusing to customers and rail
staV alike. One of the reasons for this has been the ability for operators to determine their own fares and
fare structure for unregulated fares. Customers report a large number of anomalies, varying between those
where a combination of short-distance tickets is cheaper than a through ticket covering the entire journey,
to those which arise where two or more operators serving the same journey charge their own fares.

However, whilst such anomalies do not contravene fares regulation, it does present customers with
confusion, and the likelihood that they do not have free choice of all trains shown in the timetable, even
when they are paying the expensive open fare. One result of the complex fare structure we have in the UK
is that customers are often faced with the lengthy process of “negotiating” a ticket, rather than just buying
one. This negotiation has often resulted in longer queuing time at ticket oYces. Trains are not aeroplanes,
and the ticketing procedures should not therefore be as complex as those for air travel. One of the main
advantages of rail travel over other forms of passenger public transport is the ability to “turn up and go”.
The current fares structure seems to militate against the ability of intending passengers to turn up and go,
and at the same time purchase a reasonably priced ticket suitable to their needs.

Regulating faresmore eVectively should go someway to resolving all sorts of anomalies. As part of amove
to better fares regulation, we should again be looking at relating fares more closely to distance travelled than
is currently the case. This could be done through a national system of fare zones based on the honeycomb
principle currently used by Nexus in Tyne and Wear.

Regulation does not necessarily lead to lost revenue. Experience in the South Wales Valleys some years
ago has suggested that even for local journeys rail fares are price elastic. That is to say, demand for rail travel
is often highly responsive to changes in price. When fares were reduced in the Valleys, demand for rail travel
increased suYciently for revenue also to increase. The evidence from the experiment seems to suggest that
fares have often become so high, that simple reductions in them might lead to increased revenue! Fares in
SouthWales had simply become price elastic—ie: too damned high! However, the whole issue of fares levels
needs to be the subject of extensive market research. We may conclude from this that regulation does not
necessarily lead to lost revenue.

The Availability of Cheaper, Advance Purchase Rail Tickets

Because of commercial confidentiality, we find it is often diYcult to obtain figures as to just what
proportion of long distance rail passengers are able to benefit from advance purchase travel. However,
advance purchase tickets are usually quite severely restricted as to train and number. They also require
passengers to take specific trains and to book a seat. Some people have commented to us that it is a bit
iniquitous for a passenger with an Open ticket to have to stand on a train when there are seats occupied by
those taking advantage of low priced advance purchase tickets. Plainly, some passengers see the cost of an
Open ticket as subsidising an advance purchase ticket, and see this as intrinsically unfair. After all, most
passengers and passenger groups with whom we communicate regard the railway as a public service, and
feel that the fares charged should to some extent reflect this. Our observations suggest, however, that the
number of advance purchase tickets available for the trains concerned is in fact limited, and so it is probable
that a greater proportion of passengers will be benefiting from Saver tickets than we are being led to believe
is the case. It is thus a little disingenuous for TOCs to shout so loudly about those who benefit from advance
purchase tickets when the reality is probably that most passengers are, at best, benefiting from Saver tickets.

We believe that advance purchase tickets should continue to be limited in supply. The advance purchase
ticket has one purpose, namely, to fill seats on trains that would otherwise be lightly loaded. Some practices
that have been adopted by TOCs, such as fares which diVer depending on whether they have been booked
by phone, on the internet, or in person may be seen by passengers as unfair, even perhaps not socially
inclusive.Whilst most people now have a phone, many do not have access to the internet, and there are those
who always prefer to do their business with the railway in person.We do not think that it is right that people
on the internet should benefit from lower prices than those who are not.
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The Way in which Network Rail’s Determination of the Timetable can Affect the Cost of Rail

Travel

Intending passengers should always be able to obtain reliable information about train times at a
reasonable time before their journeys. Intending passengers for longer journeys may need to confirm that
the times of trains available for their journeymatch the validity of their tickets. The importance to intending
passengers of the way in which Network Rail determines the timetable has very much to do with the
availability of Saver and advance purchase rail tickets. It can sometimes happen that the change by just a
few minutes in the timing of a train may make all the diVerence between a customer being able to purchase,
say, a Saver ticket, and having to buy a very expensive Open ticket.

Similarly, as part of good customer relations, a TOC should be able to open bookings for its services
sometime in advance of their customers’ travel dates. It is axiomatic that a TOC should always appear to
the customer that to know what it is doing, and is therefore confident about the times of its trains in a few
weeks’ time.

In confirming the timetable, Network Rail should also take into account any planned engineering work
to enable TOCs to advise customers appropriately about their journeys. There has been some criticism in
recent years thatNetworkRail has not achieved its “T-12” target.However, within this formula there should
be no excuse for a TOC not being able to advise its customers, and oVer appropriate fares.

We accept that on occasion there may be short-notice emergency engineering works requiring similarly
short-notice amendments to the service on oVer. However, with a well maintained infrastructure, such
emergencies should be the exception rather than the rule.

Rail users have told us that on days when planned engineering works either delay trains through speed
restrictions and/or diversions, or require passengers to transfer to buses, tickets for those journeys should
be oVered at a discount to compensate for the added inconvenience.

Links Between Fares and Ticketing and Aspects of Government Policy

The chief competitor for passengers to the railway is the car. Car users will usually compare the cost of
rail travel with the marginal costs of running a car. What are perceived as unnecessarily high fares can only
act as a disincentive to many to use their cars for long journeys instead of the train. Given that government
policy is to encourage a modal shift from the car to public passenger transport, the Transport Committee
should look at the relationship between the continuing rise in car use and the level of fares, especially those
charged at peak times. There are serious environmental issues arising from relentless in car use which need
to be addressed if the Government was serious about the UK being a signatory to the Kyoto Treaty.

The Transport Committee should also take into account the proportion and number of households that
do not have regular access to a car. We cannot and must not assume that these households are better able
to aVord expensive rail fares. Indeed, one of the main reasons for not possessing a car is that the households
simply cannot aVord one, either in terms of capital or revenue cost. Significantly, there is a higher proportion
of households without access to a car in deprived areas of theUK’s big cities, than inmany rural areas. Thus,
not having access to a car may be seen as a criterion for being socially excluded. Part of the policy of
redressing problems of social exclusion should include people from deprived areas being able to make
journeys using the train. Amongst other things, a good and accessible transport system, including a good
and accessible rail system should be seen as a prerequisite for UK citizens their right of access to both work
and leisure.

APPENDIX 9

Memorandum submitted by the Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee

Introduction

1. The Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee (DPTAC) welcomes the opportunity to
comment on the House of Commons Transport Committee investigation How Fair Are The Fares? Train
Fares And Ticketing.

2. DPTAC was set up under the Transport Act 1985 to advise the Government on disabled people’s
transport needs. We aim to ensure that disabled people can go where everyone else goes, easily and without
extra cost. We would like to see this happen by 2020.

3. The absence of accessible, aVordable and available transport means that disabled people are less able
to secure and retain employment, obtainmedical treatment, enjoy a full social and recreational life, or travel
with whom they want, where they want and when they want. Compared to others, disabled travellers are
likely to plan further ahead, usemore eVort, paymore to travel, spendmore time, experience embarrassment
and stigmatisation, and find themselves more tired at the end of a journey. This will crucially aVect their
confidence and preparedness to travel in future.
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4. DPTACuses four overarching principles as the basis for its advice toGovernment, other organisations
and disabled people. These are that:

— Accessibility for disabled people is a condition of any investment;

— Accessibility for disabled people must be a mainstream activity;

— Users should be involved in determining accessibility;

— Providers are responsible for achieving accessibility for disabled people.

5. These principles are the basis of DPTAC’s response to consultations. In this response we will focus on
the failings of the existing ticketing and fares systems for disabled people, and suggest some improvements.

Specific Response to the Consultation

Disabled Persons Railcard

6. The general concession for a disabled person is a reduction of one third for someone holding aDisabled
Persons Railcard, and for one companion. The card costs £14 annually. A child with a Disabled Persons
Railcard pays the full child fare and an accompanying adult receives a one-third concession. The card is
available to a wide range of disabled people, but only a small proportion of the 11 million or so adults who
are covered by the Disability Discrimination Act.

7. Some 70,000 disabled passengers possessed a Disabled Person’s Railcard, and used it to make 1.8
million passenger journeys in 2004–05. This generated £10.5 million income for the rail industry. However,
the Disabled Persons Railcard oVers no discount to travellers purchasing season tickets, special oVers from
train companies such as Apex, excursions or charter trains. The exclusion of season tickets is particularly
unfair to those disabled people who are seeking greater independence, self reliance and to contribute to the
state through full or part time employment.

Other concessions

8. Some disabled people are entitled to other concessions. For example, a person registered as visually
impaired and not in possession of a Disabled Persons Railcard, who travels with a companion, is entitled
to a 34% concession for both people, rising to a 50% concession for a day return ticket. The same person
travelling alone however receives no concessionwhatsoever.However, that personwould , unlike aDisabled
Persons Railcard holder, obtain the 34% reduction, including for their companion, when buying a season
ticket. Travellers who have to stay in their own wheelchair for the journey receive this same concession for
themselves for single and return tickets, but not in respect of season tickets.

9. This complex arrangement means that it is diYcult for a disabled person to knowwhat is the most cost
eVective way for them to travel. DPTAC recommends the introduction of a simpler and clearer system.

Training and competence of ticket oYce staV

10. Given this level of complexity, it is perhaps not surprising that some staV issuing tickets are not aware
of the fare options available to disabled people, and therefore are not well placed to advise them. For
example it has come to our attention that some staV at London stations selling network rail tickets do not
appreciate that a disabled person holding a Freedom Pass receives free travel in the London area, and so
only pays (at a two thirds or half rate depending on their disability) for the non-London part of their journey.
A companion simply receives the one-third reduction for the whole trip (unless they are in possession of a
railcard of some kind themselves). As a result, it is not uncommon for disabled people to pay diVerent
amounts on diVerent days for the same journey, depending on the competence and training of the staV on
duty on a particular day.

11. We are also aware of occasions when ticket issuing staV do not know how to use equipment, such as
induction loops, that have been made available to assist communication with disabled people.

Ticket machines

12. For some years, ticket issuing machines have provided facilities for holders of some concessionary
passes such as students to obtain discounts but have often failed to do so for disabled people. Recently we
have seen considerable improvements in the availability and distribution of ticket issuing machines that can
deal with Disabled Persons Railcards (though not with the other disabled people’s concessions we have
described).
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13. However, significant numbers of machines, including some newer ones, continue to present problems
to some disabled people because of the design and positioning of the screen, controls and audible prompts.
In addition, they may not oVer all the discounts to which disabled people are entitled.

Telephone booking and information services

14. There remains some inconsistency in the delivery of the range of information and ticketing services.
Some call centres do and others do not sell tickets. An increasing number, but by no means all, are free to
call, but some remain local or national rate numbers. Consistency of provision and the availability of free
telephone numbers would be helpful to all, particularly to disabled customers, for some of whom other
options such as the internet, may not be available, as we explain in paragraph 17 below.

Link between telephone booking and Assisted Passenger Reservations Service

15. The Assisted Passenger Reservations Service provides support to passengers who need help boarding
and disembarking at stations. It would greatly benefit disabled people if they were able to book their tickets
and any assistance that they needed at the same time with a single call. At present, the two systems are not
linked in this way by most rail service providers. Even when the Assisted Passenger Reservations Service
and the ticket ordering system are linked, we are aware of instances where the helpline was not able or
prepared to provide assistance a disabled person having to cope with a substitute bus service that was not
accessible to them.

On train booking services

16. Train operating companies vary in the way in which they make discounts available to those who
purchase their tickets on the train rather than at stations or in advance. Some companies will not oVer tickets
with discounts for disabled people on the train, unless the ticket oYce and issuing equipment at the station
of departure are not operational. In practice it may be much harder for a disabled person to get to a train
station in time to purchase a ticket in advance, so this may lead to discrimination against disabled people.

Internet booking services

17. In order to encourage greater use of the internet for booking, some train operating companies only
sell some discounted fares on the internet. This can help disabled people to secure bargain tickets. The
internet rail ticket booking systems that we have tested do permit a disabled person to book with a
Travelcard. However, some do not permit the reduced price ticket entitlement without a railcard that we
have explained in paragraph 8 above that some disabled people are entitled to. In addition there are cases
where people, including disabled people, using certain computer hardware or software, are not able to make
use of the on-line booking system and the discounts if oVers.

Website accessibility

18. We are also concerned about website accessibility for some disabled people. The website for the
Disabled Persons Travelcard (http://www.disabledpersons-railcard.co.uk/) is an example of good practice.
Each page oVers options to change the font and colour of text, to hear the contents of the page and to
navigate using selected keys. It also conforms to Bobby and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines.

19. Many train operating companies do not oVer this level of accessibility in their on line ticket ordering
systems. This is consistent with the findings of the Disability Rights Commission’s 2005 wider investigation
into website accessibility6 which recommended that “service providers using websites . . . should urgently
improve the accessibility and usability of the services they provide through the medium of the Web.”

Conclusion

20. DPTAC welcomes a number of improvements to the accessibility of ticketing systems. However we
must draw the Committee’s attention to the further work that needs to take place to create a simple system
of concessions, uniformly administered throughout the railway system, and accessibly available through all
means of ticket purchase.

3 October 2005

6 http://www.drc-gb.org/publicationsandreports/report.asp
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APPENDIX 10

Memorandum submitted by the Cycling Touring Club

The CTC has since 1878 provided a voice for cyclists in shaping transport policy and provision, and today
represents some 70,000 members and aYliates mostly based in the UK. The use of the bicycle as transport,
and its value as a complementary mode to rail travel are key areas in which CTC and its members press for
recognition and implementation of policy and projects. The CTC Gazette of January 1883 lead with an
editorial enthusing about the resolution in 1882 of ticketing issues for the conveyance of bicycles with all
but 3 (London based) Railway Companies of the Kingdom. Perhaps we might sigh “plus ca change” to yet
again be seeking reliable and consistent means of booking the service of rail travel, with a bicycle in the UK.
This is the CTC’s response to Transport Committee inquiry into the price and availability of train tickets
in the UK.

The bicycle delivers a number of key benefits in moving people in large numbers and to diverse
destinations, and it has great use in this respect for bringing commuters to and from rail interchanges. It
equally delivers at the level of individual trips, and has a local impact on a par with that of walking, with
minimal demand on resources and infrastructure, and with immediate use of almost all available roads,
tracks and paths, yet with a demand for services purchased and delivered locally. Unlike car based travellers
cyclists buy locally both for their daily needs and when making optional trips for leisure purposes, and the
higher value to local communities is well recognised in the tourist industry.

For many cyclists, in years past, the railway, and other public transport services delivered the long haul
journey to get a bike to the location where the cycling journey was to start. The ability to use almost any
train paying the appropriate fare, and for a period from 1977 taking the bicycle free of charge without the
need to book a space or otherwise plan the trip made the train and bike tour very popular, especially
with older and retired cyclists who were typically making optional journeys regularly, and spending up to
£1,000/year on this element of rail travel.

In 1984 the Harris Report alerted the then British Rail organisation to the potential loss of around £11
million of business if the “open access” option was taken away as sectorisation took parcels and the
associated van space away from passenger train operation.

A £3 bicycle reservation fee was introduced to manage the market and this was thoroughly decried as
inappropriate for many services, especially where the bike fees cost more than the passenger’s ticket.
Generally speaking the position has, after a period of turmoil settled to the turn-up and go option for
travelling on local, and frequent services, especially on commuter lines, and various systems—not
consistent—for reserving bicycle spaces, either for a payment, or free pre-booking. One and Scotrail oVer
added value in a breakdown recovery service to get back to catch a train or get home with a damaged bike.

As yet none oVer online booking, and the £5 minimum charge prevents a passenger from booking by
telephonewithNRESor other call centres. One customer spending around £3,000/year on regular trips from
Birmingham to London has had the retrograde experience of going from online booked tickets collected
from the machine, and going directly on to his train, to an uncertain period of queuing at New Street to buy
and book tickets. Another intending passenger living near Inverness was advised to collect his tickets from
a station—with a choice of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Carlisle, Lockerbie, and Dunbar—hardly convenient! We
believe a similar situation may exist for any tickets booked which are not posted out or validated by an on-
line authorisation sheet. Clearly the potential for a Kafkaesque bureaucracy where the passenger has to
make the journey to get the tickets to make the journey is delivered by some of the present arrangements.

Unlike a sleeper berth which can be paid for and used if available at the time of travel, many operators
refuse to accept cycles turning up “on spec” although staV are generally more pragmatic about keeping the
trains running. In ticketing terms we would ideally have a reservation guaranteeing travel on a train where
there is dedicated cycle space, and limited frequency of service. This would not preclude any cyclists from
turning up and boarding a train with their cycle if the spaces designated for cycle carriage were available for
use.We recognise the need too to regulate the demand for a service at peak times, and continue to encourage
operators to deal with this issue by pricing and not policing fitting a structured fare into the fares system
which acts to discourage. The CTC prospectus for a Bike and Rail Policy covers this in greater detail.

Feedback from cyclists regularly using the rail network reveals a well informed caucus whowill, wherever
possible, be buying the discounted rail tickets, and getting best value, because they know what they are
buying, often paying around half the full fare or less. Many cheaper fares are available if the passenger is
appropriately informed, and limits their route sometimes travelling further for less. Annoyingly the
algorithms used for the recently relaunched National Rail Journey Planner (with advertises car parking and
hotel accommodation to stop overnight at an airport for an early morning flight to support the site!) fail to
show many cheaper and occasionally faster/shorter routes for a basic a to b enquiry. Examples include the
Glasgow-Leeds route, which has to be forced to show ONLY routes via Appleby before you learn that the
“all times” saver fare at £37 is almost half the cost of the normal saver fare at £67 (Fridays excepted), the
cheaper (and shorter on train times route does not appear on a general enquiry. Checking the site today the
cheapest fares are for journeys via Lockerbie and Carlisle—returning Via EDINBURGH! To Leeds A trip
to Bristol fromClapham Junction is oVered travel via Victoria and Paddington, and has to be forced to give
most journeys via Reading, avoiding the awful trek across London, with a cross-platform change, and going
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via Woking gives access to a £9.50 single/£19 return advance booked ticket, which does now appear when
the cheapest route option is selected—but the “cheapest” selection is absolute, so you learn that there is a
fare more than 50% cheaper than the saver, but none are available, and the next cheapest is not shown, with
no guidance on which routes to check for the various fare options, and the gap to fares shown on “fastest”
is considerable—nowhere can you actually view all fares for either route with their limitations.

At the nadir of 2004 we had a public holiday on the May Day weekend, where people were unable to
buy any discounted tickets, and worse unable to guarantee their travel plans when travelling with cycles on
standard walk-up tickets. This seriously aVected the plans for several cycling events.

Whilst the T-12 rolling window (or lack of this) had some impact on the convenience of booking, the
failure to deliver a promised comprehensive booking service has a strong element arising from the crash of
the £80 million “new” NRS system which fell-over when it went live at Christmas 2004. The promised
comprehensive booking of seats, berths, and bike spaces was dropped as the rail industry struggled to simply
sell tickets, and the online sale of sleeper berths (and overnight seating—but still with a need for manual
intervention on the Fort William service) only returned in September—nine months after the NRS crash.
Cycle reservations are still not available online, although GNER, working with a CTC member, has
mitigated this by taking bookings online, and then processing these manually for the customer, which
requires a 24 hour minimum time before making the journey. We would ask that the Select Committee asks
some pertinent questions on theway that a need to deliver interfaces to the accounting and operating systems
of every TOC, which may not necessarily be identical, played some part in the failure of the NRS when it
was switched in in 2004.

On theMayBankHolidayweekend in 2004 the times for weekend trains were not on the system until days
beforehand, and delegates for a cycle conference in Dublin and in 2005 the state of the newNRS delivered a
near repeat performance for the Velo City International event. This highlights a feature which illustrates
perfectly the disjointed operation of the National Rail Network, both now and before privatisation. The
writer spend six months in 1980–81 attempting to deliver a unified computing suite for monitoring
ownership cost for rolling stock, and found duplication of systems, manual and electronic all collating data,
which requiredmanual transfer to integrate with parallel systems. The newNRS still required a two to three
day window to transfer the timetable changes, rather than a simple instruction to update, as the timetabling
programs did not interface with the ticketing program. As a result no guarantee that a cheap ticket could
be available, and if booked a linked bike reservation could not be made.

As we understand matters, the collapse of the T-12 regime has its roots in the Hatfield derailment and the
consequent fire-fighting regimewhich saw short-notice speed restrictions and re-allocation of resources. The
ability to achieve a rolling window for setting a timetable has a frustrating.

Commenting Specifically to the Committees Questions

The comparative cost of rail travel to passengers in the UK;

Rail travel is competitively priced, and at rates comparable with Europe BUT the passengers are often
unaware of the fares available and selling arrangements, especiallywhere a cyclist is requires to take a bicycle
(on holiday, or for a journey which cannot be served by a bike at either end), and access to online-only tickets
or linking bookings to their ticket is blocked.

The justification for the current fare and ticketing structure, and the case for reform;

Generally the current walk-up ticket prices oVer an individual traveller excellent value for money, both
in the running costs (a trip to London at 35p/mile is three times more expensive than a walk-up rail fare) a
quarter when compared to the lost working time, fatigue, and stress.

The major problem as noted for cyclists is that in the absence of a linked booking and reservation system
they are denied access to reliable booking for travel with bicycles.

The availability of cheaper, advance purchase rail tickets;

Asnoted above sincewe cannot confirma discounted ticket and reservation in one transaction, the cyclists
has tomake the booking and than try to get a cycle reservation on the same train, no knowing beforemaking
the discounted far booking whether there are bike spaces available on the train being booked, and facing a
penalty to rebook if they cannot subsequently book their bicycle.

The way in which Network Rail’s determination of the timetable can aVect the cost of rail travel;

The main issue here is normally one of capacity and the eVect on providing suYcient bike spaces, and in
some ways the cyclist can win, as for example they can travel to Solihull (for NEC) or Snow Hill and cycle
across to New Street (for Birmingham connections, taking advantage of lower fares available on the
Chiltern services.
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In Conclusion

There is a major market which includes older cyclists making regular optional journeys and these people
will have flexible enough arrangements to fill oV-peak services. Many have moved over form rail to road,
taking substantial annual spending on travelling to leisure tours or sporting events, away. TRL research
shows the cycling community to be well connected to the internet, and with money to spend, where they
recognise a service is being delivered. Many are equally geographically literate and seasoned travellers, who
know what is available but are unable to buy the tickets they want.

APPENDIX 11

Memorandum submitted by H G Price

Introduction

I am a peak hour commuter between Bristol Parkway and London Paddington for which there is only
one service provider—First Great Western Trains (FGW). I pay for a monthly season ticket and have
commuted this route for five years. I will go on to make specific points regarding cost, but in general terms
have experienced a highly expensive journey with extremely poor reliability, even poorer punctuality and a
standard of customer service that is frankly appalling. My experience is shared by thousands of other
commuters and themany I have spoken to have a similar attitude tomyself. I have four points which I would
like to lay before the committee and would thank them for this opportunity.

Point 1. TOC massaging of the punctuality figures to save paying compensation payments

The figures used to assess performance are compiled on a daily basis. This conceals the fact that the peak
hour trains are significantly and consistently worse than those operating outside peak hours, and
considerably more expensive—by a factor of five—too. So, for cheaper non-peak hour journeys which are
more than one hour late, customers gain a high percentage refund, ie on an actually journey time basis. The
peak hour customer refund meanwhile is judged on the daily figures, conveniently improved by the more
reliable out-of-peak hour service. This is inherently unfair and used as a means of saving compensation
payments by FGW. In fact the company seemed blissfully unaware that the peak hour trains were worse
until this fact was thrust under their noses.

Point 2. There is a strong impression that when Rail track passes on compensation payments for significant
track outages this is pocketed by FGW

When track is taken out of service for a planned programme for maintenance, for example the tunnel
modifications at Chipping Sodbury and at Patchway, diversions are made to the normal route meaning
longer journeys and/or less services. There is a strong impression that payment ismade byRail Tack toFGW
and this is simply pocketed by the company with no consideration to the regular commuters who have no
choice but to accept the inferior service as they have already paid for a season ticket. FGW refuse to answer
regarding possible payments by Rail Track, which tends to demonstrate their honesty and the fact that such
payments are made.

Point 3. FGW are the dominant provider of services from Paddington to Swansea )there are no other
providers). There charging rate per mile is significantly higher on this route than on routes where there is
competition

These facts are agreed by the Rail Regulator, see attached evidence. However the Rail Regulator does not
see that this is an abuse of dominance under Chapter II of the Competition Law, as it is this organisation
that decided what is or what is not an abuse. This is outrageous and FGW are clearly in breach of the law
and the Rail Regulator is an accessory to this. This amply demonstrates the abuse on fares that parties
involved in the industry are allowed to get away with, with no fear of prosecution or redress until a
Committee such as this steps in.

The car parks at “Parkway” type stations are in remote spots and so there are no alternative car parks.
Thus FGWhave themonopoly on parking and are dominant. Their stated policy is to put car parking prices
up as far and as fast as they can. This is another abuse of dominance and again the rail regulator does nothing

Point 4. The current Fare structures are unfair and not in the interests of travellers or the country as a whole

Templecombe and Castle Carey are two small towns in Somerset very close to each other. The fare from
Templecombe to Waterloo is £52 return. The fare from Castle Carey to Paddington (using FGW) is £103
return. Someone is making a huge profit at the expense of the traveller so this can not be fair.
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Conclusion

— Fares are decided on the basis of maximising TOC income not on the level of service provided or
on providing value for money.

— The consumer has no control or voice in countering the excesses of the TOCs or NetworkRail and
the latter have taken every opportunity to lessen such limited representation.

— The rail regulator is weak, ineVective and appears to have no role in ensuring the customer gets
value for money.

— Regular commuters are fleeced by the TOCs and charged the maximum and given little redress for
the poor service oVered.

— Every opportunity is taken to maximise TOC income regardless of the level of service provided.
Time that should be spent on reducing fares and improving service levels is lost to wrangles
between TOCs and Network Rail on assigning blame for delays There is no eVective incentive to
reduce fares or improve customer service. Targets that supposedly do this are ineVective and
poorly regulated.

— TOC will charge as much as they can get away with. Weak and feeble regulation, a fragmented
industry and confused lines of responsibility permit this to happen.

— Some TOCs are abusing their dominance and charging over the odds. Again, weak and feeble
regulation is allowing this to happen in direct contravention of the law.

— Costs are unnaturally high on theUK train networks due to these facts and the lack of an authority
to control customer interest or fairness. Whilst the TOC Directors are rewarded on increasing
income fares will remain high and unfair.

APPENDIX 12

Memorandum submitted by Joyce Glasser

I belong to anArchitecture group called the TwentiethCentury Society. The Society was founded 25 years
ago to save valuable buildings from 1914 onwards. Our Chairman,Gavin Stamp, was instrumental in saving
what is now the Tate Modern and introducing the (then derelict) site to Nicholas Serota. Our case work is
supported by funds raised through events, architectural tours, local, national and international. They are
volunteer led.

One such event begins in Warrington Bank Quay on 15 October and the joining letters suggested those
going from London take the 7:06 train from London Euston and return on the 18:10. The coach at
Warrington would be timed to meet and drop us oV for those train times. This event (which covers a wide
area around Runcorn) costs £25.00 for the whole day: guide, coach hire, notes.

On 25 September I phoned travel information andwas told that the best fare toWarrington at those hours
on that day was Virgin’s super saver, buying two separate tickets, each for £12.50—subject to availability.
I figured that phoning nearly three weeks before the departure, and a departure very early on a Saturday
morning for a destination that was hardly a big tourist attraction, I would get the £25 round trip fare (2 X
£12.50). That way, my day out would cost £50 plus lunch.

I phoned Virgin immediately after learning the fares to book. I waited 15 minutes (on an 0870 number,
so that Virgin made money from the call, and I paid money) and was finally greeted by a someone who
immediately told me that the £25 (2 X 12.50) fare for 15 October was all taken. I expressed astonishment.
I was told the tickets went on sale six weeks before the 15 October and all available tickets at that fare
were taken.

I wrote to Virgin to ask them how many £12.50 (£25.00) return tickets they had issued for that day and
that train. I was told that information was confidential.

Here is Virgin’s Reply

Thank you for your recent e-mail regarding ticket availability.

All tickets have a certain quota and are therefore not always available.

The website will always allow you to book the most cost-eVective ticket for your journey subject to
availability.

The Virgin Value tickets are usually released four to six weeks before departure date. However we cannot
tell the exact number of these tickets which were released as it is up to the discretion of the Train Operating
Companies.

If you have any more questions please get in touch.
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The ticket price I was oVered was £55.00, the next “cheapest” fare after the £25.00 return tickets which
were allegedly sold out. But £55.00 is over twice the price of the super saver. The train would cost more than
the cost of the tour—in fact, it would cost double. My astonishment grew.

Since Virgin have a monopoly, there was little I could do and I cancelled my place on the fund raising
event in Runcorn explaining that Virgin had priced me out of the market for travelling economy class.

A couple of months ago, I also tried to go to Manchester for a conference. The conference organiser, a
law firm, waived the entry fee of £400 to enable me to travel free because of my volunteer work on the topic,
age discrimination. However, Mr Branson’s greed defeated me. If I wanted to arrive before 1:00PM, which
I did as the conference started at 9.30, I would have to pay £187 return, even if I booked two weeks in
advance in economy class. I phoned the Rail Regulator to complain. A staV member said I could always
drive or fly. Very environmentally aware! Actually, I don’t have a car so I couldn’t drive, and I flying to
Manchester is absurd, it’s too close to be worth all the time and expense getting to the airport and back. No
bus would get me there in time. Virgin has a monopoly of this journey so it’s what the market will bear,
ripping oV the companies that pay, including the BBC with oYces in Manchester. £187.00 return to
Manchester is an obscene price.

Virgin Airlines should be investigated for their so-called super savour oVers and for their obscene pricing.
£187.00 to Manchester by train, economy class, when one can fly for that amount to NYC, preludes all full
fare paying people the opportunuity to travel by train to Englands second largest city.

APPENDIX 13

Memorandum submitted by Merseytravel

Introduction

1. Merseytravel is the operating name of the Merseyside Passenger Transport Authority (PTA) and the
Merseyside Passenger Transport Executive (PTE).

2. The Passenger Transport Authority (PTA) is comprised of 18 elected councillors drawn from each of
the fivemetropolitan district councils inMerseyside: Liverpool City Council, SeftonMetropolitan Borough
Council, Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council, St Helens Metropolitan Borough Council and Wirral
Metropolitan Borough Council. The PTA was established in 1986 on the abolition of Merseyside County
Council.

3. The PTA sets the transport policies in the sub region, and the Passenger Transport Executive (PTE)
implements those policies. The policies are set out in the Merseyside Local Transport Plan, a statutory
document covering the period 2000–01 to 2005–06. The draft Local Transport Plan 2was recently submitted
to the Department for Transport. This will be finalised in July 2006 and will set out the transport priorities
for the sub-region between 2006–07 and 2010–11.

4. While there are seven PTAs and PTEs located in the metropolitan areas in the UK, Merseytravel is
unique in that the PTA and the PTE is one operating organisation.

5. The PTEGroup, ofwhichMerseytravel is amember, has submitted a separate paper to theCommittee.
This paper is submitted to assist theCommitteewith its inquiry and draws specifically on the local experience
since Merseytravel took control of the train operating company which has had an impact on the way
Merseytravel has been able to manage fares on the railway.

6. In the light ofMerseytravel’s role in supporting the provision of local, more regular train journeys and
the uniqueness of theMerseyrail Electrics service means that this response will focus on the following issues
raised by the Committee:

— The comparative cost of rail travel to passengers in the UK.

— The justification for the current fare and ticketing structure, and the case for reform.

7. If it would assistMembers’ deliberations further,Merseytravel would be delighted to give oral evidence
to the Committee.

Context

8. Merseyside continues to undergo great change in economic growth over recent years. Those changes
bring with them the associated increase in movement of people. However, levels of deprivation remain high
and figures show that Liverpool has the lowest car ownership in comparison with many other similar urban
areas. In Liverpool, 48% of households have no access to a car (Census 2001). The percentages in
Merseyside’s other districts is around 38%. In light of this and to support the ongoing economic growth,
Merseytravel and transport providers must provide an aVordable public transport network that allows the
movement of people in a safe and eVective way.
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9. In terms of passenger numbers on public transport, bus is the most significant mode in Merseyside.
However, the declining trend in bus patronage across all themetropolitan areas puts an increasing emphasis
on other forms of public transport. In Merseyside, the Merseyrail Electrics rail service has seen an increase
in patronage over recent years.

10. Merseytravel is responsible for making sure that ticketing systems implemented across the network
make public transport easy to use, aVordable, and contributes to attracting and retaining passengers to the
network. This includes administering the pre-paid ticketing scheme and providing a comprehensive all
modes concessionary travel scheme.

11. Merseyside’s train network is unique; it is almost 100% separate from the rest of theUK rail network.
The network operates as a self-contained “metro” railway using an electrified third rail network. Two years
ago, the Government recognised its uniqueness and gave Merseytravel control of the local train operating
company.Merseytravel then let a 25-year concession toMerseyrail to operate passenger services on the local
network, Merseyrail Electrics, which has since consistently been the best performing train operating
company on the UK mainland or one of the best. This is with the most intensive rail services outside of
London Underground.

12. Merseytravel is responsible for setting a fares policy for Merseyrail Electrics.

13. Alongside the Merseyrail Electrics Network, Northern Rail runs services along the City Line (see
Map 1) towards the east of Liverpool. Northern Rail is subject to timetabling agreements with Network
Rail and to the national fares policy set by DfT Rail.

14. Other train operating companies servicingMerseyside includeVirgin trains, oVering an hourly service
to and from London Euston, Central Trains services to and from Birmingham, Norwich and SheYeld, and
Trans Pennine services to and from Manchester, York and Scarborough.

Comparative Cost of Rail Travel to Passengers in the UK and the Justification for the Current

Fares Structure

15. There are two types of journeys undertaken inMerseyside: the more routine commuter journeys that
tend to be local in nature and the longer journeys to other parts of the country that are less frequent.
Although local journeys are important for commuters, in some cases, employment is outside the boundaries
of the region and in these cases, commuters are subject to a diVerent fare structure set by train operators
other than Merseyrail Electrics, which sets fares for the Merseyrail network.

16. At a local level, fares are historically based with fare increases generally in line with inflation in recent
years. The average cash fare on the Merseyrail Electrics system is currently £1.95 in peak time and £1.48 for
oV-peak travel. On the local Merseyrail network, fares are governed byMerseytravel, with a fares policy of
an overall fare increase allowance at the level of inflation (RPI). Within that parameter, there is scope for
individual fare increases of RPI! 2, provided that the overall fares “basket” remains at RPI. This allows
for some limited demand management on the most popular services.

17. Services outside the Merseyrail Electrics service are governed by the national fares policy, making
them more vulnerable to higher cost increases. On the Northern Rail service and other services into the
region, an overall fare increased of RPI! 1 is allowed with individual fare increases of up to RPI! 6. This
makes fares more varied compared with those oVered on the Merseyrail Electrics service. At present a
journey from Liverpool to SheYeld (a journey of 78 miles) costs £24.00, although this is a standard fare it
varies wildly according to the planned time and date of return and the time of purchase.

18. The Merseyrail Electrics ticketing structure provides a fair structure for local people, and the policy
to maintain fares at RPI levels ensures accessibility to everyone, regardless of their economic circumstances.

19. Merseyrail Electrics’ fares policy has also ensured that rail is a feasible alternative to bus as a regular
mode of transport in the region. Tables 1–3 below show how rail fares have changed over the past decade
compared with bus fares. Those presented for national services are subject to considerable variation
according to the time of booking, time and date of travel and the nature of the ticket.

Table 1

MERSEYRAIL ELECTRICS VS BUS—PEAK FARES

95/96 04/05
£ £ % increase

Merseyrail 1.45 1.95 34.5
Commercial bus 0.77 1.30 68.9
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Table 2

MERSEYRAIL ELECTRICS VS BUS—OFF-PEAK FARES

95/96 04/05
£ £ % increase

Merseyrail 1.10 1.48 34.6
Commercial bus 0.76 1.30 71.1

Table 3

NATIONAL FARES ON THREE MODES OF TRANSPORT

The rail fares for SheYeld, Edinburgh and London are the standard day return fares allowing outward
and return journeys on the same day. The London price allows any return within a month. The London
price is complicated by the various prices available between £24.00 and £175.00.

Rail Bus Air
£ £ £

Liverpool to Manchester 10.00 7.00 N/A
Liverpool to SheYeld 24.00 £15.801 N/A
Liverpool to Edinburgh 52.70 29.00 65.002

Liverpool to London 175.00 28.20 165.00
24.003

1 —assumes return travel one day later
2 —need to book one day in advance
3 —price varies according to the time and day of travel.

The Justification for the Current Ticketing Structure, and the Case for Reform

Ticketing options in Merseyside

20. In voluntary partnership with local operators,Merseytravel promotes and administers a range of pre-
paid tickets. These include:

— Saveaway—Multi-modal oV-peak day ticket, available by zones, or across the whole region.

— Solo—Bus only season ticket.

— Trio—multi-modal season ticket within Merseyside zones.

— Trio-plus—multi-modal season ticket across Merseyside zones, with an extension beyond the
Merseyside boundaries for rail services.

The multi-modal tickets can be used on rail, bus and ferry services. They are priced to oVer the public
freedom of choice and an aVordable service.

Merseytravel is currently implementing rail only season tickets. The tickets oVer an overall reduced fare
comparedwith individual cash fares and increase flexibility and choice for rail passengers. The ticket is likely
to cost around 85%of a Trio Pass, compared with the bus only ticket which is on average 76% of a Trio Pass.

21. Information about ticketing options is promoted via travel centres, the internet and a wide
distribution of ticketing centres across the sub region. People are able to contact Merseytravel’s Travel Line
for further advice on ticketing options. Travel Line was recently recognised by the DfT as the best travel
advice line in the country.

Merseytravel also has an extensive programme of facilitation to ensure that people with specific access
needs have information about ticketing readily available to them. Leaflets, focus groups and outreach work
arranged byMerseytravel ensure a targeted approach that specifically meets the needs of individual groups.

22. Merseytravel’s website also has a link to the Transport Direct website, launched in 2004. Linking to
Transport Direct ensures integration of information across regional boundaries that will help inform
passenger choice.
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The Case for Reform

23. Merseytravel is in the early stages of implementing a smartcard travel card for Merseyside. The two-
year programme to issue smartcards for concessionary travel passes is due to commence shortly. The
smartcard being implemented in Merseytravel has been developed to ITSO standards, ensuring
interoperability with smart-based travel systems outside the Merseyside region over the longer term.

24. The use of smartcards has become much more prominent in recent years with the arrival of chip and
pin payment cards. But smartcards themselves are not new and have been in use since the early 1980s.
Advances in technology have made smartcards much more versatile, valuable, cost eYcient and user
friendly.

For passengers, this will mean that one card can cover their entire journey. The card can be recharged
over the internet as well as in person and this approachwill give the passengermuchmore control and choice
over how they choose to travel. Smartcards will enable truly integrated transport ticketing across the
country.

25. However, the success of smartcards is subject to smartcard readers being implemented across all
modes of transport. To be fully integrated, operators across all modes of transport and regions will need to
recognise any smartcard as an appropriate method of payment. In order to help this, the ITSO standard
was introduced.

ITSO, which has been developed over many years and is now being introduced, enables all modes of
transport to utilise the same smartcards. The ITSO specification allows smartcards to be issued across a
range of partners, using any form of co-branding while at the same time oVering certainty about the
interoperability of the card in other areas. ITSO will also avoid the risk of private monopolies through
propriety systems. It will manage the implementation of improved ticketing technologies before separate,
disintegrated systems are introduced on a regional or sub regional basis.

26. A significant hurdle in the national implementation of ITSO-compliant smartcards is the cost of
installing reading equipment across transport operations. Operators will see the installation as a significant
capital outgoing that could otherwise be spent on more urgent transport improvements.

Smartcards do, however, oVer some important benefits for operators. Given the demand for pre-paid
ticketing, smartcards will allow more accurate passenger tracking and a new form of reimbursement. They
will also provide information about customer needs and provide opportunities for more tailored transport
planning to meet passenger demands.

27. The future of transport ticketing cannot proceed without serious consideration of the role of
integrated smartcard ticketing. Members are encouraged to consider the role smartcards will play when
considering solutions to some of the challenges of the current structure of fares. Only once amore integrated
approach is in place can we proceed with a fair transport system that oVers suYcient flexibility and
information for the passenger for some years to come.

5 October 2005

APPENDIX 14

Memorandum submitted by the North Devon Rail Users Group

Introduction

The North Devon Rail Users Group represents passengers on the railway line between Exeter and
Barnstaple operated by Wessex Trains. We also have an interest in the wider rail network through
connections at Exeter St Davids.

The Group is responding to this Inquiry because of the level of fares charged compared with elsewhere
and also because of a number of serious local discrepancies.

In making our comments we recognise that the Inquiry applies nationally and so local issues are used for
illustrative purposes rather than expecting the Committee to make any particular ruling. Nevertheless we
would have no objection to our comments being quoted in any subsequent report.

Basics

The fare structure is seen as being at best erratic and at worse unfair for people living in certain parts of
the country. In the west country this is likely to be because when the system was contracting, higher fares
were seen as a way of choking oV tourist demand. This lead to local people (in a low wage area—part of
which qualifies for Objective 1 or 2 EU funding) being faced with higher fares than in some other parts of
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the country. Comparing a rural branch line in East Anglia with a rural branch line in Devon gives fares of
8.3 p/mile on the former and 13 p/mile on the latter. A 34% diVerence cannot be justified and the relative
usage figures support this.

We recognise that some flexibility is necessary for marketing purposes or in recognition of local economic
circumstances and that special circumstances apply in London and the South East (and about which wehave
no remit or wish to comment other than to say that we consider the ability to purchase through tickets with
travelcards should be retained as the latter represent very good value for money).

Therefore, we ask the Committee to consider the need for a return to basic fares beingmileage based (with
amargin of perhaps 10%) in the interests of equitability.We note that most European countries still broadly
adopt this approach and that fares generally are much lower than in the UK.

We also urge the Committee to consider and make recommendations to ensure that branch lines (and
especially existing and proposed Community Railways) receive a fair share of through fares revenue related
to the length of the branch line in question.

Cheap Tickets

Firstly we urge the Committee to ensure that the 12 week period for booking cheap tickets is rigidly
enforced and that severe sanctions are imposed for any failure.

Secondly we believe that the range of universal fares should be reduced in order to provide a coherent,
understandable and fair system.

As part of this the availability of cheap day returns needs to be examined so that such a fare applies to
any journey up to, say, 200 miles.

Of paramount importance is the need for single fares to be 50% of return fares. It is considered by some
of our members to be outrageous that, for example, a single fare is £4.30 whereas the return is a fairly
reasonable £4.80. Not only is this seen to be grossly unfair, it goes counter to the trend in the airline industry
and, indeed, the Virgin approach of oVering two single fares so as to be able to maximise the benefits of the
cheaper fare.

Railcards have been of enormous benefit and, in themselves generate income when issued! However, with
child fares up to age 16, Young Persons covering any age but mainly 16–26, Network Railcards anyone in
the middle so long as they live in the former Network SE area, and Senior Railcards, it is people outside the
NSE area who loose out, especially if living beyond PTE boundaries. Accordingly therefore, isthere not a
strong case for either scrapping railcards (except perhaps for disabled people and families) and reducing
fares for everyone by around 34% or replacing the Network Railcard with a National Railcard available to
everyone?

Accordingly we would ask the Committee to consider whether:

(a) The range of tickets universally available should be reduced to open single and return (mileage
based), cheap day return (up to 200 miles with standard per cent discount), saver, supersaver,
Apex. (This would not preclude company specific bargains!)

(b) That minimum allocations of Apex tickets should be available and that this information should
be publicly available.

(c) In all cases single tickets should be half of return fares.

(d) Either abolish most railcards and reduce all fares by 34% or replaced the Network Railcard with
aNational Railcard in the interests of equity, especially to those living in rural and lowwage areas.

Anomolies

There are instances of unfair charges for travel on theNorthDevonLine. For example some fares charged
from Crediton and Yeoford to Barnstaple are the same as from Exeter to Barnstaple. Accordingly,
therefore, we urge the Committee to require a thorough national review of the fares manual to iron out these
anomalies which would never have occurred had a mileage based system been retained.

Conclusion

The Rail Users Group also has a number of local fares issues that it hopes to settle with the new Greater
Western Franchisee. In the meantime, it hopes that the Committee will find these comments helpful.

September 2005
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APPENDIX 15

Memorandum submitted by Mr Simon Norton

To my mind the rail network has two vital functions to perform:

(a) To provide reasonably priced and aVordable travel for people without access to cars.

(b) To provide competitive travel for people who do have access to cars so as to reduce the burden of
congestion and pollution on the roads.

At present neither of these goals is being adequately fulfilled.

The worst problems are probably those relating to early morning trains out of London on Mondays to
Fridays. Similar problems, albeit to a lesser degree, aVect other parts of the country.

As early morning trains out of London are against the peak flow, capacity problems are rare. Yet there
are relatively few destinations to which day returns or Saver tickets are valid, and none to which one can
use Network Railcards. The tickets one can use, Standard Open tickets, are prohibitively expensive.

The result of this is to encourage people who have access to cars to brave—and thereby contribute to—
the peak-time traYc jams on the roads. Essentially the only people who are likely to use trains at these times
are season ticket holders (who get suYcient discount on the standard fares to make the journey competitive
in price) and those who can charge the cost of their journey to an expense account.

For people without access to cars, the only recourse is to postpone the start of their trip until the end of
the so-called peak period. But in many cases this will essentially destroy the purpose of their trip in that by
the time they reach their destination they will no longer have time for a full day out. This may be for one
of the following reasons:

(a) Early darkness—this applies especially during the winter when we use GMT. Darkness can strike
at 5pm or earlier, even in the south of England. To give an illustration, during the Christmas-New
Year period in 2004–05 (when many people take holidays thus reducing still further crowding
pressure on trains), I made a day trip to the South Downs using the first available oV-peak train
from Kings Cross Thameslink (the most convenient railhead for where I was staying in London).
Yet darkness struck before I finished my intended walk, so I had to leave the South Downs Way
and walk about 2 miles on a minor but (at least during the evening peak) heavily traYcked road.
The bus stop I reachedwas on a route forwhich I hadn’t preparedmyself by picking up a timetable,
and there was no timetable displayed at the bus stop, so I just had to wait and hope that a bus
turned up without too much delay.

(b) Connections with buses—many rural bus routes are infrequent and can’t be used at all if one
doesn’t get to the railhead early enough.

(c) Inability to get home after the trip. Londoners may have a round the clock bus service but those
living in many smaller towns (and even cities) in the surrounding region certainly don’t.

Nor is weekend travel always a solution. Many rural bus routes don’t run at weekends; trains often start
very late; and engineering work may considerably extend journey times. All these problems primarily aVect
Sunday travel but may aVect Saturdays as well.

There are alsomany cases where even Saver tickets are too expensive. Fitting four people in a car is usually
cheaper than going by train, even though a car with four people causes as much congestion and pollution
as a single occupancy car. Only when the party contains a child do family railcards oVer a possible solution
to this problem.

The Inter-City train operators have touted advance booking fares as a solution to this problem, and their
eYcacy is included in the terms of reference of this inquiry. However, there are many journeys for which
they are completely unsuitable.

For example, there are weather dependent trips (especially day trips). If one is doing a trip which requires
a country walk, the enjoyment of the trip is completely spoilt if it’s raining heavily. (Parenthetically, if one
is induced by the fare system to pre-book a non-refundable ticket with the intention of writing oV the trip
if heavy rain is forecast, then the seat which one’s booked is unavailable to other rail passengers.)

Another problem is estimating journey times. Even if one has already worked out one’s itinerary it can
be diYcult to estimate accurately how long one needs to visit a particular tourist attraction or to do a
particular country walk. These days with internet timetables it is generally possible to plan an itinerary
involving rural buses, but this involves more research than I would expect the average person to be willing
to undertake. And it is unfair to expect people to sustain a heavy financial loss if a given connection fails to
materialise (for one thing, internet timetables aren’t always accurate) or to include excessive amounts of
slack in their schedules to allow for contingencies.

A third problem is the need to allow suYcient time for postal delivery of tickets where one is unable to
make one’s booking at a staVed rail station.
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There are other ways in which the advance booking system is not very user friendly. When I book an air
ticket I normally have a “hold” option which enables me to confirm any plans contingent on acceptance of
a given schedule before committing myself. In the USA Amtrak also oVers this option for rail travel, but in
my experience, UK rail operators don’t—they require immediate payment for a ticket.

Another eVect of this is that those who book over the Internet have to divulge their credit card numbers
over the Internet, with consequent security problems.

An unrelated issue is that while Inter-City train operators may oVer very good value tickets for journeys
using only their own trains, the savings often evaporate for those who require connecting trains. As an
example, during the first half of 2005 (which is the period for which I have the relevant fares manual
available), the cheapest return fare from London to Leeds was £19 (Standard Class OV Peak), as compared
with a Saver fare of 68–90. The SCOP fares are set at three levels which are strictly quota limited, so that
one is likely to end up paying significantly more than £19 (I don’t know exactly how much the other two
levels are). By contrast, for Cambridge to Leeds the corresponding fares are £29 and 55–40, so if one can’t
get the cheapest fare the saving is likely to be much less. The Saver fares are roughly distance related—
Cambridge is about 30 miles nearer to Leeds by rail than London—but the SCOP fares clearly aren’t. I may
add that Cambridge is only 16 miles from the route from London to Leeds—but trains don’t stop at the
relevant stations (Huntingdon or St Neots), so it doesn’t help to reach these stations by bus and continue
by train.

Let me conclude this letter by making a list of recommendations.Most but not all of them relate to points
which I have discussed above.

1. Train operators should be required tomake day return and Saver tickets, with railcard discounts where
appropriate, available on all trains which don’t have an overcrowding problem. They should also be
required to make special eVorts to ensure that passengers have an early morning option (ie before the peak
starts), or, in appropriate cases, to procure a bus service linking principal stations on the relevant route on
which rail tickets, including day returns and Savers, would be accepted.

2. A National Railcard should be introduced as soon as possible. A few years ago I think it was the
Transport Committee who came up with this recommendation. What has happened to it? I believe that the
best way to implement this would be to oVer a range of regional railcards (including the current Network
Railcard) for about £20, covering overlapping regions of Britain, together with a national railcard which
would cost about £100. The national railcard would give a discount of 34% on all walk-on tickets for all
trains except those which had a proven overcrowding problem, plus all buses that run as part of the rail
network.

3. The National Routeing Guide should be redesigned. I would recommend that this be done by a
consultant with a track record of concern for passenger needs, such as Barry Doe (columnist in Rail
magazine and author of the web-based “Doe’s Directory of Bus & Rail Timetables, Websites and Enquiry
OYces” (http://www.barrydoe.co.uk). Among the requirements should be the inclusion of rail link buses as
part of the rail network for ticketing purposes, so that one could, for example, travel from Cambridge to
Penrith on a Saver ticket out via Leeds and back by bus from Milton Keynes (several years ago I actually
made this journey and discovered that I could have got home an hour and a half earlier if I had been able
to do this).

4. There should be discussion about the desirability of new kinds of ticket. One example which I would
like to see would be a through ticket covering a return rail journey from London (or other station) to the
countryside plus unlimited bus travel within one’s target area, possibly with return from a diVerent railhead
on a diVerent route. I would hope that this would help to regenerate the rural bus network in areas such as
the Home Counties.

5. We should combine with our European partners to oVer cheaper and more easily available through
ticketing between Britain and Continental Europe. With a simple zonal system such as that currently in
operation for journeys to Ireland (and described by Barry Doe in Rail magazine issue 519 August 3–16), it
should be possible for any staVed ticket oYce to issue a ticket to anywhere in Continental Europe. For this
type of journey, improving the availability and competitivity of rail tickets would impact more on air travel
than on road travel, but the former causes at least as much pollution per distance travelled.

6. Whether or not Network Rail can in normal circumstances confirm final timetables 12 weeks in
advance, situations are bound to arise when this is impractical. (For example, this would apply to any
journey involving the Chiltern Railways network following the recent Gerrards Cross tunnel collapse.) So
there should be provision so that, when exact timetables are unavailable forwhatever reason, train operators
would accept bookings for given journeys on the basis of “first departure from station X after time Y” or
“last arrival at station X before time Y”, for which they would use provisional advance timetables. If they
had diYculty allocating enough seats when the final timings are available, then they would solve this
problem by upgrading some of their pre-booked tickets to Savers at no extra cost to the relevant passenger.

7. Train operators should be required to publish their normal quotas for advance booking tickets for each
timetabled train (which would help people to make preliminary plans before they got round to making an
actual booking).
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8. Train operators should be required to provide a “hold” option which would give passengers a limited
period to confirm a provisional booking before being required to make a final payment. When they made
a provisional booking, they would be given a booking reference (as I believe happens now). They could then
confirm this booking, quoting the booking reference and their credit card number, either through the
Internet, by telephone or at a staVed station. (It should be possible to automate the confirmation of bookings
by push button telephones, which would reduce the cost to the operator.)

9. All advance booking fares should be independent of the method of booking.

10. The transport finance system should be reorganised to incorporatemulti-modal corridor partnerships
which would include cheaper fares for rail passengers on a given corridor, extra seats on trains (where
necessary), and the abandonment or scaling down of schemes aimed at increasing road capacity on the same
corridor. This may or may not work out cheaper for the Treasury, but I am sure that it would oVer a net
benefit to society when the following were factored in:

(a) Cost savings to existing rail passengers.

(b) The pollution costs of extra road traYc.

(c) The congestion costs of extra road traYc in areas other than the site of the putative road
capacity increase.

Train operators would be required to participate in such schemes on a “revenue neutral” basis, ie that
they would be subsidised only for the diVerence between the loss of fares from existing rail passengers and
what they would get from new ones. Furthermore, rail capacity improvements would be expected to form
part of such partnership agreements. It is completely counter-productive to expect longer trains to be
financed by higher fares from passengers rather than increased passenger volume!

11. The regulation of fares should not be on the basis that some fares are “regulated” whereas others—
which seem to be a large majority of those actually used by people other than season ticket holders—are
“unregulated”. Rather the regulation should be on the basis of the whole “basket” of walk-on fares not
incorporating premiumproducts (such as first class travel). There should be a target that every year rail fares
should become more competitive by at least 1% as against motoring costs.

APPENDIX 16

Supplementary memorandum submitted by The Railway Consultancy Ltd

Having attended the hearing on Wednesday 23 November, there were a few additional points that I
should like to make, in the light of a number of omissions and inaccuracies stated by the witnesses that
afternoon.

1. Do remember, in any comparison of earnings/pass-kin, that the rail fares system has a taper, so that
fares/pass-km would inherently be expected to be higher for short journeys. This is to reflect the known fact
that passengers respond not only to rail fares in relation to the competitive environment, but also to the
sheer magnitude of the fare.

2. Even for a given distance, there can be perfectly good reasons for equivalent fares (eg cheap day
returns) to vary, if the competitive environment is diVerent—one would expect any competent railway
company to take into account the diVerence between having a competing express bus service andmotorway,
and not.

3. Comparisons with air fares are also not as straightforward as might appear, because of the need of
many rail passengers for a “walk-on” service, and the requirement for rail to provide for commuting.

4. A number of witnesses seemed unaware of the impact of multiple factors on railway demand; these are
often divided into exogenous factors (such as the overall state of the economy (GDP and employment in
Central London are both critical to the railway), petrol prices etc) and endogenous factors (eg rail service
levels and fares).

5. Indeed, more generally, Committee members should be made aware of the Passenger Demand
Forecasting Handbook, the bible’ of railway commercial research over the lasts 25 years, which contains
understandings of the impacts of all these factors.

6. Whilst a number of witnesses noted their preference for a National Railcard, our initial report
appeared to demonstrate that (if limited to oVpeak services only) such a railcard could actually improve the
profitability of the railway. This is in a similar vein to comments made by Stephen Joseph in respect to
Northern Rail, where he alleged (quite plausibly) that reductions in fares levels could increase revenues
(although if demand rises too much, additional capacity and costs could be incurred). However, one should
be careful to understand that diVerent actions on fares are likely to be required in diVerent market segments.
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7. To reiterate, the three key variables which should underline any fares policy are:

(i) the costs of providing the service;

(ii) willingness to pay;

(iii) complexity.

The interesting issue is what action should be taken against private companies operating franchises with
public money who do not maximise revenues within the constraints they have, through mis-understandings
of the market.

APPENDIX 17

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Joyce Glasser

I attended the hearing yesterday, 30November andwish to congratulate the very eloquent, perceptive and
witty Chairwomen, Ms Dunwoody, and the sensible questions from in particular, MPs Lee Scott, Graham
Stringer and John Leech.

Unfortunately, the witnesses failed to impress.

I had not read the big article (and editorial) in the Times “Railways Cut Down on Cheap Tickets toMake
Most of Season’s Greetings” (30 November) when I attended but have since read it. The evidence provided
in that article is contrary to that provided by your witnesses. The article more closely describes my own
experience.

I would be grateful for your response to the following questions or, if you cannot respond, in drawing the
attention of the Committee to the following:

I. Virgin Train Fares

1. In my original evidence submitted to you over a month ago, I stated that I was scheduled to attend a
£465.00 conference in Manchester in September, the fee of which had been waived so that I could attend
free of charge due to my volunteer (though not registered charity) status. However, I could not attend the
conference despite this because of the exorbitant rail fare, London-Manchester to attend the conference.

2. I phoned to reserve a cheap day return over two weeks prior to the conference. I wanted one economy
class return. I was told the cheapest fare if I want to make it to the start of the conference (11 am) was
£187.00. Even if the conference had started at noon, I would have had to pay that.

3. Today, the witnesses from Virgin responded to a question about this fare that Virgin oVered discounts
on peak travel time fares for advance bookings on their London Manchester route. This was not the case
with my ticket. I tried to reserve two weeks in advance and was told there was no advance purchase price.
There was only one price: £187.00 I received this response in September. If a new pricing structure allowing
a discount on the £187.00 for advance purchase is now in place, I would like to know as of what date?

4. In response to Mr Twig’s defence of the rail fares, namely that fares were matched to ability to pay,
this was not my case. I had no choice but to be at the start of that conference by 11 am No other fare was
available if I wanted to arrive in Manchester by 11 am. I cannot aVord £187.00 to attend a conference in
Manchester. Nor could I have travelled the night before and stayed in a hotel, which would have amounted
to roughly the same.

The Committee might wish to verify the witnesses’ statement about discounts on peak fares to
Manchester.

I am particularly concerned with this “what the market will bear” pricing because parts of the BBC and
the new CEHR (Commission for Equality and Human Rights) are due to be moved to Manchester and we
know there will be plenty of commuting between London and Manchester. This will be paid for by public
taxes (or the licence fee which is a form of public tax). Should the public be lining the pockets of Richard
Branson and the shareholders of Virgin Trains to this degree?

II. Mr Lee Scott’s Question

Does the Government need to strengthen competition on individual routes and another question (by
another MP) is there evidence that fares are lower when there is competition on a route.

The witnesses waZed on this.

1. Competitionmust be strengthened. Currently, Virgin has no competition toManchester. All witnesses
tried to persuade you that that coaches, planes and cars were their competition. I do not accept that wide
definition of a train line’s competition. I don’t think that Ms Dunwoody accepted this either.
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Most people who take trains do not have a choice: they have no access to a car, or do not wish to drive
them long distances, or/and cannot aVord to fly or do not wish the ordeal of flying—taxi/bus/airplane/taxi/
train or subway to hotel City B. The bus line that goes toManchester fromVictoria bus station did not arrive
in Manchester by the required hour. The train is the most sensible, practical and convenient and
environmentally sound way to get to Manchester.

If the goal of Virgin is to maximise revenue, not passengers, and they have a monopoly, then they can
meet their targets by raising prices and only the well oV or business travellers will be able to travel. This is
what they are doing.

Maybe (although I was surprised to learn it) the £187.00 fare represents only 5% of their passengers, but
I doubt it is only 5% of their revenue. They told me that all trains departing weekday mornings before 9.30
am were packed. If Virgin can then sell a ticket for £25.00 at 10.30 am and make a profit, packing all trains
Monday-Friday at £187.00 represents a lot of profit.

III. The Question was Asked Whether the High Fares Deterred Customers Who Were Simply

Unable to Travel by Rail

The witnesses said no although they could not substantiate that.

I confirm I have been unable to travel on numerous occasions becausemysteriously all the low cost tickets
had been sold when I phoned to buy a ticket and the normal prices were too ridiculous to contemplate. I
belong to an architecture group, the 20 Century Society and we raise money by having events all over
England and Wales. I phoned three weeks in advance of a one day trip to Runcorn from London, leaving
on a Saturday at 7.06 am in the morning, return around 6 pm. Not exactly the most popular journey
imaginable. Still, I was told there were nomore super saver fares left and I would have had to pay more than
the cost of the coach tour fromRuncorn to travel by economy class rail. So I cancelled my place on the tour.

In my evidence I sent you Virgin’s reply: they refused to tell me how many saver fares they had made
available to begin with on this journey and how many had really been sold.

I would still like to know that.

IV. GNER

Again, to attend a 20th Century Society event, I phoned well in advance of a trip to book a particular
departure and return, namely 17.51. This was the return time suggested in the joining letter from the Society.
GNER’s operator told me, and four others who tried to book on the same day that there was no return at
17.51. We were told the only return was 18.51. We were not told that seats were not available, but rather,
that there was no train at all departing at 17.51. So we booked the 18.51. Others on the trip phoned after
us to book and they were successful in purchasing a return at 17.51 (for the same price as we paid).
Apparently, the early bookers had been incorrectly informed and forced to buy a later return at the same
price as the return time they wanted.

At the train station returning, the entire group boarded the 17.51. Those of us with 18.51 tickets explained
GNER’s error to GNER reprsentatives at the train station. We also pointed out that the train was half
empty and that we had paid the same amount as the group with tickets for 17.51, so it would do no harm.
Despite this, the GNER staV were abusive, as was the duty manager on board the 17.51 and accused us of
trying to cheat the company and threw us oV the train. I was so upset that, upon returning home I wrote to
GNER. I received an insulting letter basically confirming that GNER staV acted properly and that we had
no rights. They refused to deal with the error about the return time made to five out of 15 members of the
group. They failed to carry out a proper investigation into the staV’s abusive conduct toward us.

A question about who takes responsibility for information errors like this when the customer loses, would
not have been amiss although I doubt you would have received a helpful reply.

APPENDIX 18

Memorandum submitted by Grand Central Railway Company Limited

GrandCentral has been watching with interest the current inquiry into train fares, particularly in the light
of the recently announced fares increases.

We note that Grand Central’s proposed simplified structure, with reasonably priced fares for all, not just
some eye catching fares for a very few, attracted some comment, but not of course from current industry
players.

Grand Central would be pleased to make representations to you and/or members of your Committee to
re-assure you there are simpler options, and to assist your understanding of why the industry currently plays
the revenue game in the way it does.

We particularly note ATOC’s assertions that only around 10% of tickets are “open and unregulated”; this
of course obscures the point that in revenue percentage terms they account for around 35–40%.
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The main points of our oVer are easily understood fares and an instant acknowledgment if we don’t oVer
what we say, and a summary is below.

— All tickets prices shown are the “most expensive” and unrestricted on Grand Central services.

— Standard class “open return” with GNER from Sunderland—London £184, Grand Central
£60 (The GNER fares do not include the 8.8% increase announced).

— First class “open return” with GNER from Sunderland—London £278, Grand Central £120
(The GNER fares do not include the 8.8% increase announced).

— Half price tickets for Senior Citizens without the need to pre-purchase a railcard.

— Standing passengers will receive a 50% refund on the price of their journey.

As with any new service proposition there are many other benefits to our proposal, not least the fact that
we plan to re-introduce direct main line express links to London to over 1.5 million people in the North, all
of whom are ignored by GNER, and to do all this at risk only to our own shareholders.

13 December 2005

APPENDIX 19

Memorandum submitted by Transport for London

OYSTER CARD

1. Introduction

1.1 Transport for London (TfL) introduced Oyster, London’s travel smartcard, to the public in June
2003. Travelcards and Bus Pass season tickets can be put on the card, and it can also be used as a pay as
you go system (known asOyster Pre Pay).Oyster cardswithTravelcards are valid onTube,DocklandsLight
Railway, tram andNational Rail services within designated zones and can be used across the entire London
bus network.

2. What are the benefits of Oyster?

2.1 There are a number of benefits with using Oyster. Customers save time when passing through the
station gates and boarding buses is quicker. Oyster is also helping to cut queues at Tube station ticket oYces
as passengers can top up their Oyster cards online or over the phone. An additional benefit of this is that
Tube station ticket staV can spend more time working on station platforms enabling them to interface
directly with customers therefore helping passengers with their journeys. Oyster oVers greater counterfeit
protection than paper tickets with the ability to “stop” lost or stolen Oyster cards so that no one else can
use them. This provides TfL with an estimated fraud saving of £2 million per year. In addition to this, the
new fares announced by the Mayor in January 2006 mean single journeys are either cheaper or frozen at
last year’s prices and cheaper day travel is available with daily price capping.

2.2 Regrettably, at present, it is not possible to useOyster Pre Pay on themajority ofNational Rail routes
in London.7

3. What has TfL done to actively pursue a fully integrated fare structure in London?

3.1 TfL hasmade a number of attempts to enable Train Operating Companies (TOCs) to take up Oyster.
BeforeOyster went live Train operators refused an oVer fromTranSys8 to provideOyster retailing capability
at all London rail stations free of charge. As a result of this decision customers cannot get Oyster at over
250 rail stations in London (out of a total of 304 stations).

3.2 In 2004, TfL oVered to finance £25 million worth of TOC investment in smartcard infrastructure
required to extend Oyster Pre Pay to all rail stations throughout fare zones 1–6. This oVer was refused, but
had it gone ahead the infrastructure could have been in place by the end of 2006. In 2005, the TOCs estimated
the cost of implementing Oyster Pre Pay at £65 million. TfL believe that this is an inflated figure, because
the proposal covers long standing National Rail fare and revenue control issues. Although an attempt to
solve these issues, it is at the expense of delaying public access to Oyster.

3.3 In 2005, TfL invested £500,000 to survey National Rail stations in anticipation of the extension of
Oyster Pre Pay to all stations in zones 1–6.

7 There are currently 10 National Rail routes where Pre Pay is valid.
8 TranSys is the contracting consortiumwhich provides the Prestige Project, a 17 year private finance initiative awarded in 1998
to cover almost all aspects of TfL’s ticketing infrastructure.
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3.4 Also in 2005, many TOCs refused to review station drawings related to installation of equipment for
extending Oyster to stations within zones 1–6. One TOC even demanded to be paid for the time of the
personnel required to perform the review.

3.5 TOCs have raised concerns over the potential for fraud and revenue control risks with the use of
Oyster on National Rail. TfL believe that this possibility has been overstated by TOCs. Evidence from the
DLR and other works show that these risks can be managed and do not prevent progress.

4. Why did TfL progress Oyster ahead of a National scheme?

4.1 Integrated Transport Smartcard Organisation (ITSO) is the smartcard ticketing standard supported
by the Department for Transport (DfT). The DfT is unwilling simply to agree to extend Oyster Pre Pay to
train services in London because it would like any extension of smartcard ticketing to be based on the ITSO
standard. Oyster is a system from one manufacturer: ITSO is an open standard and anymanufacturer could
make compatible equipment.

4.2 When London Transport awarded the contract in 1998 for smartcard ticketing (prior to TfL being
established), ITSO had not been developed. The alternative would have been to delay the contract award
which would have delayed passenger benefits and network improvements until ITSO was mature. Indeed,
passengers would still be waiting.

4.3 TfL will come on board with ITSO when:

— It is proven to work.

— It is secure enough to handle financial transactions.

— It does not degrade the performance of the existing system.9

— There is no cost to TfL as a result of implementing ITSO.

4.4 TfL has assured the TOCs and DfT that Oyster devices could be modified to accept ITSO products
when they are proven. As detailed above, TfL strongly feels that standards and funding are long term issues
with ITSO. In the mean time, Oyster is being used for more than half of Underground journeys and almost
half of all bus journeys. Therefore the London wide implementation of Oyster would now be in the best
interests of the travelling public.

5. What could TOCs do immediately to improve access to Oyster?

5.1 TOCs could do a number of things in the short term to improve access to Oyster. For example, two-
part season tickets could be oVered. This would involve a paper ticket for the part of the journey outside
London and an Oyster card for the part inside London.

5.2 Train operators could also have Pre Pay enabled at 35 non-jointly operated, gated stations. This
would increase the number of train passengers making single or return journeys that could use Oyster.

6. Conclusion

6.1 In total, 2.9 million people currently use Oyster and more than 3 million journeys are made each day
with the card. Fare incentives introduced in January 2006 make Oyster even more attractive. The use of
Oyster means passengers can take advantage of cheaper pre-pay fares and lower daily price capping.
Passengers on lines where Oyster is not available cannot take advantage of these benefits.

6.2 With continued growth in customer demand, TfL wants to encourage the TOCs to integrate the
system to include all public transport in London. TfL have made it clear that when standards are proven
we will be willing to come on board with ITSO. In the mean time, many customers are missing out on the
benefits provided by Oyster.

January 2006

APPENDIX 20

Correspondence between Ruskin Sports College and Virgin Rail copied to the Committee

RUSKIN SPORTS COLLEGE

Dear Mrs Dunwoody

I’ve enclosed a letter of complaint that has been sent to VirginRail. They havemessed us about, ultimately
not providing us with group travel to London before 11.45 am.

9 For example, Oyster takes 0.2 seconds to transact/open the gates. Preliminary trials onLondon buses to assess the use of ITSO
show it currently takes 3 times longer to register/read than Oyster.
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It seems we can no longer provide our students with a full day in London to do History GCSE work at
the Imperial War Museum and visit Parliament as well as other venues at the centre of our democracy.

I thought you might be interested in our predicament.

Mr P Beesley
Head of Humanities

26 September 2005

Dear Virgin Rail

This is a letter of complaint and protest about your inability to provide us with a group booking from
Crewe to London before 11.45 am. You were also unable to tell us this until 10 days before we were due to
travel, despite several phone calls.

We have been taking Year 11 GCSE History students to a study workshop at the Imperial WarMuseum
for 25 years and have never had a problem booking a train. We assumed this year would be the same. As a
consequence of your actions we have had to curtail the day, reducing the amount of important work done
by our History students.

It is very disappointing that, at a time when people should be encouraged to use the railways, commercial
interests should override service.

Mr P Beesley
Head of Humanities

26 September 2005

VIRGIN TRAINS

Dear Mr Beesley,

Thank you very much for your correspondence, which we received in this oYce on 28 September 2005.

I understand how disappointed you were to find there were none of our Group tickets available on the
services you required. These tickets really do represent exceptional value, hence their popularity. While we
oVer them on many of our services, they are understandably limited in availability.

The rule of thumb with these tickets is that they will be available on our quieter trains, and this helps us
spread passengers over services. Group and Virgin Value tickets oVer a substantial saving on the cost of the
normal walk on fare; Saver Return ticket. However these tickets are not guaranteed to be released on all
services therefore set travel plans should not be made on the proviso of gaining them.

Our revenue team closely monitor the loadings on board all of our trains enabling them to take an
informed decision as to the expected passenger count for future services and in turn allocate, or not, the
appropriate number of Virgin Value and Group tickets for each service.

Dennis Taplin
Customer Relations

7 October 2005

APPENDIX 21

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Virgin Trains

I understand that the Commons Transport Committee is currently deliberating on its inquiry into fares
and ticketing, to which Virgin Trains gave written and oral evidence.

Whenmy colleagues Tony Collins andGrahamLeech gave oral evidence, Virgin Trains had only recently
started a simplified advanced booking system that enabled customers to buy discounted tickets more easily
and up to 6 pm the day prior to travel.

Although the initial results at that time were very positive, it was too early to share meaningful
information about trends that were showing through.

Now that we have information from five months of using the new system, I thought it would be useful to
share some of the details with the committee.

The average yield on our fares is now showing significant reductions, largely because our customers are
taking advantage of the many advanced purchase fares that oVer reduced prices. In the current year, the
average yield per journey sold has reduced by 2%, taking into account inflation.
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This has been achieved by huge growth in advance purchase tickets, especially on VirginWest Coast. For
instance, the number of advance purchase standard tickets sold has grown by 26% across our two franchises,
mainly since we introduced a simplified system last September. In First Class, there has been a three-fold
rise in the number of advanced purchase tickets. If you would like further information, we would be pleased
to provide this.

As we said to your committee in November, we propose a radical overhaul of our website, which will
simplify further the process of finding and booking value-for-money tickets.

Virgin Trains would be pleased to give members of the committee a demonstration of the new website,
or to show how our yield management system operates, if you and your colleagues would find that useful.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like further information.

7 April 2006
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